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BIRECTIOWS 

TO T H E 

I T I N E R A N T IN SPAIN 

TO travel commodiously in Spain, a man should have a good consti-

tution, two good servants, letters of credit for the principal citiesj arid 
a proper introduction to the best families, boíh of the native inhabitants 
and of strangers settled in the country. 

The language will be easily acquired. 
His servants should be a Spaniard and a Swiss, of which, one should 

be suflficiently acquainted with the art of cooking, and with the superior 
art of providing for the journey; which implies a perfect knowledge of 
the country through which he is to pass, that he may secure a stock of 
wine, bread, and meat, in places where these excel, and such a stock as 
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niaj be sufficient to carrj him through the districts in which these are 
not to be obtained. For himself, his servants and his baggage, he should 
purchase three strong mules, able to support.the load which is to be put 
upon them. Inhis baggage he should have sheets, a mattress, a blanket 
and a quilt, a table-cloth, knives, forks, and spoons, with a copper 
vessel sufficientlj capacious to boil his meat. This should be furnished 
* i t h a cover and a lock. Each of the servants should have a gun slung 
b j the side of his mulé. 

To travel as an oeconomist in Spain, a man must be contented to take 
his chance for conveyance, and either go by the post, wherever i t is esta-
blished; or join with officers, going to their various stations, to hire a 
coach, or quietly resign himself to a calash, a calasine, a horse, a mulé, 
or a Borrico. These last are the most convenient for the purpose of 
crossing the country, or of wandering among the mountains. I f he is 
to traverso any district infested by banditti, i t wil l be safe for him to go 
by the common carriers, in which case he will be mounted on a good 
mulé, and take the place which would have been occupied by some bale 
of goods. Any one, who is fond of botany, for short excursions, wil l 
make choice of a Borrico. These are always to be had, when, as in some 
villages, neither horse ñor mulé are to be obtained. I have used this 
honourable appellation for the most patient of ali animáis, because I 
would not shock the delicacy of a young traveller, by telling him, at his 
first setting out, that he may sometimes find himself under the necessitj 
of riding upon an ass. He must, however, know, for his consolation, 
that an ass does not appear so contemptibJe in Spain as in the colder 
regions of the north. 
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The best time for him to begin tliis expedition is in Autumn, when he 
may go by Bayonne, Burgos, Valladolid, and Segovia, hastening to the 
court of St. Ildefonso. Here he is to procure letters for the chief cities 
in Spain. On these will depend the whole pleasure of his excursión. 
During the winter he may see all the south of Spain, Toledo, Cordova, 
Seville, Cádiz, Gibraltar, Malaga, Granada, Carthagena, Murcia, 
Alicant, Valencia, and Barcelona. Returning by Zaragoza to Aranjuez 
in the spring, he may follow the Merino flock, when not interrupted by 
the rainy season, to the mountains of the north, whilst the country, on 
which he has turned his back, is rendered unfit for travelling, by the dis-
solving heats, by want of provisions, and by malignant fevers. This 
season will be best employed in Gallicia, the Asturias, and the pro-
vinces of Biscay, taking Salamanca and León in the way. 

Had I received such directions previous to my Spanish journey, I 
should have escaped a severo fit of illness, which was occasioned by the 
intensity of the Summer's heat. I n England, intermittents are commonly 
ascribed to marsh miasma, but in Spain their origin is atlributed to the 
stroke of the mid-day sun; and I am inclined to think this may often be 
the genuine cause. 
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CAUSES OF T H E O V E R T H R O W 

OF THE 

;FAWISH MONARCHY. 

T h E events which have recently occurred in Spain have excited 
universal astonishment. Every one is solicitous to trace their pro-
gress, and to ascertain the cause, which has produced them. A migbty 
empire overthrown in the space of a few days, and the reigning family 
carried captive by foreigners without resistance from the natives, are 
such events as are unparalleled in history. 

What cause then can be assigned which is adequate to suchefíects? 
The causéis obvious:—bad government. This has ruined, in succession, 
all the mighty empires which have existed in the world, and wil l con
tinué to do so t i l l the end of tune. 
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When a territory, of contracted limits has been overrun, by some 
powerful nation: this implies merely a phjsical inability to defend itself. 
—But when a widely extended country, well peopled, has been sud-
denly subdued, we have always been able to trace this ruin to its 
proper cause—bad government. 

I n Spain, a former generation saw the country, in the space of three 
years, conquered by the Moors. [ t was at that time i l l governed, dis-
heartened, and disarmed: but, as the new coméis governed well, i t 
required more than seven hundred years of almost incessant war to 
drive them out. There can be no doubt, therefore, that to bad govern-
ment we must ascribe this recent revolution. 

The next question which occurs to be resolved is, how Spain carne 
to be worse governed than the surrounding kingdoms. 

This subject requires some retrospect,—some short investigation. 
When the intolerable abuses of the feudal system, oppressive at once 

to subjects and to sovereigns, required reformation, the sagacity of 
statesmen led them to different expedients for relief. I n one point 
ihey all agreed: they humbled the proud vassals of the crown, but 
suffered the power of the people to increase. Such was the poliey of 
Henry V I I , of Ferdinand and Isabella, of Ximenes, and of Richelieu. 
Thus far all was well. But whilst in England our Parliaments main-
tained their power, such national assemblies were laid aside in Trance 
and Spain. Indeed Franco retained her provincial Parliaments, but 
these formed a feeble barrier against the encroachments of the crown. 
I n Spain, from the days of Charles V, the Cortes were never suíFered 
to assemble, excepting only once at the commencement of a reign, to 
proclaim the title of the successor to the throne. 



One additional cause of bad government was found in Spain. 
When the reigning family was changed, and Louis X I V . forced his 

grandson upon a reluctant people, the Bourbon family thóught i t 
expedient to assemble the Grandees round the throne, where, in fact, 
they were prisoners of state; Thus assembled and divested of all 
power, they quickly degenerated and became perfectly useless to the 
state. 

Whilst Charles I I I . was Jiving, the government, i t must be confessedj 
was weak, but i t was not oppressive. His understanding was such as 
to guide him well in the choice of his ministers, and every one was 
satisfied oí his benevolent intentions. His ultimate successor was not so 
highly favoured. Of his heart I can say nothing, but every thing demon-
strates the deficiency of his intellectual powers. Whilst I resided at 
Madrid, I went every day to Court, and, solicitous to form some 
judgment of this destined successor to the throne, I constantly attended 
in the circle ; where he conversed with his friends and the foreign minis
ters after dinner. Here it was not possible to mistake his character 
in point of understanding* His education and his habits had no ten-
dency to reraedy this defect; for the greatest part of his time was 
spent in the diversions of the field, and none appeared to have been 
allotted to the improvements of the mind. 

When he returned from hunting, and when the weather prevented his 
sport his occupations were such only as were suited to infancy. 

After his accession to the crown, his principal amusement in the 
depth of winter, at Madrid, was a Nacimiento, or representation of the 
Nativity. For this purpose, in a saloon of three hundred and síxty 
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feet long, were seen a mountain, rocks, cascades, and verdant groves, 
Jerusalem and Babylon, a sea coast and ships, numerous images of 
angels, wise men, and shepherds, with the Virgin and the infant Jesús, 
all curiously wrought by the best artists of Italy and Spain. These 
were ricbly ciad in modera style. The jewels of gold, silver, pearls, 
emeralds, and diamonds, with which he adorned these figures, were 
of inestimable valué, and the camels attendant on the wise men were 
loaded with treasures. 

The whole of this saloon was lighted by hundreds of lamps, concealed 
from the spectators. 

During the twelve days of Christmas, the king always spent his 
nights in this saloon. And here the grandees, ambassadors, ministers 
of state, and persons of distinction, were admitted to pay their com-
pliments, each vying with the other in expressions of admiration at 
the wonders of his Nacimiento. 

The principal artist was obliged every year to exhibit the powers of 
his imagination by some new plan. 

When I was at Madrid, I had the honor of being introduced to 
Sabatini, a distinguished architect, whose merit had been little noticed 
by the Court; but this man, in the succeeding reign, having had the 
good fortune to give satisfaction to the sovereign, by the construction 
of a saloon for his Nacimiento, as a reward for his ingenuity he was 
made an admira!. 

I t must not, however, be imagined that Sabatini was to have the 
command of fleets upon the ocean. No: he was to be one of the ad
miráis who commanded the little fleet upon the Tagus, with which 
the king amused himself during his vernal residence at Aranjuez. 
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From good authority I am informed, that more than thirty thousand 
pounds was every year expended on this childish playtbing of the king. 

Whilst he thus amused himself, the cares of government devolved 
wholly ón the queen, who, immediately on his accession to the throne 
took her seat in council by his side, attended whenever the ministers 
were admitted to an audience, and prior to their admission was i n 
formed of the business on which they carne. 

As long as Florida Blanca retained his power, his whole attention 
was directed to the well being of the state. His virtue was rigid, his 
fidelity inflexible. Intent on the improvement of the country, he 
allotted great sums to canals and roads; but not finding the public 
revenue adequate to the demand for these importan! works, he sug-
gested to the king that, for the public good, other expedients should 
be resorted to; and when the Duchy of Alcudia escheated to the 
Crown, he advised that the rents should be applied td expedito the 
ünishing of the great canals. 

His wise purposes were, however, frustrated, and this high dignity 
with its emoluments were given to a favourite of the court. 

When I was in Spain this favorito was perfectly unknown. But 
soon after the death of the good oíd king, when a young Spaniard, a 
very intimate friend of mine, was about to visit England, and had 
taken leave of the royal family, his father, well acquainted with the 
secrets of the Court, inquired of him i f he had called on Manuel 
Godoy.—" N o / ' — " ( lo then immediately, and ask for his protection" 
M y friend obeyed the mándate of his father, and was most graciouslj 
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received. This handsome joung Guarde du Corps was at dinner with 
some of the Grandees, who doubtless foresaw his fu ture grcatness. 

The bouse was his own, magnificently furnished, and the room in 
which he dined was decorated with the most elegant and costly trin-
kets. For some years, this favourite of fortune was coocealed from 
public view; he had shone hitherto in the small circle of his friends. 
But now the time arrived when, by his sudden elevation, he was to 
attract the notice of the world. When Florida Blanca had requested 
that the revenues of the Duchy of Alcudia should be resérved for 
national improvemcnts, he found himself thwarted in his purposes3 and 
lamented to hear that this extensivo territory was destined for a Guarde 
de Corps, attendant on the queen, who was to be created a Grandee 
of Spain. 

This he strenuously opposed in council, as iliegal, and for a time 
prevailed. But finally, in spite of his remonstrances, the grant took 
place. To vindicate these grants, the Count de la Canadá, was em-
ployed, who had no difficulty in proving to the satisfaction of the 
Court that the family of Godoy was most illustrious, and, as such, 
justly entitled to the Grandeeship in Spain. For this serví ce he was 
created governor of the Council of Castillo^ and thus the way was made 
plain for the triumph of the favourite. I n the mean time the people 
openly expressed their dissatisfaction; and on the 26th Feb. 1792, at 
night, the mob marked their indignation by attacking the house of the 
Guarde de Corps, which they are said to have totally demolished. 

The next day, at two o'clock in the morning, Count Florida Blanca 
received orders to depart immediately from Madrid, and to retire 
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within the precincts of his ovvn estáte. He was, however, permitted, 
at his particular request, to take up his abode in a convent of monks 
at Ellin, a small village in Murcia, where he remained four months; 
at the eiid of which term he was convejed as a state prisoner to the 
Castle of Pampeluna. 

Thus every obstacle having been removed, Manuel Godoy was 
created a Grandee of the first class, and Duke de la Alcudia, with a 
territory of about twenty thousand a year to support his dignity. I t 
was not thought expedient to make him the immediate successor to so 
intelligent a minister as Florida Blanca. Coünt d'A randa was there-
fore recalled from Paris, where he had been some years in honourable 
banishment as ambassador from the Court of Spain. 

On his elevation to this office of high dignity and power, his saga-
city soon discovered that he was only locum tenens to another; and 
that other he endeavoured to remove. He took occasion, therefore, to 
extol the superior talents of his rival, lamented the disadvantages he 
had laboured under in his youth, and recommended that he should 
travel for some years in Europe, after which he would return with 
such a stock of political wisdom as might qualify him for the highest 
employments in the State. The confidential friends of the young man 
were too much practised in the intrigues of courtiers, to let him fall 
into this snare. Count d'Aranda was dismissed, and the Duke of A l 
cudia became prime minister. Splendid honors were heaped upon his 
head, and every power of the state was put into his hands. He 
became Sargento Mayor, that is, inspector of the Body Guard, cham-
berlain and private secretary to the queen, commander iu chief of all 
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the torces, &c. From royal munificence he received coaches, horses, 
and jewels, of inestimable valué; and whenever the king had a child 
born to him, the Duke of Alcudia received some fresh token of his 
regard. 

On one occasion, when the accoucher had delivered the queen, and 
was retiring, he saw displayed upon a table a quantity of gold, which 
filled him with astonishment. because he could scarcely conceive that 
such a recompense was designed for him. In fact i t was not designed for 
him, but for-the favorite, that he might participate in the sovereign's 
joy on this occasion. The sum was eighty thousand ducats. A t one of 
these seasons the Duke received the Cortijo, or royal farm, near Aranjuez, 
and which cost the oíd king more than two hundred thousand pounds. 
A t the same time to this was added the best encomienda of Santiago, 
which required a vow of perpetual celibacy and "chastity. Such gifts 
as these excited indignation, and the enraged multitude expressed the 
general sentiment in the subsequent placard, which was found on the 
walls of the palace at Madrid :— 

Si la Reyna tiene otro parto 
Si queda sin corona Carlos quarto, 

« Should tlic queen liave another son, Charles IV. will remain without a crown." 

This indignation and disgust was not confined within the narrow limits 
of Madrid. 

Whilst the Duke of Alcudia displayed his omnipotence at court, every 
department in the state was occupied by some one of his creatures, whose 
chief recommendation was attachment to his person. 
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During twenty years the queen had for her confessor a man of inflexible 
integrity, to whom, as a reward for his fidelity, was given a bishopric, 
but with obligation to constant residence in his diocese. This he re-
signed, that he might return to Madrid, where, however, he was not 
permitted to remain, being commanded to retire into the Asturias, his 
nativo country, that he might there enjoy tranquillity for the remainder 
of his days. On his retreat he was succeeded by Muzquiz, a confessor 
of distinguished talents, and much attached to the new favorite. 

Acuna, a low-bred ecclesiastic, of neither talents ñor literature, but 
afor túnate gambler, who occasionally lent money to Godoy, was first 
rewarded by a canonry of Santiago, one of the greatest dignities in 
Spain, and then appointed minister of grace and justice, an office which 
not only controuls all the tribunals in the kingdom, but governs the 
whole eeclesiastical system of the realm. 

I n November, 1792, the Duke of Alcudia became-prime minister, 
and a few months after this, he took Don Antonio Barradas for his minis
ter of war. This man had served with him as Guarde de Corps, and 
became the confidential friend of Charles I V . Godoy, well aware of 
his influence, cultivated his friendship. Immediately on the death of 
Charles I I I . Barradas was rapidly prometed to be brigadier-general, then 
marshal, and knight of the order of Charles I I I . He received a gold 
key^ and his wife became lady of honour to the queen. This man had 
acquired the friendship of the king, while prince of Asturias, by sub-
mitting with good humour when, as frequently happened, he was ex-
posed to laughter by impertinent jokes and vulgar tricks upon his per-
son, and by attending fairs to purchase horses for him whenever his ser-
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vices in the capacitj of groom were wanted. By such base servility he 
ingratiated himself, and being a convenient person lo the duke, he was 
amply rewarded for his fidelity to the confidence reposed in h im; for 
without one good quality, which could recommend him to the office, 
he was appointed minister of war. 

Wi th such ministers as these, we must not be surprised, that Spain 
was unable to withstand the shock of revolutionary troops. A l l their 
armies were defeated, and the French Generáis were marching to 
Madrid: 

The minister at war attributed their rapid progress, not to his own 
neglect, not to deficiency of men, not to their want of spirit, but to his 
absoluto inability to arm them. Barcelona, the Birmingham of Spain, 
was in the occupation of the enemy: and fifty thousand stand of arms, 
which had been purchased in England, had been seized by the English 
minister, and sent to La Vendee, where they soon fell i uto the hands of 
Robespierre. 

UnfortuMately for the common cause, the facts were precisely as stated 
by the minister of war. I saw a letter from an officer in the Spanish 
army to my Spanish friend, then on a visit at my house, in which he 
lamented the want of arms; and the late Sir Archibald Dixon informed 
me that he had landed, in La Vendee, thirty thousand of the muskets 
which had been purchased by the Spanish minister in England. 

I n these circumstances the Duke of Alcudia complained, that Spain 
was betrayed by her ally, and, no longer able to resist, he advised his 
sovereign to quit the coalition, and 10 make peace with Franco. 

On this occasion splendid illuminations in every city testified the uní-



versal joy, and on the frontiers, between the qontending armies, the 
populace assembling, made bonfires with tlie implements of war. 

This opportunitj of acquiring popularity for the favourite was not to 
be neglected. The king, theretore, immediately granted him fresh 
lionours, and, to coincide with the general sentiment of the nation, the 
title of the Frince of the Feace was fixed upon. To keep up a perpetual 
remembrance of this event, and to remínd succeeding generations of the 
motives whieh induced the king to grant such a title lo his minister, his 
majesty was pleased to send the subsequent mándate to the Council of 

Castille;— -
« I n consideration of the exalted qnalities of Don Manuel Godoy 

Alvarez de Faria, Prince of the Peace, Duke of Alcudia, Grandee of 
Spain of the first class, Knight of the Orders of the Golden Fleece, of 
Charles I I I . of Malta, and of Santiago, Captain-General of the Royal 
Armies, Inspector of the Guarde de Corps, Counsellor and First Secre-
tary of State, Chamberlain and Secretary to my beloved wife and 
Queen, having in view the rank of his ancestors, his high employments, 
the distinguished services he has rendered me, the antiquity cvf his illus-
trious house, and the merit of his having established peace between this 
crown and the French nation; i t was my pleasure, by my royal procla-
mation, the 4th of this present month, to honour him with the dignity of 
Prince of the Peace, which title is to continué, and to be transmitted to 
his heirs and successors. 

" Anxious to give him a fresh proof of the satisfaction with which 
I regard his incessant attention to my service, i t is my royal wi l l and 
pleasure that his coat of arms shall acquire new dignity, by adding, 
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above his ducal coronet, the image of Janus, whose two faces are the 
symbol of his consummate wisdom ia the present circumstances of 
public afíairs, a symbol of the prudent man, who, with native sagacity, 
examines the past, foresees the future, discerns the principies, causes, 
and connexions of things, anticipates eífects, coínpares, with a discern-
ing eye, times and events, penetrates the most recóndito political 
secrets, discovers things before unknown, and reaches to the highest 
pinnacle of human understanding for the happiness of nations. 

" Now, as Janns is the symbol of Peace, i t is my royal will and 
pleasure that the bust of this false divinity shall indícate the title of the 
Prince of the Peace. 

" The image shall bear on its head the civic crown, with which the 

Romans rewarded merit to the preservers of peace. 

" Tt is also my royal will and pleasure that two other allegorical 

figures shall be added to his coat of arms, annulling, in the present case, 

whatever laws of heraldry appear to be contrary to this innovation. 

The figure on the right side shall be allegorical of Spain, whose left arm 

shall embrace the ducal coronet, and whose right hand shall bear a blue 

standard with the arms of Castillo and León. 

" The figure on the left side of the coat of arms shall be a page, such 

as in former times attended illustrious knights, carrying their coats of 

arms to the tournaments, houses of high distinction, and places of fes-

tivity. This armour-bearcr shall have upon his breast the coat of arms 

of the barony of Godoy; and in his left hand a spear with a pendant, in 

which the diíferent arms of the alliances of the house of Godoy shall be 

represcnted. I t is my royal will and pleasure that the Prince of the 
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Peace, on all public occasions, shall be preceded by an armour-bearer, 
either on foot, on horseback, or in a coach. And for this office the 
Prince of the Peace shall choose a person whose rank and character shall 
not disgrace the splendour of his arms. 

" And although the supporters granted to noblemen are not heredi-
tary, yet i t is my royal will and pleasure that the supporters, which by 
these presents are granted to the Prince of the Peace, shall descend with 
his titles, and be used by his successors/,—Sm. Ildefonso, 12th October, 
1795. I , the King. 

44 To the Bishop Governor of the Council of Castille.,> 
This curious proclamation I received from a Spanish friend of high 

connexions, in whose veracity I have the most perfect confidence. 
What has been already stated is sufficient to demónstrate that the 

fond añection of the King for the Prince of the Peace, knew no limits. 
I n the mean time the people held him in supreme contempt; for while 
he was thus rising to the highest pinnacle of power, they continued to 
paste their placards on the palace gates. Among these iascriptions was 
observed the foliowing: 

L a Reyna lo quiere | el Rey también, 
E l Puebla lo sufre, arriba con el, 

The Queen is attaclied to him and not less s© 
The King. The People submit to this: 
Up with him, 

An expression this, which children make use of on Good Friday, when 
they toss Judas in a blanket. 

D 
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Not satisfied witb disgusting all good subjects by such niad proceed-
ings, the roya! family disgraced itself to the last degree in the ejes qf 
the whole nation, by going on pijgrimage to Badajoz, the place of 
Godoy's nativity. 

A very intímate friend of mine was in their suite, and from him I 
learn, that the persons attendant on this expedition were ^o fewer than 
four thousand, passing through a country where ten travellers cQuld 
sjcarcely find subsistence. However, on this occasion, some little degree 
of modesty, some slight attention to the public feeling, was observed by 
declaring this pilgrimage was to the bones of S. Ferdinand pf Seville, 

We have seen this favourite, Godoy, rising from the condition of 
Guarde de Corps to the highest offices of trust and power, We are 
next to view him as allied to royalty. 

The Infant Don Louis, brother to Charles I I I . in consequence pf 
a system observed in the royal family of Spain, as being a younger 
brother, was not permitted to marry, but was compelled, contrary to 
his inclination, to become an ecclesiastic; and that he might never 
think of abandoning this profession, the king, his brother, conferred 
on him the ^rchbishopricks of Seville and Toledo. ín order to bind 
laim still more closely to the Church, the Pope created him a Cardinal. 
But as these dignities could not chango his dispositioi^ ñor change the 
propensities of nature, he for a length of time resisted being ordained 
a priest, and, when exalted in the church, he determined to give both 
his mitres and his hood in exchange for a wife. But although he 
repeatedly solicited permission of the king to marry, this favour was 
constantly denied him. Wearied at last b j the restraint, which this 
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opposition imposed upon him, he assumed a resolute tone, to which 
the king replied, that he should be permitted to marry, on condition 
that he should not connect himself with any female who was either of 
the royal family, or allied to a grandee. 

Don Louis, without loss of time, sent to the king a list of ñames 
of such ladies as were not prohibited, adding, that he accepted the 
permission with which his majesty indulged him, and that he would 
marry any one of those ladies whom his majesty should ñame, The 
king viewed this list with the utmost indignation, when he beheld the 
first ñame to be Mallabriga; for this young lady, celebrated for the 
beauty of her person, was daughter to a captain of infantry. I n con-
sequence of this indignation, the Infant Don Louis was banished for 
ever from the Court, despoiled of all his honours, and deprived of 
authority even o ver his own domestics. He obeyed in silence, wrote 
to the young lady, and having received her consent to marry him, he 
left the palace the next day, and retired to Villaviciosa, where he had 
a palace, and where he resided fourteen years. Here he formed his 
curious cabinet of Natural History, which occupied his time, and made 
him soon forget the society he left behind him at Toledo. 

After his death, his children, a son and two little daughters, were 
taken from their mother, and lodged in the palace of his successor, 
in the Archbishoprick of Toledo, where I had the happiness to meet 
with them. The young prince appeared amiable, but had a certain 
degree of gloom upon his countenance, which only served to render 
him more interesting. He was just arrived from Villaviciosa, and was 
about twelve years of age. His sisters were lodged in a convent of nuns. 

D2! 
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The young prince was compelled to sign himself Mallabriga, and was 
not permitted to retain the ñame of Bourbon. Meek in his appearance, 
this youth was not destitute of spirit; and therefore, whenever his at-
tendants at any time addressed him by the ñame of Mallibriga, he 
was apt to expostulate, and say that his ñame was the same with that 
of the kings of Spain and Naples. 

He did me the honor to notice me, and was more particular in his 
attentions, because he was disposed to trace in me so me personal re-
semblance to his father, and because he understood that my pursuits 
were the same as his. 

After the death of Charles I I L it was imagined that his son would 
have relaxed in the se veri ty of treatment towards the children of his 
únele ; but his conduct was perfectly the reverse of this, being deter-
mined that this branch of his family should perish. I n consequence of 
such a resolution, the young prince has been compelled to accept the 
Archbishoprick of Toledo. 

Who would ever have imagined that one of these princcsses should 
have been taken from a convent and have been married to the Prince 
of the Peace! 

This connection, by opening views of boundless ambition, has proved 
his ruin, and may termínate in the extinction of that family which 
Louis X I V . seated on the throne. 

Amidst the numerous evils which this favourite has brought upon 
• the state, we must not overlook one service which may ultimately com

pénsate for them all. 



By immemorial custom the king s contessor liad been either a monk 

or an inquisitor, who, undoubtedlj, were the most improper keepers 

of the royal conscience. When jesuits were coníessors to most of the 

crowned heads in Europe, every one, conversant with liistory, wel) 

knows the political intrigues they cherishcd, and the persqcutipns they 

prometed. 
The unión of these two cliaracters of inquisitor and confessor, by 

establishing an absoluto dominión over t lu conscience of the monarch, 
gave the most firm support to the inquisitorial power in Spain. The 
fact is certain, and the reason will be evident to those who know that 
confessors hold the keys of heaven and of heli. 

When Charles I V . succeeded to the throne, in the very commence-
ment of his reign, by the advice of his favourite, he issued a decree 
separating for ever the employments of inquisitor and confessor to the 
crown: and he took for his confessor an Ecclesiastic named Camacho, 
a person universally esteemed for his moderation and his prudence. 

This was a good beginning, and had the times been favourable I 
have no doubt that he would have proceeded to restrain the power of 
that tribunal, or would have abolished i t . As long as the inquisition 
shall remain, neither arts, manufactures, commerce, religión, ñor 
morality can prosper. The Moors in Spain were the principal agri-
culturalists, and the only manufacturers. The Jews were merchants. 
These were all expelled, or burnt by that persecuting Court. The good 
bishop of Oviedo, when he was lamenting the immorality which uni
versal ly prevailed in Spain, comforted himself in the reflection, that 
bis countrymen were wholly free from the charge of infidelity. I did 



not think i t expedient to remind him that, whilst the French ran riot-
ously after philosophic infidelitj, other nations might quietly remain 
with all their faculties benumbed by the torpid infidelity of ignorance, 
and that both species were equally productivo of immoralily. 

I n Spain the inquisition requires that all, who are come to years of 
discretion, shall receive the Sacrament at Easter, and every person is 
obliged to deliver in a certifícate of the place where the confession was 
taken, and the sacrament administered tohinu 

What is the consequence? Common prostitutes at Easter, basten 
from Chureh to Church to confess and to receive the sacrament, and 
then proceed to sell these certificates to such persons, as, although 
immoral in their conduct, are not sufficiently impious to attend this 
sacred ordnance. Is i t possible to conceive a more horrid profanatioa 
tlian such a sacramental test ? 

Should the present struggle, between Franco and Spain, termínate 
in the restoration of the constitution to its original integrity, there can 
be no doubt that the Cortes will find i t expedient to abolish the inqui
sition, and to invite foreigners of all religious persuasions to settle in 
the country. 

A s a friend to Spain, and a warm wisher to her prosperity, I picase 
myself in the anticipation of her futuro felicity, when good govern-
ment shall give security to person and property; and, by establishing 
public credit, promote agricultural improvements through every part 
of the Peninsula. Happy will i t be for her if, in the wisdom of her 
councils, she shall cióse her eyes against the falso glitter of distant 
conquest and dominión, cultivate the arts of peace, finish her canals 
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gfve vent lo her üomraodities, and find ITUG wealth in tlie industry úí 

liejr inbabitants, instead of seekiiig iinaginary wealth in the gold and 

^Uver of Perú. 
With the extensive territory, varied climates, and highlj productive 

$oil, which she coraraands at home, should she abandon her foreigii 
possessions, b j which she has been, is, and ever wi l l be enfeebled and 
impoverished: should she carefully avoid ofFensive war, and confine all 
her views and effbrts to jnternal improvement, she wül rapidly double 
and qnadruple her inhabitants, she will increase her wealth, she wil l 
become invulnerable, and wil l enjoy uninterrupted peace. 

I n these circumstances she will be resorted to for traffic by all the 
nations of the earth, and will be in Europa what China has been 
from remóte antiquity in Asia. 





JOURNEY 

FROM 

LCMDOM TO PARIS, 

I SET out from London January 30th, 1786, and crossing the channel 
in the night, landed the next day at Calais, írom whence, proceeding 
in the Diligence, I arrived early on the 3d of Eebruary at the hotel 
de Messageries at París. From Calais to the vicinity of Paris is hilly all 
the way, the distance is one hundred and seventy-seven miles. The 
country is open, mostly in tillage, and not well wooded; the soil is 
chiefly sand. Calais itself is in a plain, which is covered with pebbles. 
I n the vicinity of Calais, the sand is light and apt to drive, but as you 
advance i t becomes more firm, yet with hard rain i t binds, and must be 
therefore uncertain in its produce. As you leave Boulogne, the soil im-
proves in stiffness, t i l l about Amiens, and nearer Paris, i t becomes strong 
clay with little sand. 
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A i l the way through Picardy the roek is chalk, hard eaou gh for build-

ing. As you advance into the Isle of France, this chalk meets with the 
vitriolic acid, and becomes a solid gypsum; of this they burn great 
quantities now for their own consumption, but formerly for exportation. 
París has had the honour of giving its ñame to this useful kind of 
cement, as being the place from which we originally imported i t . 

The course of husbandry, through Picardy, is for the íirst year, wheat; 
the second, barley, or oats, followed hy a fallow. They manure with 
chalk, with dung from the farm-yard, and with the fold. During the six 
months of summer they pen their sheep with hurdles on the fallows; 
but during the six winter months the flocks are confined all night, both 
for shelter and for safety, in cióse pens, where they make a quantity of 
good manure. The sheep are small. The shepherd goes before them. 
Together they make a beautiful appearance. The produce of Picardy, 
in wool, is six hunfired thousand pounds weight. 

Their ploughs are exeellent; in form similar to the Norfolk and 
Rotheram combined; with little iron except the coulter and the share. 
They haye no chain ñor drail, but only a wooden bar to serve the pur-
pose of the latter, with a wooden collar to ^ring dpwn the beam, The 
^heels are high, the beam is short, and the whole is both compact and 
ligl^t, They use two horses in the sand, three in the clay, and manage 
well without a driver. The harrows are triangular, and have wooden 
teeth, which is a sufficient index of the lightness of their soil. The 
shovel which they use, is like the Cornish. For want of streams their 
eorn is ground l?y wind-mills. At Calais you have near twenty in ful | 
view, and near París you may see thirty-six between the city and 
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S. Penis, Tn Picardy there are many extensive meadows, whicb might 

be watered, but they do not appear to have adopted íhis improvement. 

Abbeville and Amiens are manufacturing towns. I n the former is 

made góod damask, and the latter is famous for its woollen goods and 

catnelots. 
The cathedral church at Amiens is highly worthy of attention. l'he 

front of this edifice is singular. The foundation was laid in 1220, and 
the whole was finisbed in 1288. The length is four hundred and fifteen 
Parisian feet, the breadth of the cross is one hundred and eigbty-two, 
the height four hundred and two. 

Montreuil is pleasantly situated on a hill, and almost surrounded by an 
extensive meadow. I t is a jdismal town, as are most of the villages in 
Picardy. The houses are low; the shops are small, dirty, and i l l fur-
nished, which is a certain inark of prevailing poverty. 

Soon after my arrival at Paris, I breakfasted with the^Abbé Morellet. 
His library, consisting of eight thousand volumes, all well chosen, is a 
inodel of philosophical arrangement, founded on the three leading facul-
ties of the human mind; the judgment, the memory, and the imagi-
nation. His reading desk is of a singular construction, but the most 
commodious of any I have met with. He sits in a large easy chair, the 
arms of which are strait, to support a light desk fastened on a board 
of about three feet in length. The desk has two flaps, the one upon the 
other, of which the uppermost wil l serve for writing, or being lifted up 
and suíFered to fall back sufficiently to make an angle of 45^ with the 
horizon, serves at once to form a skreen, when he sits before the fire, and 
to support anj book, from which he wishes to take an extract. On his 



right hand he has a light tabje on castors, to receive this little desk, when 
he wishes to quit the chair; and on his left is a large desk, for su oh books 
or papers as i t may be needfui to consult. 

I n the evening he presented me with a ticket of admission for three 
months, to a most agreeable society, consisting of four hundred mem-
bers, which assembles in the Sallon des Arts, at the Palais Royal. They 
have a large hall for conversation; a commodious chamber for reading, 
well provided with public prints and modern publications; and a third 
room for music, with a gallery for chess. Under this suit of apartments 
is a coíFee-house, from which any kind of refreshment can be procured. 

The day following he carried me to the French academy, to hear 
M . de Guibert pronounce an oration in praise of his predecessor, 
M . Thomas. The room was crowded with the first nobility of France, 
who attended not merely out of curiosity, but as a compliment to the 
new academician. I was happy in being present on such an occasion, 
and was much pleased with the discourse, in which not one fine image 
escaped unnoticed by the auditors. I t was composed of that florid kind 
of eloquence, which is peculiar to the French, and suited to their language. 
Describing his reluctance to succeed so distinguished a member as 
M . Thomas, he said, " When a station has been occupied by uncommon 
" talents, when the public hath been long accustomed to behold the 
" lustre of superior merit; the successor must expect to meet with no 
" indulgence; the object of their devotion is no more; the revered image 
44 hath vanished from their sight; but the pedestal remains, and the 
**- height of this will be a standard, by which to form an estímate of 
" him, who shall presume to place himself upon i t ." A general plaudit 
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interrupted his discourse. When he proceeded to give the character of 
M . Thomas, he said, " His natural imperfections served only to make 
" him cultivate the qualities opposite to them; insomuch that I never 
«< could discover what would have been his failings, but by the virtues 
" in which he most excelled." Here the applause re-echoed from every 
part of the assernbly. 

When a man has once established his reputation, he is apt to gain 
more credit than is due to him ; and, whatever be his fort, whether wit, 
pleasantry, or eloquence, if, by often moving us, he has prepared us to 
be moved, he may command us at his will , and, keeping our ex pee-
tation on the wing, he may excite our laughter or applause on the most 
trifling occasion. This, in some few instances, was the case with 
M . de Guibert, who gained most applause, when in my opinión he de-
served i t least. Thus, lamenting the untimely death of his predecessor, 
he began, " When a tree, after having blossomed for a hundred springs, 
" and scattered its fruit upon the earth for as many autumns, smitten 
" with barrenness by time, falls and appears no more; i t has fulfilled 
" its destiny, and in its due time submits to the irrevocable law: but for 
" a tree in perfect vigour, flowing with sap, y early pushing forth new 
" roots, and promising by its fruits and verdure to be the wealth and 
" glory of the surrounding plains; let this be struck with thunder, and 
" be suddenly destroyed; fawns, shepherds, swains, all run to i t , all 
" lament i t , and the mutilated trunk, now sacred, is for a length of 
" time covered with libations, and watered with their tears." Here 
their plaudits burst forth with reiterated violence, and for a consider
able time interrupted his discourse. The French are certainly more 
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l ivdy in imagination thau the English, more fbnd of painting; but 
not so mucb accustoraed to the coldness of mathematical precisión, 
Provided theimagerj be rich and bold, they express their admiration, 
without staying to consider i f i t be accurately just. In all their as-
semblies they discover the quickest sensibility. Fond of the brilliant, 
not one fine sentiment, not one striking image, not one harmonious 
period, is ever lost or fails of its efFect on them. 

The French academy hold their meetings at the Louvre. Three 
hundred and twenty tickets were delivered out; but I imagine there 
must have been near four hundred in the room. 

The days following I empioyed in visiting the cabinets of natural 
history in París, which are numerous, 

The royal cabinet is delightfully situated at the entrance of the 
botanical garden, The Count de BufFon being exceedingly infirra, I saw 
this cabinet with Monsieur Baubenton, who shewed me every possible 
attention. From the animal kingdom, as I imagine, no collection is 
equal to this. In this part of natural history M . <ie BuíFon certainly 
excelled. The minoráis are very numerous, but much inferior to those 
which are in prívate cabinets. There are, indeed, largo masses of gold 
and silver, but I cannotsay íhat they appear to me well cliosen. 

The erystallized diamonds are fine, more valuable to the naluralist than 
to the jeweller. 

The aqua marine crystals are very large. 

The emeralds from Pem are large and clear: some are single crystals 
with hexaedral prisms; others form a group or drusen. 

Of t in, there is one large crystal from Bohemia; but.few good speci-
mens besides. 
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The spathous iron, with silver, from Begori, in JDauphine, ia worthj 

of attention. 

The spathous lead ore, in fine needles, from the Ilartz, is truly elegant. 
Of copper, the chief and most valuable specimens are the malachite* 

from Siberia; of which some specimens are highly polished. 
The antimony, in long needles, with heavy spar, from Bohemia, is 

superb. 
The sulphur, in large octaedral crystals, is said to be from Catalonia, 

but, as I apprehend, i t is from Conil mine, near Cádiz. 
They have bere, as in all the other cabinets of Paris, large dodecaédral 

garnets, uniformé incmsted with green tale, from the dutchy of Stiria. 
These garnets, when the crust is taken off, appear to have been 
formed in the tale as in its proper matrix. 

I had the happiness of being noticed by M . de Romé de Lisie. 
A friend of his related to me a curious anecdote, which does much honour 
to his heart. In his youth he received a good education, and in his 
advancing years found all his wants supplied, without ever being able 
to discover to whom he was indebted, eithe^ for this bounty, or for 
his birth. That he might know the one, he laboured to find out the 
other. His first attempts were checked with a caution to forbear; 
and for a time he continued quiet, i f not contented to remain in ig -
norance; but in the end, growing weary, and impatient to discover 
a secret, which was so diligently concealed from him, he gave way to 
his curiosity. Receiving no farther hints to restrain him, he grew 
more bold in his inquines, t i l l suddenly he found the stream cut oíF, 
before he had traced it to the fountain from which i t flowed. Thus. 
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at once disappointed and deserted, he liad no resource but in himself. 
The straitness of his circumstances brought him acquainted with Mr. 
Foster, who employed him in making out, from time to time, his 
catalogues of minerals for sale at Paris. I n this emplojment he ac-
quircd a taste for natural history, and an intiraate acquaintance with 
mineralogy. 

After some years, the Marquis de Romh died, and by his wil l not 
only acknowledged him for his son, but left him every thing which 
was in his power to bequeath. 

The widow of the Marquis, with her three daughters, cast themselves 
on the generosity of de Romé de ITsle, who told her, " You have 
" been accustomed to affluence, and your daughters have been trained 
44 up to high expectations: I have learned to live upon a Hule; I 
" shall take only a small pensión for myself; you and your daughters 
" may enjoy the rest." 

Monsieur Sage, from whom I had the chief of this relation, took 
an opportunity of representing this act of generosity to the present king, 
who has made some decent addition to his income; and he is now 
in affluence, loved and respected by his friends, and admired by ail 
men of science. 

The Duke de la Rochefoucault has two spacious apartments, beside 
two little chambers, filled with minerals, arranged, not according to 
their genera and species, but according to the countries from which 
they carne. 

The Abbé Hauy, of the royal academy, has a collection of crystals 

which is worthy of attention. He demonstrates that all crystals, of 
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whatever size or forra, are composed of primitive, minute, and elemen-
tary crystals, and that most of them, by proper fractures, may be 
reduced from the complex to the simple and elementary form. In the 
course of my visit, I savv hiña with a blunt knife reduce a mishapen 
mass of flúor to an octaédral crystal, ñor would i t readily assume any 
other form. This discovery he made by accident; for, observing that 
the angle of a fracturad hexagonal prism of calcareous spar was the same 
as of the rhomboidal, he was led to try the other parts of the crystal. 
By these means he found that the whole was in lamellse of perfect 
rhombs, breaking easily and only on their proper surfaces, and yield-
ing rhomboidal crystals. He is now pursuing this discovery on the 
other crystallized substanccs, obtaining the primitive or elementary 
form sometimes by heating and quenching them in water, at other times 
by breaking the rude mass, or compound crystal, with a hammer, 
varying his operations according to the nature of the substance. He 
is deeply versed in the mathematics, of which he has availed himself 
in this research. The simplicity of his manners is most engaging. This 
discovery beautifully illustrates the ingenious observations of de Romh 
de ITsle on the elementary and compound forms of crystals, and throws 
much light on this branch of natural history. 

M . Hassenfratz carried me, in our walks, to see Stoutz, a Germán, 
distinguished for his superior knowledge in minerals and mining, who 
was employed on the part of the French government to visit the mines 
of Hungary, Bohemia, Saxony, and other parts of Germany. I found 
him perfectly acquainted with the nature of all mountains in which 
mines are formed. His collection is made upen a peculiar plan: every 
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specimen of mineral substances in his cabinet, is connected with others 
from the same mine, forming a little collection by itself; and consisting 
of the metal in its ore, with all the intermedíate strata or changes in 
the rock, from the surface downwards, each with references to the 
various depths from which they carne, and observations on the mountains 
in which the mineral is found. Since I left Paris, I hear that Count 
d'Aranda has sent him into Spain, to which country, with his superior 
talents, he wi l l be a valuable acquisition. 

M , Besson, Rué S. Honore, has the most ciegant and most systema-
tical collection of minerals I ever saw, beautiful as Mr . Foster's, and 
classed nearly upon the same plan with the honorable M . Charles 
Grevilles. In his collection of flints, you have the whole history of 
flint, from its most rude appearance to what, for beauty, we should 
cali its most perfect species; with all the varieties, in the most natu
ral and methodical arrangement. The same outline he pursues in all 
mineral and metallic substances, tracing them through all their appear-
ances and forms, from those that are elementary to those which are 
most compounded, and shewing# the mineral, not merely in all its 
matrices, but in all its combinations. In no cabinet did I ever see 
beauty and science so happily united. Part of this wonderful collec
tion is not yet arranged for want of room, but chiefly for want of 
money to purchase cabinets. I t is much to be lamented that a man of 
his abilities, who has discovered such zeal, such indefatigable industry, 
in traversing the mountains, visiting the chief mines of Europe, and 
exploring their contents, should be distressed and straitened in his 
pursuit of science. But more is i t to be regretted, that a man of his 



extensive knowledge should be hid, and among all the monarchs of 

Europe, among all the great, among all the patrons of science, should 

fmd no protector. 

M . Sage is director of the mint, and principal of the rojal academy 

for miners. 
When a man of science enters the spacious hall in which the mi

nerals are kept, i f he be not altogethcr destitute of taste, he will be 
at a loss which to admire most, the building itself, or its contents. 
The elegant simplicity of the painted dome, the surrounding gallery 
with its pillars and piíasters, the whole covered with Italian stucco, 
the h armón y and just proportion which every where prevail, and the 
disposition of the minerals. excite the most pleasing sensations of de-
ligbt. In this beautiful apartment, with much simplicity and taste, a 
recess is formed for the laboratory, where M . Sage exMbits his expe-
riments when he is delivering his lectures to his pupils. I n the centre 
of the hall, an área is inclosed for them by a skreen, which forms his 
cabinet for the reception of his minerals. I n his collection, his principal 
attention has been to science; and for tñat reason he has chosen 
specimens best suited to exhibit the metal, the matrix, its various 
combinations, and the acids by whi^h it is mineralized, whether the 
sulphureous, the arsenical, or the phosphoric. Besides this classical 
collection, bebas a provincial ove in the gallery, where he has arranged 
the minerals according to the country from which they come. His 
method is both pleasing and improving. To complete the whole he 
has deposited in a cabinet by themselves the produce of all the various 
minerals in his collection, the result of his most accurate assays. 

r 2 
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This inestimable treasure is designed for the use of students in the 
newly established academy for miners; an academy which, without 
distinction of nation or religious creed, is open to all the world. I n 
this institution, as in all other establishments for extending the bounds 
of science, and diífusing knowledge freely and without expense among 
all ranks of people, we must admire the liberality of sentiment, the 
high spirit, and sense of dignity, which has distinguished the sovereigns 
of Franco. 

M . Sage is the principal and father of this royal academy, and at 
the same time the chemical professor. Besides himself, there are four 
principal professors, whose stipend is two thousand four hundred livres 
each (or one hundred ponnds sterling) per annum. There are five i n -
spectors, each at three thousand livres pensión, fifteen hundred for 
travelling expenses, and three hundred by way of gratuity, i f their 
dihgence deserves i t ; six engineers, at six hundred livres pensión, íour 
hundred for journies, and two hundred gratuitous; twelve scholars, at 
six hundred livres pensión, and two hundred for gratuity, Of these, 
two are constantly travelling in Oermany, with three thousand six 
hundred livres each for their expenses. 

There are besides, twenty supernumeraries, or expectants, without 
any pensión. 

The inspectors and the engineers visit all the mines of Franco, and 
make a report to government, not merely of the produce, but of the 
management, together with such observations as they may think needful 
to communicate. They are likewise to be sent occasionally into foreign 
countries, to examine the improvements, which are made in searching 
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for and working mines. From this academy the mines of France will be 
supphed with skilful engineers and managers. A l l the members have a 
blue uniform, with M . R. on their buttons. 

I was much surprised to see in most of the cabinets, and in all the 
printed catalogues at París, a substance which perhaps does not exist in 
nature; i t is nativo tin. What they produce for such, appears dull and 
brittle, and is in fact nothing but tin returning to a calx. Whilst we 
smile at their credulity, wemust lament that men of science should have 
been so easily deceived themselves, and, without intendiñg to propágate 
a falsehood, should have deceived all those who have any dependance 
on their knowledge and veracity* For me i t was by no means difíicult to 
detect the mistake; because every specimen of this supposed nativo t in 
came from my own cabinet, and went out from thence under the deno-
mination of dephlogisticated tin. Of this, largo fragments, and even 
blocks, have been found in the moors, near St. Austle, but never at any 
considerable depth, not far distant from some oíd furnace or habitation, 
of which the tradition is, that they were, in some remote period, occu-
pied by Jews. I n the same places copper implements have been like-
wise found returning to a calx, some friable and red, others saturated 
with the basis of vital air, and therefore covered with malachites. This 
transmutation throws light on the red copper ore, with its octaédral cry
stals found among the branchings of nativo copper in deep mines. The 
circumstances are diíferent, but the operation of nature is the same 
in both. 

Having viewed all the cabinets of natural history in París, I determirfed 

next to survey its environs. 



The most striking feature in this vicinity is Montmartre, a mountain 
óf Gjpsum, at the head of the street Montmartre. The strata are hori
zontal. Sixteen of these have been laid open to the depth of more than 
one hundred and forty feet, and are seen in the following order. The soil 
sandy, covering chalk rubble, in which is flint. ü n d e r these, clay; 
fossil shells; crystals of selenite; gypsum rock; calcareous earth; clay ; 
gypsum rock; clay; gypsum rock; clay; gypsum rock; marly clay; 
lenticular crystals of selenite, mostly in pairs, united face to face, of 
which the spears are only fragments; fuller's carth, perfectly free from 
impurities, in a stratum of about eighteen inches; gypsum rock, sepa-
rated into laminae by strata of selenitical crystals, and charged with fossii 
bones. The quarries and excavations are iramense, to supply the nu-
merous kilns constantly at work. The gypsum rock consists of selenite 
and chalk, which, being burnt, the former losing its water of crystalli-
zation, and the latter its fixed air or cretaceous acid, becomes plaister of 
Paris: when this is made into mortar, the selenite seizes the water, and 
crystallizing becomes instantly hard. 

A t Belmont, which is distant about half a mile from henee, the same 
strata have been discovered. 

Before I left London, I had purchased lenticular crystals of quartz; 
and as this form is peculiar to the calcareous genus, I was desirous of 
seeing the spot from whence they came. With this view I visited the 
lime-stone quarries in the vicinity of Passy, where I gained the most per-
fect satisfaction, and saw clearly that the quartz had oceupied the spaces 
left empty by decomposed selenite, which, as I have before observed, is 
calcareous earth saturated with the vitriolic acid, The lime-stone rock i$ 
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here charged with turbinae and bivalve shells. The strata are horizontal. 
From these quarries they get building stone for París. Many of these 
extend more than one hundred yards under ground, with a roof sup-
ported by larga pillars. Nearer to the city they sink pits about eighty 
feet, then drive and raise the stones by engines. 

There is not the least appearance of primitive mountains in the vicinity 
of París. A l l has been transported, and all is horizontal. 

Near Fontainbleau, ihey find a grit-stone, or composition of sand, 
with a calcareous cement. In the crystal the calx prevails, and takes the 
rhomboidal form, although the silicious matter appears both to the eye 
and to the touch to be predominant in quantity. 

Prom the abundance of selenite in the immediate neighbourhood of 
París, the water of their wells is unfit for use. 

Having heard much of Pont de Neuilly, I wished to see i t . Taking 
advantage, therefore, of the open weather, with a bright sun, in the 
month of February, I took my morning walk that way, through the gar-
den of the Thuilleries, and the Elysian Fields. From thence, there is 
a wide avenue of trees, with a good pavement in the middie all the way 
for near four miles. 

This part of the country is flat, skirted by distant hills. The soil is a 
hungry sand, all arable; but too poor and too light for wheat, and all 
open common-Jield, divided, as in England, and all over Europe, except-
ing Treland, in small scattered lots. 

This kind of tenure, with this minute división, mark the slow progress 
of the plough at more ancient periods; when, from time to time, as in-
creasing population urged them» they severed a new portion from the 
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common pasture, and divided it , as far as related to the tillage, among 
the numerous teñants of each manor. I n England, the rapid progress of 
agriculture, in modern times, is strongly indicated by the straightness of 
the hedges, because all ancient bounds are crooked. x 

Between París and the Pont .de Neuilly, their crops are barlej, oats, 
and rye, for which they plough with two liorses, guided with check reins, 
without a boy. 

Within two miles of París, on the left hand, is the wood of Boulogne, 
from which the country is so plentifully stocked with game, that between 
that wood and Paris, in the compass of two hundred acres, I saw more 
than fifty brace of hares, and at least one hundred brace of partridges: 
a wonderful phaenomenon so near to the metrópolis, arising, not merely 
from the constitution of their government, but from the strict execution 
of their laws. I n this we are to look for the securíty of person and of 
property in France; where at the same time few are punished, because 
few venturo to transgress. 

The Bridge of Neuilly is perfectly horizontal, and remarkable for its 
ciegant simplicity. 

On rny return, I visitcd the Hotel Dieu, where the sick are in number 
two thousand five hundred and seventy-four, besides five hundred and 
seventy-one officers or attendants. I n all, they make three thousand 
one hundred forty-five persons to be lodged and fed. I observed four 
in a bed, but they have had six or seven, and among these the dying with 
the dead. The sick, although so miserably provided for, cost the public 
thirty sois, that is, fifteen pence each per day. They have one ward in 
the winter, containing about four hundred persons, set apart for those 
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wlio pretend disease. The practice of stowing so many miserable 
creatures in one bed is to be abolíshed and surely upon the best 
of principies, for no man who reasons for a moment can hesitate to 
say, which is prefcrable, to make a few happy, or to render many 
completely wretched. But the mis fortune is, that benevolence is often 
blind. 

This change in the system of the Hotel Dieu has been prometed 
i f not suggested, by M . le Necker, who, in the hospital of S. Sulpice, 
has set an example worthy to be followed, as reflecting the highest 
honour both on the understanding and humanity [oí that most ac-
complished woman. She has provided each patient with a sepárate 
bed, with the best attendance, and with every thing which can ad-
minister to his comfort. Yet all this, by a due attention to oecon-
omy, she does for seventeen sois and six deniers each per day, being 
little more than half what they before cost at the Hotel Dieu. 

The next day in the morning I vkited the hospital called La 
Salpetriere. in which are maintained more than seven thousand 
foundling girls, with a few aged paupers, and about nine hundred 
prostitutes. This number is considerable, but these are only such 
as were guilty of other misdemeanors. On the list of the pólice are 
more than twenty-eight thousand of those abandoned and miserable 
women, who, in the dusk of the evening swarm in every street. I n 
this hospital they have eight-hundred children employed in needle-
work and spinning, of which number, many excel in most beautiful 
embroidery. When one of the oíd women dies, her husband leaves 
the hospital. The government is by a matron, fourteen priests, 
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tbirty-iwo sisters of a superior order, with fifty more, who are sub

ordínate to these. 
February the SOth, I was present at a solemn service, celebrated 

in the churcli of S. Eustache, for the repose of the soul of the 
Duke of Orleans. The whole was conducted with the greatest mag-
uificence and taste. The street leading to the church was lined with 
soldiers, horse and foot, stationed at convenient distances, besides 
some who were patrolling. The front of the church was covered, and all 
the choir was lined with black. At the bottom of the choir was a coffin 
raised upon a catafalque, or bier, which was about thirty feet high, 
twenty-four feet long, and eighteen wide, all covered either with man-
tles and escutcheons, or with historical pictures, and forming a well-
proportioned pyramid. On the pedestal, at the four corners, were 
four urns, supported by columns, and filled with spirits, from which 
proceeded a blue and lambent fíame, the kind of light best suited 
to the melancholy scene. This lofty catafalque had o ver i t a ca-
nopy, which hung from the roof, about fortj feet above the coffin. 
O ver the altar was a silver crucifix, large as Ufe, covered likewise 
with a TÍ oh canopy, adorned with plumes, and lighted by twenty-four 
large wax tapers in golden candlesticks. Guards were stationed round 
the supposed body to keep oíF the multitude; I say the supposed 
body, for his body had been previously interred with the same pomp 
and ceremony at Vale de Grace, and his heart had been deposited 
in the country. The chief mourners upon this occasion were the 
Duke of Orleans, his son, and the Duke of Bourbon, attended by 
all their nearest relations and their friends. The funeral oration 
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was pronouticed by the Abbé Faucher, who, íike all the good French 

writers, with their peculiar kind of eloquence, rose soraetimes to the 

true sublime. 
To the Duke of Orleans belongs the Palais roya!, which is now 

the favourite evening walk, being equally sheltered from the sun 
in summer, and from the rain in winter. The dimensions of 
this quadrangle are nine hundred feet by three hundred and sixty; 
and the walk is twelve feet wide, surrounded by coífee-hoüses, trai-
teurs, and shops of every kind. The square is planted, well-gravelled, 
and well lighted in the evenings. 

The pictures of thi^ palace and of Versailles, with those which 
abound in many of the convents, have been so well described that 
I shall observe the strictest silence on that subject, always remem-
bering, that I am hastening into Spain, and taking France only by 
the way. Such things, however, as others have not noticed, and are 
yet worthy of attention, 1 would slightly touch upon, that I may 
not leave too great a chasm between Calais and Belgarde. 

I n the evening of February 28, being the last day of the carnival, 
when Catholics bid adieu to festivity and mirth for forty days, all 
Paris was in motion, and some thousands were in masks, men in the 
dress of wornen, and woraen in the dress of men; all assuming 
characters, and many sustaining those characters with spirit. Popes, 
cardinals, monks, devils, courtiers, harlequins, and lawyers, all mingled 
in one promiscuous crowd. I n the street of S. Honoré alone were 
assembled more than one hundred thousand souls. This street is 
two miles in length. With such a multitude, although more than 
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four hundred coaches were constantly parading on one side the street, 
and as manj on the other, in opposite directions, such were the pre-
cautions, that no accident either happened or could happen. To pre
serve the most perfect order, foot soldiers were stationed at the 
mouth of every street where carriages could pass; and in the middle 
of the streets, horse-guards and infantry were constantly patrolling to 
keep coaches in their proper line. For this purpose they employed 
one hundred horse, and twelve hundred of the foot-guards. 

I saw one ciegant coach quietly taken into custody for soine indis-
cretion of the coachman. 

A t the time of the king's marriage, they had neglecfed these pre-
cautions, and several hundreds lost their Uves, either trampled under 
foot, or crushed to death. 

Beíore I left Paris, I obtained a ticket of admission to the Liceo 
near the Palais royal, where a numerous society of gentlemen and 
ladies of the first fashion meet to hear lectures on the sciences, 
deiivered by men of the highest rank in their profession. The sciences 
they cultivate are the mathematics, chemistry, natural history, experi
mental philosophy, anatomy, civil history, polite literature, and all the 
languages of Europe. Their apparatus is magnificent, and all their 
mathematical instruments, the best which can be procured. They have 
a very ciegant suit of apartments, one for reading and writing, another 
for conversation, and a third for the lectures. The subscription is only 
four Louis per annura. I was much struck with the fluency and ciegan ce 
of language with which the anatomical professor spoke, and not a little so 
with the deep attention of bis auditors. The French, with all their vola* 
til i ty, can be grave when it is proper to be so» ' 
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After this pleasing entertaintnent I called to take leave of M . Hassen-
fratz, whom I found verifying an experiment which has been made 
in Trance, and which may be of the highest import to the bleachers 
of linen. This process they accomplish in twelve hours; and at the 
expense of a penny English they can bleach six ells of linen. For 
this parpóse they begin with dephlogisticating a quantity of marine 
acid, by means of manganese, after which, having previously diluted i t 
with water, they satúrate the acid with an alkali, and thereby leave the 
dephlogisticated air at liberty to act on all colouring ingredients which are 
found in the materíais to be bleached. I n the same manner the green 
wax from America may be rendered white and fit for use. The same so-
lution will likewise serve for a test, by which to try the durability of 
colours in cloth, because when they fade, i t is only by the action of 
dephlogisticated air diífused in the atmosphere* This operation explains 
the effect of manganese in making glass pellucid. 

Previous to my leaving Paris, I inquired the price oí provisions in the 
market, which I found to be as followst 

Chickens and ducks, fifty^five sois caché 
Asmall turkey, five livres. 
Butcher's meat, ten sois per pound all the year. 
Pork and veal, at this time, sixteen sois per pound. 
Butter, thirty-six sois» 
Wine in thecity, twelve sois, and out of the city, eight sois per bottle. 
I t is the policy of the French government to make all these articles 

dear in Paris* 



J O U R N E Y 

FROM 

PARIS TO BELGAKO 

HAVING accomplished the purpose for which I carne to París, in 
obtaining letters of recommendation to Madrid, and the weather proving 
more favourable for travelling than i t had been in the beginning of the 
month, on the fourteenth of March I set out with an agreeable partj 
in the Diligence for Lyons. To those who can rise at two in the morning 
and have an appetite for dinner before nine, this mode of travelling 
is not unpleasant, 

The first day we dined at Melun, and lay at Villeneuve la Guiarre. 
The next day passing through Sens, where the Dauphin's monument 
is much admired, we dined at Villeneuve la Roí, and lay at 
Auxerre, to which city there goes a large passage-boat from París, 
which ascending the rivers Seine and Yonne, performs its voyage in 
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tbree days, including tbe intermedíate nights, during which i t is 
unremittinglj, yet slowly moving on. The boat is much used in 
summer, and, during the da}-, is very pleasant, passing through tbe 
ricbest and most beautifully varied country. The passengers carry 
tbeir own beds, and spread the ni in a spacious cabin. 

Al l tbe way from Paris to Auxerre the prevailing soil is sand, 
being a continuation of tbat vast tract of sandy country, which 
stretches from Dieppe by Rouen and Orleans to Bourges, yet under 
the sand on the bilis, chalh appears. The fields are open, and tbe 
country abounds witb cora and wine. 

Auxerre is a rich city, conveniently situated for trade. The 
cathedral is a fine oíd structure, and wortby of attention. I t is 
much to be lamented, tbat the cbapter has never yet establisbed an 
accumulating fund, to perfect what has been left unfinisbed of this 
noble edifico, and to complete tbe tower, which daily reproaches 
them for tbeir want of zeal. 

Having passed Auxerre, we lose sight of tbe chalk, and in its 
place, we find either a calcareous freestone, or a limestone rock, in 
horizontal strata; but both the limestone and the cbalk abound 
witb marine productions. The face of the country, as far as re
lates to soil, rock, culture, and produce, bears a strong resemblance 
to tbat between Bath and Atford, witb this peculiarity, tbat all the 
bilis are here upon one ievel, being evidently postdiluvian, forraed 
by torrents, and intersected by deep ravines. Nature here bath 
not perfected lier work. Neitber hills ñor val lies have yet assu med 
tbeir proper form and character; all is confusión, ruin, devastation. 
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But when the heavy rains and torrents shall have sunk the ravines, 
widened the vallies, and, wearing away the angles from the craggy 
mountains, shall have reduced them to gentle declivities, or to easy 
swells, the rains wil l cease to be destructive, the raging torrents 
wil l become gentle streams, and the surface of these hills clothed 
with verdure, will be protected from fu tu re devastation. 

When we carne to Vermanton, we began to find hlocks of granite, 
brought down by the torrents from the mountains ; and, arriving at 
Rouvray, we saw the granite rock itself. JFrom this circurastance, 
without having recourse to the barometer, we have reason to con
duele that we have ascended to the highest level in this part of 
Trance; and, upon examination, we shall find in this vicinity the 
sources of many rivers, which running to the east, to the north, to 
the west, and to the south, empty themselves into the Seine, the 
Loire, and the Saone. 

Not that we are to conclude from henee, that granite is the 
upper stratum of the earth, covering the limestone and the chalk, 
because the reverse of this we find to be the fact; but where 
chains of rugged granite mountains are seen, experience teaches us 
to look for nothing higher. Thus we shall find i t on the most lofty 
summits of the Alps. 

About Rouvray the soil is decomposed granite, of which the quartz 
and silicious sand remain upon the hills, whilst the clay and mica 
are washed into the vallies. 

A l l here is arable inclosed. They use five horses in their ploughs. 
The cathedral of Autun shews great antiquity. I n ascending the 
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marble steps which lead to i t , I was struck with the number of 

gryphites in this hlue marble without the least vestige of any, other 

shell. 
As we had been descending a considerable time by the side of 

the AITOUX, a little river which flows into the Loire, and were come 
to a much lower level, I was not surprized to meet with marble. 

When we carne within five leagues of Challón, and began to fall 
down towards the Saone, losing sight of the granite, we found only 
limestone, charged with gryphites, and covered with sand, which 
appeared to have been washed from a superior level. 

Challón carries on much trade in cora and wine. The waters 
being out, we eould not go down the Saone, as was intended. I 
was not sorry for this, because, although the country bordering on 
the river as yon approach Lyons is most cnchanting, I had seen 
it , and retained a lively impression of its beauty. 

Between Chalón and Macón is rich, and mostly flat, but beforc 
we carne to Lyons, we met with hills and granite, and indeed where 
the Saone enters the city i t has made a passage for itself through 
the granite rock, which i t has fretted away to the depth of about 
one hundred feet, leaving i t on one side perpendicular like a wall. 

A l l through Burgundy they use oxen on the road, yoked by the 
horns, which is certainly the best way of working them. The reason 
will be obvious, i f we consider that by this mode of proceeding 
ihere is no strain upon any of the smaller múseles of the neck. 
Though the pressure be great, the vertebra are only in the same 
proportion locked cióse into each other, precisely in the same man-
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ner as are the bones of the leg and thigh of him who uses Sampson's 
girdle. This girdle, as i t is known, a man puts round his loins, 
whilst he sits on a bench with his heels against any immoveable 
object; thus situated, and keeping his legs directlj in the Hne of 
draft, he may suffer ten, or even twenty men, to pulí at the girdle 
without moving h im; but a strong man, who was trying this experi-
ment, exulting in his strength, took hold of the rope which was 
fastened to the girdle, and thereby elevating the line of draft, and 
having nothing to depend upon but his muscular exertion, he was 
raised in a moment, and thrown upon his face. Setting aside, how-
ever, all reasoning upon this subject, the fact speaks for itself, and 
all who have observed the loads which two oxen on the continent 
wil l draw, must give the preference to their man ner of yoking them. 

The description of Lyons, as to its public edifices, I shall leave 
to others, and shall consider i t only with regard to manufacture. 
Enjoying a delightful el i mate, and situated at the conflux of the 
Saone and of the Rhone, i t must very soon have risen to import-
ance. Its inhabitants have in all periods been distinguished for 
industry, for arts, and for love of freedom. Under the Romans, as 
a municipium, it possessed valuable immunities; and when i t became 
a colony, as such i t was cherished and protected. Under the sove-
reigns of Erance i t has enjoyed peculiar privileges, being governed 
by its own magistrates, and guarded by its own militia. Eour annual 
fairs, each of fifteen days, instituted in the reign of Lewis X I . have 
much contributed to the advancement of its trafile. 
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Tts good govemment naturally attracted citizens, whilst the tro ubi es 
excited at vario us periods in the neighbouring states, more especi-
ally about the year 1290, between the contending factions of the 
Gwelps and Gibelines, occasioned many from Jtaly and Florence to 
seek refuge in a city where they could live in security and peace. 

The principal dependence, and the source of wealth to Lyons, is 
her manufacture of silk in all its branches. 

The first who introduced this into Franco was Charles I X . but 
the chief encouragement i t rece i ved was in the watchful attention 
of Henry I V . who in the year 1602 made a contract with somc 
merchants, to deliver four hundred thousand mulberry-trees, five 
hundred pounds of seed, and the eggs of silk-worms to the amount 
of one hundred and twenty and five pounds, with six thousand 
copies of a work containing all proper directions for managing the 
plants, the worms, and the silk produced by them. These were to 
be distributed in the general i ties of Paris, Tours, Orleans, and Lyons, 
at the rate of a hundred trees, and half an ounce of eggs to every 
parish. The ecclesiastics, as well regular as secular, assisted in this 
work, both by their precepts and example. But owing to the civil 
wars, by which Franco was distracted during two succeeding mino-
rities, little was done eftectually to animate this profitable commerce. 
t i l l Lewis X I V . assumed the reins of govemment: from that period 
its advancement has been rapid. 

I n the year 1667 there were two thousand looms at work, but in 
1768, more than eleven thousand; and such is the progress of the 
nianufacturers, that the grower of silk is not able to keep pace with 
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them; for at the present time they are obliged to purchase from 
foreigners more than twenty millions of pounds weight to supply 
the market. 

The silk-weavers here have almost acquired a monopoly of taste, 
and by this circumstance have given an example to the world of 
what competition can do, when properly directed. 

Taste is not any where cultivated with such attention as at Lyons. 
The manufacturers have at times employed more than" an hundred 
pattern-drawers, whose invention is unremittingly upon the stretcb, 
except when they obtain leave of absence, which is sometimos granted 
even for twelve months, that they may rest their imagination, and 
acquire new ideas. 

The íirst person noticed as having excelled in this profession was 
Bevel, the friend and companion of Lebrun, an artist whose talents 
were so far superior to those of his successors, that they regard him 
as their Raphael. After him carne efe ¡a Salle, equally famous for 
his birds, his landscapes, his flowers, and his fruit. Jean Rohm, 
anxious that the embroiderers might copy nature, and introduce 
into their works from her rich variety, planted a garden in the 
vicinity of Paris for the cultivation of exotic plants; and thus, with
out having such an intention, Jaid the foundation of the physic 
garden. I t was here that the celebrated Pierre Vallet, of Orleans, 
embroiderer to Henry I V . and Lewis X I I I . acquired his fame. 

Although Lyons has enjoyed singular advantages, she has likewise 
had to strúggle with difficulties. These are admirably displayed by 
Abbé Bertholon, in a work of his upon this subject, lately given to 
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the public; and as every government in Europe is interested in bis 
observations, I shall briefly state them. The various obstacles to the 
prosperity of trade have been and niust be as long as they exist, 

1. TVar, whether foreign or domestic, civil or religious; from fac-
tions in the state, or from the desire of freedom. Because commerce 
is frighted at the appearance of the laurel, and flourishes .only whilst 
shaded by the peaceful olive. 

3. Fersecution, and want of toleration; as in the revocation of the 
edict of Nantz, operating in the same manner as the expulsión of the 
Moors from Spain. 

3. Laws indiscreetly interfering, prying, meddling, restraining, 
vexing the raanufacturer or the merchant in his operations. 

4. Taxes, such as either directly or indirectly check the consump-
tion. I t was not t i l l 1743, that the manufactures of Lyons were 
exported duty-free, and even now, all provisions entering the city 
pay a heavy tax, particularly wine. The consequence is, the rise 
of labour in the first instance, and, as the weavers on festivals 
resort with avidity to the neighbouring villages to indulge themselves 
with wine, they acquire habits of intoxication. 

5. Festivals multipled, raising the valué of the remaining daĵ s, 
and leading to every species of excess. 

6. Frejudices respecting usury, tending to keep money out of 
circulation, and thereby to raise the interest on it , to the disad-
vantage of those who wish to borrow. I n consequence of this 
money is at six per cent, in Lyons. 

7. Luxury among the manufacturéis, consuming their eapitals, 
and cramping their operations. 
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8. Titles of Nobility and rank gran ted to merchants, under tbe 
absurd idea of promoting trade, but in truth diverting the streams 
by which commerce should be watered. This mistaken policy is 
not uncommon in the present day. IIow much wiser was the con-
duct of Louis X I ! he was a friend to commerce, and cherished i t 
by the most marked attentions, by wise regulations, and by admitting 
to his ta ble, those who signalized them sel ves in its advancement. 

A merchant named Maitre Jean, flattered with this distinction, 
solicited a patent of nobili ty; the king granted his request, but 
from that time never invited him to dinner. Mortified with being 
thus neglected, when he thought himself more worthy of attention, 
he ventured to expostulate, but was silenced by this reply ; " Allez 
Sí M . le Gentilhomme. Quand je vous faisois asseoir a ma table, je 
" vous regardois comme le premier de votre condition; aujourdhui 
" que vous en étes le dernier, je ferois injure aux autres, si je vous 
"faisois la méme faveur." 

The learned Abbé, to whose work I am indebted for much in-
formation recommends the white female mulberry as best for silk-
worms, and suggests an idea, that i f suffered to live on the trees 
in the open air, yet protected from the rain, they would become 
more hardy, more frce from diseases, and spin more perfect silk. 
He mentions a M . Pernon, who produces silk as white and beautiful 
as that of Nankin; and recommends for bleaching the Bengal silk, 
to soak i t repeatedly in a mixture of spirit of wine and marine 
acid, in the proportion of thirty-two to one. 

According to his account, no people either work longer or fare 
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harder than the weavers of Lyons; rising before the sun, and con-
tinuing at their looms t i l l a late hour in the night, to procure a 
scanty pittance for themselves and for their children. He tells LIS, 
that no instance has been found of three successive generations who 
bave been weavers: the first is feeble, the second is diseased, and 
the third never comes to maturity, unless transplanted to a soil, and 
engaged in some occupation more condueive to health. 

Emigrations have been the consequence of these hardships • because 
neither laws ñor chains will keep the artificer from wandering, when 
he is a prey to hunger and despair. (V. Commerce de Lyon, par 
M . FAbbé Berthelon, &c. &c.) 

I n Lyons, the principal merchants and manufacturers are said to 
be protestants. This observation, i f well-founded, is worthy of atten-
tion, and the influence of religious opinions in restraining or promo-
ting industry and emulation, as a political question, is highly worthy 
of discussion; but. I shall wave this for the present. 

Having formerly seen every thing remarkable in Lyons, and being 
impatient to be gone, I watched with anxious expectation the 
rising and falling of the river. The day after I carne to Lyons, 
towards noon, we began to conceive hopes that the Diligence might 
venturo to depart. 

The waters ran off with great rapidity, the river sunk apace, and 
«oon found its proper bed; the passengers hastened to the quay, 
the boat took in its loading, and in less than two hours after mid-
day, we began to float down the stream. 

This vessel is very commodious for passengers, having a good deck 
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to walk 0 1 1 when the weather is agreeable, and a warm cabin, to 
which the more genteel passengers resort, when the atmosphere is 
cold or rainy. 

Passing between the high mountains of Dauphiné, in a winding 
course, and gliding along at the rate of six miles an hour, in about 
five hours we arrived at Condrieux, a little vi 11 age not far distant 
from Vienne, famous for its wine. M . David, the aubergiste, did 
justice by us, and credit to himself, by the specimens which he 
produced. He sells this wine at six louis a piéce; each pié ce con
tal ning two hundred and fifty bottles, or one hogshead nearly. I t 
is a sweet wine, exceedingly delicate in its flavor. 

The next morning, March 21, we passed under Hermitage, where 
M . Larnage, the lord of Teint, annually makes about seven hundred 
hogsheads of the choicest wine, which M . Bourgoise, a merchant 
of Teint, in Dauphiné, vends on his account. The situation and 
the soil are certainly favourable for making wine, but its peculiar 
excellence depends on the choice and management of the vines, to 
which M . Larnage pays the most minute attention. 

As we approach Valence, near which, the Isere falls into the 
Rhone, this river makes an angle to the right, as i f diverted from its 
course, and being lost behind the hills, shews Valence to great 
advantage, seated on a rising ground, in a plain of about six miles 
in width. 

The mountains are here calcareous. That which is west of the 
river, and opposite to Valence, rises perpendicularly, as i f i t had 
been cut asunder, and does not re tai n the smallest vestige of the 
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half which i t has lost. The strata are horizontal; the soil in the 
plain is sand, but in many places it is full of pebbles to a con
siderable depth. 

Al l the way as we pass between the mountains, some near to the 
river, others more remote, we remark, either on their sumraits or 
their sides, the ruins of ancient castles, each protecting its little v i l -
lage, and many of them carrying marks of the most remote an-
tiquity. 

This night we took up our quarters at Ancone, and the next 
morning passed by Viviers, the capital of the Vivarez. This little 
city is most romantic, and, froin a proper point of view, would 
make a pleasing landscape. 

A t noon we passed the Pont S. Esprit, where, leaving the mar-
quis de Gras and some other officers, in whom I had found agreeable 
companions all the way from Paris, I began to travel alone. 

From Lyons to Avignon, which is one hundred and fifty-two 
miles, yon pay no more than twelve livres, or ten shillings sterling, 
for your conveyanee. 

The price of provisions at S. Esprit is fixed by the magistrate. 
Beef, five sois; mutton, six, excepting in June and September, then 
seven sois per pound; labour is twenty sois a day in winter, but 
in the vintage, diet and ten sois, or about five pence sterling. 

From Pont S. Esprit to Montpelier, which is seventy miles, I 
took a return coach^ and, without the least diñiculty, agreed with 
the driver for nine livres. 

^rom the Rhone we ascended for many leagues, and observed the 
i 
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limestone rock charged, yet sparingly, with small round gravel of 
white quartz. The country we passed through is rich, and the corn-
fields are covered with mulberry-trees, vines, figs, apricots, and 
peaches. 

As we rise towards the heights of Valigniére, we pass by Bagnols, 
a very ancient but wretched town, inclosed with high walls, and 
defended formerly by towers, 

Near the sumrait of these mountains, we observe the craggy rocks 
of limestone wasted and laid bare by frost, by winds, by rain, to 
whose rage and violence these elcvated regions are constan ti y ex-
posed. Between these rocks the road meanders, presenting at every 
step the most enchanting views of rugged cliffs, interspersed with 
the ilex, the juniper, the box, the cyprus, besides thyme, lavender, 
and a pleasing variety of flowers. Amidst this rich profusión, I 
was struck however with the diminutive appearance of the cyprus 
and the juniper. 

We lay at Valigniére, a miserable village anciently defended by 
a castle, the ruins of which remain to remind its inhabitants of their 
superior happiness, in no longer needing the protection of those 
walls. 

In this country they have no other implements for cultivating their 
vineyards but such as are used in Cornwall, the biddex and the 
shovel, both perhaps of Celtic origin. They have a líght swing 
plough, without coulter, fin to the share, and mould board; instead 
of which, they have two little wooden fins fastened into the heel 
of the share, one on each side, to turn the earth to the right and 
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immediately to the yoke, They plough with two oxen, yoked to-
gether by the horns, and guided by the ploughman. The soil \$ 
very light. 

From Valigniére we constantly descended to the famous Pont du 
Garde, a Román aqueduct which joins two high mountains. I t is 
about one hundred and fifty feet high, and eight hundred long 
upon the top, but not more than five hundred at the bottom, near 
the water's edge. The lowest tier has six arches, the middle has 
eleven, but the npper one has thirty-five; the whole being of the 
Tuscan order, and constructed with large stones, has the air of great-
riess and of simplicity most happily combined. í t was built for the 
purpose of conveying water into Nismes. To this edifico, about 
forty years ago, they added a bridge, much wanted over the Cardón, 
which is here about seventy feet wide. 

Át Remoulin, not far from the Pont du Garde, the limestone 
rock appears to be entirely composed of broken shells, united by a 
calcareous cement, and charged with small round gravel of white 
quartz, precisely the same as I had noticed in ascending from Pont 
S. Esprit. 

March 23, at noon, I arrived at Nismes, and began immediately 
to fcast my eyes with a view of its venerable relies. An aecurate 
account of these may be found in a variety of books, as having 
been described by travellers of every nation. A t the present mo-
ment, my mind contemplates an object more venerable than these 
monuments of Román greatness, and m j attention is wholly oceupied 
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with the pleasing image, the image of a shepherd, who lived only 
for his flock: this was M , de Becdelievre, late bishop of Nismes, 
a prelate equally distinguished for wisdorn, benevolence, and piety. 
Not contented with relieving from his purse the distresses of the 
indigent, he increased the produce of labour in his diocese, by 
transferring to the Sundays many of the numerous holidays which 
encourage only idleness and vice. In the distribution of alms, his 
benevolence was guided by discretion. He was a stranger to that 
destructive species of liberality which originates in blind sensibility, 
and has no other foundation but undistinguishing compassion. He 
consulted at once his head and heart, neither turning a way his eyes 
from beholding misery, ñor relieving i t merely, and at all hazards, 
that he might avoid the painful sight; but, gave such assistance in 
the season of distress, as both reason and religión must approve; 
leaving the poor to feel precisely that degree of want, which, as 
long as they retain their freedom, will be al ways needful to stimu-
late their industry. Thus he resembled the prudent gardener, who 
waters the drooping plant, and continúes to water i t but only whilst 
the heavens withhold their rain. Zealous for the peculiar doctrines 
of his religión, he made no distinctions in his benevolence, not only 
tolerating, but doing good to those who could neither receive the 
creed, ñor conform to the mode of worship established by their 
country. This single prelate, by his wisdorn and beneficence, in the 
space of five and forty years nmch more than doubled the number 
of inhabitants of Nismes; for, having found only twenty thousand, 
he had the happiness before his death of seeing fifty thousand rise 
up to cali him blessed. 
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March 24, in the evening, we got to Montpelier; and the next 
day, after I had delivered my letters to the Count de Perigord, 
governór of the province, I began to explore the country. 

The first object which attracted m j attention was the asparagus 
growing wild. These are brought to table, but they are not so 
sweet and agreeable as those which have received cultivation, ñor 
are they so large. 

Wandering about beyond the Perón, I stumbled upon a beaked 
oyster, (ostrea rostrata) and looking round, .1 soon discovered the 
spot where the precious relie had been deposited, when this elevated 
spot was under the surta ce of the sea. There is a regular stratum 
of these oysters, of about eighteen inches thickness, without the 
admixture of any other species, or of any other substance, extending 
east and west, as may be seen in every quarry which has been 
opened in those directions, and hiding itself under the Perou. 
Some of these shells are found in the superincumbent rock, and a 
few stragglers in the sand above i t . 

In the Fauxbourg Boutone, the limestone contains the echinus, 
or sea urchin, and the scallop with deep ribs. 

Early in the month of Apri l , the weather being most inviting for 
excursions, T determinad to extend my walks to some more distant 
objeets. Of these, the only one which deserved to be noticed is 
a volcanic mountain, called Montferrier, described by M . Jubert. 
I n ascending towards this, J met with a phoenomenon which fre-
quently oceurs, but which has never been accounted for. A t a few 
yards before me, I saw a whirlwind taking up a cloud of sand. 
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mising i t obliquely in the air, and then carrying i t before the wind 
as far as the eye could trace i t . I t has been said, that the 
mceting of two winds, nearly in opposite directions, forms the whirl-
wind; and that the consequence of this, must be a vacuum in the 
middle, into which the air rushing with impetuosity, carries even 
bodies which are specifically heavier than itself. But to this solu-
tion, there appears to be more than one objection; for, in the 
first place, as the sand rose with a rotatory motion, it should have 
gone, like all other heavy bodies, not to the centre, but to the 
circiimference. But in the next place, taking this vacuum for 
granted, bodies specifically heavier than air should descend, and not 
rise in i t ; unless, like the toricellian tube, it were open below, 
and hermetically sealed above. To account for this efFect, by referring to 
the rise of water-spouts at sea, is only to explain one difficulty by 
another. When we shall know by what power in nature, a cloud, 
containing many thousand tons of water, is suspended in the air, 
we shall be, perhaps, prepared to reason with a better prospect of 
success upon the nature and the cause of whirlwinds. 

I n the way to Montrerrier the rock is all calcareous; at a lower 
leve! it is pudding-stone, hard and compact, with both the charo-© 
and the cernent calcareous. At a higher level, i t is a calcareous 
concretion, or petrifaction by incrustation, light and porous, like a 
^ponge, yet not so soft, inclosing leaves, sticks, and snails; a substance 
which the French cali tuf. This goes lo a considerable depth, and 
lies upon the limestone. As we approach the mountain, the pud
ding-stone and tuf give place to the living rock. 
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Montferrier is so completely covered with bouses, that i t would 
be in vain to seek a cráter; but, considering its conical form, and 
tbe volcanic substances of which i t is composed, 1 can readily 
conceive i t to have been once a burning mountain. 

In the vicinity of Montpelier, calcareous rocks, cliarged with 
marine productions, universally prevail, and are usually covered 
with either sand or clay. The clay being sometí mes interspersed 
with calcareous matter and pyrites, the latter decomposes; in con
sequen ce of which, its acid uniting with the calcareous matter, forras 
a selenite, whilst its i ron gives a colour to the marle. I f no calca
reous matter is at hand, the acid set at liberty forms alum with 
the clay. 

In the Cevennes, not far from Montpelier, mines and minarais 
abound, some rich in copper, others in lead and iron, but few 
which carry tin. One of these, a lode of about three fcet thick, 
is so poor as not to pay expenses; i t produces iron, tin, and lead. 
In this mine, M . Chaptal, professor of chemistry, and inspector of 
the mines, tried an experiment, which may be highly interesting to 
the naturalist, i f not to the adventurer in mines, by submitting to 
a fiery trial, many hundred-weight, i f not tons, of quartz and 
granite, taken contiguous to the walls of the lode: the issue was 
the production of t in, lead, and iron ; although no eye could dis-
tinguish the least appearance of these metáis, previous to their being 
committed to the furnace. 

From this gentleman I obtained a substance which had been 
lately discovered in all the auriferous streams in Trance; a substance 
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which has certainly a strong afíinity to iron, j e t difters essentially 
from i t . I t is in the form of sand, is attracted by the magnet, 
and makes Prussian blue; bat i t is more obstinate in the fire than 
platina, having never yet been fused in the strongest furnace. I t is 
moreover, insoluble in acids without heat, gives no inflammable air, 
and has never yet been calcined by any acid; besides which, its 
specific gravity is to iron as eleven to nine. From all these pro-
perties, we may at least venture to suspect, that this newly dis-
covered subslance is a modification of iron. 

To a man who is devoted to the sciences, no residence can be 
more delightful than Montpelier. Is he fond of chemistry ? in M . 
Chaptal he will find a sagacions guide, well qualified to conduct 
him in his pursuits, and to assist him in following nature, as far 
as the most knowing have been able to trace her steps. The Abbé 
Berthelon will explain to him the principies of natural philosophy, 
with a clearness and elegance of expression peculiar to himself; 
and with an apparatus, perhaps the best in Europe, will demón
strate the truth of those principies, by well chosen and by the 
best conducted experiments. For botany, he can no where find a 
more able professor than Dr. Clonan. The lectnres in every science 
are free for all the world; it being a maxim with the French, that 
Wisdom should open wide her gates, and, without distinction, re-
ceive all who wish to enter. 

During ni y progress through the vineyards, I observed that vines 
are every where valued in proportion to their age. The expense 
attending the plantation and cultivation of a new vineyard is so 
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great, that upon a good soil, and in situations easy of acccss, cora 

is a more profitable produce. 

The best wine was sold in tbis vicinity last autumn for one half-
penny a quart, and wine for brandy was much cheaper. The 
abundance was so great, and the demand so disproportionate, that 
they were obliged to distil the major part of their wines for brandy. 
Most of tbis will be smuggled into England. From the port of 
Cette alone, last year, there went upon this trade thirty-two vessels, 
which, at three hundred tuns each, a tun containing two hundred 
and fifty-two gallons, makes upwards of two million four hundred, 
thousand gallons; and the duty upon this, at nine shillings and 
sixpence a gallón, would have been one million one hundred and 
forty thousand pounds. A l l this, and much more, was lost to the 
revenue, by the absurd practico oí laying on such heavy duties. I t is 
much to be lamented, that the well known operation of lowering the 
duties upon tea, has not oponed the eyes of Europe upon this. 
subject, but more especially those of our government in England. 
We have indeed lowered the duty upon brandy "to five shillings^ 
yet whilst i t can be purchased in Franco for fifteen penco a gallón, 
unless we sink the duty much lower than we have already sunk it,, 
the smnggler with all bis losses, will contrive to make a living 
profit. 

Thirty gallons of wine produce five gallons of brandy; and this 
quantity in the vineyards last year (1785) cost only fifty sois, or 
about two shillings. 

France is said to contain one hundred millions of acres of which 
." ^ r K .bloa a$ñó' timé 
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thej reckon that little more than onc third is in a state of culti-
vation; of this portion something more than fifteen hundred thousand 
acres are occupied by vineyards. I f we allow their population to 
be five and twenty millions, we sliall ha ve four acres for each 
person. 

As every thing which relates to their finance is likely to be new 
modelled, I need say little on that subject. Few countries stand 
in greater need of a reform, yet not only from the exemptions claimed 
by the nobles and the clergy, but from the privileges retained by 
many of the provinces at the time of their unión to the rest, it will re-
quire either a strong hand, or most propitious circumstances, to 
accomplish this arduous undertaking. A nobleman of Berry told me 
that on one side of a rivulet which flows by his chateau, salt is 
sold at forty sois a bushel, and on the other at forty livres, that is, 
at twenty times as much; in consequence of this, no less than two 
thousand troops of horse and foot were stationed on its banks to 
eheck the smugglers. The farm of salt was fifty-four millions of 
livres. 

The whole revenue being twenty-five millions sterling, each person 
pays twenty shillings annnally to the state for its protection. I f 
we reckon the revenue of England at fifteen millions, and the 
population at seven and a half, then each person will pay 
forty shillings. The people in Franco, i t is true, ha ve paid less 
in proportion to their numbers than the English, yet they have 
suffered more than in the same proportion from the tyranny, vexa-
tiqns, and oppression of the farmers general, to whom they have 
been often sold. 
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The price of labour, taking the average of France, may be con-
sidered as two and twenty sois, or eleven pence per day for men, 
and ten sois for women, employed in manufactures; yet a good 
weaver, working eighteen hours a day, will earn three livres ten 
sois for himself and boy; shearmen will get two livres a day; spin-
ning women four livres a month, and their board, deducting lioli-
days; carpenters and masons, twenty-four sois, and two meáis a day. 
In husbandry, the men get in winter from ten to fourteen sois a 
day, with a soup at noon; but in summer, from twenty to twenty-
six sois, and two meáis a day. The women have half as much. 

Conversing with gentlemen of the medical profession in France, 
I see clearly that they have not made the same advancement in 
the science of medicine as gentlemen who have been educated at 
Edinburgh. The French are fond of JBoerhaave, and so devoted to 
Hippocrates, that I am persuaded, in the case of fevers, they often 
whilst looking for the crisis, lose the patient. They have almost 
universally a dread of íhe antimonial preparations; and when they 
venture to give the tartar emetic, i t is in so small a dose as sel-
dom to do much good. I n the y car 1566, the parliament of Paris 
forbad the use of antimony; and, although in 1624, this prohibition 
was reversed, the fear which had been excited and kept up for more 
than half a century continued to opérate against this powerful medi
cine. Whilst in Germany and England the science has been 
advancing with the most rapid progress, the French physicians seem 
to have been creeping into day with all the timidity of doubt. One 
obvious reason may be assigned for this: with us the practice of 
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medicine leads to wealth and honor, whereas in France i t leads to 
neither; the fees are contemptible, and, excepting in Paris, the pro-
fession is despised. 

On the sixth of Apri l I left Montpelier at five in the morning, 
with a volantier of Barcelona, having previously agreed with him for 
the use of his volante;. The common price is six livres a day, but a 
young traveller must not be oífended i f the volantier should ask 
twelve, and cióse the agreement with him at nine. I n this little light 
machine, with one good mulé, you travel eight or ten leagues a 
day. 

From Montpelier to Pezenas is eight leagues. The soil is sandy. 
The rock is limestone. The fields are open, and produce corn, wine, 
and oil. A t Pezenas are to be seen the extensivo ruins of a castle, 
which belonged to the Montmorency family. This strong fortress 
was hewn out of the rock on which i t stands, and appears to have 
been complicated and full of art. The walls are lofty, and about 
eight feet in thickness. The rock which is perpendicular, is a mass 
of shells, such as turbinse, oysters, cockles, with a calcareous cenient. 
From henee the circumjacent plain, decked with luxuriant verdure, 
and shut in by rugged mountains, afFords a most delightful pros-
pect. 

The next day we dined at Beziers, a city into which the canal of 
Languedoc is constantly conveying the wealth which flows from agri-
culture. Here the corn, the wine, the brandy, the olives, and the 
oil of a country formerly beyond the reach of commerce, find a 
ready market; and from henee all that tract of country is supplied. 
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at a small expense of carriage, with the productions of distant 

nations. 

Between ,Pezenas and Beziers, but nearer to the former, there is 

a stratum of brecia, of which the charge is hard blue schist, retaining 

the angles and the edges, yet sparingly scattered in a calcareous 

cement. Nearer to Beziers the 1 imestone carries turbinse, cockles, 

ráuscles, oysters, and scallops, deeply indented, and well defined. 

In the afternoon we carne early to Narbonne, having travelled 

eight leagues and a half this day. The leagues are of an uncer-

tain length, some about three miles, olhers four. 

AU the way from Beziers we traverso a rich country, and corn 

fields, shaded with vines, olives, mulberries, and almonds, forming 

at every step the most enchanting views. 

At Narbonne, there is a little stream, which, by the industry of 

the inhabitants, proves to them a more certain source of wealth 

than i f its sands were gold. 

This stream empties itself into a canal of more than half a mile 

in leno-th, bv the side of which they have extensivo gardens, watered 

from it by hydrauiical machines of remarkable simplicity, called 

Norias. 
They consist of a vertical wheel of twenty feet diameter, on the 

circumference of which are fixed a number of little boxes, or square 
buckets, to raise the water out of a well, communicating with the 
canal below, and empty i t in a reservoir above, placed by the side 
of the wheel. These buckets have a lateral orifico to receive and 
to discharge the water. The axis of this wheel is embraced by 
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four small beams, cróssing each other at right angles, tapering at 
the extremities, and forming eight little arms. This wheel is near 
the centre of the horse-walk, contiguous to the vertical axis, into 
the top of which the horse-beam is fixed; but near the bottom, 
i t is embraced by four little beams, forming eight arms similar to 
those above described, on the axis of the water-wheel. As the 
mulé, which they use, goes round, these horizontal arms, supplying 
the place of cogs, take hold, each in succession, of those arms 
which are fixed on the axis of the water-wheel, and kcep i t in 
rotation. 

This machine, than which nothing can be cheaper, throws np a 
gréat quantity of water, yet undoubtedly it has two defects: the 
first is, that part of the water runs out of the buckets and falls 
back into the well, after i t has been raised nearly to the level of 
the reservoit; the second is, that a considerable proportion of the 
water to be discharged is raised higher than the reservoir, and falls 
into i t only at the moment when the bucket is at the highest point 
of the circle, and ready to descend. 

Both these defects might be remedied with case, by leaving these 
square buckets open at one end, making them swing on a pivot 
fixed a little above their centre of gravity, and placing the trougli 
of the reservoir in such a position as to stop their progress while 
perpendicular, make them turn upon their pivot, and so discharge 
their contents. 

From the reservoir, the water is conveyed by channels to every part 

of the garden; these have divisions and subdivisions or beds, some 
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Urge, others very small, separated from each other by little chan-
nels, into which a boy with bis shovel or his boe directs the water, 
first into tbe most distant trencbes, and successively to all the resi, 
till all the beds and trencbes ha ve been either covered or filled 
with water. 

Nothing can surpass the luxuriance of their crops, ñor the activity 
of those who are here engaged in tbe cultivation of the soil. 

In this delightful walk, taking notice of some bees who were 
returning loaded to the bive, I recollected that Narbonne was fa-
mous for its boney, and therefore determined to taste i t before I 
left the city. For this purpose I called at an apothecary's, who is 
reported to keep the best, and sell the most. His ñame is Dartigue-
longue. The boney which he produced was delicate in its flavour, 
and beautifully white. This at Narbonne he sells at fifteen pence a 
pound, and when i t is for England, he consigns i t to a merchant 
at Cette, 

Tbe day following we travelled eleven leagues and a half, to Perpig-
nan, the last city of any consequence in France. I t is said to be well 
fortified, but of that I can form no judgment. 

The soil all tbe way is sandy. The rock is calcareous, and many 
of the mountains are covered, even to their summits, with vast masses 
of limestone which bave rolled. 

The wbole of tbe Rousillon is rich, and higbly cultivated, even to 
the foot of the Pyrenees, abounding with corn, and wine, and oil, 
and silk, all of tbe best quality. Tbe bleak and rugged mountains 
before us, at the distance of about three or four leagues, form a 
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striking contrast with the rich val ley which they command. Even 
these are not suífered to remain uncultivated, but to a considerable 
height they feel the influence of increasing capitals, enriched b j 
the growing wealth of the more fertile piain. Winding up through 
the gorges of the mountains, you see vines and olives flourish in 
every spot where industry can place them ; and, wherever the plough 
can go, you admire the luxuriance of the corn. 

The views all the way up the Pyrenees are beautiful. As yon ap-
proach their summit, Belgarde presents itself, seated on a mountain 
eminent above the rest, and comraanding this pass for a great extent. 
This fortress, the last in the French dominions, is more remarkable 
for strength than beauty. 

A l l through the Rousillon, i t is striking to see the people carrying 
earth in little baskets on their heads, for want of wheelbarrovvs. Eor 
the prevalence of this strange practice, J can assign no cause, unless 
i t be taken from the mountains, where no better mode of conveying 
earth up the steep aseent can be devised. Men are every where 
more inclined to imitation, than to the fatigue of thinking, or of 
seeking for new inventions. 

The ploughs they use are suited to the soil, and similar to those 
described already in coming up from the Rhone. 

In this country you diñe for two livres at the table d'Hote, and 
sup for forty-five sois, including bread, wine, and bed. 

As you approach the borders, the officers of the doüane become 
more numerous, and unless well fed, most impertinent and trouble-
some. Notwithstanding their numbers and their vigilance, the contra-
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band trade is verj brisk. They reckon more than fifteen litmdred 
smugglers in the Pyrenees; ríien of desperate resolution, who, knowing 
the cruel punishments to which they shall be condemned i f taken, 
travel well arraed, and generally in strong parties. A military forcé 
is sometimes sent against them, but to little purpose, as neither 
party is ever eager to engage. The smugglers, strangers to ambition, 
and little influenced by the thirst of military fame, without reine-
tance quit the field; and, unless when their superiority is manifest 
and great, thinking only of securing their retreat; whilst the soldier, 
regarding this service as both dangerous and disgraceful, has no 
inclination to the attack. 

When these daring adventurers have the misfortune to be taken, 
some of them are hanged, some are broken upon the wheel, and 
some are burnt alive. How shocking to huraanity, that governments 
by their bad policy should lay such snares for men! how easy 
would it be, by a diíferent system of taxation, to save these lives, 
to avoid these cruelties, to employ in profitable labour both him who 
is engaged in smuggling, and those who are paid for watching him, 
to open a free comnmnication with all the world, and thercby to 
cherish and promote the industry, the wealth, the happiness of every 
commercial nation upon earth. As long as the governments of Eu-
rope shall continué to foment the subsisting jealousies of trade, and, by 
^eavy duties, to hold forth liigh premiums to the smuggter, each 
government must suífer in its proportion, each will be checked and 
restrained in the progress of its industry and wealth, each will 
abonnd with un profitable subjeets, and not one of them will be able 
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to enforce a due observaiion of the laws. I t is much to be la-
mented, when light is every where diíFused, and when the ejes of 
Europe seem open to receive i t , that light should be diíFused in 
vain, and that so little should have been done by any nation to 
break those fetters, which ignorance, in the dark ages of feudal 
anarchy, every where imposed npon commerce. 



JOURNEY 

FROM T H E 

ENTMANCE OF SPAIM TO BARCELONA. 

'No one, who has not himself experienced i t , can conceive the 
salisfaction and delight with which a traveller looks down upon a 
country into which, for the first time, he is about to enter. Everj 
thing attracts his notice, and his attention is pieasinglj engaged 
by a rich variety of forras and productions, of manners and of men, 
with which he liad been unacquainted; and which, in proportion as 
he valúes knowledge, will at every step increase his treasure. The 
face of the country, the vegetable tribes, the animáis, all are new, 
or at least have something new to h im; and even those with which 
he is most familiar, from peculiarities for which they are indebted 
to the soil, or to the climate, strike him with new beauties; or, 
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should they have no claim to beauty, at least they have to him 
the charras of novelty. 

ü p o n my first entrance into Spain, after I had cast my eyes 
around to catch a general view of the country imraediately before 
me, my attention was soon taken up with a phoBnomenon, which at 
the time was new to me, I n ascending the Pyrenees, after I had 
lost sight of the limestone, I saw nothing but schist to the very 
summit of these mountains; and pleased myself as I looked back 
upon the country which I had left behind me, to see how much i t 
was indebted to this happy mixture of the limestone and the schist 
for its luxuriant crops, These rocks, elevated to the highest regions, 
exposed to the joint action of frost and rain, broken to shivers, and 
reduced to powder, driven by winds, or hurried down by torrents, 
íhe mouldering schist producing clay, the limestone its calcareous 
earth, and each of these contributing tha sand which i t containeds 
imite their treasures to enrich all the country below them with a 
never-failing supply of marh 

Thus far I met with nothing to surprise me; but, after I had 
passed the summit of the mountains, and having entered Spain, be« 
gan descending to the south, expecting to meet more enchanting 
scenes, more luxuriant crops, and signs of greater wealth, the face 
of the country immediately before me appeared desoíate and barrens 
without one cheerful spot in view, on which the raind could rest, 

I mmt own I was at first inclined to attribute this ákmul as-
pect to their want of industry, to some vice in their government, 
m to gome error in their política! oeconomy; but, upon examination, 



I sooii discovered the real cause of this barrenness, in the hungry 
nature of the soil, and the want of those two inestimable feeders of 
rcgetation, the limestone and the schist, the schist that is a species 
of clay slate which near the summit are seen only to the north; 
for the moment yon begin descending to tbe soutb, the rock cbanges, 
and you íind the grcmife, 

This circumstance is not peculiar to tbe Pyrenees; i t is observed 
on other lofty chains of mountains, and, as higbly worthy of attention, 
may bereafter cali for a particular discussion, The soil, which arises 
from the decomposition of granite, is not fríen di y to vegetation ; for 
although it contains all the component parts of maii, yet the sand 
predomina tes, and the clay is in such small proportion, that the rains 
and dew contribute little to vegetation, passing quickly througb the 
gand9 or being soon evaporated, and lost in air. The proportion of 
these ingredients, which has been found most productivo, is to bave 
equal parts of clay and of calcareous earth, with one quarter of tbe 
wbole a clean silicious sand. This proportion has been ascertained 
by tbe experiments of M , Tillet, as may be seen in the memoirs of 
the academy of sciences for the year 1773* 

It is impossible to pass the Pyrenees without admiring the wisdom 
of tbe treaty, A, D, 1660, to which they bave given ñame, as having 
fixed the most natural of all boundaries, the ocean alone excepted, 
betwéen two great commercial nations, Tbere was a period when 
rivers made tbe most obvious limits of an empire; but in a state of 
civilization, these cbange their nature, and are considered by all na
tions as the most valuable parts ©f tbeir possessious. 
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Whereas the summits of mountains, as abounding with passes easy 
of defence, form a strong barrier against a powerful neighbour, and 
a barrier which is naturally determinated by the parting of the wa-
ters; and these summits being little susceptible of cultivation, lea ve 
a convenient space between the profitable possessions of the two 
adjoining nations. 

The only useful productions of these high mountains are the ilex, 
and the cork tree; the lalter very profitable on account of its 
bark. 

When these are fifteen years oíd, they begin to be productive; 
yet not for the inarket, this maiden bark being only fit for fuel. 
A t the end of eight years more, the bark improves, but does not 
arrive at its perfection, t i l l the third period; after which, for one 
hundred and fifty years, i t yields a marketable commodity every 
ten years. The season for barking is in July or August, when they 
take special care not to wound the inner bark. 

From Perpignan to Junquera, a village of six hundred and twenty-
seven souls, and the first yon meet with after yon enter Spain, is 
seven leagues, or four Erench posts. 

Here the inns begin to exhibit their wretchedness. No bedsteads 
but only three boards laid upon trestles to support a mattress; no 
bed curtains; no glass in the windows. 

I t is curious to see the peasants exercise their skill in drinking, 
wkhout touching the mouth of the bottle with their lips; and the 
height from which they let the liquid fali in one continued stream, 
without either missing their aim, or spilling a single drop, is most 



surprising. For this purpose, the orífice of the spout is small, and 
from their infancy they learn to swallow with their mouths wide 
open. 

On the tenth of Apri l , earlj i n the moroing, we left Junquera, 
passing for a considerable way b j the side of a rivulet, whicb in 
winter is a raging torrent. The soil, as might be well expected, is 
hungry sand. The cultivated land is eovered with vines, with olives, 
and with rye; the uncultivated abounds in cork trees. A t the feet 
of the Pyrenees we find an extensivo valley, every where shut in by 
mountains, excepting only a small opening to the sea, which is 
near Castillon de Empurias, in the Bay of Roses. ín this exten
sivo plain, or ra the r bason, which, as we look down upon i t , seeras 
flat and leve!, are many hills, some rising bold, so me gently swell-
ing, and eovered with various kinds of soil, but chiefly with 
decomposed granito, which from local circumstances, has acquired 
more than its due proportion of clay, and thereby rendered the 
barren quartz exceedingly productivo. 

From Junquera we have three leagues to Figueras, a town of 
four thousand six hundred and forty souls, where the Spaniards are 
now erecting a fortress, supposed to be impregnable: of its strength 
I am not qualified to judge; but for beauty I cannot conceive any 
thing to go beyond i t . I t contains quarters for one hundred and 
fifty companies of infantry, with five hundred horse; apartments for 
sixty officers, each with a kitchen, a dining room, and two spa-
cious bed rooms; one long rango of magazines for provisions, and 
four for powder; all upon a great scale, and highly finished. 
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These works are made bomb proof. To supply the garrison with 
water, there is a capacious reservoir under the parade, formed in 
the quarrj, from whence was taken all the stone for these extensive 
buildings. The glacis, in most part of the fortification, is formed 
of the living rock, and the whole is protected b j proper bastions. 
I t is said, twelve thousand raen wiil be sufficient to defend these 
works. At present there is a hill which commands the fort, but 
this, the patient and persevering industry of Spaniards will certainly 
remove, or at least reduce below the level of their works. 

I t would be difficult to ascertain how much labour has been lost 
in the establishment of this strong hold; but we may ven tu re to 
affirm, on the authority of those who are competent to judge, that 
had the same sums been expended in the cultivation of the soil, 
in the establishment of farms, in making can ais, and mending roads, 
to invite strangers into\ Spain, instead of building fortifications to 
keep them out, the face of the whole country had been changed, 
not merely in point of beauty, but of strength. The folly of all 
offensive wars begins to be understood in Europe, but more cspecialhj 
in France; and as for defensivo war, the resistance of America, 
by its successful issue, and that of Corsica, which, although not 
successful, cost the French five times more than the valué of the 
conquest, prove that a country tolerably strong in itself, and well 
defended by its inhabitants, needs no fortification to repel invaders. 

Extensive fortifications cost immense sums to erect, and so much 
to keep them in repair, that they are commonly suffered to decay. 
Every such fortress requires an ai-my to defend i t , and when the 



inoment of trial comes, the whole maj depend o o tbe weakness 
or treachery of a commander, and, instead of being a defeoce to the 
country, may aftbrd a lodgment to the enemy. I f an able man 
happens to command, admitting the country to be both well peopled and 
well governed, may not more be expected from him in the field 
than in the fortress ? The most obstínate resistance the Romans 
met with was from a city that had no walls. I n a discourse of 
Barón Hertzberg not long since published, we may see what was 
the opinión of the late king of Prussia on this subject; for, whilst 
he expended trifling sums on his fortifications, he was at a vast 
expense in promotiog agriculture and manufactures in his dominions; 
having in the space of a few years, built five lumdred and thirty 
nine villages, and established in them forty-two thousand six hun-
dred and nine families, on the banks of the Oder, the Havel, and 
the Elbe; besides three thousand families on the Netz and Warthe. 

Fortifications are only needful for the maintenance of usurped 
dominión, or to protect the borders of a kingdom from the inenr-
sions of a bárbarous nation, whose object is to plunder. 

The price of provisions at Figueras is remarkable: beef and bread 
are each about three halfpence sterling per pound, troy weight, 
but mutton is nine-pence. The reason of this disparity is, that they 
plough with oxen, and have few sheep. 

Between this town and the Col de Oriol, the rock, wlierever i t ap-
appears, is limestone. 

From Figueras to Gerona is seven leagues. About half way 
between these places, we pass over a high mountain, called la Cuesta 

M. 
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Regia; in ascending which we find a base of pudding stone, whose 
charge is shingle of smooth, rounded, silicious gravel, with a calcareous 
cement; the top and all the middle región is schist; but in descending near 
the bottom, the same pudding stone appears again; from which I 
conclude this kind of rock pervades the mountain, and forms its 
base. This phsenomenon is worthy of attention, and deserves a 
more minute investigation and description than a hasty traveller can 
bestow upon it . 

The situation of Gerona is delightful, on a declivity, looking to 
the S. W. and fed by a rich well watered valley, which is open to 
the meridian sun, but bounded to the North and to the East, and 
sheltered by high mountains. The whole city seems to be built of 
the pudding stone. 

The soil is sand and clay, productivo of all kinds of grain; such 
as beans, peas, lupines, wheat, and barley, with saintfoin and el o ver. 
This land they either dig with tridents or three pronged forks, and 
t i l l with oxen and such ploughs as I have before described, with 
this difference, that they have only one handle, and instead of pins, 
they have two iron wings fixed to the share, extending beyond the 
heel, to supply in some measure the place of mould-boards. 

A l l the way to Matare, the soil, and even the sand of the sea 
shore, is nothing but the quartz and mica of decomposed granite, 
which, when not robbed of its clay, is made productivo. 

Nothing is more common than to jump at a conclusión; but if, 
without subjecting myself to such a charge, I might venturo to 
hazard a conjecture, I should be inclined to think» that wherever 
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vitrescent sand appears, whether on tbe sea shore, or on calcareous 
mountains, i t comes from granito. 

Añer having travelled four leagues and a half from Gerona, we 
arrived at Granotta, where we stopped to diñe. Within three leagues 
and a half of Calella, the face of the country changes; for here, 
leaving the valley, we ascend once more the mountains, which, as I 
expected are granite. This variety is pleasing, for, although they 
are scarcely susceptible of cultivation, except for vines, nature has 
by no means neglected them, but with more than common liber-
ality has clothed them with perpetual verdure, and given them in 
great abundance the elegant arbutus, with a rich variety of flower-
ing shrubs and aromatic herbs. 

Having past these ever fragrant mountains, we descend again into 
a valley, which is protected from the encroachments of the sea by 
lofty cliíFs. I n this valley we cross a river, which shews the nature 
of the country through which i t flows; for although at present i t 
contains little water, and may be forded without danger, yet, after 
hasty showers, i t rages with ungovernable fury, and carries every 
thing before i t . The valley being flat, and the soil, to a consider
able depth sharp sand, without any natural cohesión, the torrents, 
nnconfined by banks, have widened their channel to the extent of 
near a quarter of a mile. This sand is evidently derived from granite, 
freed perfectly from clay by constant washing. 

Having passed the river, not far distant from its mouth we as
cended a hill , from whose summit we looked down upon a sea 
coast, where all nature wears a smiling aspect. Throughout the 
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whole tract of country we left behind us, the vines had not begim 
to bud, and the birds were silent on the mountains; but here the 
vines shewed long branches with blossoms and young fruit, whilst 
the birds seem to vie with each other, which should charm the ear 
with most delightful melody. The little hills were covered with 
vines and olives, and the sea seemcd all alive with fishing boats. 
Erom this delightful spot numerous villages appear as far as the eye 
can reach. 

In one of these, Calella, which, according to the genius of the 
Spanish language, is pronounced Callelia, we took up our lodging 
for the night. I t has eight hundred and eighty-six souls, and em-
ploys near fifty fishing boats. 

The next morning, when we set forward on our journey, about 
five, I was not little struck to see children, with oíd men and wo-
men, each carrying a little basket, watching, precisely as in the 
south of Franco, for the dung of mules and horses which were passing 
by. This practice whilst i t implies poverty of soil, evidently proves 
that for industry at least they deserve highly to be praised. 

The conduct of farmers in the west of England is the reverse of 
this. Their dependence for manure being wholly on sand and weeds, 
the produce of the ocean, they neglect the more obvious source of 
plenty to be derived from cattle. They set a proper valué upon 
what the Catalans despise; but, in return, these are careful to col-
lect the treasure which the others suífer to be lost; whereas the true 
wisdom would be to avail themselves of both. 



ín goíng from Calella to Mataro, four leagues, tlie way is wholly 
by the sea" side; the íirst part of it over granite rocks, the latter on; 
the beach. 

Maturo, a flourishing sea-port of nine thousand six hundred and; 
seventy-nine souls, has, for its loyalty and attachment to the present 
family, been made a city. Here are three convents for men, and 
two for women, with one general hospital. . I t gives employment 
to nineteen looms, sixteen stocking frames, makes much lace, prints 
linens for America, and is distinguished for the excellence of its 
red wine. Scarcely one idle person is to be seen. í t is however to 
be lamented, that so much of their labour should be lost by those 
who are engaged in weaving ribbons, instead of making rnany at 
the same time, all their looms are single. I f this proceeds from ig-
norance, government should take care to have them better taught; i f 
it is the eíFect of prejudice, they should be allured by premiums to 
become greater oeconomists of time. 

A l l through Catalonia you admire, at every step, the industry of 
the inhabitants, who, working early and late, give fertility to a 
soií, which naturally, except for vines, is most unproductive; but 
when j o u come to Mataro, you are perfectly enchanted: the farms 
are so many gardens, divided every where into beds of about four 
feet wide, with a channel for the passage of the water to each bed. 
Every farm has its Noria, a species of chain pump, which from 
its extreme simplicity, seems to have been the invention of the 
most remote antiquity. By means of this machine, they every 
moming draw a sufficient quantity of water from the well for the 
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service of the day, and in the evening distribute i t to every quar-
ter, according to the nature of their crops. The reservoirs into which 
they raise the water, are about twenty, thirty, or even forty feet 
square, and Ihree feet high above the surface of the ground, with 
a stone cope on the wall, declining to the water, for the women 
to wash and beat their clothes upon. The soil is so light, being 
nothing but sand from the decomposition of the granite, that they 
plough with two oxen or one horse, or even with a mulé ; yet, by 
the assistance of the water, it is made fertile, and produces on the 
same spot of ground, corn, wine, oranges, and olives. The Agave, 
or the American aloe is here planted as a fence. 

When we drew near to Barcelona, we had to cross a river, in 
which we counted fifty felons, clothed in green, and employed in 
elearing the channel, whilst centinels stationed at convenient distances 
prevented their escape. 

I t is curious to observe this mark of contempt for the Moors, in 
clothing their vilest crimináis, and even their hangman, in green, 
the sacred colour of Mahometans, more especially in Africa. 

A l l the way from Montpelier to Belgarde, the road is wide, and 
kept in excellent repair; but from the entrance into Spain, to 
within about two leagues of Barcelona, nothing seems to have been 
done since the foundation of the world, either to expedito the pro-
gress of a traveller, or even to secare his safety, should he have 
occasion to pass this way. Although to an Englishman these roads 
must appear detestable, yet i f we look back thirty or forty years, 
to the time when most of our provincial roads were in the same 
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condition, and reflect how much has been done witbin tbat period, 
we may hope tbat the industry of Catalans will not overlook a a 
object of so great importance; and tbat our cbildren wbo visit tbose 
delightful regions, will pass tbrough tbem witb less bazard and more 
comfort than tbeir fathers did before tbem, 

Tbe vernal sun, soutb of tbe Pyrenees, is reviving to tbe tra-
veller; but tbe season of Lent has one circumstance attending i t , 
whicb, in a Catholic country, is not perfectly agreeable, ñor indeed 
conducive to his health: for, during these forty days of abstinence, 
he must learn to live on fisb and vegetables; beca use, altbougb in 
Spain tbey have now four days in tbe week, in whicb, by special 
indulgence, tbey may eat flesh, few people are inclined to use tbis 
privilege. 

Tbe accommodations, i f not in Lent, are more than tolerable^ 
and cheaper than either in England or in Trance. You pay for a 
volante, witb a good mulé, attended by a guide, five shillings a 
day, witbout further cbarge; fifteen pence for dinner, without any 
limitation in quantity of wine; twenty-pence for supper and your 
bed; and, in tbe morning two pence for chocolate. These being 
the regular and stated prices, leave no room for disputing with 
the landlord, as the most patient are sometimes obliged to do in 
France. 

I n all tbis country, oxen draw heavy loads on the highvvay, and 

move with spirit. 
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BARCELOMA 

1N this journej l made the greater speed, io order to spend the 
hol j week at Barcelona; and I have no reason to repent the pains 
I took to be present at their solemnities. No citizens, perhaps, 
bestow so much expense, and no magistrates can pay more atten-
tion, than the citizens and magistrates of Barcelona, in the processions 
of the holy week. 

On Wednesday, the 12th of Apri l , I arrived, and the next 
morning early I visited the churches, to see the preparations they 
had made for the entertainment of the evening, in which they were 
to represent the last sufíerings of the Redeemer. In every church 
I found two images, as large as life, distinguished from the rest as 
being stationary, and the more immediate objects of their devotion; 
the one representing Christ as taken from the cross, the other, the 
virgin m all her best attire, pierced by se ven swords, and leaning 
over the recumbent body of her son. Behind these images, a theatre 
with colonades, supporting a multitude of wax tapers, dazzled the 
sight, whilst the ear was charraed by the harmonious cbaunting of 
the choir. 

More than a hundred thousand persons all the morning crowded 
the streets, hurrying from church to church, to express the warmth 
of their zeal, and the fervor of their devotion, by bowing themselves 
in each, and kissing the feet of the most revered image, Most of 
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the spectalors were natives of the city, but manj upon such oc-
casions resort to Barcelona from the adjacent villages, and some 
from distant provinces. 

Towards the cióse of daj the pageant appeared, moving with slow 
and solemn pace along the streets, and conducted with th© most 
perfect regularity. The last supper of Christ with his disciples, the 
treachery of Judas, attended by the priests, together with the guards, 
the flagellation, the crucifixión, the taking from the cross, the anointing 
of the body, and the burial, with every transaction of the closing 
scene, and the events subsequent to the passion of our Lord, were 
represented by images large as life, placed in proper order on lofty 
stages, many of which were elegant, and all as highly ornamented as 
carving and gilding, rich silks, brocados, and velvets, with curious 
embroidery, all executed by their most skilful artists, could render 
them. No expense was spared either in the materials, the workman-
ship, or the wax lights, which, with the most splendid profusión, 
were consumed upon this occasion. Each of these stages was sup-
ported on the shoulders of six men, who were completely hid by a 
covering of black velvet hanging round the margin of ihe stage, 
and reaching nearly to the ground. This procession was preceded 
by Román centurions clothed in their proper armour, and the sol-
diers of the garrison brought np the rear. The intermediate space 
was occupied by the groups of images above described, attended by 
eight hundred burgesses, clothed in black buckram, with flowing 
trains, each carrying a flambeau in his hand. Besides these, one 
hundred and. four-score penitents engaged my more particular attention. 

N 
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Like the former, they carried each a flambeau, but t i icir dress was 
singular, somewhat resembling that of the blue-coat boys of Christ's 
hospital in London, being a jacket and coat in one, reaching to their 
heels, made of dark brown shalloon, with a bonnet on their head, 
like what is called a fooFs cap, being a cone covering the head and 
face cornpletelj, and having holes for the eyes. The design of this 
peculiar form is to conceal the penitents, and to spare their blnshes, 
These were followed by twenty others, who, either from reraorse of 
conscience, or having been guilty of more atrocious crimes, or for 
hire, or with the most benevolent intention of adding to the common 
fund of merit for the service of the church, walked in the procession 
bare footed, dragging heavy chains, and bearing large crosses on their 
shoulders. Their penance was severe; but, for their comfort, they 
had assigned to them the post of honour; for immediately after them 
followed the sacred corpse placed in a glass coffin, and attended by 
twenty-five priests, dressed in their richest robes. Near the body, a 
well chosen band with hautboys, clarionets, French horas, and flutes, 
played the softest and most solemn music. This part of the pro
cession wanted nothing to heighten the eífect. I am persuaded that 
every one who had a soul for harmony felt the starting tear. 

In the processions of the present day, practices which had crept 
in when chivalry prevailed, with all its wild conceits, practices in-
consistent with sound moráis, and offensive to humanity, are no longer 
to be seen. The civil magistrate, interposing his authority, has for-
bidden, under the severest pen^lties, abominations which, as the 
genuine oífspring of vice, could not have ventured to appear, even 
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jn the darkest ages, unless in the disguise and under the saoction of 
religión. The adulterer, i f he will court the aíFections of his raistress, 
js no longer permitted publicly to avow his passion, to sóoürge him-
self in her presence, and by the severity of his suíFerings to éxcite 
her pity, must now seek the shade, and i f he feels hiniself inclined 
to use the discipline, i t must be where no human eye can see him. 
In these ages of superior knowledge and refinement, men look back 
with wonder at the strangely inconsistent conduct of their pro-
genitors, when, ignorant of every thing but arms, ihey embraced and 
carried with. them a religión whose influence they never felt, and the 
purity of whose precepts they did not understand. I t was not in 
Spain only that superstition reared her throne, all Europe acknow-
ledged her dominión, and in every nation in which the victorious 
banner of the Goths and Vandals was displayed, we have seen ex
ecrable vices cherished in the same breast which appeared to glow 
with fervid zeal for the glory of Godj at least as far as could be 
testified by the most strict attention to the ceremonials of religión. 
All Europe is emerging from this state of Gothic ignorance, and 
Spain, although the last, it is tó be íiOped will not be the least en-
ligh tened. 

When the pageant was over, the people retired quietly to their 
habitations, and althongh more than a hundred thousand persons had 
been assembled to view this spéctacle, no acciderit of any kind was 
heard of. The day followiiig, before eight in the morning, another 
procession of the same kind, bitt more ciegant than the former, was 
conducted through the streets, and in the evening, a third, at which 
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ássisted all the nobles of Barcelona, each attended by two servants, 
and, in rotation, carrying a crucifix large as the life, and so heavy, 
that no one for any length of time could sustain the weight of i t 
The stages and images were not the same which had been exhibited the 
preceding day, but represented all the same events. Every stage was 
completely occupied by images large as life, and surrounded by a 
border of open carved work superbly gi l t ; and the bearers, as in 
former instances, were hid by curtains of black velvet, richly em~ 
broidered. Two hundred penitents in grey attended as before. I n 
each of these processions were many children, some not more than 
three years oíd, carrying little crosses, with each a flambean in his 
hand. These are used in all processions, even in the middle of the 
day. 

The difFerent stages, with their groups or figures, belong to diíFereni 
bodies corporate, either of the nobles or artificers, and are ranged 
in the processions according to their right of precedency. These 
groups are ealled the mystery of the Corporation. That of the 
Frencb artificers is an Ecce Homo, but for some reason the cónsul 
walks before i t , attended only by the meanest subjects of h i | 
natiom 

The succeeding day, at nine o'clock in the morning, when, as 
being Saturday, I had no expectation of such an event, the Resur-
rection was announced, by bells fiáging, drums beating, cannons 
firing, people shouting, colours fi/ng, and, in a moment, all the 
signs of mourning were succeeíed h j tokens of the most frantic 
j0J-
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Tbe processions were intermitted for severa! years, prohibited b j 
government on account of abuses which had crept into them, and, 
in their place, the carnival was substituted, with the same licentious 
riot and confusión as I have described in Paris, and as all who 
have passed the carnival in I t a l j have seen. But after the inhabi-
tants of Barcelona, in the year 1774, had resisted the demands of 
government, requiring them to draft everj fifth man for the army, 
like the other cities and provinces of Spain, the carnival was forbid, 
and the trade, which had been always brisk at this season, felt a 
loss, which made the citizens cali loudly for the restoration of their 
processions, 

After Easter they have one on a smaller scale; about seventy 
priests, each with a lighted flambeau in his hand, preceded by a 
herald with his banner, carry the host, under a canopy of crimson 
velvet, to those who had not been well enough to receive i t in the 
churches. 

The streets of Barcelona are narrow and crooked, like those of 
all ancient cities. The oíd Román town may still be dist inct í j 
traced, occupjing a sraall eminence in the centre of the present 
city, with one of its gates and some of its towers, well preservada 
In this are many sarcophagi, altars, images, and inscriptions, 
with a temple of Neptune, all which have been well deseribed by 
antiquarians. I t was here that JFerdinand and Isabella received 
Columbus, returning from America, and from henee that navigator 
sailed on his second expedition, in the year 1493. 
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I n visiting the churches of Barcelona, an observation is confirmed, 
which had occurred even in the most contemptible of the country 
villages> south of the Pyrenees. I t is evident, that all their deco-
rations were invented about the- beginning of the sixteenth century, 
after the gold and silver of America had been brought to Spain, 
and every altar piece, with every column, shews that their improve-
ment in taste did not keep pace with their increase of wealth, 
Riches carne upon them by surprise, and found them unprepared 
to make a proper use of the abundant treasure. Henee even the 
Composite and the Corinthian pilláis are loaded with new orna-
ments, and whether fluted or contorted, they are entwined by ivy 
or by vines, and are al most hid by the multitude of ángel s 
flütteririg round them, or by cherubs climbing up the branches; 
and the whole of this preposterous assemblage is covered with one 
glare of gold. The present generadon is enlightened, and their 
taste is much refined; yet they want resolution to reform abuses, 
and to strip off those ornaments, to which the blind zeal and devo-
tion of their forefathers have given sanction. One of their best 
writers has retnonstrated, and his remonstrances have engaged the 
attention of government to make wise regulations for the fu turé. 

They have in this city an academy for the noble arts, open to 
all the world, in which all who attend, are freely taught drawing, 
architecture, and sculpture, under the direction of Ü. Pedro Moles, 
and others, who, like him, excel in the branches they prdféss. 
For this purpose, they have seven spacious hallé, fürnislied at the 
king's expense with tables, benches, lights, paper, pencils, drawings, 
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nioclels, clay, and living subjects; they assemble in tbe morning 
írom ten to twelve, and in the evening from six to eight, in winter, 
and from eight to ten in siunmer. 

This academy is we.ll attended ; I counted one night upwards of 
five hundred boys, many of vvbom were finisbing designs, wbich 
shewed eitber superior genius or more than common application. 
í t is not to be imagined that all these boys, or perhaps any 
of the ni, are destined to be painters: this was not the inten-
tion of government, much less of Count Camponíanos, who suggested 
the institution. Most, i f not all these youths, are apprenticed to 
trades; and i t is well imagined, that every other art may receive 
so rae assistance from this, whose peculiar property i t is to excel in 
imitation: such an institution is much wanted in England. Not only 
the Sculptor , the architect, and the engineer, but the coach-maker, 
íhe cabinet-maker, the wcaver, nay even the taylor and the haber-
dasher, may derive great advantages from that accuracy of sight, and 
that fertility of invention, which are acquired by the practice 
of drawing and designing. 

D . Pedro Moles is an artist whose works have been universally 
admired for the beauty of his stroke, and the forcé of his expres-
sion. I t is a pity that the graver was ever taken from his hand: 
he may, perhaps, be. more usefully employed in superintending this 
academy, but, as an engraver, he would have acquired a more 
lasting fame, and have made a better provisión for his family. 

One of the seven halls is fitted up as a nautical school, and is 
provided with every thing which is needful to teach the art of 
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navigation. The students, who at present are only thirty-six, assemble 
every morning from eight to ten, and every evening from three to 
five. Since the first establishment of this useful seminary, they have 
sent out more than five hundred pilots, qualified to navigate a vessel 
to any quarter of the globo. 

Equdly well furnished with the preceding, and equally well con-
ducted is the military academy, in which there are three magnificent 
apartments for the students to pursue their studies, from the first 
elements of the mathematics, to the higher branches of their 
profession, 

Besides these institutions for the instruction of such as are devoted 
to arts or arms, there are not wanting some of more general utility, 
accessible to ali the citizens without distinction. These are a cabi-
net of natural history, and the public librarles, of which there are 
four; three general, and the other confined to medicine and surgery; 
the cabinet belongs to D . Jaime Salvador. From the reports of this 
collection, I had formed high expectations, but I must confess my-
self dissatisfied. Some thirty or forty years agó, i t may have been 
worthy of attention, but the science iíself, and the cabinets of the 
curious, are so much improved, that collections, which at remeter 
periods excitcd wonder, are iu the present day justly regarded with 
cold indiíFerence. The general librarles are those of the bishop's col-
lege, of the Carmelites, and of the Dominicans. This last I found 
most worthy of attention, as containing more modern books of 
valué, than either of the former. Among these, some of the most 
considerable were the Ruins of Palmira; Raphael's Heads, by 
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Fidanza; Duhalde's China; Monumens de la Greece; Histoire ge-
jiealogique de la Maison Royale de France, & des anciens Barons, 
par le P. Anselme; antichita d i Ercolano; Muratori Thesaur. vet. 
Inscriptionam; Nu mis mata Vir. illust. ex Barbad ica gente; Danu-
bius Pannonico Mysicus. These may serve to sbew that the col-
leetion is not contemptible. I n short, whatever studies a man may 
be desirous of pursuing, he will find in one or other of these libraries 
the best books, to which he may have access six hours every day, 
excepting holidays. I n the convent of the Dominicans there is one 
apartment filled entirely with books prohibited by the inquisition, 
and, in order that no one may be tempted to peruse them,. all the 
vacant spaces are filled with devils cracking human bones, i t is to 
be supposed of heretics. Lest, however, this sight should not suffice 
lo check a prying disposition, they are well secured by lock and 
key, and no one has access to these without a special licence. 

In the cloister of the Dominicans there are more than five hundred 
records of sentences passed on heretics, Containing their ñame, their 
age, their occupation, their place of abode, the time when they were 
condemned, and the event; whether the party were burnt in person 
or in effigy, or whether he recanted and was saved, not from the 
fire and the faggot, for then he might relapse, but from the flames 
of hell. Most of these were women. The first date is A. D . 1489, 
and the last, 17^6. Under each inscription there is a portrait of the 
beretic, some half, others more than three parts, devoured by devils. 
t was so much struck with the fantastic forras which the painters 
tad given to their dsemons and the strange attitudes of the heretics, 
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that I could not resist my inclination to copy some of thera when 
no one was walking in the cloister. Some time after this, sitting 
with one of the inquisitors, who did me the honour of a visit, he in 
a careless manner took up my memorándum book, and as chance 
would have i t , opened precisely on the leaf which contained my 
drawings: I laughed; he coloured; but not one word escaped from 
either at the time. Fifteen months after this, when I returned to 
Barcelona, he smiled, and said, " You see that I can keep a secret, 
and that we are not strangers to principies of honour/' 

During my residence at Barcelona, I had an opportunity of see-
ing all the conrts of the inquisition assembled in a grand procession 
to celébrate the feast of S. Pedro Martyr, their patrón saint, in the 
church of St. Catharine of the Dominicans. Happy had i t been for 
Christendom i f all their festivals had been as innocent as this. Tt is, 
however, universally acknowledged, for the credit of the corps at 
Barcelona, that all its members are men of worth, and most of them 
distinguished for humanity. 

Visiting the churches at all hours, whenever any service was per-
formed, I made a party with some friends to hear a penitential service 
in the convent of St. Felipe Neri, on Friday evening of Apri l 28, 
The first part of the Miserere was no sooner ended than the doors 
were shut, the lights were extinguished, and we remained in perfect 
darkness. A t this moment, when the eye could no longer find an 
object to distract the mind, the attention was awakened by the voice 
of harmony, for the whole congregation joined in the Miserere, 
which they sung with pleasing solemnity; at first with soft and 



plaintive notes; but having laid bare their backs, and prepared thera 
for the scourge, they all began nearly at the same instant to use 
the discipline, raising their voices, and quickening the time, increas-
ing by degrees both in yelocity and violence, scourging themselves 
with greater vehemence as they proceeded, and singing louder and 
harsher, t i l l at the end of twenty minutes, all distinction of sound 
was lost, and the whole ended in one deep groan. Prepared as I 
had been to expect something terrible, yet this so far surpassed my 
expectation that my blood ran cold; and one of the company, not 
remarkable for sensibility of nerves, being thus taken by surprize, 
burst into tears. 

This discipline is repeated every Friday in the year, of tener in 
Lent, and is their daily practico during the holy week. I was not at 
liberty to ask what advantage they derived, or what benefits they 
expected to receive from this severity; yet, from the prevalence of 
vice in Spain, I fear this practico has little i f any tendency to re-
form their moráis. 

The hospicio, or house of industry for the poor, next attracted my 
attention. This institution originated in the year 1582, much about 
the time when the poor began to occupy the serious attention of all 
the governments in Europe. Wi th the house of industry is united 
the hospital of mercy, which, in the year 1699, was put under the 
careof the nuns of St. Francis, called Monjas Terciarias de S. Francisco. 
The whole was reformed in 1772. I n this establishment they pró
vido for children of parents who are burthened with a numerous 
offspring, for beggarsj and for other objects of distress. I n the year 
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1784, they had 1466 paupers; the year following 1383; and, wheo 
I was there in 1785, the number was 1460, the average being four-
teen hundred and thirty-six. Of this number, about one thousand 
are able to work, three hundred are idiots, and the rest are little 
children. The whole expense for them is about forty-eight thousand 
two hundred livres Catalán, or about five thousand one hundred and 
sixty-four pounds sterling per annum. The king allows for each pauper, 
fourteen maravedís per day to purchase a ration of bread. These are 
equal to one penny sterling, or nearly so. The voluntary contribu-
tion amounts to about fifteen thousand livres Catalán, and the 
deficiency is made up by the bishop. The women and children are 
employed in knitting, spinning, and in making lace. The men card, 
comb, spin, and weave cotton, flax, and wool. The produce of their 
labour is contemptible, being at the rate only of one penny each 
per day, should we allow, which cannot be allowed in Spain, three 
hundred working days, and one thousand paupers fit to be employed. 
Yet this produce is greater in proportion than the average of our 
work-houses in England. Although no paupers can be either better 
ciad, better fed, better attended, or better lodged, or can meet with 
greater tenderness when they are i l l , they cannot readily forget their 
loss of liberty. AU these comforts, therefore, are despised when com
pared with freedom, and few, besides the most decrepit, would 
remain within those walls i f they could be permitted to beg their 
bread from door to door. This principie, however, is productivo of 
much góód*, for most of the young men in Barcelona, of any worth 
or spirit, form themseives into clubs for mutual relief, in the same 
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jnanner, and nearly upon the plan adopted by our friendly societies 
in England. These fraternities have each its firm, taken from the 
mame of the Saint to Avhose protection it is recommended. They are 
upon the most respectable footing, and being well conducted, leave 
none but the most improvident and most worthless subjects to be 
disgraced by confinement among fools and madmen. Those who are 
able to work, but choose rather to Uve in idleness and vice, are left 
to the correction of the laws. 

There is one house of correction, which is too remarkable to be 
passed over in silence. I t embraces two objects; the first is the 
reformation of prostitutes and female thieves; the second, the cor
rection of women, who fail in their obligation to their husbands, 
and of those who either neglect or disgrace their families. The 
house for these purposes being divided into distinct portions, without 
any communication between them, the one is called real casa de 
galera and the other real casa de corrección. For each of those, 
who are shut up in the former, the king allows seven deniers to 
purchase eighteen ounces of bread, and nine deniers, which is 
nearly one penny sterling, to procure meat. The fund for this 
arises from fines; but to aid this fund, the women are obliged to 
work as long as they can see. By their labour they earn about 
five shillings a month, half of which they have for themselves, 
whilst, of the other half, the alcadye or governor has one-tenth to 
sthnulate his attention to his duty. These women, working thus 
from light to light, would earn much more, were it not for the 
«lultitude of holidays. The ladies, who deserve more severe cor-
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rection, than their husbands, fathers, or other relatives can properlj 
administer, are confined by the magistrates, for a term proportioned 
to their offences, in this royal mansión, or casa real de corrección. 
The relation, at whose suit they are taken into custody, pays three 
sueldos, or four-pence halfpenny per day, for their maintenance; 
and with this scanty provisión they must be contented. Here 
they are compelled to work, and the produce of their labour 
is deposited for them, t i l l the time of their confinement is expired. 
The whole of the building will contain five hundred women; but 
at present, there are only one hundred and thirteen. Among these 
are some ladies of condition, who are supposed to be visiting 
some distant friends. Here they receive bodily correction, when it 
is judged necessary for their reformation. This establishment is under 
the direction and government of the regente de la audiencia, 
assisted by the two sénior criminal judges, with the alcayde and 
his attendants. One of these judges conducted me through the 
several apartments, and from him I received my information. Among 
other particulars, he told me, that they liad then under discipline, 
a lady of fashion, accused of drunkenness, and of being imprudent 
in her conduct. As she was a widow, the party accusing was her 
brother-in-law, the marquis of . 

The iudges of this court are universally acknowledged to be men 
of probity, and worthy of the high degree of confidence thus pla
ced in them. One of them, Don Francisco de Zamora, to whom 
I am indebted for the most polite attentions, is a gentleman of 
indefatigable application, and of universal knowledge. 

The audiencia mentioned above, although a modern institution. 
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bears some resemblance to tbe courts of Westminster-Hall, and a 
still greater to the parliaments in France, having the administration 
of justice, civil and criminal, committed to i t , with the govern-
ment, both ceconomical and political, of the whole province, like 
the ancient courts of all the feodal sovereigns. The captain-general 
and governor of Catalonia is president of the audiencia, with a vote. 
This tribunal, which is supremo, and receives appeals, is divided 
into three courts, one criminal, the other two civil, and when 
united into one, ceconomical. 

I n each of these are five judges; The kings of Arragon, and 
after them the sovereigns of the united empire of Castile and Arra-
ragon, were accustomed to appoint viceroys of Catalonia, t i l l Philip V. 
in the year 1716, changed the government of this province, esta-
blished the audiencia, and appointed his captain-general to preside 
in i t . 

Besides these general courts, there is one established for commerce, 
which is again subdivided; of the subdivisions, one being judicial, 
determines diñerences between the merchants; the other has the 
government of all arts and manufactures. 

The whole city of Barcelona is divided into five districts or wards, 
over each of which, presides one of the five alcaldes del crimen, 
or judges of the criminal court of the audiencia9 with his promotor, 
escrivano, alguacil, portero, and alcaldes de barrio, to determine, in 
the first instance, all causes both civil and criminal between the 
inhabitants, and to preserve the peace in their several wards. The 
dcades de barrio, of which each ward chooses annually eight, re-
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sembles our constables. But besides, these two alcaldes mayores are 
conservators of the peace, and justices for the c i t j at large. 

The government of Barcelona, as far as relates to political oeco^ 
nomy, is committed to a court of twenty-four regidores nobles, or 
aldermen, four deputies from the commons, with authority to vote, 
and two syndics, the one called procurador, and the other personero. 
This court is subordínate to the acuerdo, or oeconomical court, which 
is composed of the two civil courts, assisted by the regente de la 
real audiencia, and presided o ver by the capta! n-general of the 
province. 

There are three colleges of escrivanos; the first are called escri-
vanos puhlkoSf or escrivanos de numero, who are scriveners to make 
contracts and wills. The second are escrivanos reales de la audiencia, 
who are present in court to authenticate all transactions there; 
but who may5 by special license, make contracts also: of each of 
these, the number is limited to fovty. The third are improperly 
called escrivanos, being procuradores, that is, proctors, solicitors, 
attornies, or counsel, to solicit and to plead all causes in the 
courts of justice. In Catalán, these are distinguished hy the ñame 
of notarios reales causídicos, and although by iaw they are limited 
to thirty, i t is impossible to confine them to that number, because 
of the multitude of causes, which they have to plead. There are 
at present seventy-three of these, besides one hundred and ninety-
nine advocates. 

The multitude of causes does not arise in Catalonia, as in Wales, 
from any violence of temper, or litigious spirit in the inhabitants, 
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but from the uncertainty of its laws. They have a peculiar code, 
callee!, Constitutions of Catalonia; but this being inadequate to their 
wants, the next in forcé is the canon law | and, where that is silent, 
there ultímate resort is to the Justinian code. 

The process is by written evidence, and the only parties visible 
in court are the judges and the pleaders, with the relatores, or readers 
of that evidence authenticated by the escrivano, in whose presence 
it was taken. For the assistance of the poor there is appointed a 
procurador, and also an abogado; the one to solicit, the other to 
plead their causes. 

No hospital that I have seen upon the continent, is so well ad-
ministered as the general hospital of this city. I t is peculiar in its 
attention to convalescents, for whom a sepárate habitation is provided, 
that after they are dismissed from the sick wards, as cured of their 
diseases, they may have time to recroit their strength, before they 
turn out to endure their aecustomed hardships, and to get their bread 
by labour. Nothing can be more useful, nothing more humane, than 
this appendage. The numbers they received into this hospital were, 
in the year 1785, nine thousand two hundred and ninety-nine; and 
in 1786, six thousand four hundred and eighty-eight. In the former 
year, they buried eight hundred and fifty-four; in the latter, nine 
hundred and twenty-six; which, upon the average, is nearly a ninth 
of those who enter; but then i t must be considered, that many are 
put into public hospitals merely to save the expense of funerals. 

With this hospital is united, under the same administration, an 
establishment for foundlings, sufficiently capacious for the city and 
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its cnvirons. The deserted children, were five hundred and twenty-
eight, on the average of the tvvo last years, and of these Ivvo-thirds 
were buried; a proportion shocking to humanity, but the inevitable 
consequen ce of taking infants from the mother, and crowding them 
together in a ci ty; more especially if, as in Barcelona, five children 
hang upon one nurse. I t is much to be lamented, that they have 
not, like the French, recourse to the milk of goats; or, like the 
children in the Orphan Hospital in Dublin, learnt to use sucking 
bottles. 

The boys on this foundation are bonnd apprentice when of a 
proper age; the girls when marriageable, are conducted in procession 
through the streets, and any young man who sees one whom he 
would choose for a wife is at liberty to mark her, which he does 
by throwing his handkerchief. 

Besides these charitable foundations, there is in Barcelona an Or
phan Hospital which I did not visit. 

The inns are little inferior to those of the great towns in France. 
The table is well served, and supplied with plenty of good wine. 
The whole expense for lodging and board is only five livres French, 
or four shillings and two-pence sterling per day. 

Barcelona may be considered as divided either into districts or 
into parishes; the former being five, the latter eight, including the 
cathedral. I n a circumference of four miles i t contains at present 
ten thousand two hundred and sixty-seven houses, and twenty thou-
sand one hundred and twenty-eight families, consisting of ninety-four 
thousand eight hundred and eighty persons. 
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The thriving condition of this city wil l appear by exhibiting at 
one view the state of its population at diíferent periods. 
A. D . 1464, the number of persons was - - - 40,000 

1657, - - - - - - - - - 64,000 
1715, - - - - - - - . . 37,000 

1759, in 13,917 families, - 69,585 
1778, in 16,608 ditto - - 84,870 
1786, in 20,128, ditto, 94,880 

The falling oíF, in 1715, may be readily accounted for, by recol-
lecting, that during the war of the succession, Barcelona was besieged, 
three times, and taken twice, first by the English, then by the 
French. I n these convulsions the migration was great, and the 
assassinations were innumerable. 

I f the returns which have been made to government are compared 
with the parochial returns of births and bu riáis, we shall be inclined 
to suspect some inaccuracy in either one or both, unless we take 
into consideration the number of priests, soldiers, monks, and nuns, 
which make these proportions diífer from those which have been 
found in other countries. The births, on the average of the two 
years, 1785 and 1786, were three thousand nine hundred and sixty-
six ; the bu riáis four thousand one hundred and ninety-eight; the 
deaths exceeding annually the births by two hundred and thirty-one. 
This circurnstance is not uncommon in great cities; but i f we mul-
tiply the births by twenty-six, and the burials by thirty-six, and 
take the average between them, we shall have one hundred and 
twenty-seven thousand and ninety-seven, which is thirty-two thou-
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sand two hundred and seventeen beyond the returns to government. 
I t must be confessed, that the people have an interest to conceal 
their numbers, in order to lessen their contribution. This being the 
case, perhaps we should come nearer to the truth, i f we should suppose 
the population of Barcelona comprehending only those who are settled 
in a family way, at more than a hundred thousand souls. I shall 
however only state them according to the government returns. 
Settled in families - - - ^ - - - - 94,880 
Secular priests, and servants of the church - - 912 
I n 19 convents of monks 1,212 
I n 18 convents of nuns, and 3 of beatas - - - - 654 
I n the general hospital, with foundlings . .. - - 2,597 
I n the work-houses 1,438 
I n prisons, and house of correction - i - - 337 
I n sanctuary at the cathedral, at present only - 8 

I n garrison, and military academy - - - - 5,628 
Officers of justice, and inquisitors - 147 
Clergy of St. Philip and others - - - - - 157 
Strangers on board of ships, and in the inns, &c. - - 3,440 

Total numbers in Barcelona - - - - 111,410 

This account of the population of Barcelona I have from D . 

Francisco de Zamora, and i t is confirmed by the captain-general; 

yet both acknowledge, that to obtain precisión is almost impossible; 

and neither of them could give me the numbers confined in the 

prisons of the inquisition. 
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The wealth which flows into Barcelona is not confined within its 
walls, but helps to increase the population of all the surrounding 
villages, which, in the corapass of five leagues, are one hundred 
and five, all subject to its jurisdiction, and all partaking of that 
tranquillity which arises from energy in a well constituted go-
vernment. 

The industry which every where appears in Catalonia, seems to 
act with concentrated energy in Barcelona. Early and late, not only 
is the hammer heard upon the anvil, but every artist is seen busily 
employed, each in his several way adding to the general stock. 

Two considerable trades in Barcelona are the taylors and the 
shoemakers, who are employed in clothing the army, not only in 
Spain, but over the whole empire. I t is curious to observe, that as 
Scotland is remarkable for breeding gardeners, Ireland chairrnen, 
Switzerland soldiers, so Catalonia is distinguished all over Spain for 
shoemakers and taylors 

Amongst the more considerable trades, are the silk-weavers, cut-
lers, armourers and braziers, carpenters, cabinet-makers, turners, with 
fringe-makers and embroiderers. I was particularly struck with the 
gun-smiths, who appear not only numerous and diligent, but un-
commonly dexterous in the handling of their tools. The turners are 
more than dexterous, making one foot upon occasion, serve the 
office of a hand to guide the tool, or to fix the poppet-head. 
The carpenters work in a manner peculiar to this city. They have 
neither pit saw, hand saw, carpen!er's adze, axe, ñor hatchet: to 
*lit a plank, they fix i t in a vice, and use a spring saw strained 
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by a bow, for working which they require two men. A t this we 
need not wonder much; yet, when we see two men employed with 
the same tool, that is with a tool of the same form, but finer, 
to make either dove-tail joints for cabinets, or tenons for doors 
and sashes, we must be allowed to smile. I f they wish to smooth 
a board, they let i t incline upon two wooden tressels, and hew 
i t across the grain with a coopers adze, not reflecting that an elas-
tic body cannot resist the stroke. I t is by no means necessary, that 
a mechanic should be able to explain tbe laws of motion, but what 
philosophers acquire by study he should learn by observation, and 
with him experíence should supply the place of instinct, and su per-
sede the use of abstraet reasoning. 

The chocolate grinders have a method of working peculiar to 
Spain, and much preferable to that which is used in Engíand* 
Our grinders depending altogether on muscular exertion, use only the 
muscles of one arm, and employ those musclcs to the greatest dis-
advantage; whereas in Barcelona, the slab, instead of being fíat and 
horizontal, is curved, forming the segment of a hollow cylinder, and 
is inclined to the horizon. The operator kneeling behind this and leaning 
over i t , with a granito roller, which is something longer than the slab is 
wide, grinds the chocolate, using both his hands, and pressing i t with the 
weight of his body, as well as by the exertion of his arms. This operator 
goes from house to house, because most families choose to have their 
chocolate ground at home. For the market they have a more expe-
ditious method, and grind the chocolate much finer than i t can be 
made by hands. For this purpose, five rollers of polished steel, fixed 
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in a frame, and appearing líke the spokes of a wheel, or the radii 
of a circle, j e t each turning round upon its axis, are placed between 
two mill-stones, of which, one is immovable, whilst the other, with 
the rollers receives motion by communication, in common with two 
other milis of the same construction, from a cog-wheel below stairs, 
which is turned in the usual method by a mulé. The nuts fall through 
hoppers to feed the milis. I n this manner, one man mi l grind three 
hundred weight of chocolate every day. 

The manufacturers of silk, cotton, and wool, adopt all the modefn 
improvements. I t is now about a twelve-month since M . Pontet brought 
to them from France a model of a machine for spinning cotton 
better than i t can be spun by the hand, something like that which 
was invented by Mr . Arkwright. As this machine is well known in 
England, I shall not describe i t . They have here a company, es-
tablished by charter, for spinning American cotton, to supply the 
manufactures which use to take annually from Malta, spun cotton to 
the amount of two hundred thousand dollars, or about thirty thou-
sand pounds sterling. This company enjoys many and valuable pr ivi-
leges» They have fourteen of the Manchester machines at work. 
As the cotton comes over foul, and full of sand, they are obliged to 
prepare i t , before they can begin to work. This they do in a simple 
machine constructed for the purpose. They have a large lanthorn cy-
linder made with pantile laths, leaving half an inch between lath and 
lath. This cylinder is inclined to the plañe of the horizon, and is 
immovable. "Within this, they leave a portion of a cone, approach-
ing in its form to the containing cylinder, turning on their common 
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axis, and furnished with i ron spikes of about five inches in Icngth, 
placed in a spiral line, to corpespond with similar spikes fixed within 
the cylinder, in order to tease and to olean se the cotton. The per-
son who turns this machine with one hand, feeds i t with the other. 
Government, which is disposed to give every possible enconragement 
to this branch of manufacture, has granted to the Marquis de Go-
bert, exclusive privileges for bis blanket manufacture at Vicq, as a 
reward for his having planted cotton in the island of Ivica, and 
has offered premiums to those who spin the greatest length of thrcad 
from one ounce of cotton. For printing cottons, they have the same 
slow process, which was practised in England, with stamps, previous 
to the use of cjlinders. 

The manufacture which gave me the greatest pleasure was one of 
woollen, carried on hy Don Vincente Vernis. He employs thrce 
hundred and fifty persons, in making cloth for Spanish America, 
which indced takes most of the Barcelona goods, except some silk 
smuggled with their brandy, through Guernsey into England. He 
has a very compact and elegant machine, for winding and twisting 
worsted, in which four-score reels are managed by one little girl , 
whilst another gives motion to the whole, and at the same time 
employs hcrself at knitting. This child sitting on a bench, treads a 
vertical whecl, which, by means of a wheel with cogs, fixed on the 
other end of the same axis, moves the horizontal wheel, and thereby 
turns the spindles. When one of the girls is weary, the other takes 
hcr place. 

The manufactures have increased with such rapidity, that the wa-
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ges of labonr for all kinds of artists, in tbe city and ibe environs 
have advanced to two pistreens, or one shilling and eight-pence a 
day, for which thej work pnly seven hours. The common labourer 
will earn fourteen pence in winter, bul in harvest twenty. These 
gains, however, are not out of proportion to the valué of provisions, 
as regulated by the magistrate. Mutton is sold for ten-pence the 
pound of thirtj-six ounces, beef for seven-pence, and bread at pre-
sent for seven farthings the pound of twelve ounces; lodging for a 
small family costs about two guineas a year. 

The mechanics here allow, that to maintain a family with tolera
ble comfort, their gains must be one hundred livres Catalán for each, 
which is n cari y eleven pounds sterling. 

As fuel is not easily procured, they use the utmost frugality in 
dressing their little dinners, seldom indulging themselves with either 
roast or boiled meat, but mostly stewing i t in pitchers over their 
fogón or little furnace. 

Nothing can more distinctly mark the cha rae te r of this people and 
the rigid parsimony, which accompanies the industry of Cátalans, 
than a trade by which many contrive to obtain a maintenance for 
themselves and for their families. This oceupation is to make fogons, 
which they do for less than a penny sterling each. Their manner 
of constructing them is somewhat singular. They take any bottomless 
pot, without inquiring for what use or purpose this pot has been 
before empíoyed. They line i t within, and cover the outside with 
well-tempered clay, then putting three iron bars in the bottom, and 
three knobs by way of feet, with three more to support an olla or 
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puchero, the whole is finisbed; and in this behold tbe poor man* 
kitchen. The puchero is simplj an earthen pitcher, in which the 
meat is stewed, and henee the comrnon invitation to dinner, even in 
the houses of wealthy citizens, is lo partake of their puchero, or, as 
we saj, to take pot luck. 

The foundery for brass can non is magniíicent, and worthy of in-
spection. I t is impossible anj where to see eitlier fmer metal, or 
work executed in a neater and more perfect manner. Their method 
of boring was invented by Maritz, a Swiss. Near two hun dred, 
twenty-four pounders, are finished every year, beside mortars and 
field-pieces. 

The stationers in Barcelona have a method of ruling books for 
merchants, than which nothing can be either more simple, expeditious, 
or exact. For this purpose they have a frame with bars, moveable 
in groo ves, which are readily fixed at the distances required. 

In every country a traveller can pass through, he will find some 
mechanical contrivances, some modes of expediting work, which are 
of late invention, or at least new lo h im; and I am inclined to 
think, that no country, i f thoroughly examined, would furnish more 
than Spain. This however, I conclndc, not only from those transient 
observations, which I have had opportunities of making, but from those 
of a most excellent mechanic, general Betancourt, a Spaniard, who 
has songht out ingenious artists in their garrets all o ver Europc, and 
who, I am persuaded, not from national prejudice, bul from intimate 
knowledge and conviction, places his own countrymen among the 
foremost in fertility of imagination and mechanical invention. 
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The inspection of their gun-locks gave me peculiar satisfaction. 
In those which are made in England, the tumbler, unless case-har-
dened, is apt to wear, and to go oíf upon the half cock; and even 
when executed in the most perfect manner, how many accidents have 
happened in going through a hedge; but in the Spanish gun-lock, 
the tumbler, i f I may be allowed to cali i t such, being of a diíFerent 
construction, is free from these irnperfections. I shall not here at-
tempt any verbal description of this excellent piece of mechanism, 
but hereafter I may, perhaps, engrave my drawings, and give them 
to the public, 

The comraerce of Barcelona is considerable, notwithstanding the 
many impediments, natural and political, which have checked, and 
still continué to restrain its progress. This city has no navigable 
river, and seems to have been built in its present situation, only for 
the sake of deriving protection from the high mountain which com-
mands i t . The basin is formed by a mole, and is sufficiently capacious, 
but there is only twelve feet water on the bar. The quay is well 
constructed, but merchants are not permitted to land their goods im-
mediately on i t , lest the boatmen should want employment. All ships 
which are permitted to prattique, even though they should be forced 
in by storms, pay a duty, which is called Liúda; and, should they 
be obliged to land the cargo, on reshipping, they have oppressive 
duties to discharge. 

The province is indebted to Count Campomanes for the removal 
of the worst impediment to manufacturers that ever was invented by 
the blind avance of sovereigns, at once to seize a revenue and to cut 
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oíF the so urce from which i t should arise. Although abolished, the Bolla 
deserves to be recorded for the honour of the king, who, from prin
cipies worthy to be adopted by all the governments in Europe, liad 
the wisdom to revoke it . Previous to the abolition of this vexatious 
tax, the weaver could not begin a piece of cloth without sending 
for the administrator of the bolla to aíiix his leaden mark, and when 
he liad fmished i t , he was to do the same. When disposed of, i t 
was necessary to have another leaden seal, attended with a certifí
cate; after which, when sold by retail, the portion cut oíf was to be 
sealed with wax, and the end of the piece, from whence this small 
quantity had been taken, was to be sealed again with lead. The tax 
was fifteen per cent. 

We wonder at the strange absurdity of this imposition; but, let 
our own government reflect, that the sovereigns of Catalonia liad 
not the monopoly of folly. Spain may with good reason say to 
England, 

Cura tua peivideas oculis maía lippus inundis, 

Cur in amicorum vitiis tara cernís acutnm. 

HOE. SAT. L i b . i . Sat. S. 

Brandy, wine, nuts, al morid s, raisins, and cork, are shipped at dif-
íerent places on the coast for the merchants who reside in Barce
lona. The wines are Mataro, Vilianova, Sitges, Valis, and Granatché. 
The price varíes according to the season, but when i t is highest we 
may reckon Mataro at sixteen dollars, or forty-eight shillings the 
liogshead, including the Spanish duties; Villanova, fifteen dollars; 
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Granatché, for t j . A l l these are red, The following white wines, 
are, Sitges, fifty-four; Valls, twenty dollars; but the common price 
is twelve dollars and a half per hogshead, for both the Mataro 
and Villanova. 

When brandy is dearest, i t is sold, duty free, on board, at 57 
dollars, or ^ 8 . 115. the four cargas, or pipe of 124 gallons English, 
Hollands proof, or Is. 4-d. per gallón; but i t is sometí mes sold at 
lOd. Of late^ considerable quantities of brandy have been embarked 
at Barcelona, where they may be deposited from the neighbouring 
country, without being Hable to the heavy municipal duties levied 
at the gales of the city, on provisions of every kind, and from the 
imposition of which, brandy is much dearer in Barcelona than in 
Guernsey. 

Besides the articles above enumerated, the merchants export wrought 
silks, printed cottons, woollen goods, small arms, and specie; this 
last is con traband. Catalonia furnishes thirty-five thousand pipes of 
brandy, and two thousand of wine, besides thirty thousand bags of 
Dnts, contaioing three bushels each, at twenty shillings the bag. 
Of the above, about four thousand pipes of brandy, and some 
silk, go to Guernsey and Alderney, and the rest to Franca, all to 
he smuggled into England. 

The cork bark, which makes a principal export of this province, 
was for a time prohibited, under the idíe notion that the inhabitants 
might manufacture it at home; not reflecting, that the English 
cutters, who are the principal consumers, could get a supply of 
^ork in Portugal and France. 
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The imports are corn, fish, woollen goods, hardware, and oil of 
vitriol. The articles prohibited are beer, cyder, Jead, hose, haber-
dashery, muslins, and cottons; but of the two last, immense quan-
tities are smuggled in. 

Wine entering the city, pays a town-duty of fifty reals per carga 
of twenty-eight gallons. Wheat and barley, entering by sea, pay, 
i f for the public bake-house, one and a half per cent; i f on a 
Spanish merchant's account, three per cent; and i f on account of alien 
merchants, four and a half per cent. This duty was recovered formerly 
for the bishop; butat present the king takes part of i t on his own account. 

Cloth pays from one hundred twenty-seven to three hundred fifty-
seven maravedis the vara. 

Leather pays eighleen maravedis per pound. Hardware, from thirty 
to fifty per cent, and íish, from thirty to seventy per cent, on the 
prime cost. Wine exported pays five per cent, i f on foreign bottoms, 
but i f on Spanish, i t is free. Nuts pay three sois, eight deniers, 
per sack; of these, twenty thousand are for the English market. 

-About one thousand vessels enter the port of Barcelona yearly, 
and of these, one half are Spanish, one hundred English, one hun
dred and twenty Erench, and sixty are Danés. 

The confidence of Catalans on the intercession of the saints, has 
at all periods been a source of consolation to them, but upon some 
occasions, has betrayed them into mischief. Every company of arti-
sans, and every ship which sails, is under the immediate protection 
of some patrón. Besides folio volumes, which testify the numberless 
miracles performed by our lady of Montserrat, every subordinate shrine 
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is loaded with votive tabíets. Were this persuasión of the kindness 
and power of departed saints, productive onl j of gratitude and hope, 
it were cruelty to rob them of tbeir treasure; but, unhappily, i t 
has been the parent of presumption; and among the merchants, has 
brought manj wealthy families to want. The companies of insurance 
in the last war, having each of them its favorite saint, such as San 
Ramón de Penaforte, la Virgen de la Merced, and others, asso-
ciated in form hy the articles of partnership, and named in every 
policy of insurance, and having, with the most scrupulous exaetness, 
allotted to them their correspondent dividend, the same as to any 
other partner, they concluded, that with such powerful associates, 
it was not possible for them to suífer loss. Under this persuasión, 
they ventured about the year 1719, to insure the French West 
Indiamen at íifty per cent, when the English and the Dutch had 
refused to do it at any premium, and indeed, when most of the ships 
were already in the English ports. By this fatal stroke, all the 
insuring companies, except two, were ruined; yet, notwithstanding 
such misfortunes this superstition remains in forcé. 

In Catalonia as in France, with which this province was formerly 
connected, accounts are kept in livres, sois, and deniers; twelve 
deniers make a sol, and twenty sois a livre. Thus far all is plain 
aiid easy, but when we are to reckon by -the money of this pro
vince, nominal and real, nothing can be more perplexing. I f we 
reckon the peso or current dollar at three shillings sterling, the hard 
dollar will be four, the current pistóle, twelve; and the pistóle of 
gold, fifteen shillings. 
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But for greater perspicuity, I shall reduce them to a table, re-
minding the reader, that in proportion as the excliange varies, addi-
tions or subtracíions must be made. 

C Ü R R E N T COINS OF BARCELONA, 

Maravedí, of which 4 make a quarto, 18 a sol. 
Half Quarto of 2 Maravedís. 
Quarto of 4 Maravedís, worth f of a penny sterling. 
Double Quarto, worth í of a penny. 
The above are of copper. Those which follow are of sil ver. 

Denomination, Valué in Valué in Valué slerling. 
Quartos. Sois» Deniers, £ . s. d. 

Quarter Pistreen - - - 8J, 1 l ü i 0 0 211 
Half Pistreen - - - 17 3 9 0 0 
Pistreen - - - - - 34 7 6 . — _ 0 0 9 
Quarter Pillar ditto - - lOi 2 4 0 0 S 

Half Pillar dítto - - - 21 4 8 0 0 6 
Pillar Pistreen - - - 42 9 4 0 1 0 
Double Pistreen - - - 68 15 0 0 1 7̂  
Peso Duro, Hard? 

9L 
T4 

Dolí ar -
170 37 6 0 é Oí 
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T H E G O L D COílSrS ARE, 

Pistreens. Sol. Den, Liy. Sol. Den. £. «. tf. 

Durillo, worth - - - - 5 0 0 — 1 19 10 — 0 é ST\ 
Half Doblón, new - - 10 0 0 ~ " 3 15 0 —- 0 8 04 
Doblón, ditto - - - 20 0 0 — 7 IQ 0 0 IQ 0^ 
Double Doblón - - - 40 0 0 — 15 0 0 1 12 i f 

Doblón de a Ocho - - 80 0 0 30 0 0 ^ 3 4 3f 

Half Doblón, oíd - - 10 0 3 3 15 3 — o 8 OA 
Doblón, oíd - - - - 20 0 6 7 10 6 — 0 16 U 
Double Doblón, ditto - 40 1 1 •— 15 1 o 1 12 3 

Doblón de a Ocho, ditto 80 2 6 — 30 2 0 — 3 4 6 

The Pistreen being reckoned at 4 reals vellón, of Si Quarts each 
all over Spain, except in Catalonia, where 4 Reals vellón are valued 
at only 7 sois 5i deniers. Pistreens brought from Spain into Cata
lonia, gain # per cent. 

T H E I M A G I N A R Y M O N E Y OF C A T A L O N I A . 
Deniers. £ a. d. 

Sol - - - - - 12 0 0 0 1? 
.... ' „ . ' _ ;• ... Sois.' " > ' OXIfi DdlOÍIÍJí l 

Livre - - . - 20 ¿) 0 2 14 

Real ardite - - - 2 0 —— 0 0 24 

Peso, cur1. üo i la r - 28 0 - — - 0 3 0 

Ducat - - - - 38 7I4T 0 4 i m 
Dollars ¡j I 

Current Pistóle - 4, or 112 — 0 12 0 
Pistóle of gold - 5, or 140 — 0 15 0 

R 
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Eight Deniers are equal to 3 Quartz, Spanish money. 
To reduce Pesos into Livres, multiply by seven, and divide by five; 

or add I of the Pesos. 
To reduce Livres into Pesos, multiply by five, and divide by seven. 

M E A S Ü R E S Í N C A T A L O N I A . 

Twelve Cortans make one Quartera, which is tvvo bushels, English 

measure. 

Sixteen Cortans make a Carga of wine or brandy, which is about 

thirty Gallons English. 

WEIGHTS. 

Twelve cunees make a pound. 

Twenty-six Pounds one Arroba. 

Four Arrobas one Quihtal, which is ninety-three Pounds English. 

One hundred and twenty-five Pounds, make one hundred and 

twelve Pounds English. 

The building of Barcelona, according to historians, was about two 
hundred and thirty years prior to the christian era, and three hun
dred subsequent to the íirst establishment of the Carthaginians in Spain. 
I t is said, to have been called Barkino by its founder, in honour of 
his family, and to have derived from the Jews the commercial spirit 
which i t has constantly retained. 

I t has seen many revolutions, and suíFered much by every change. 

I t was early delivered from the dominión of the Moors, ( A . D . 805.) and 
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raised into a county, paying homage to the kings of Trance, t i 11 they 
unable to protect i t , resigned their claims, (Á. D , 874.) leaving the 
citizens to their own exertions for the vindication of their freedom. From 
this time their struggles, for more than a century, were incessant with 
the Moors ; (A . D . 994.) but3 in the end, the crescent yielded to the 
cross, and for many generations Barcelona was independent on its 
neighbours. Towards the cióse of the twelfth century i t was annexed, 
by the marriage of its count, to the crown of Arragon ; and, at a sub-
sequent period, by the unión of Ferdinand and Isabella, i t bccame part 
of the Spanish monarchy. 

AVhilst the succession was disputed between the two lio uses of Austria 
and Bourbon, on the death of Charles 11. of Spain, (A. D . 1700.) this 
city was of too inuch importance to the contending powers to remain 
long in the quiet possession of either. The French were masters of 
the city when the cari of Peterborough arrived upon the coast with his 
little army, a forcé too inconsiderable to attempt a siege with any pro» 
spect of success. But as this gallant ofíicer had that, which supplies 
the want of more numerous armies, an imagination fertile in resources, 
his friends never gave up their hopes of success, t i l l they saw him re-
embark his troops, and prepare for sailing. The moment of despair to 
them was to the besieged the reviving of their confidence, and his de
partiere the signal of festivity, to those who had never been free from 
apprehensions whilst he remained before the city. He sailed; but in the 
night he disembarked his troops, and before the morning he got posses
sion of Monjuich; and after a few days more he was master of the city» 
I n this arduous undertaking he was well supported by Brigadier Stanhope, 
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and Mr. Metbiien, whose prudence, fidelity, and valour procured for 
them those honours which they have transmitted to their families. 

Gerona, Tarragona, Tortosa, and Lérida, followed the example of 
the capital, and declared for Charles. Wherever the earl of Peter-
borough turned his arms, victory declared for h i m ; i t was sufíicient for 
him to shew him self5 and every city oíFered him its keys. Whilst he was 
in Valencia, the enemy laid siege to Barcelona; but he hastened to its 
relief, and compelled them to retire, not only from before the cit^, but 
out of the province, (May 1, 1706,) although he had only a few troops, 
and they had thirty thousand men. When he was superseded, a series 
of misfortunes too well known hastened the faíl of the arch-duke's 
dominions; and the citizens of Barcelona, after an obstínate resistance, 
opening their gates to Philip, submitted, though reluctantly, to bear 
the yoke. 

A spacious and airy walk round the walls, with the inclosed gardens, 
contribute towards making Barcelona one of the most delightful cities 
in the world. No one, who has been there in the spring, wil l be ever 
weary of expatiating on the pleasures he enjoyed. 

I t is situated in a plain, open to the south east, but protected from 
the west by Monjuich, and from the north by a chain of mountains 
which are terminated to the west by Mont S. Pedro Martyr. The soil, 
from six to ten feet deep, is cíay. 

I n t h k plain, near to the city, is a little stream, which, in summer, 
serves for watering the country; but to the westward, beyond Monjuich, 
is the Lobregat, the largest river between the Ter, which runs by Gerona, 
and the Segre, which, rising in the Pyrenees, empties itself into the 
Ebro. 
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One of the mountains opposite to the city, called S. Jerónimo, is 
famous for its convent and for its gardens, which are spacious, shady, 
and well-watered. A t the bottom of the hil l is a quarry, in which the 
stone evidently contains much calcareous matter. Higher up is granite, 
of a loóse texture, crumbling and decomposing, whilst the middle and 
the top to the south, and hanging to the sea, is altogether schist; but 
beyond the summit, descending to the north, there is only granite, We 
must always remember, that in the natural situation, the granite is 
covered by schist, and the schist by calcareous rock. From this elevated 
spot Montserrat appears magnificent, and seems to be within two hours 
walk. The prospect every way is pleasing and exteqsive. 

On the sides of this mountain they have quarries of liraestone 

and marble. 

My distant excursions were reserved for holidays, when the cón
sul was at leisure to go with me. In one of these we visited Mont 
S. Pedro Martyr, from which you command a more extensivo pros
pect than From S. Jerónimo. To the north of this stands Montserrat, 
and beyond it the Pyrenees appear sinking in the horizon, and 
looking only like a wall of snow. Turning to the south and to the 
east, we see the whole extent of the rich vale which supplies the 
city, and the numerous adjacent villages; and beyond this, the Me-
diterranean, bounding the distant view. To the westward flows the 
Lobregat, descending through the gorges of the mountains, from which 
it receives innumerable torrents, and having spent its fury, moves on 
slowly to the sea, winding its meaudering course through the extended 
plain which itself has formed. 
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The base and body of tliis raountain is granite, but as yon rise 
towards the summit, yon find the pro per covering of schist breaking 
into thin white flakes, and, with the vitriolic acid, forming allum. I t 
is evidently from the dissolution of the schist, which every where 
abounds on the tops of these high mountains, that the subjacent 
plain is covered to so great a depth with clay, not merely with such 
as the brick-makers prefer, obstínate and sterile, but such as, by the 
mixture of calcareous matter and of sand, approaching to a marl, is 
easily broken by the piough, and bears the most luxuriant crops. 

These mountains are cultivated, and where the piough cannot go, 
even to their summits, they are covered with vines. 

Here, for the first time in Spain, I found the quercus coccifera, 
which bears the kermes; but on these no traces of that little animal 
appear. 

We dined at a country house belonging to the Dominicans, to which 
those fathers go when they wish to breathe a purer air, or to retire 
for a season, from the restraints of the monastic order. Here they 
have a hall of near sixty feet, many good bed-rooras, and a gallery 
of ninety feet in length, by eighteen wide^ open to the east and to 
the south, commanding at once the plain, the mountains, and the 
sea, with the city, some villages, a few convents, and numberless 
farm-houses scattered in the valley. Above and below them, on the 
declivities, are stretched their vineyards, furnishing them with raisins 
and excellent wine. They received us with hospitality, and had we 
been inclined to stay, they would have given us beds. Here we 
remained until the setting sun reminded us that we must mount ouf 
horses and return. 
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T have selclom quitted any spot with more regret; and had I not 
soon after left Barcelona, I should have cliosen this for my retreat, 
in whicb, with the assistance of a father, I miglit have learnt the 
Spanish language. 

Having surveyed these elevated regions, which bound the prospect 
to the north, I was desirous of investigating with more minute atten-
tion the nature of Monjuich, which hanging over the sea, commands 
the city to the west. For this purpose I walked upon the beach, 
clambered on the clifFs among the rocíes, and either on horseback 
or on foot I crossed its summit in all directions, that I might examine 
it in every part. The base and body of this mountain is sand, stone or 
silicious grit, of a fine grain, and either white, red, or grey with some 
little sprinkling of mica. The summit, in some places, does not diíFer 
from the base, but in others i t is covered with pudding-stone, with schist, 
with clay, or with fullers earth; and, which is most worthy of atten-
tion, both the schist and the clay carry fossil shells. 

I f I might venturo to hazard a conjecture, supported by these faets, 
and by others similar to these, I should be much inclined to think, 
that this whole mountain is a deposit, and that the grit is only the 
decomposed granito, either of those mountains, of which I have given 
the description, and which is of three species, white, red, and grey, 
or else of some other mountains, which exist no more. 

This subject wi l l be resumed, when I come to treat of the environs 
of Salamanca; and I hope that the hypothesis here delivered, will 
then not only be confirmed, but help to throw a light upon some 
parts of natural history, which are now obscuro. 
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I f my conjecture be well founded, Monjuich must not merely have 
been covered with the sea, and this fact is beyond a doubt, but i t 
must have been relatively lovver, and much lower, than the granite 
mountains by whose spoils i t was composed, being accumulated at 
the conflux of two or more currents, as we see in miniature in tor-
rents, or at the junction of two streams. Whoever is well acquainted 
with the external appearance, and with the internal structure of the 
country near Southampton, will see a striking example of this accu-
mulation, not from matter brought by either of its rivers, for their 
beds are too low for such an operation, but by the action of cur
rents, when the surrounding hills of Sussex, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, 
and the Isle of Wight, were under the surface of the sea, as we must 
conclude from the fossil shells found in the chalk on every one of 
these hills. 

From Monjuich we look down on the extensive plain formed by 
the Lobregat, which appears fertile, but by no means inviting, be-
cause every thing in i t has a gloomy aspect, and the inhabitants have 
all the tokens either of agües, of dropsy, or of jaundice. 

The fortifications on this mountain are reckoned perfect in their 
kind; they are highly finished, and for beauty do credit to the na-
tion. These, in addition to the strong works round the city, and the 
citadel, must render Barcelona untenable by an enemy. 

The appellation of Monjuich has never been properly explained. 
They anciaotly wrote Monjouy, but the pronunciation is Monjuiqu, 
which may possibly mean mountain. of the Jews. Certain i t is, that 
the Jews were numerous in this part of Spain, and that on the hill 
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jooking íowards the c i t j , there are monumental inscnptions on 
large hewn rocks in Hebrew characters; many of the words are 
scareely legible, but b j those which can be read, that spot appears 
to have been the burying place of the jews. 

The country around Barcelona is well cultivated, and abounds with 
vines, figs, olives, oranges, silk, flax, hemp, algaraba fruit, wheat, bar-
ley, oats, r^e, beans, peas, vetches, Indian corn, millet, with all kiods 
of lettuce, cabbages, cauliflowers, and other vegetables for the service 
pf the kitchen. 

To plough their land they use only two oxen, or one strong mulé, 
and no boy to drive. Their plough is light, and well contri ved: the 
beam is long, and fixed to the yoke, i f they have two oxen; or i f 
they use one mulé, they fix i t to the collar by shafts; for stirring 
they use no coulter, fin, ñor mould-board, but in its stead two ears 
for breaking up their land; and when the soil is stiiF, they drop the 
ears, and take coulter, fin, and mould-board, which they put on or off 
in three minutes time. They have two methods of setting the plough 
up or down, so as to go deeper or shallower at pleasure, notwith-
standing the greatest variety in the tenacity of the soil. A t the 
extremity of the beam there are three holes, about four inches apart, 
and by one or other of these they fix i t to the yoke. I f they want 
to set the plough deeper into the ground, they put the pin through 
the furthest hole, nearest to the extremity or point of the beam; but 
when they want the plough to go more shallow, they put the pin 
through the hole which is furthest from the point. When the land 
is so stiff, that they cannot by these means keep the plough shallow 
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enough, they have an easy method to sink the beam, or in other 

words, to raise the point of the share, which a sight of my drawingg 

wil l explain. 
I t is impossible to pay more attention to the construction and use 

of ploughs, for all the diíFerent purposes of husbandry, than they pay 
to this important subject in the country about Barcelona. The har-
rows have i ron furniture. As for wooden rollers, they are not to be 
expected where wood is so very scarce. To break the clods they use 
a board, on which a boy standing drives the mulé. The ir hoe is 
almost as wide and as heavy as our spades, but set in such a man-
her, as to form an angle of about thirty degrees with the handle, so 
that a man must stoop very low to use i t . For my part I shónld 
prefer a spade; but this, perhaps, may be the prejudice of education. 
The noria must be considered as one of their implements in husbandry, 
I t is here constructed somewhat difterently from that which I have 
before described. The noria of Barcelona is the original chain pump, 
or at least its parent, as having suggestcd the idea on which the chain 
pump is formed, and from its simplicity appears to have derived its 
origin from the most remóte antiquity; i t consists of a band or girdle 
passing over a sprocket wheel long enough to reach eighteen inches, 
or two feet below the surface of water in a well. A l l round this 
band, at the disíance of about fifteen iííches, are fixed jars of earthen 
ware, which, as i t turns, take up water from the well, and pour 
it into a cistern fitted to receive i t . A little ass going round his 
walk, with ease turns a trundle, which gives motion to a cog wheel 
fixed on the same axis with the wheel on which the band is hung, 
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and with which it turns, thus producing a constant and considera
ble supply of water at a small expense, and with verj little friction. 
As the air would obstruct the entran ce of water into these jars or 
bottles, each jar has a little orífice in its bottom, through which the 
air escapes, but then water follows i t , and a certain quantity falls 
back into the well. I t is trüe, as the jars rise in one straight line, 
the water which runs out of the superior jar is caught by that which 
is immediatcly below i t , yet still there is a loss, and besides this 
inconvenience, the whole quantity is raised higher than the reservoir, 
at least by the diameter of the sprocket wheel, because i t is only 
in their descent that the jars are emptied. The chain pump boasts 
undoubtedly many and great advantages over this machine; yet the 
chain pump itself is not free from imperfections. I f the valves are 
not well íitted to the cylinder through which they move, much water 
will fali back; i f they are well íitted, the friction of many valves 
must be considerable, besides the friction of the chain round the 
sprocket wheels, and of the wheels themselves. Chain pumps require 
a great number of men to ^ ork them, nót in the open air, but 
under deck, where the heat is great, and the fatigue insufterable. 
The preference, therefore, which has been given to chain pumps over 
those which work by the pressure of the atmosphere, must have 
arisen from this one circumstance, that they have been found less 
Hable to choke. 

In point of friction, and of cheapness, the sucking pump has so 
evidently the advantage over the chain pump, that i t wi l l not fail 
to gain the preference, whenever i t shall be no longer Hable to be 
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choked with gravel and with chips. Many and various have been the 
expedients thought of by mechanics to improve this purap; the one which 
caught attention and was adopted in our navy has, upon trial, been found 
defectivo. This was, instead of common valves with joints, to have 
cylinders with holes in the sides, but closed at top, moving in brass 
boxes, and known by the ñame of canister valves. These have been 
found of all others the most Hable to jam, and to become immova-
ble by the introduction of sand between the canister and box. For 
this the public is indebted to Mr . Colé, who having acquired fame 
by executing the improvements of the chain pump invented by Cap-
tain Bentinck, readily obtained the credit, which was by no means 
due to him, for more than common ingenuity in this invention of 
his own. Tn the model, and with clean water, his experiments suc-
ceeded, and gained the approbation of the Admiralty Board, who 
immediately gave orders for their introduction in our ships of war. To 
this hasty approbation has been attributed the loss of the Centaur, 
and of some other ships returning with her from the West Indios. 
I t is, indeed, impossible to say how many ships have perished in 
consequence of this chango in the construction of our pumps, as the 
most fatal accident which can happen to a vessel under the pressure 
of a storm is the choking of her pumps. The Admiralty Board can 
never be too cautious in the examination of improvements, ñor too 
much upon their guard how they give credit to certificates in favour 
of any which they have ordered to be tried. I n the new edition of 
Chambers* Dictionary, lately given to the public by Doctor Rees, we 
have a description of Captain Benttek's chain pump, the excellence 
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of which will never be called in question; whilst credulity Uself, 
can by no means find i t easy to believe the report of experiments, 
tried on board the Seaford frigate, and signed by Rear-Admiral Sir 
John Moore, twelve captains, and eleven lieutenants of his Majesty s 
navy. I t is stated, that with the oíd chain pump, seven men were 
seventy-six seconds raising one tun of water, whereas with the new 
pump two men raised the same quantity in fifty-five. Had Sir 
Thomas Slade, who was then surveyor of the navy, and Captain 
Bentinck, been upon better terms, this report had certainly been drawn 
up in a manner more agreeable to truth, or at least the experiments 
would have been conducted with that degree of caution which would 
have done more credit to the integrity of those who were to sign, 
and to the understanding of those who were to receive the report. 
Notwithstanding the acknowledged and most undoubted superiority 
of the new pump over that which had been previously used, i t 
must have been evident to every one, competent to judge between 
them, that this trial was not conducted fairly. 

The imperfection of sucking pumps is prevented by a late improve-
ment, which bids fair for universal approbation. Mr . Taylor, of 
Southampton, the same gentleman to whom not only England, but 
all Europe is indebted for blocks, which, by long experience, have 
been found perfect both in point of strength and of prompt obedi-
ence; at the request of some naval gentlemen, applied himself to 
fte consideration of this matter, and soon found a remedy, which, in 
all probability, wi l l bring this pump nearer to perfection than any 
Which has been hitherto employed. He began with taking away 
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the lower val ve, together with its box, and in its place he pbstituted 
a ball, fallíng down into a part of the same chamber in which the 
upper pistón works, con trac ted for that purpose; but as i t was not 
easily extracted, instead of this, he took the segment of a sphere, 
and in its centre he riveted a pendulum. By this simple contrivance, 
the chips and gravel pass without inconvenience, and the pendulum-
valve falls back into its place. Nothing can be more proinising in 
its appearance; i t rernains for time and for experience to confirm the 
judgment, which has been formed of this improveinent. 

A t Barcelona, some gentlemen who excel in mechanical invention, 
sensible of the peculiar imperfections of the noria, have studied how 
to avoid these in a machine which they have constructed, and which 
is not altogether void of merit. The beam, to which the traces of 
the horse are fixed, is near eight feet long, of course the diameter 
of the horse-walk is sixteen feet, and that of the horizontal lantern 
or trundle is near four feet. A vertical wheel moved by this is of 
the same diameter, and gives motion to a vertical lantern or trun
dle of two feet seven inches, and thereby to a water-wheel of ten 
feet and a half diameter. The movements in this machine are too 
complicated, and thereby both the expense and the friction are in-
creased. Besides this, the horse-walk is too sniall, and the beam 
being behind the horse, instead of being placed over his shoulders, 
the line of draught makes with i t an angle of forty.five degrees, 
and thereby one half of his forcé is lost. These mistakes are not 
uncommon, and for that reason only they are mentioned in this placei 
That which fixed my attention, was the construction of the water-
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wheel. I t is a cylmder, divided into two portions by a septum 
parallel to its si des. In each portion there are cbambers formed by 
four partitions, which make a square whose angles touch the circum-
ference of the wheel, so that each chamber is the segment of a cy-
linder. The partitions on ene side of the septum are not parallel to 
those on the other side, but are placed in a diíferent direction, so 
that when of those which are on one side, two are perpendicular, 
those on the other side make an angle of forty-five degrees with the 
horizon. In each of these chambers, there is an opening to receive 
the water, of one quarter of the arch. A leather collar embraces 
the wheel, where it discharges the water, to prevent waste. The pecu
liar excellence of this wheel is, that no water is lost after i t has been 
received into the chambers; but then with all this machinery, the 
water is raised less than eight feet high. Round all the reservoirs, 
they construct a parapet-wali for washing linen, as I have described 
already-, 

For hemp, they have a machine similar in its form to that which 
is used in all our sugar islands for bruising canes, but differing in its 
materials, and in the position of the whole. Here they place the 
three fluted rollers, made of oak, one above the other, causins them 
to act upon the hemp as i t passes between them, not only by their 
weight, but by the pressure of two strong springs. Á mulé turns 
a wheel, which giving motion to the lowest cylinder, makes the 
uppermost revolve in a direction opposite to its own; and, as be-
hind them there is the section of a drum, or hollow cylinder, to 
stop the hemp, and direct i t in its return, that which has passed 
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between the uppermost and the middle roller, comes back bruised 
between the middle and under rollers, 

The common course of husbandrj about Barcelona is wheat, 
which being ripe in June, is immediately succeeded by Indian corn, 
hemp, millet, cabbage, kidney beans, or lettuce. The second year, 
these same crops succeed each other as before; the next year they 
take barley, beans, or vetches, which coming off the ground before 
Midsummer, are followed, as in the former years, by other crops* 
oaly changing them according to the season, so as to have on the 
same spot the greatest possibie variéty. 

The common produce of wheat is ten for one, but in the rainy 
seasons they get fifteen; all these crops are watered, when water 
is to be had, either by some spring or by the noria. . 

Apri l 24, they were ploughing for hemp, which thjéy-fexpected to 
cut the middle of July; after which, they proposed t o . ^ u t in tur-
nips, parsnips, and lettuce, for the autumnal market. The land 
wil l bear flax, but they find hemp more profita ble. 

í was much struck with their mode of filling the dung cart. For 
this purpose, they have three men, one in the cart, one on the heap, 
and one between them to carry the little basket, after the latter 
with his three-pronged fork has fdled i t . They smiled at my simpli-
city in thinking, that i f all had prongs the cart would be filled 
much quicker; and i t is only for expcdition that they have hit upon 
this method. 

I n the country, at some distance from the city, they pay for wages 

in husbandry, from ten pence to one shilling sterling a day for 
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men, and half as much for women; but carpenters will get sixteen 
pence, and masons two sliillings. 

The rigid parsimonj of Catalans, appears in their scanty provisión 
for the day. When they carry their Hule basket to the market, to-
gether with their beef and garden stuíF, they bring honie two deniers 
worth of charcoal. This circumstance is so characterislic, that when 
they would reproach the rich miser for his penury, they say not-
withstanding his opulence he still continúes to send to market for 
dos dineros de Carbón. Twelve deniers make a penny. 

Their dress is singular. They have red night-caps o ver a black net 
which receives the hair, and hangs low down upon their backs. Their 
waistcoat or short jacket, with silver buttons, is cióse, and bound 
with a long silk sash passing many times round their loins, and then 
tucked in. 

In Spain, Italy, and Africa, all the inhabitants bind themselves up 
with sashes, as a preventative of ruptures. Certain it is, that these 
are very common; but when we consider that the nations which use 
no sashes are not much subject to ruptures, we may perhaps be led 
to attribute this accident to relaxation, which must be promoted by 
the very precaution which they have adopted to prevent i t . 

Their breeches are commonly black velvet; they have seldom any 
stockings, and sandals supply the place of shoes. 

No people upon earth are more patient of fatigue, or, travelling 
on ^00t5 can outstrip them. Their common journey is forty miles, 
but upon occasion they will run three-score. For this reason they 

T 
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make good guides and muleteéis; being emplojed as such all over 
Spain, and trusted without reserve, on account of their integrity. 

The environs of Barcelona are friendly to botanical pursuits, and 
the city is not destitute of some wlio cultívate this science. I re-
ceived much assistance from Don Ignatio Ameller, an apothecary, 
whose library would do honour to the first botanist in Europe. To 
him I frequently recurred, and found him conversant with the best 
authors who had written on this subject. There is also a young man, 
whose employment is to collect medical plants for the apothecaries; 
in him I found an excellent disciple of Linneus, and collected from 
his hortus ficcus, such plants as I had not met with in my walks, 
all arranged according to their classes. Among these I found the 
following: Canna; Salicornia; Bli tum; Valeriana; Verónica, both the 
vulgaris and the becabunga; Syringa; Ligustrum; Olea; Phillyrea fl. 
l u t ; Eosmarinas; Salvia of several species; Jasminurn; Gratiola; Pin-
guicula; Verbena; Lycopus; Justicia; Crocus sativas; Nardus montana; 
Ix i a ; Gladiolus communis; Iris vulg. flor. Cerúleo, and palustris íl. 
lúteo and faetidissima, with the Iris bulbosa flore variegante; Cyperus 
rotundas; Plalaris; Arundo; Gramen ofiicin. dactylis; Holosteum; 
Scabiosa vulg.; Scabiosa specias; Globularia Dipsacus silv. Galium; 
Gallium luteum and á lbum; Rubia tinctorum; Cruciannella; Plantago 
major vulg.; Coronopus vulg.; Psyllium; Pimpinella; Cornus; A l -
chemilla: Cuscuta; Potamogetón; Ilex; Heliotropon; Myosotis; L i th -
ospermum; Anchusa; Buglossa vulg.; Cynoglossum vulgare; Onosma; 
Echium; Asperugo; Consolida major; Pulmonaria maculata; Borago 
hortensis; Cortusa;"Prímula veris and Aurícula; Verbascum; Campánula ; 
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Convolvulus marinus; Scammonea; Polemonium; Cyclaminus; Am~ 
gallis fl. rub.; Lysimacbia fl. lut.; Lonicera; Ribes; Coris; Physallis; 
Atropa Hyoscyamus; Capsacum; Mirabilis; Datura; Solanum; Gly-
cypitros; Lycopersicon; Melongena; Rliamnus; Frángula; Euonimus; 
Nerium; Vinca; Asclepias; Salsola; Ulmus; Hemiaria; G cutiana 
major; Centaurum minus; Echinophora; Eryngium; Sanícula; Bupleu-
rum; Daucus; Caucalis; Ammi ; Bunium; Conium; Apium; Athamanta; 
Crithmum; Lacerpitum; Sphondylium; Ligusticum; Imperatorium; An
gélica ; Cuminum; Smyruium; Thapsia; Anetbum; Férula; Sium; 
Oenanthe; Coriandrum; Choeropbyllum; Carum Scandia; Rhus; Tinus; 
Sambucus: Parnassia; Linum; Drefera; Statice; Li l ium cand.; L i 
li um fl. ñútante hemerocallis; Li l ium fl. nut. martagons fl. purp. 
Lilium radico asphodeli; Pancratium; Amaryllis; All ium sylvestre; 
Porrnm; Cepa alba; Leucojum bulbosum; Ornithogalum fl. lútea; 
Narcissus; Scilla; Tulipa; Asphodelus; Li l ium Conval; Hyacinthus fl. 
cerul; Corona imperialis; Fritillaria; Erythronium; Asparagus; Juncus; 
Tradescansia; Aloe; Berberís; Lapatbum acutum; Rumex; Colchicum; 
Alisma; iEsculus; Tropoeolum; Epilobium; ^nothera Daphne; Poly-
gonium; Fagopyrum; Bistorta; Persicaria; Herba Paris; Lauras nobilis; 
Rheum; Butomus; Senna; Cassia; Dictamnus fraxinella; Ruta; Tr i -
bulus; Me lia; Arbutus uva ursi, Rhododendrum; Pyrola; Saponaria; 
Saxífraga; Dianthus; Cucábalas; Arenaria; Stellaria; Sedum; Lycbnis; 
Oxalis; Trydactylus; Phytolacea; Asarum; Peganum; Portulaca; L y -
thrum; Agrimonia; Reseda; Euphorbia; Tithymalus pinea; Sempervi-
vum; Cactus opuntia; Cactus scandens; Philadelphus; Psidium; 
Myrtus; Púnica granatorum; Cerasus; Amygdalus; Crategus; Sorbus: 
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Malus; fyrus ; Oxyacantha; Mespilus; Ulmaria; Filipéndula1; Rosa, 
Rubus; Fragraria; Tormentilla; Quinquefolium; Geum, 

The algarobo (ceratonia edulis) near the sea, and to the south, is 
one of their most profitable trees; tender, yet requiring no attention, 
beautiful in its foliage, luxuriant, and commonly loaded with fruit, 
which is given to their cattle; not only to those which work, but 
to their oxen, when they are to be fatted for the shambles. The 
pod is long, and contains many seeds, abounding with saccharine 
matter. I t is exceedingly pleasant and nutricious. I t is ever green. 

Barcelona, as a residence, is not only delightful, but healthy. 
There are indeed, some days, when all the inhabitants, but more 
especially strangers, are inclined to think it both unhealthy and un-
pleasant; that is, when the east wánd brings in the fog which for 
many days before had been observed standing oíF at sea, as i f watch-
ing and waiting for an opportunity to land. The pores are then 
locked up, and the teraper becomes so irritable, that the best friends 
must be careful how they meet. But no sooner does the land breeze 
spring up, than the fog retires, the sun breaks out, and all nature 
wears a smile. I n Barcelonetta, and the citadel, in which a garri-
son of five thousand five hundred men is quartered, intermittents 
never cease to rage. These bring on in winter, dropsies and jaun-
dice, and in summer malignan! íbvers. The same diseases reign beyond 
Monjuich, in the low' country watered by the Lobregat; but although 
the prevailing wind in its passage becomes loaded with miasmata, yet 
being di verted fcom iís course by that high mountain, i t has no bale-
ful influence on Barcelona. 



JOÜRNEY 

FROM 

BARCELONA TO MABMI». 

f • H E N I had nearJy satisfied my curiosity, and had seen almost 
every thing worthy of attention, I began to thirík how I was to 
proceed in my tour through Spain. Not having as yet acquired the 
language, I was by no means qualified to travel alone; but as my 
intention was to go directly for Madrid, I was informed, that in the 
course of a lew days some opportunity would oífer to join with 
three others in the hire of a coach. I n the mean time, I continued 
my excursions in the country, and visited again those places which 
^ad struck me most. 

At length, having made a party with three officers in the Spanisb 
service, two of them natives, the third a Frenchman, who were all 
going to Madrid, we hired a good coach with seven mules, and left 
Barcelona, on Saturday, May 6, in the afternoon. That evening, 
We travelled five leagues on the banks of the Lobregat, and lay at 
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MartoFel. This place is famous for HanibaFs bridge, with its triumphal 
arch. I should have been happj, had the time permitted, to have 
made a drawing of these venerable remains, with the high mountain 
which rises near them, to the east, and Montserrat, which is seen at 
the distance of three leagnes, hiding its lofty summit in the clouds. 

Martorel is one long narrow street, in which poverty, industry, and 
filth, allhough seldom seen together, have agreed to take up their 
abode. The inhabitants make lace, and even the little children of 
three and four years oíd, are engaged in this employnient. 

The next morning we carne to Fiera, at the foot of Montserrat, 
that is serrated mount, no longer appearing like a sugar loaf, but 
rather like a saw, rising almost perpendicular, and lifting up its rugged 
rocks like pyramids to meet the clouds. Of all the countries I have 
seen, few have ever struck me like this in the vicinity of Montserrat. 

The mountain is calcareous; but that which is most remarkable, 
is, that the whole is pudding-stone, composed of limestone gravel, 
formed into one hard mass by a calcareous cement, and j e t of 
such stupendous height, that from its craggy summit are seen the 
islands of Majorca and Minorca, at the distance of fifty leagues. 
On the same mountain are found rocks of grit, or sand stone; and 
according to ífowles, the lapis lidius is no stranger there. A l l the 
country near this surprising mountain, would, i f i t were more distant, 
appear mountainous; i t is every where torn by deep ravines, laid opea 
to the depth of one hundred and twenty feet, and appears to be 
composed of broken schist, with clay and sand. The rocks, which 
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l^re and there peep through the soil, are evidently tumblers from 
Montserrat, and serve to shew the nature of that mountain. 

This singular pboenomenon is renclered more remarkable by a stu-
pendous mountain in its vicinity, described by Bowles; a mountain of 
three miles in circumference, near the vi 11 age of Cardona, which is one 
mass of salt. This mountain is equal In height to those of the Pyrenees, 
oo which it borders. In a climate like our own, such a mass had 
long sin ce becn dissolved, but in Spain, they employ this rock salt 
as in Derbyshire they do the flour spar, to make snuíF-boxes . and 
vases, with other ornatnents and trinkets. I carried a little fragment 
with rae ali through Spain, without the least sign of deliquescence; 
but when I carne to England, I soon found i t surrounded with a 
pool of water. I understand, that near the mountain are seen sea-
weeds, but this circumstance escaped my observation. 

I shall not at present make any observations on the formation of 
these mountains; yet one circumstance I would wish to be remem-
bered in the rocks of Montserrat, which is, that in some of the 
strata the gravel is smooth and rounded, like shingle found upon 
the sea beach. 

Aftcr having travelled many leagues, with Montserrat constantlj 
on our right, and rising above us like a wave when i t is preparad 
to burst, we began to increase our distance from its base, and wind-
ing to the left, descended among the mountains which border on the 
Noya, and which are composed of white granite. The ravines here 
are wider and deeper than those which we had seen the day before, 
and leave no roora to doubt in what manner mountains acquire their 
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form. But whoever travels through this country, and sees how na-
ture has been convulsed, must look for some more powerful agent 
to account for the pboenomena, than water and the most raging 
torrents. 

Having crossed the Noj^a, and keeping along its banks for about 
half a mile, through a narrow pass, with the river on our right, we 
had on our left, cliíFs rising perpendicular to the height of near two 
hundred feet, composed of calcareous incrustations, hy the French 
called tuf, inclosing snails and leaves, like that which is between 
Montpelier and Montferrier. I t had happened opportunely, that as 
we were descending to the river, the coach was overturaed, which 
gave me time to walk forwards, and not only to examine, but to 
make a drawing of the cliff, with its pendent rocks and caverns. 
Happily we received no other injury than a few trifling bruises, and 
a delay of about half an hour. A t the end of this short interval, 
we werejogging on again towards Igualada, where, after having three 
times passed the Noya, we arrived about the setling of the sun. 

The country which lies round this lovely village is rich, highly cul-
tivated, and wcll watered, hilly, and broken by ravines. The rock is 
schist, and the strata are horizontal. As we advanee the schist whiteos, 
and becomes mixed with calcareous earth, t i l l by degrees we lose 
the schist, and after observing for some considerable space limcstone 
rock covered with white earth and clay, we meet only gypsum. In 
the same progress we lost at first the vine, then the olive and the 
ilex, t i l l nothing remained but the quercos coccifera, and the oak. 

The ploughs of this country are the degenerate oíFspnng of those 
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near Barcelona, not so well executed, but constructed upon the same 
general principies, with this difference, that they have no mould-board, 
no fin, and no coulter to be occasionally used. 

The gypsum soon gave way to a vast expanse of Chalk, before 
we reactied Cervera. 

This city is in a most delightful vale, whicfe is extremelj fertile. 
and surrounded by bilis, on one side of chalk, on the other of lime-
stone. This part of the country, between the Noya, which runs into 
the Lobregat, and the Segre, which joins the Ebro, is the highest 
land in this part of Catalonia. The university in this city was 
founded by Philip V. (A. D . 1717) and has commonly abont nine 
hundred under graduates, chiefly designed for employments in the 
church and at the bar, with some few for medicine. 

Having ascended from Cervera, the Jimestone rock appears, and 
the hills are covered near the city with vines, but at a greater 
distance with olives in vast plantations. As we advance, the lime-
stone gives way to chalk, and in the same proportion, barrenness 
succeeds to plenty, but when the chalk is again replaced by lime-
stone,, the face of the country improves, and the bilis are once more 
covered with vines and olives. 

A t . Tarraga we fared sumptuously, and had a good hall to sup in* 
with single bedded rooms, and glass in all the windows. 

This village is sitúate in a valley of great extent, bounded by distant 
hills, the soil is clay, yet the crops look sickly. The fields are all in 
tillage. They plough with ra ules. 
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Approaching Lérida, the valley becomes less fertile in its nature, 
being chieñy a hungry sand covering a bed of gravel, chiefly silicious, 
with granite of every species. This, from the situation of the country, 
might be well expected, considering the multitude of rivers which here 
unite their streams, all rising in the Pyrenees, and flowing from 
mountains which extend, east and wesi, more than an hundred and 
twenty miles. 

Lérida is a pretty little city, with a cathedral, four parish churches, 
and sixteen convents, thirteen for men, and ihree for women. I t is 
situated on the Segre, under the protection of a hill , on which are 
seen the ruins of a castle, now going to decay, but formerly of con
siderable strength. 

The rock on which i t stands is silicious grit with a calcareous ce-
ment. This city, called Ilerda by the Romans, was rendered famous 
by the distress to which Julias Csesar was reduced when encamped in 
its neighbourhood, He had taken possession of a plain shut in be-
tween the rivers Cinga and Sicoris, and defended by a deep intrench-
ment, whilst Petreius and Afranius, Pompey's Generáis, were encamped 
on a hill between him and Ilerda. I n the intermediate space, between 
the hill and the city, is a plain of no great extent, with an eminence, 
which, i f seized, might be quickly fortified, and being fortified, would 
cut oíf all communication with the city. For this, during five hours, 
they maintained a doubtful conflict; but in the end fortune declared 
in favour of Afranius, and Csesar retreated to his camp. "Whilst re-
volving in his mind how he should cover this disgrace, word was 
brought, that by the melting of the snow upon the mountains, his 
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two bridges were broken down, that the country was laid under water 
by the overílowing of the rivers, and that all communication was 
cut oíF with the provinces by which his army had been fed. 

The immediate consequence was famine. Whilst he remained in 
this situation, messengers were sent to Rome, and all gave him up for 
lost. I t was upon the news of this distress that Cicero left the city, 
and joined Pompey at Dyrrhach ium. Caesar, without loss of time, 
set his men to work, and having made a sufficient number of little 
boats, light and portable, like those which he had seen in Britain, 
after a few days sent a party up the river in the night, who, with 
these boats, made good their landing, and having fortified a camp, 
secured his retreat. 

The situation of Lérida is delightful, and the country in which i t 
stands is one continued garden, covered with corn, with olive trees, 
and vines. Por beauty, few places can exceed i t , but from the 
abundance of water, i t is far from being healthy; and, since the year 
1764, this city, with the villages of Tarraga, Igualada, and Martorel, 
and all the surrounding country, has been ravaged by a malignant 
fe ver, which was spread by the French troops in their return from 
Portugal» 

Aíarmed at the progress of this destructivo fever, the king lately 
sent one of his physicians, Don Joseph Masdeval, to examine the 
symptoms, and to instruct the faculty in the best method of treating 
it. His practico is so remarkable and the attestations in its favour 
are so respectable, that, in treating of Carthegena, I shall lay them 
before the public. Previous to his arrival, notwithstanding every 
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symptom of debility, and prostration of strength, the physicians had 
continued to order bleeding as long as there was any blood to ñow, 
Whilst, however, we smile at their simplicity, we may too well 
remember when the same was the pernicious practico in our 
island. 

The antiquities of I^erida, with its castle, and al] that relates to 
the cathedral, are well described in a work lately published by D. 
Joseph Fenestres/ 

Being now at the extremity of Catalonia, i t becarae necessary to 
lay in a stock of provisions sufficient to serve us t i l l we should 
reach Zaragoza, or at least in aid of those which we might purchase 
by the way. Hitherto we had fared well; but now a little forethought 
became absolutely needful. In Catalonia, the traveller is under the 
protection of the magistrate, who settles the price of every thing he 
may want, and annually publishes his arancel, that is, a table of 
assize, which must be hung up in some conspicuous place of every 
inn. According to this, every guest occupying a bed-room with one 
bed, must pay for that and his light, three sueldos and nine deniers, 
or something less than five-pence; but i f there are several beds 
in one room, then each pays two-pence halfpenny nearly, or tv^o 
sueldos Catalán. I f he does not occupy a bed, he must pay for 
shelter six deniers, p r i l o f a penny. Every carriage pays one sueldo 
per night for standing. The ordinary is regulated as to the number 
and nature of the dishes, both for dinner and for supper; and for 
these the prices are, including bread and wine for dinner, fifteen 
sueldos, or one shilling and seven-pence farthing, and for supper, 
fifteen sueldos, three deneirs. 
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Steirling. 

Rs. di. g. d. 

For a moderate-sized fowl - - 4 12 O U f 
Ditto small - - - - 3 20 —— 0 10 
Capón, i f great - - - - 9 20 —— 2 1 
Ditto, small - - - - 8 0 1 8 
Turkey, great - - - SO 0 6 5 
Woodcock - - - - - 10 0 2 1 
A dozen of eggs - - - - 2 16 2 7 
Mutton, per pound of 36 ounces 4 12 —— 0 I T 
White bread, ditto - - - 1 12 0 4 
Ditto. second - - - - 1 0 0 2 
Flour, ditto - - - - - 1 0 —— 0 2 | 
Rice, ditto - - - - 1 6 0 3 i 
Maize, or Indian corn, ditto - 0 12 0 1& 

The above is reduced into sterling by approximation, to avoid 
fractions of a farthing. I t must be observed, that the reals in Cata-
lonia are ardites, containing two sueldos, or twenty-four deniers, which 
I here suppose equal to 2* of a penny sterling. 

From Barcelona to Lérida is twenty-five leagues, or nearly one hun-
^red miles. From Lérida we came to Alcarez, two leagues. 

Here you turn your back upon Cátalonia, and are reminded at every 
step that you have entered a new kingdom. The red cap and the black 
^elvet breeches are no longer seen, but in their stead a black velvet bon-
nGt, peaked like the mitre, and short white trowsers, called ¿r«gas, reaehr 

more than half way down the thighs^ Gonstitute their dress* The face of 
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the country is likewise changed, more hilly, and broken by torrents, 
not altogether barren, but uncultivated, and left desoíate. For many 
miles together theré is neither house ñor tree, ñor man, ñor beast, 
except a few straggling carriers with their mules, and by the road 
side are seen wooden crosses, to mark the spot, where some unhappv 
traveller lost bis life. The passengers think i t a work of piety, to 
cast a stone upon the monumental heap; according to some, as a mark 
of detestation and abhorrence of the murderer, or, as others think 
to cover the ashes of the dead. This, in all ages, and by every 
nation, has been considered as a deed of mercy, because to remain 
unburied, was regarded as the greatest misfortune and disgrace. The 
inops, inhumataque turba was supposed to wander on the banks of the 
Styx, excluded from the Elysian fields, restless and miserable, one 
hundred years, unless their bones were previously covered, Virgil, 
iEneid vi . ver. 3S5. Whatever may have been the origin of this 
practico, i t is general over Spain, and round most monumental crosses 
is seen a heap of stones. 

A l l the way from Lérida, the deep ravines shew limestone rock in 
strata, which are separated by sand and clay. 

Having crossed the Cinca, and passed through Fraga, which is built 
in one of these deep ravines, we begin to ascend the mountains, 
where we see the same horizontal strata of limestone, with clay be
tween them. These mountains produce only aromatic herbs. 

In traversing this barren country, a conjecture naturally aróse, that 
Catalonia either acquired sovereignty before the establishment of Arra-
gon, or that the people, by whatever ñame they were distinguished, 
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were more warlike than their neighbours: for had the kingdom of 
Arragon, i?, referring to distant periods, we may cali i t b j that ñame, 
been founded first, or had the inhabitants excelled the Catalans ,iri 
strength and courage, they would have left these mountains, and 
would have extended their dominión to the east. 

The first night after we had crossed the Cinca, we lay at Gandasnos^ 
a miserable village without one convent, a circumstance which suífi-
ciently bespeaks the extreme poverty of its inhabitants. 

Round this village I observed abundance of flints, such as we find 
among the chalk in England, much limestone, and some gypsum. 
The inhabitants employ themselves in collecting and washing earth, 
for the purpose of extracting the nitre and sea salt, which i t contains 
in great abundance. 

I was much diverted to see the astonishment with which these 
aborigines viewed one of our fellow-travellers, a Frenchman, but a 
colonel in the Spanish service. They are a diminutive race, and he 
is six feet six inches high, stout, well made, and of a soldier-like 
appeavance, yet he could scarcely make them keep their distance. 
These pigmies are no strangers to gallantry, as we could all testify; 
for, as ill-luck would have it , opposite to us there lodged a fair one, 
for whom a desponding lover had prepared a serenade. No sooner 
had the village clock struck twelve, than he began to sing the praises 
of his mistrcss, beating time upon the discordant strings of his guitar. 
I t is impossible to construct a scale of sensibility or taste, or to as-
certain precisely to what degree the ear is tuned to harmony; but 
should such a scale be formed by any one who has never heard 
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these ditties in so me of the villages of Spain, like Farenheit with 
his thermometer, he will be inclined to place bis lowest point 
abundantly too high. 

By the time this lo ver had retired to his rest, we were obliged to 
rise, and to prosecute our journey. 

From Candasnos we traversed a barren plain of gypsum, twenty 
miles, without seeing either house, or man, or beast, or bird, or 
tree, or bush, except only in one spot, where, to my astonishraent, 
on ap paren ti y the same kind of soil, the olive íiourished. 

At the end of this tedious morning we came to a single house or 
venta, in which we were to dress our dinner. Flere we found a party 
of soldiers stationed to scour the country, and to pursue the robbers, 
who had been accustomed to consider this part of Arragon as aban-
doned to them, with full liberty to plunder all who should ventura 
to pass through it . The soldiers knew our colonel, and ofFered to 
escort us OH our way; but as we had three officers, all well armed, 
we did not think i t needful to accept their kindness. 

Whilst the dianer was preparing, I took the opportunity of climb-
ing a hill at no great distance, which commands a most extensivo 
prospect; but in that vast expanse, far as the eye could reach, nothing 
was to be seen but a naked gypsum rock. I t is here that nature 
seems to sleep, and to have slept some thousand years; or at least 
i t is here that she has either neglected or forgotten her accustomed 
operations in forming vegetable earth. Turning from the dreary land-
scape, I hastened back to dinner, satisfied that nature never appears 
so beautiful as when her face is covered with a veil. 
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Having dined, we proceeded on our way, aod t i l l we began de-
scending to the Ebro, liad nothing but the gypsum rock in sight, 
excepting for some short intervals, when we saw the more fertile lime-
stone. The whole of this gypsum is a selenite. 

When we had reached the plain, which is watered by the Ebro, 
we left that mer to the left, keeping the gypsum mountains on our 
right t i l l we carne near to Zaragoza, where the val ley widens, and 
where considerable hills, entirely composed of flints, interpose between 
the river and those barren mountains. 

As we approach the city, the prospect brightens, the hills on our 
right shew the hanging clusters of the vine, and the margin of the 
Ebro is covered with luxuriant crops of corn interspersed with olives, 
Here the wines are excellent, more especially in dry seasons; but 
these do not yield as good brandy as the weaker wines of Erance. 
índeed i t is a pity that suck generous wines should ever be distilled. 

In long journies, i t is usual to give the mules one day's rest, about 
the middle of the way. Happily for me this place of rest was Za
ragoza, being fifty computed leagues from Barcelona, and fifty-two 
from Madrid. Each league is about four miles and a half. 

Zaragoza, by ancient Spanish authors, written Caragoca, and by the 
Romans, called Ccesarea Augusta, is a great wealthy city on the Ebro, 
at the conflux of two other rivers, one running from the nortb, 
^ie other a considerable stream, descending from the mountains of 
the so.uth. • 

Immediately on my arrival, I visited the cathedrals. Here I for-
got all the hardships and fatigues which we had suífered in this long 
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journey; nay, had I travelled all the way on foot, I would bave 
Lave freely done i t to enjoy the sight of these cathedrals : that which 
is called E l Aseu is vast, gloomy, and magnificent; i t excites devo-
tion, inspires awe, and inclines the worshipper to fall pros trate, and 
to adore in silence the God who seems to veil his glory; the other 
called El Filar, spacious, lofty, light, elegant, and cheerful, inspires 
hope, confidence, complacency, and makes the soul impatient to ex-
press its gratitude for benefits received. 

I n the centre of this cathedral, is an edifico which is strikingly 
beautiful. Whilst I was engaged in making drawings of i t , there 
carne in a lady and knelt before the Altar. Our Colonel quietly 
approached and knelt beside her, when a conversation immediately 
comraenced, "Madam, this is a beautiful edifice/' "Yes, Sir, i t is" 
aBut methinks í see something more beautiful than the edifico," 
"Sir, this is not a place for paying compliments," "True Madam, 
but i t is the place of all others most proper for admiring the work-
manship of Heaven." The lady rose up and left the church, and the 
colonel retired to our inn. The principal front is a cha peí of our 
Lady of the Pillar, who appeared upon this very pillar to St. James, 
and afterwards gave to him the image which is worshipped at her 
altar. Over this there is a dome corresponding to the great dome, 
under which i t stands, serving by way of canopy to the image of 
the virgin. The three other fronts of this elegant tabernacle are in 
like manner chapéis. Besides the great dome, there are many smaller 
domes surrounding i t , each with elegant paintings in compartiments, 
the subjects of which are historical, taken from the sacred writings» 
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or from the legends of the saints, to whom the chapéis and altan* 
are dedicated. These are executed by D . Francisco Bayeu, first 
painter to the k ing ; and the architect, under the inspection of whom 
these domes have been constructed, is Rodríguez, of whose taste 
and judgment these decorations and improvements will remain a last-
ing monument. 

The wealth of this cathedral is inestimable, in sil ver, gold, precious 
stones, and rich embroidery, sent by all the catholic sovereigns of 
Europe to deck its priests, and to adorn its altars. Many of these 
presents being modern, are worthy of attention for their elegance, as. 
well as for the valué of their pearls, diamonds, emeralds, and rubies. 
In a word, whatever wealth could command, or human art could 
execute has been collected to excite the admiration of all who view 
the treasures of this church. 

Among the other objects worthy to be seen, is the church called 
Engracia, whose patrón saint is said to have walked a league, carry-
ing his head in his hands, talking all the way, and in this manner 
presented himself at the gates of his convent. I n this church they 
shew an original painting by St. Luke with many other relies, equally 
authentic, and not inferior in their valué. 

Straitened for time, I could take only a cursory view of the envi-
rons. In a country like this no living rock is to be expected, ñor 
any thing but what has been moved; the spoils of various mountains 
brought down by the rivers, and blended here together. The chief 
deposit in this place is limestone gravel, and on that the city stands. 
I t is much to be lamented, that they have neither stone for building, 

x i 
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ñor good clay for bricks; henee all their churches, not excepting the 
beautiful cathedral, shew cracks from top to bottom. The cement is 
good, and abounds upon the spot, as may be seen by the bottom 
of the river, which is a bed of gypsum, coramonly used here for 
making plaster. 

Had the time permitted, I should have visited all the buildings 
recommended to my notice, the convents of S. Ildefonso, S, Francisco, 
the Dominicans: not to mention thirty-seven others less worthy of 
attention, with the Audiencia, the Torre nueva in the great square, 
built by the Moors, and the Torre del Aseu, which was a mosque» 
Short as was our stay, I stood long contemplating the beauty of the 
bridge over the Ebro, of six hundred feet, with its centre arch of 
one hundred, and at last turned from i t with regret. 

I had brought a letter for General O'Neile, the governor, but un-
fortunately he was absent at Madrid. This loss was in sume mea-
sure made up to me by the attention of my valuable friend, the 
young Spaniard, who liad connecíions in Zaragoza. With him, when 
I had finished my excursions, í went. to drink lemonade and cho
colate at the house of the fiscal civil, and afterwards we supped 
together at Don Philip de Canga's, the fiscal criminal, both men of 
good understanding, and well informed. 

Could I have known before-hand, that so many objeets worthy of 
attention were to be met with in this city and its vicinities, I would 
have laid my plan to have made a longer stay, and should have 
d^eiived more advantage from th€ conversation of these gentlemen. 
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Among other particulars, they gave me this account of their imiver-
sity: i t contains near two thousand students, and for their instruction 
the doctors constantly residing are, forty in theology, twenty for the 
canon law, thirty-six for civil law, seventeen for medicine, and eight 
for arts. The foundation of this seminary was laid A. D . 1118, on 
the expulsión of the Moors; but the university was not incorpo-
rated l i l i A. D . 1474, and from that period i t has constantly been 
cherished and protected by the sovereigns of Arragon. 

Near this city passes the famous canal of Arragon, designed to form 
a communication by the Ebro from sea to sea, between S. Ander, in 
the bay of Biscay, and Tortosa, on the borders of the Mediterranean, 
a distance considerably more than one hundred Spanish leagues. 
This, perhaps, is one of the most arduous undertakings that ever was 
conceived; to raake the communication through the whole ex ten t by 
water is hardly possible, or i f possible, is by no means desirable; be-
cause, in passing the mountains of Biscay, which are a continuation 
of the Pyrenees, only from Reinos a, at the head of the Ebro, to the 
Suanzes, which flows into the bay near S. Ander, in the space of three 
leagues, the fall is three thousand Spanish feet. Establishing, therefore, 
magazines at Suanzes and Reinosa, with a carrying-way between them, 
from Reinosa they will navigate the Ebro. They have a great command 
of water: the head of the Pelilla has more than forty largo fountains 
in the space of one hundred yards in lengtb, by forty in breadth, spout-
ing up to a considerable height. This river does not run four hundred 
yards before i t enters the Ebro, which has only three fountains, but these 
are considerable. 
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I t is remarkable, that between Fontibre (Fons Ebri) and Reinosa, 
there is a salt lake. 

The Ebro is navigable from Logroño to Tudela; and the canal, which 
begins at Tudela, is finished as far as Zaragoza; from when ce i t will 
be carried ten leagues lower before i t enters again into the Ebro. At 
Amposta, below Tortosa, there is another canal, which opens into the 
bay of AlfaFques, to obvíate the inconvenience which arises from the 
frequent shifting of the bed of the Ebro, near its mouth. Not far from 
Zaragoza, the canal passes the mountain of Torrero by an open cast of 
forty feet the mean depth for more than a quarter of a league, or about 
one mile in length. The twelve leagues which ihey have finished from 
Tudela, cost sixty millions of reals, which in sterling is six hundred 
thousand pounds; the twelve leagues are nearly equal to fifty-three miles 
English, upon a supposition, that they are statute leagues of twenty-
five thousand Spanish feet; but i f we suppose them to be ordinary 
leagues, of six thousand six hundred varas each, the twelve leagues will 
be only forty-two miles and a small fraction. On the former supposition, 
the expense will be found eleven thousand six hundred and eighty-two 
pounds four shillings per mile, or six pounds twelve shillings and 
eight-pence per yard. This expense appears to be enormous; but 
i f we consider that the canals in Spain are nine feet deep, twenty 
feet wide at bottom, and üfty-six at top; »nd i f we consider the 
cutting through a mountain open cast more than a mile, we shall 
not think i t unreasonable. 

I n a calculation, which Mr. Whitworth made for a canal from 
Salisbury to Redbridge, (A. D . 1771) he supposed the depth four feet 
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and a half, and the width at bottom fourteen feet. In these cir-
cumstances he allowed three pence halfpenny for every cubic yard ; 
but liad the canal been deeper and wider, he must ha ve made his estí
mate dou ble, treble, or even more; not merely according to the quantity, 
but in proportion to the distance to which that quantity must be remo
ved, and the perpendicular height to which i t must be previously raised. 
Mr. Whitworth's canal does not contain more than ten cubic yards in 
each yard in length, and a considerable proportion of this may be done, 
merely by the spade, without the aid of either pick-axe or barrow; 
whereas, the Spanish canals contain near forty-nine and one-ninth 
cubic yards in each yard in length, the greatest part of which is to be 
moved to a great distance, and from a considerable depth, increasing 
commonly in hardness in proportion to the depth. 

As we crossed this canal near Zaragoza, on our way towards Madrid, 
we stopped to examine the works; and T must confess that I never saw 
any so beautiful or so perfect in their kind, as the locks and wharfs; 
ñor did I ever see men work with greater spirit, or in a better mannen 
The number of men employed is three thousand, of which tvvo thou-
sand are soldiers, the others peasants; to the former they give three 
reals a day in addition to their pay; but they work mostly by the 
piece, and receive what they earn. 

As we increased our distance from Zaragoza, we quitted the flat 
country, akd began to climb between the mountains, which at a lower 
level shew horizontal strata of limestone, whilst all the summits, both 
near us and at the greatest distance, are evidently gypsum. I n the 
valleys we found clay and flints, such as our chalk commonly produces» 
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These circurastances lead to a suspicion, that the gypsum on these 
high mountains was once chalk, althougk now saturated with vitriolic 
acid. 

We dined at Mud. I n ibis little village are many potters, who 
tura tlieir own wheels, not by hand, but with their feet, by means 
of a larger wheel concentric with that on which they mould the clay, 
and nearly level with the floor. 

Proceeding after dinner, we left the gypsum mountains at so me dis-
tance, t i l l we approached Longares, which is se ven 1 cagues from 
Zaragoza, where this ridgc dies away, and leaves before us a wide 
extended plain, bounded by distant bilis. The soil is clay, with 
gravel of flint, silicious grit, and white quartz, more especially along 
the middle of this spacious vale, in which there appears a bed of 
shingle all smooth and polished, as we see on the sea shore and in 
brooks subject to strong land floods and torrents. This plain produces 
most luxuriant crops of corn, with vines, and abounds in sheep. 

A t eight in the evening we arrived at Cariñena, one league from 
Longares, having travelled our eight leagues, which is the usual jour« 
ney; this we may reckon six and thirty English miles. 

Here one of our countrymen left a history behind hira, writteo 
in English, on the wall, for a warning to those who mav chance to 
folio w him. I n the night, two men attempted to rob hini i o bis bed; 
but he happily awoke, and starting up, knocked one down, and 
made ihe other fly. The one whom he knocked down was servant 
to the French officer with whom he was travelling, the other was 
®ne of the coadunen. From the observations I have had occasion 
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to make in Spain, I am of opinión, that no gcntlenian should sleep 
in a room alone, unless he has made fasí the door. 

The wine which this country produces is of the finest quality, and 
I have no doubt will be much coveted in England whenever the 
communication shall be opened to the sea. 

Cariñena contains two thousand and thirty-six souls, and has two 
convents. From henee we proceeded along a fruitful bottom covered 
with vines and olives, then ascending among mountains, we found, 
at a lower level, schist with its lamina standing perpendicular, and 
soon after silicious grit, inclined to the horizon, then limestone rock. 

In this country we past vast traets of land susceptible of cultiva-
tion, which, I have no doubt, will be one day covered with luxuri-
ant crops, although at present we see little besides the quercus coccifera, 
and a few arornatic herbs. 

Crossing the river Xiloca, at the distance of five leagues, we carne 
to Daroca, where we dined. 

This city, inclosing within its walls two thousand eight hundred and 
sixty-three souls, is built in a ravine, and would have been swept away 
by torrents, had not the inhabitants made a drift of six hundred yards 
through the heart of a mountain, to open a communication with the 
river. This work is worthy of inspection. 

Daroca appears to have been always of importance, as the fortifi-
cations, although now decayed, sufficiently evince. I t formerly oceupied 
the hills for safety, but now i t has crept down into the vale for 
shelter. 
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The rocks wbich are here laid bare, are schist, covered witk lime-
stone. 

Climbing among these, i t is beautiful to look down upon the vale, 
wbich feeds the c i t j , every where shut in b j uncultivated mountains, 
itself well watered, covered with deep verdure, and loaded with the 
most luxuriant crops. To view such a strip of land, excites a wonder 
how the inhabitants can be fed 

The exquisite beauty of this spot, and the protection wbich i t offered, 
were powerful attractives to the priests and to the religious orders, 
who in this city, have no less than six convents and seven parish 
churches, of wbich, one is collegiate, altbough not a bishop's see. 

After dinner we ascended to much higher mountains, in wbich the 
schist and the silicious grit appear in strata, inclined to the liorizon 
in every angle, and in every possible direction. A l l nature here seems 
to have suíFered the most violent convulsions. 

These mountains must certainly abound with minerals, of wbich 
we see every mark but the mineral itself. índeed, when the Homans 
settled here, i t was with a view to mines. From the nature of the 
rock, and from the peculiar appearance of the schoerl, I have no 
doubt that tin is not far oíf. 

We are here on the highest land in Spain, with the water falling 
behind us into the Ebro, whilst immediately before us i t runs into 
the Tagus 

When we begin descending to the south-west, we observe a deeper 
soil, fewer crags, and the strata more inclined to the horizon, than 
we found in the declivity to the north and to the east. This circum-
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stance will appear perfectly natural, when we consider that in the 
latter direction, the water does not run much more than one hundred 
miles before i t enters the sea; whereas in the former it must go nearly 
six hundred miles to find the ocean. Yet this circumstance will not 
account for the confusión wbich appears in all the strata as we as-
cend from Daroca; the sea shells which every where abound in the 
limestone, wherever i t is found on these high mountains, pro ve suffi-
cicntly that this country was once covered with the sea. 

Without entering at present on the diíferenjt solutions which have 
been givcn of these phoenomena, I shall only transiently observe, yet 
I wish i t to be remembered, that these strata are not now in the 
same position in which they lay, when the whole peninsula was co
vered with the waters of the sea. There has been wonderful dislo-
cation. 

On these mountains, both in the morning and the afternoon, we 
observed many monumental crosses, each placed near the spot on 
which the unwary traveller had been robbed and murdered, or bad 
met with so me fatal accident. A t this, considering the nature of the 
country, I was not surprised; but I must own my blood ran cold;, 
when í saw so me crosses in the villages through which we passed. 
The ir numbers sufficiently evince, not only a bad disposition in the 
inhabitants, but a bad government. No people can be more 
passionate than the JVeích, yet in Wales we seldom hear of murder: 
they do not thirst for blood, and should any one feel himself pro» 
voked to take away another's life, he would tremble at the laws. 

Y 2 
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But in Arragon this crime often passes with impunity, unless as far 
as one murder is the parent of another. 

The escrivanos, who perform the office of coroner, are many of the ni 
poor, hungry, rapacious, and destitute of principie; and without them 
no evidence can be received. These venal wretches, are commonly 
prepared with equal indifFerence, to sell justice or injustice to him 
who offers most; and all over Spain they have free scope in the country 
towns, because few gentlemen live in or near a village, to protect the 
peasant, being mostly resident in cities. 

We lay in the miserable village of Useí, the last in Arragon, and two 
leagues from Daroca. 

Having neglected to lay in provisions before we left that city, we began 
for the first time, but not the last, to suífer want, and to murmur at the 
inattention of our captain. When we left Barcelona, a common fund 
was made to pay the expenses of the journey, and we immediately 
proceeded to the election pf a treasurer. The parties were our colonel, 
a Frenehman, tall, handsome, elegant in his manners, sensible, well-
informed, perfect master of the language, and well acquainted, not 
only with the mode of travelling in Spain, but with the precautions 
needfui to be taken by those, who would pass with any comfort from 
Barcelona to Madrid. Naturally our choice should have fallen upon 
him, but unfortunately there were objections which every one felt, but 
which no one dared to ñame. As a stranger, and as ignorant of the 
language, I was out of the question. Of the Spanish gentlemen, one 
was a cadet in the army, lively, sensible, high spirited, and of the no-
blest disposition; but being not fourteen years of age, he likewise was 
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rejected. The other gentleman, under whose wings the cadet iravelled, 
vas a Spaniard of a certain age, a captain in the anny, and therefore 
accustomed to travel; of a grave deportment, and for integrity, worthy 
of the confidence which was to be reposed in him; but—(for in every 
character there is some but)—he was a bigot. Naturally austere, silent, 
and reserved, his religión taking its complexión from his temper, he 
becarae severo, moróse, and seemed to cherish a cold indiíference to 
all the comforts of this life both for himself, but more especially for 
his friends ; yet in him all our suffrages met; he was to keep the purse, 
to pay all expenses, to render an account, which he did with the 
raost exact fidelity, and to make provisión for the journey, where 
provisions were to be proeured; but this he neglected, although his 
coadjutor, the colonel's valet, was active, and always ready to run at 
his command to the butehery for flesh, to the baker's for bread, and to 
the vintner's to pureliase wine. With a good look-out, we might have 
had hares, partridges, rabbits, and poultry in abundance; whereas by 
neglect, before we reached Madrid, we were half starved; and yet our 
journey cost much more, than with good management would have made 
us comforlable. 

In the morning, when we were ready to leave Uset, this was the 
manner of discharging the account: the mistress of the house, supported 
by some female, made her approach at first with a low voice and with 
a modest air. The captain, supported by his colonel, who upon occa-
sion could look very fierce, repelled the charge, and exclaimed against 
^e exorbitaney of the demand. The mistress appealing to the maid, 
who was preparad to defend her moderation, by degrees raised her 
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voice, and beca me violeat al most to fury. The captain sputtered, and 
the colonel sometimes put in' a word to allay the storra, whilst the 
cadet stood laughing at a distanoe, t i l l at the end of about twenty 
minutes the stonn suddenly subsided, the landlady looked placid, and 
quietly accepíed one-half of the original demand. I f in the outseí, 
our captain had asked for the arancel, all this trouble had been saved, 
because every publican is obliged to have one hung up in his lio use, and 
in that the price of evcry anide, with the ruido de la casa (noise of 
the house) and beds is íixcd by the magistrate. 

This business being endcd, every one took his córner in the coach, 
the coadunan clacked his heavy whip, and the n i ornen t we began 
to move, the cadet, looking upon his mentor, crossed himself. 

Our way lay across an extensivo plain, bounded by distant hills, 
in which the soil, is sand and gravel, covering a limestone rock. 
The ascent to these hills is very easy, and the hills themselves are 
susceptible of cultivation; yet they are desoíate, and for miles dis-
cover neither house ñor tree, except the j un i per. 

A t eleven in the morning we arrived at Tortuera, having travelled 
four leagues to dinner. This little village, the mansión of wretched-
ness and misery, is built upon a rock of marble, such as would not 
disgrace a palace. The suri was shining very bright; not* a cloud 
was to be seen; yet these poor peasants filled the church, each with 
his lighted taper, prepared to join in a procession. 

The ploughs of this district, are much degenerated from the perfec-
tion of those at Barcelona. The handle, the share, and the sha re 
iron, all pass through one mortise in the beam, which is made crooked 
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for tbat purpose. A l l these are fastened b j a wedge. I t is scarcely 
possible to see a rougher implement, without coulter, fin sheets, or 
niould board; but instead of this, two pins, one on each side, driven 
into the heel of the share. 

A l l the way over the mountains, t i l l you come near to Anchuela, the 
limestone prevails, charged with fossil shells, such as oysters, entrochi, and 
belemnites, with terebratulae and chamas. A little to the south of this, 
near Molina, on the mountains between the Xiloca, which goes into the 
Ebro, and the Gallo, which joins the Tagus, under the limestone 
they find a red gypsum, colitaining also fossil shells. Tt is remark-
able, tbat this gypsum, decomposing and losing its vitriolic acid, 
crystallises in hexagonal prisms of a red colour; of these I collected 
maoy of different sizes, which ferment with the nitrous acid. 

Al l the way over these desert mountains, with -their interposing val-
leys, not one object presents itself to cheer the weary traveller; no 
house, no tree, except the savia, the juniper, and a species of 
cedar, which is peculiar to this country; but from time to time a 
monumental cross reminds him of mortality 

We, indeed, had little cause to fear, because we were well arnied, 
escepting when we chose to walk, and to lea ve the coach behind 
us. Some ofíicers who passed this way, being at a distance from 
their carriage, in which, little suspecting danger, they had left their 
swords, upon entering a wood, were suddenly attacked and rob-
bed by a banditti, who immediately escaped into the thicket, and 
were seen no more. One morning, when we had walked before the 
carriage, and I had got the lead, fearful of being too far a-head. 
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I looked back from time to time, taking care never to be out of 
sight of our captain, vvho was foliowing at a distance; but finding 
myself entering upon a forest, I shortened sail, and recollectiqg the 
storj of the officers, I turned oftner than usual to look bebind me, 
when suddenly, having lost sight of my companion, I soon discovered 
him again, but out of the road, and running very fast. Not being 
able to imagine why he ran, whether he had missed the way, or 
whether he was escaping íbr his life, I pursued him o ver the hills. 
and through the bottoms, where i t was not possiblc to know which 
way I should direct my course to c|itch him, t i l l I had the happi-
ness, to see him stop. When 1 carne up to him, 1 found that our 
cadet had wandered from the way, and liad taken another road. 
Fortunately for him, his good mentor saw him, pursued him, and 
brought him back again. When we were thus together, all ray ap-
prehensions vanished, and we leisurely returned into the road which 
we had quitted; but here a new perplexity aróse; for, from the 
summit of a hi l l , which had a commanding prospect, we could see 
nothing of the coach, ñor could we determine i f i t were before us, 
or behind us. A t last, not being able to disco ver the track of the 
wheels, we walked half way back to the village from which we had 
departed, where we found the coach sticking in the mire, and 
some peasants engaged with their implements, working hard to set 
i t free. 

The country contiguous to Anchuela, compared with the unculti-
vated mountains of Arragon, appears a Paradise. The limestone 
rock is covered with a deeper soil, and the little hills are cultivated 
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to their summits; yet Anchuela is a most miserable village, and in the 
posada there is onl j one roora, with two filthy beds. When beds are 
wanting, officers use their privilege, and are billetted by the alcalde 
on some private family. 

In walking out to view the country, I found on the ploughed land, 
abundance of cockle-shells and cardias. 

The plough is precisely the same as that last described. An Eng-
lish mechanic will not readily conceive how a plough can be made, 
not only without coulter, drock, ground-wrist, and mould-board, but 
without any sheets to support the handle and the share. To con-
struct such a plough would puzzle their invention; yet nothing can 
be more simple, for the beam itself being cirved, supplies the place 
of sheets. 

In leaving Anchuela, Tucsday, May 16, we sent the carriage forward, 
and walked by a much nearer way to meet i t , winding through a 
valley which is shut in by swelling hills, and directing our course by 
a rivulet, whose waters are as clear as crystal. The sides of these 
hills are shaded with savin, juniper, and the ulex europaeus. 

This would be a beautiful situation for a nobleman's seat; here 
he would have plenty of wood and water, with corn, and wine, and 
oil, in great abundance, whilst the money which he spent in the main-
tenance of a great establishment, circulating among his tenants, would 
cherish their industry, and animate the whole country for many miles 
around him. 

Throughout the whole of Spain I cannot recollect to have seen a 

single country residence, like those which every where abound in England. 
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The great nobility surround tlie sovereign, and are attracted by the 
court; the nobles of inferior rank or fortune, are either assembled at 
Madrid, or establish themselves in the great cities of the distant pro-
vinces. This desertion of the country has arisen, not as in other 
kingdoms, from the oppression of the great barons, and from the fran-
chises enjoyed by cities, but from tvvo other causes inore extensive 
in their operation. The first of these was the distracted condition of 
the etnpire t i l l the reign of Eerdinand and Tsabella, divided into sepá
rate kingdoms of smali extent, all engaged in never-ceasing wars 
against each other, which drove meo of property into the cities; the 
second was the jealousy of the court, which soon followed the expul
sión of the Moors; a jealousy which for more than a century and a half 
was merely political, íest the gran dees, supported by the people, should 
endeavour to regain their consequence. To this fear, at the acces-
sion of the present family, succeeded one of a more alarming nature; 
from the attachment which many of the great families had discovered 
to the house of Austria. For this reason they were assembled round 
the throne, and kept constantly in sight. The condition of the French 
is certainly better, and some inhabited castles are to be found in 
every province. But, in this respect, no country can be compared to 
England. I f the causes were to be assigned for this equal dissemi-
nation of wealth, which appeai's in the delightful mansions of the 
great, and the seats of country gentlemen, scattered over the face of 
the whole island; or that which is to be seen in all our cities, great 
towns, and even country villages; which meets the eye in every farm-
bouse, and which shews itself in the high state of cultivation, in our 
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agricultural improvements, in the flocks, the herds, and the luxuriant 
crops with which our fields are covered, the leading cause would probabl j 
be found in the constitution of our governmeni, not merely as securing 
life, liberty, and property, but as making it necessary for the first nobi-
lity to cultívate their interest in the country, i f they will preserve their 
influence at court. By residing on their own estates, they not only 
spend money among their tenants, which, by its circulation, sets every 
thing in motion, and becomes productivo of new wealth, but their 
arausement is to make improvements. By plan ti ng, draining, and 
breaking up lands, which would have remained unprofitable, they try 
new experiments, which their tenants could not afford, and which, i f 
successful, are soon adopted by their neighbours; they introduce the 
best breed of cattle, the best implements of husbandry, and the best 
mode of agriculture; they excite emulation, they promote the mending 
of the roads, and they secure good pólice in the villages around them ; 
being present, they prevent their tenants from being plundered by their 
stewards; they encourage those who are sober, diligent, and skilful; and 
they get rid of those who would impoverish their estates. Their farmers 
too, finding a ready market for the produce of the soil, become rich, in-
crease their stock, and, by their growing wealth, make the land more 
productive than i t was before; nay, their tradesmen, when they get 
money, which is not wanted to increase their peculiar stock, either lend 
it to the farmer, or themselves purchase land, and bury their treasures in 
the earth; yet, not like that which is hid by the miserable slaves of a 
despotic government, to remain unprofitable, but to produce, some 
thirty, some sixty, and some an hundred fold* 
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The country which we passed over between Anchuela and Maranchon, 

in its appearance, and in its calcareous rock, resembles that which is 
about Atford, in the road from London to Bath, or rather like that 
which is round Keynsham, between Bath and Bristol. 

Maranchon, reraarkable, like other villages around i t , for the poetic 
lire of its inhabitants, is a little village, situated on a declivity, sheltered 
from the north by high limestone rocks, but open to the south, and 
looking down upon the rich val ley by which i t is fed. The soil is dis
solved limestone, with sand and clay, forming a most ferlile marle. A t 
this season i t is all alive; I counted forty ploughs at work, all employed 
in preparing for their peas, 

Having observcd the resemblance between this country and that which 
is to the east and to the west of Bath, I felt a peculiar pleasure in 
picking up on the ploughed land, belemnites, cockles, and cardias, 
with other bivalvos, and fragments of the oolite, of the same species 
and of the same colour with those which [ had formerly collected at 
Atford, Wraxal, and on the adjacent hills. 

After dinner we left Maranchon and, in about three or four miles, 
lost the limestone, which was succeeded by silicious grit of a peculiar 
texture, somewhat like bran. This, however, did not continué, for at 
Aguilarejo, we passed between two high rocks of fine grit, or sand 
stone, very white, with the strata inclined to the horizon, in the angle 
of forty-five degrees. The country we passed over between these two 
miserable villages, after quitting the rich valley of Maranchon, is little 
cultivated, and excepting two woods, the one of oak, the other of ilex, 
is naked and unprofitable, although these woods shew sufficiently what 
the country could produce. 
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Near to Aguilarejo the crops of wheat appear half-starved, and the 
fields are covered with a species of ranunculus. 

This day we saw five monumental crosses, one coming out of a wood, 
one at a place where four ways mei, the rest on the summits of the hills, 
from whence the robbers could see every thing that was passing on 
the road, and know which waj to escape. 

We slept at Alcolea, having travellecl, according the Guia de Caminos i 
only six leagues and a half since three in the morning. I should 
conceive that the leagues herc, like the miles in distant provinces 
with us, are longer than the legal measure. 

The country about Alcolea is covered with corn, excepting only 
some few hills, which, shaded by the ilex and the juniper, present a 
never-failing verdure. 

As we proceeded, ascending among the hills, at the distance of a 
few miles from Alcolea, culture ceases, and the country is abandoned 
to the ilex, the ulex europaeus, and the quercus coccifera, these last 
diminutive, but the first respectable. 

The roads are here most detestable. The Spanish nation is tena-
cious of its freedom from the Corvé-, but this appears to me bad 
policy. After feeding the peasant, who cultivates the soil, the first 
surplus of revenue should be applied in making roads to carry the 
crops to market. Parmers, i f left to themselves. will never pay atten-
tion, ñor expend their money, their labour, and their time, on this 
most important object; and in Spain, the gentlemen of landed property, 
being confined wholly to the cities, neither feel the want of roads, 
ñor see their interest concerned in having them repaired. I t is the 
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landlord in every country who ultimately bears this expense, and i t is 
he who principally reaps the benefit. 

As we approach Algor a, the silicious grit, or sand stone, which has 
continued all the way from Aguilarejo, gires place to limestone, 
charged with fossil shells. 

I n this village, the church is the only object which can give plea-
sure; i t is very pretty. 

Eeyond this, the country becomes inclosed with limestone fences; 
but although inclosed, i t seems to be left uncultivated, covered in 
general with stones, and abounding with oak, ilex, juniper, the ulex 
europoeus, the lavendula spica, the common thyme, and the genista. 

Here, for the first time since we left Barcelona, we saw horned 
cattle feeding. 

We passed by three monumental crosses, all at the junction of four 
ways. In a country where few people travel, a thief has little chance 
of passengers, unless where two ways cross. 

As we drew near to Grajanejos, we travelled over an extensive plain 
of open field land, well cleared, and all in corn, bounded by a forest 
of the most luxuriant ilex, through which we passed, not without 
circumspection as we entered, and when we were about to quit it. 

Grajanejos is built upon a rock of limestone, looking perpendicu-
larly down upon a fertile little vale, above which i t is elevated more 
than three hundred feet. The situation is romantic, and the val ley 
has the appearance of a ravine. 

They ha ve here no beef. Mutton is eleven quarts, or a fraction 
more than three pence per pound, of sixteen ounces. Bread three 
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quarts and a half, or one pennj nearly. Labour is four reals, or 
less than ten pence a day. 

I n conversing with the padre cura, that is, with the rector, I learnt 
that he had sixty houses in his parish, two hundred and fortj communi-
cants, beside one hundred children under the cotnmunicating age, which 
is eight. A l l above this age are compelled to confess, and to re-
ceive the sacrainent. His living is worth eight hundred ducats per 
annum; a considerable benéfico íbr Spain, being equal to eighty-seven 
pounds, seventeen shillings, and eight pence, sterling. 

May 18. Frorn Grajanejos, we crossed an extensive plain, and 
passing through a forest of ilex, entered upon a level countrj, in which 
for many miles, we saw neither tree, ñor house, ñor any token of 
human existence, except one monumental cross. But after this, as 
we got within the influence of Guadalajara, we met with flocks of sheep, 
good corn, and sandy banks covered with vines, which to us had 
all the charras of novelty. Descending to a lower leve!, we discovered 
a vast expanse before us, bounded by snowy mountains to the north. 
In this fertile vale, plenty seems to have established her dominión, 
and to be constantly replenishing her horn, with corn, and wine, and 
oil. 

Guadalajara is divided into ten parishes, and is said to contain 
sixteen thousand souls, with fourteen convcnts. I t is rendered famous 
by the royal manufacture of broad cloth, and is remarkable for the 
species of cloth made of the Vigogna wool. Here the king employs 
near four thousand peopje, to whom he pays monthly, six hundred 
thousaod reals, or six thousand pounds, besides about forty thousand 
spuiners scattered in the surrounding villages. 
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This manufacture was first projected by the Barón de Riperda, 
A. T). 1720, who bronght workmen from Holland, but witli verj iH 
success; and Don Josepli De Carvajal, prime minister to Philip V. 
who attempted the same at S. Fernando, had in his day little more 
to boast of. During the war of 1740, the English government, with 
a view to distress the Spaniards, having prohibited the importation 
of their wool, the sudden stagnation had for the moment the eíFect 
desired; but new channels were soon opened, fresh markets were 
discovered, and the price of wool was considerablj raised. To pre-
vent such stagnation for the future, Mr. Wall, then in England, 
decoyed one Thomas Bevan, a skilful workman, from the town of 
Melksham, in Wiltshire, with many others, and established them at 
Guadalajara, where they contributed to raise the credit of an expi-
ring manufacture. Some years after this, Thomas Bevan, havino- met 
with i l l usage, died of a broken heart; and in him, this under-
taking suíFered an irreparable loss. 

The conduct of the English, in refusing to purchase of their ene-
mies, this profitable articíe of commerce, reminds me of a measure 
equally politic adopted by the Spaniards with the same views and 
0 1 1 a similar occasion, when, during the war of the successíon, they pro
hibited the sale of their wines, oil, and fruits, to the English and the 
Dutch. 

A. D . 1755, government finding i t impossible to derive a profit from 
this declining manufacture, delivered i t o ver, together with the similar 
one established at S. Fernando, to the Gremois; but after a few years 
(A. D . 1768) the king once more undertook to manage both on his own 
account, and soon removed the sister manufacture from her former abode 
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to Bñhuega, still permitting her to retaiu the ñame oí S. Fernando, 
as being well known and much hónourcd in the market. 

t f we maj believe üstar iz , the infant undertaking, in his day, swal-
lowed up the whole of the provincial reverme, and yet was constaotly 
in debt. This we inay readilj believe; because i f anj individual werc 
to conduct such an extensivo manufacture on his own account, sup-
posing him not to have been previously instructed in the business, 
although he should have been bred to- trade, he would lose his 
money; a private gentleman would lose more, a sovereign raost. 

Considering wliat salaries must be paid, how little scope for di l i -
gence and parsimony, how much for negligence and rapiñe, and 
how very weak the inducement to excel, a sovereign can have no 
reasonable hope to multiply his gains. I f he is to forcea trade and 
to establish a monopoly by the exertion of supremo authority, all these 
evils will increase against him, and the i l l ic i t trader will meet him 
to advantage. I f he is fairly to stand a competition, the private trades-
man, too active and too zealous for the sovereign, will seek out new 
markets, and by attentions, by civility, by acís of friendship, and by 
barter or reciprocal exchanges, gain the preference, whilst the sovereign, 
unless he sinks the price, will remain with his commodity unsold. 
Should the price be sunk low enough to forcé a market, the loss 
must be considerable, and no manufacturer will be able to rise up 
against the sovereign, whose capital is inexhaustible, or to stand the 
competition with him, who can aíford to suíFer loss without fear of 
bankruptcy. 

Ustariz condemns all such establishments, and writes a chapter to 
A a 
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prove, "Que las fabricas de quenta de los soberados no florecenf 
that manufactures on the sovereign's account can never prosper. Count 
Campomanes cannot approve them: the principies which this able 
statesman labours to establish, have all much higher views, and lay 
a more certain foundation for national prosperitj. His principies are 
applicable to every nation, whether rich or poor. He would, in the 
first place, difFuse knowledge by free-schools, under the conduct of the 
best masters, to teach drawing, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, 
agriculture, and languages, with the theory of commerce, and of po-
litical oeconoray; he would promote justice and sobriety, diligence and 
oeconomy; he would encourage public spirit, and oeconomical socie-
ties; he would send young men, properly qualified, to travel, for the 
purpose of inspecting all the modern improvements in arts, manufac
tures, and commerce, adopted by more polished nations; he would 
render communication easy, by means of roads and canals; he would 
regúlate the posts, and establish banks; he would próvido plenty of 
fu el for manufactures, as being essential to their existence; he would 
honour the mechanic, the manufacturer, and the merchant; he con-
demns all monopolios, and all Corporation privileges, as partial, op-
pressive, useless, and unjust; he would encourage strangers, and make 
naturalization easy to them; he would diminish the number of fes-
tivals, prevent the abuse of monastic institutions, encourage industry 
in convents, and employ in some profitable labour all who are con-
íined in prisons; he would construct good harbours, quays, and wharfs, 
and cause sea charts to be formed with the most minute attention. 
To these wise regulations, recommended by that able politician, i f 
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we might venture to suggest any additional provisionss they might 
be these few: suffer the demand for money to regúlate the rate of 
interest; encourage insurance among merchants and manufacíurers; 
tolérate all religions; protect persons and property froni regal tyraony 
by civil liberty, and from prívate violence by wise laws, enforced by 
an active and vigilant pólice; make coinmerce íree, and live in pcace. 
With these provisions, there could be no occasion for the sovereign 
to be a manufacturer, much less would he have any inducenient to 
become the chief monopolist. These provisions not having been 
adopted by the Spanish government, the manufacturers of other na-
tions can purchase the raw material, pay freigbt, charges, and heavy 
duties, and importing them into Spain, make considerable profits where 
the monarch suífers loss. 

From Guadalajara to Alcalá is four leagues. This city, watered by 
the Henares, and fed by a fertile and most extensive plain, is one 
of the prettiest in Spain. The buildings are oí granite, oí' limestone, 
and of brick, and the pavement is of sraooth round stones, mostly 
silicious, all the spoils of distant mountains. The Archbishop of To
ledo has a palace here, the work of Covarrubias and Berruguetc; in 
one front of which are eighty-two pillars, in the other íifty-two. 
The churches are thirty-eight, the colleges nineteen. One of these T 
visited with peculiar pleasure, as may be readily conceived, when I 
say that i t was founded by Cardinal Ximenes. The library is well 
furnished; the books are excellent and well arranged. Among these 
the original Complutensian Bible must command for ever the grateful 
i'emembrance of the christian world. In this apartment are preserved 
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his letters, his ring, his bust, and his picture; but these, though beau-
tiful, faintly express the greatness of his mind, and the goodness of 
his heart. 

From Alcalá to Madrid is six leagues, in which space three rivers, 
the Henares, the Jarama, and the Manzanares, diífuse their fertilizing 
streams over a vast expanse of level country, by which considerable 
cities, together with the capital, are fed. 

The approach to this from Alcalá is beyond description beautiful. 
The road is spacious, and the gate is elegant. On the left we look 
into the garden of the ancient palace, called Buen Retiro, with the 
botanical garden and the extensivo alievs of the Prado, well planted 
and adorned with numerous fountains. On the right, through the 
trees, we catch a glimpse of another gate, whilst the wide street of 
Alcalá, stretching gracefully before us, and bending in the line of 
beauty, contracts, as i t advances up a gentle bilí, thus discover-
ing at one view some of the most considerable of the public build-
ings, and the habitations, either of the first nobility or of the foreign 
ministers, 

In this street is the Cruz ch Malta, a largo hotel, to which we drove, 
and where for the night, after my companions were dispersed, I took 
up my abode in solitude, with the reflection, painful for the momento 
that I was come to my journey's end. I t had been wearisome, and not 
altogether free from dangerous accidents and disagreeable adventuros; 
but then, with an object constantly in view, every thing may be endured. 
Besides, in these fourteen days, I had got acquainted with my foliow-
travellers, and for the cadet had contracted friendship and esteem. 
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Even for the others, whilst thus united b j one common interest, I felt 
regard; but now that our journey was at an end, the idea of dispersing 
to meet no more, left a gloom which solitude was i l l suited to relieve. 
At the end of a pursuit a vacuum succeeds, which must be painful 
ti l l some new, some interesting object ís in view, and gives fresh occu-
pation to the mind. 

On this occasion, I atnused myself with reflections on the feelings 
of the ten thousand Greeks, when, having surmounted all their diffi-
culties, and arriving safe in Greece, they immediatelj dispersed to go 
in search of new adventures. What raisery must be their's, whose views 
in life are closed. This appears to be the chief source of wretchedness 
in eloisters, where little scope is left for either hope or fear. 

Before we parted, we had to settle our accounts. 
The coach, with two coachmen and seven mules, cost us by agreement 

thirty-five pistóles, or twenty guineas; and as a gratuity, we gave the 
men six pistóles, equal to three pounds, twelve shillings. The expense 
upon the road for diet was eleven hundred and forty reals. The 
sum total, therefore, of our expenditure was six and thirty pounds; 
which for a journey of a hundred Spanísh leagues, accomplished in 
fourteen days, must be considered modérate. 
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MADRID. 

As the court was absent from Madrid on my arrival, all my letters 
were for the present useless, excepting one from M . Sage, of París, to 
Don Casimir Onega, who, as botanical professor, is well known to all 
the lovers of that science. I had indeed a letter to a grandee of Spain, 
then at Madrid, with the strongest recommendation, and from him, I 
had expected mu oh; but I was disappointed in my hopes. I found 
him polite, but cold; sensible and well informcd, but silent and reserved; 
universally esteemed for the goodness of his heart, but so perfectly 
absorbed in the formal duties of religión, that I could derive no advan-
tage from his friendship. I n a word, he a^pears to be one of those 
to whom the Italian proverb raay with justice be applied, Tanto hmn 
che m i niente: so good that he is good for nothing, 

I n Don Casimir Ortega I found the activity of friendship, and every 
possible attention. By his permission I had access at all hours to the 
botanic garden. This well-chosen spot being upon a declivity, inclined 
towards the Pardo, and separated from i t by iron rails. Whelher you 
are walking or riding in that shady grove, rcfreshed by its numerous 
fountains, and unmolested even by the mid-day sun, yon may at one 
view command the whole of i t . In this spacious and well furnished 
garden, I frequently amused myself in renewing my acquaintance with 
a science which I had formerly studied with delight; and whenever the 
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professor gave lectures to his pupils, I constantly attended. M y first 
elements I had learned under Doptor Hope, who, as a botanist had 
acquired fame; but I must confess, that the method of Ortega appeared 
to me superior; and I am persuaded that bis pupils with modérate 
abilities, cannot fail to be proficients in tliis science. 

He not only expects them to come prepared, and able to investígate 
each plant, so as to trace i t from class to order, genus, species, and 
variety, but he teaches them, to draw up generic descriptions for 
themselves. 

The merit of the master will soon appear in the productions of 
his pupils, who with M . Dombey, have travelled over Spanish America, 
and are preparing to favour the world with their discoveries. 

Such a pursuit, in the absence of the court, preved an agreeable 
resource, and with the library of the Carmelites, helped to occupy 
my attention in both a pleasing and profitable manner. 

At intervals, I walked about the town to obtain a general idea of i t , 
before I descended to particulars. I n my own mind, I divided the 
whole into three portions, corresponding to three periods, easy to be 
distinguished. The most ancient is nearest to the river Manzanares, 
with narrow and contracted streets, crooked lañes, and blind alleys, 
üke those still visible in London, but more especially in París, where 
no extensive conflagration hath consumed the rude monuments of art, 
erected by the remote progenitors who inhabited the infant city. To 
the north and to the east of this, as yon remove farther from the 
river, the streets are wider, and the buildings aíFect some degree of 
symmetry. This portion includes the Plaza Mayor, or square, which 
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in its day must have been a striking object, and terminales at the 
Puerta del Sol But when Philip J I . removed liere with his courlí, 
and Madrid became the capital of his vast empire, the great nobi-
l i ty erected palaces beyond the former limits, and the Puerta del Sol 
is now the centre of the whole. 

I t is curious to trace the origin of cities. The shepherd pitches 

his tent, or builds his mud-wall cottage by the river side, becausc 

he cannot afford to sink a well; but man, being a grega. 

rious animal, others, fur the comfort of society, or for mutual 

protection, resort to the same spot, and build as near to him as possible. 

Cottages increase, tillage succeeds, manufactures follow, and the 

inhabitants, advancing both in number and in wealth, wish to enlarge 

, their habitations; but, the ground being occupied, they have no 

other choice but to raise their houses higher. Whilst inhabiting the 

humble cottage, they never complained for want of light or air; 

but now that they exelude each other's light, they wonder that their 

ancestors should thus have crampt themselves for want of room. 

Madrid has fifteen parishes, seven thousand three hundred and 

ninety-eight houses, thirty-two thousand seven hundred and forty-

five families, and one hundred and forty-seven thousand five hun

dred and forty-three individuáis, sixty-six convenís, sixteen colleges; 

eighteen hospitals, five prisons, and fifteen gates built of granite, 

most of whicb are elegant. The principal arch of the Puerta de 

Alcalá is seventy feet high, and the two lateral ones are thirty-four, 

all well proportioned. I t is by Sabatini, and does credit to his 

taste. 
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In looking for good pictures, I began with los Carmelitas descalzos, 
taking for my guide the excellent works of Antonio Ponz, and of 
Raphael Mengs. In the sacristy are found some works of the bést 
masters, of Titian, Vandyke, Rembrandt, Coello, Ribera, Jordán, Murillo 
Zurbaran, and of Andró Vacaro. The claustre is b j Velazquez. 

The chúrch and convent of S. Francisco de Saks, were built in the 
reign of Ferdinand V I . and here we see his monument, b j Sabatini, 
with that of his queen, Barbara of Portugal. The dome and the 
arches were painted by the three brothers Velazquez. The great altar 
has six Corinthian pillars of green raarble, like the verde antique, 
from Sierra Nevada, near Granada, of single blocks, each seventeen 
feet high; the base of the capitals are brass gilt. There are some 
tolerable pictures by Francis de Muro, and Cignaroli. The treasures 
of this convent are considerable. 

The church of S. Pasqual has the Visitation, by Jordano; St. Stephen, 
by Vandyke; Christ scourged, by Alexander Veronese; a Pope, by 
Titian; a Holy Family, by Leonardo da Vinc i ; Pope Gregory, St. 
Ignatius Loyola, and F. Xavier, by Guercino; the Adoration, by Paul 
Veronese; John beheaded, by Mich. Angelo Caravaggio; and íive others, 
by Ribera, 

The church of *S. Isidro, which belonged formerly to the Jesuits. 
strongly marks the character of that society, not only by its size, 
but by the taste which appears both in the building and its orna-
ments. In my opinión i t is the most elegant of any l have seen 
since I left Zaragoza. 
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The pictures, although not of the first raasters, are yet not to be 
despised. 

The great church of Ŝ. Francisco is admired by the best judges; 
but to me the vast dome and the Grecian arches, wholly destitute of 
ornaments, appear unfinished, naked, cold, and void of taste. 

The day after my arrival, near the Puerta del Sol, looking for the 
Calle de la Montera, without Spanish enough to inquire the way, a 
gentleman who saw my difficulty, spoke to me in English, and de-
sired to know what street I wanted. ü p o n being informed, he con-
ducted me to the house where I was going, and when he took his 
leave, invited me to diñe with him. This gentleman was Don Fran
cisco Escarano, one of the postmasters general, who, in return for 
civilities received in this country, when he was secretary to the em-
bassy, thinks he can never do too much for any Englishman who 
needs his assistance. Not satisfied with thus marking his attention, 
he conducted me to the king's palaces at Madrid; and, as long as 
I remained in Spain, he never lost an opportunity of rendéring me 
substantial serviees. 

The palace of the Buen Retiro k a vast pile of buildings, very an-
cient, long dcserted, and, when I saw i t , verging to decay. I t con-
tains some spacious apartments, in which there still rernain some few 
good pictures, but the three things which gave me most satisfaction 
were, the theatre, the great saloon, and the equestrian statue of 
Philip I V . This statue, cast by Pedro Tacca, of Florence, and said 
to weigh nine tons, is supported by the hind legs alone. I never 
saw ñor can conceive any thing more perfect, or which appears so 
animated, as this prodigy of art. 
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The theatre is vast, and opens into the gardens, so as to make 
íhem, upon occasion, a continuation of the scene. Here Ferdinand V I . 
frequently amused the public with operas, of which his queen was 
extravagantly fond. 

The great saloon, called el Cason, with its antichamber, painted in 
fresco by Lúea Jordano, reniains a monument of his taste, invention, 
judgment, and imitative powers. In the principal compartiment of 
the roof is represented Hercules giving the golden fleece to Philip 
the Good, Duke of Burgundy; in a subordínate compartiment. Pallas 
and the Gods are seen subduing the Titans; answering to this, the 
majesty of Spain appears ruling the terrestrial globe. The rest is filled 
up with allegorical figures, finely expressed. The antichamber con-
tains the Conquest of Granada. From the great saloon we go to the 
garden, by a little oval cabinet, covered entirely with looking-glass, 
in the ceiling of which is represented the Birth of the Sun, with 
people of all nations worshipping the rising deity, whilst the priests 
are engaged in oífering sacrifices. This likewise is by Jordano. 

I saw one apartment, which is seldom shewn to foreigners, con-
taining models of strong places; among these the two most striking 
are Cádiz and Gibraltar. 

The gardens of this palace are extensivo, and have a pleasing va
ri ety of wood and water. Had I been to fix upon a situation for the 
royal rehidence, I should have chosen this in preference to that in 
which the new palace stands, but there may be, perhaps, objections 
which do not present themselves to the transient observer. 

B b 2 
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The palace called Casa del Campo has few things worthy of attention. 
Here is an equestrian statue of Philip I I I . begun by Juan Bologna, 
and, after his death, finished by Tacca his disciple; i t resembles that 
of Henry I V . at París. Here also is the original of the famous Temp-
tation of St. Anthony, by Calot. 

I t is impossible to view the new palace without the most exquisite 
delight. I t presents four fronts, each of four hundred and seventy 
feet in length, and one hundred feet in height up to the cornice, in-
closing a quadrangle of one hundred and forty feet. These fronts 
are relieved by numerous pillars and pilastres, and over the cornice 
is a balustrade to hide the leaden roof. The height of the north 
front is considerably above the others, exhibiting five stories, besides 
the entresols and under-ground apartments. 

With the balustrade, on pedestals, are placed a series of the kings 
of Spain, from Ataúlfo to Fernando V I . The plan is somewhat 
singular. On the principal fioor is a suit of apartments, large and 
elegant, which communicate all round the palace, receiving light 
from the fronts, and inclosing rooms for the domestics, which have 
light from a spacious gallery within. This gallery runs all round the 
quadrangle, over an open pórtico, or piazza, and is covered by a 
terrace. The foundation of this edifice was laid in the year 1757, 
three years after the oíd palace liad been consumed byfire; and to 
prevent the like accident in future, the whole is upon arches. 

The most striking feature in this palace is the audience chamber, 
sallen de los reynos, which is a double cube of ninety feet, hung with 
crimson velvet, and which, with its sumptuous canopy, and painted 
roof, makes a most magnificent appearance. 
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The paintings of the ceilings are by Tiepolo, Giacuinto, Bayeu, Velas-
quez, Maella, and Mengs. I t is not possible to view the Apotheosis 
of Hercules, in the hall of conversation, and of Trajan, in the king's 
dining room, without feeling singular pleasure and delight. I n the 
execution of these pieces, Mengs exerted all his povvers, and seems to 
have found no difficulty in executing what bis imagination had conceived. 
Ease and elegance every where prevail. I n these two delightful sub-
jects, we cannot readily determine which we should most admire, his 
designs, his lights and shades, his colouring, his invention, or his com-
position; for here he seems equally to deserve praise for al l : he wants 
however, in ray opinión, that expression in which his favorito Raphael 
excelled. 

I t would be unpardonable to pass over this superb collection of 
pictures, without some kind of detall. I shall therefore begin with 
the king's apartments: 

I n his antichamber there is, by 
Basan, an Adam; a Noah; Orpheus; and six others. 
Paul Veronese, Adonis sleeping. 
Rubens, four of Hercules; one of Philip I I I . 
Tintoret, Judith and Holophernes; St. Ursula martyred. 
Tifian, Sisyphus ; Prometheus; three of Venus; and Adam and Eve. 
Velasquez, Philip I I I . Philip I V . their two wives, and Olivares, all on 

horseback. I doubt whelher five such horses, so perfect, and so fu 11 
of animation; were ever seen together; the horse of Philip I V . rises 
from the canvas, and seems so much like real life, that i f properly 
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placed, I am persuaded an acute eye might be easily deceived. 
I n the king's conversatian room, into which he retires with the fq. 

reign ministers the moment he has dined, there are, by 
Titian, Charles V . on horseback; Philip I I . Europa; Adonis. 
Vandyke, Don Fernando. 
Velasquez, ü o n n a Maria de Austria. 

In the king's dressing room, by 
Guido, an Assumption. 
Luca Jordano, Isaac; Flight into Egypt 
Mengs, a Nativity. 
Murillo, the Annunciation ; the Virgin and Joseph; a Sacred Family, 

Jesús and John, as infants. 
Ribera, Elspagnoleto, the Virgin and Mary Magdalen; John the Baptist. 
Velasquez, Argos; Vulcan át his forge, with the Cyclops and others. 

Some by Teniers and by Titian 
I n the king's prívate cabinet are more than twenty of Teniers, and one 

of Woverman. 
l o the antichamber of his bed-room is a Holy Family, by Jordano, and 

one by Mengs. 
In his bed-chamber are eight by Mengs, among which are, the Ágony in 

the Carden; the Taking down from the Cross; and Christ appearing 
to Mary. 

In the first apartment of the Infanta, there are many by Jordano and 
Lanfranc; two children, by Guido; Virtue and Vice, by Fau¡ Vero
nese; a portrait, Vandyke; and two beautiful Cattle Pieces, by 
Velasquez, 
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IQ the second antichamber are, hy 
Cario Maratti, two women with flowers. 
Jordano, Jacob and Esau; Bathsheeba. 
Lancfranc, two pieces. 
Titiati, St. Margaret. 

In her dining-room there are nineteen b j Jordano, 
In her great hall there are, by 

Jordano, four, taken from the History of Solomon. 
Rubens, a Priest; a Dance, and one more. 
Tifian, Charles V. and Philip I L 
Velasquez, four pictures of distingiiished merit. 

In her bed-room, Peter in Prison, by Guercino; St. Anthony of Padua 
adoring the Child Jesús, by Cario Marat; and the Seizing of our 
Lord, by Vondyke. 

In the apartments of the prince and princess, are seven pieces by Jor
dano ; the Child Jesús disputing with the Doctors in the Temple, by 
Faul Veronese. 

Of Rubens, the Rape of Ganimede; Marsias and Apollo; the Centaur 
in a robe of the wife of Perithous; Satura; Apollo; Narcissus; 
the Holy Children. 

In their cabinet there are, by 
Albert Dure?, his own Portrait, and the Death of the Virgin. 
Basan, The Adoration of the Kings; the Nativity; and, the Agony 

in the Carden. 
Corregió, Christ clothed by his Mother; and Christ praying in the 

Carden. 
Leonardo de Vinci, the Holy Children playing with a lamb, and one more. 
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Fanl Veronese, Moscs taken up b j Phavaoh's daughter. 
Poussin, a Lanclscape. 
Raphael, a Holy Family; and a Virgin with her Son. 
Jlubens, two Landscapes; four heads: and six small pictures. 
Titian, Children playing round a statue of Venus; and a Baccbanai 

with a Woman sleeping; both astonishingly fine. Rubens copied 
these, or ratber i f the expression may be allowed, he translated 
them i uto Flemish. The thoughts remain, but the ease and the 
ciegan ce are lost. Surely nothing ever equallcd the origináis; the 
eye is never tired of viewing them. 

In the prince's dressing room are» by 
Andrea Sacchi the Nativity of the Virgin. 
Andrea Vacaro, five pictures of St. Cay atan. 
Jordano, a Conception; and the Death of the Virgin. 
Espatioleto, or Joseph Ribera, sometimes called E l Spagnoleto, a 

Magdalen; St. Benito; St. Gerónimo; and St. Bartholomew. 
Mengs, a Nativity. 
Murillo, a Holy Family. 
Jlubens, a Virgin and Child. 

Tifian, Ecce' Homo; and a Stabat Mater Dolorosa. 
Vandyke, a Magdalen; and two of St. Rosalia. 
Velasquez, a Landscape with two hermits. 

In their dining room there are by 
Brughel, some good pictures. 
Espanoleto, a Conjnrer. 
Coypel, Susanna accused by the Elders. 
Paul Veronese, a Susanna. 



Rubens, Achilles discovered by Ulysses. 
Tintoret, Judith and Holofernes. 
Titian, seven pictures. 
Vandyke, a Womaji. 
Velasquez, the Marquis of Pescara. 
Woverman, Landscapes. 

Tn the apartmeot of the Infant Don Gabriel, there are seven pieces by 
Jorckmo; three by Espanolefo, and a Charles V. by Titian. 

In the apartment of Don Antonio there are three by Jordano. 

I n the aparlment of the Infant Don Louis were, by 
Guido, Jesús bearing his Cross. 
Paul Veronese, Eleazer and Rachael. 

Rubens, Sí. George and the Dragón; the Centaurs; Progne giving to 
Tereus his son, Itis toeat; Diana; Archimedes ; Mercury; Hercules 
and the Hydra; Apollo and Pan; the Rape of Proserpine: the 
two copies from Titian, before mentioned, of the Bacchanals, and 
of the Children playing round the statue of Venus. l i a d the ori
gináis been lost, these would have been much admired. 

Vandyke, the Infant Don Fernando; and some others. 

What has been said, may serve to give a faint idea of this inestimable 
collection; in viewing which, this observation naturally presents itself, 
that as far as relates to imitation of nature, the Spanish painters are 
not behind the first masters of Italy and Flanders; whereas, in point of 
üght and shade, and what has been called aereal perspective, which is 
only the rnodification of these, Velasquez leaves all other painters far 
behind him. 

G C 
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Joining to the palace is a house called Casa de Reveque, in which 
are shut up the following pictures: by Guido, Hippomanes and Atalanta] 
by Annibal Carrachi, a Venus with Adonis and Cupid; by Paul Veronese, 
the same subject, a smaller size; and by Titian, five pictures, in each 
of which is a naked Venus. 

By Rubens, the Rape of the Sabines; Diana bathing ; a Bacchanal; 
a Perseus and Andrómeda; Juno, Palias, and Venus, all full size. 

Near to this is the royal armoury, which is well arranged; the ar-
mour is ancient, yet very bright, and well preserved ; i t is an epitome 
of Spanish history. The most conspicuously placed is the armour of 
Montezuma. 

When I had in some measure satisfied my curiosity in viewing the 
pictures, I began to tura my attention towards the manufactures; 
but more especially to that of nitre, or saltpetre, which in this city, 
has employed some thousands of the inhabitants in summer, and 
many hundreds in the winter. 

In my way to this, on Saturday, May 2?, passing through the gate 
of St. Barbara, I visited the tapestry manufactory, which equals 
in beauty, the gobelins, from whence it originally carne. I íbund 
a Frenchman at the head of it , who was civil and communica-
tive. This fabric was brought into Spain, and established here, 
undcr the direction of John de Van Dergoten, from Antwerp, in the 
year 1720. They now employ fourscore hands, and work only on 
the king s account, and for his palaces, making and repairing all the 
tapestry and carpets, which are wanted at any of the Sitios, or 
royal residenees. 
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Every one knows the method of working tapestry; that the chain 
is perpendicular, the harness o ver the ir heads, and the picture by 
which they work behind them, that they work with bobbins, and 
press down the thread with , a little ivory comb. 

In making their carpets, they have three coarse-spun threads 
lightly twisted together, which they weave into the chain with 
their fingers, so as to tic, and then cut ofF the thread about a 
quarter of an ind i in length. This they find to be inuch better 
than the ancient method of weaving on the cutting knife, and their 
work, they say, is considerably stronger. 

From thence I proceeded to the saltpetre works, where at every 
step I was confounded, and at a loss which to admire most, the 
wisdom of the Creator, and the secrei paths in which he is con-
stantly proceeding, or the folly of the minister, who established this 
manufacture at Madrid. 

The person from whom I took my information was a Frenchman, 
who found employ ment here beca use of his ski 11, acquired in other 
works of a nature similar to these. 

I observed a large inclosure, with a number of mounts of about 
twenty feet high, at regular distances from each other. These he 
told me had been collected from the rubbish of the city, and the 
scrapings of the highways. I exarnined them with a minute attention, 
and found nothing remarkable, but small fragments of gypsum in 
great abundance; they had remained all the winter piled up in the 
manner in which I found them. A t this time men were employed in 
wheeling them away, and spreading abroad the earth to the thickness 

c c 2 
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of about ene foot, whilst others were turning what hael been pre-
viously exposed to the influence of the sun and the air. He told 
me, that the preceding summers these heaps had been lixiviated, 
and that being thus exposed, they would yield the same quantity 
of salt again, and that, as far as he could judge, the produce would 
never fai l ; but that, after having been washed, no saltpetre could 
be obtained without a subsequent exposure. He thought Madrid on 
all accounts, improper for such a manufacture; and said, that from 
bis own observations, he was inclined to think they could not make 
saltpetre for eight reals, that is, nearly twenty-pence a pound. 

M y curiosity was excited to the highest degree by this account, 
which seemed to ofFer violence to the most established principies of 
chemistry; I determined therefore to lose no opportunity of paying 
attention to this business, and with that view, procured an intro-
duction to the gentlemen who had the direction and control of i t . 
With them, T examined a much more extensive work at the gate 
Atocha, near the general hospital. They informed me, that the num-
ber of men employed, was commonly about fifteen hundred, but for some 
short intervals, near four thousand; this latter number agrees well 
enough with the Abbé Cavanilles, who states them at four thousand. 
According to their account, they have had this manufacture only a 
fe# years, and have now collected earth sufficient to last for ever. 
Some of this earth they can lixivíate once a year, some they have 
washed twenty times in the last seven years, and some they have sub-
jected to this operation fifteen times in one year, judging always by 
their eye, when they may wash i t to advantage, and by their taste 
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i f i t has yielded a lixivium of a proper strength. When i t is too weak, 
they pass i t over fresh earth t i l l i t is strong enougb for boiling. Most 
of the earth they use is common earth, and they are of opinión that 
all the earth in the vicinity of Madrid contains some nitre. When 
the earth has been a proper time exposed, they put i t into large 
earlhen pans, ranged in a row, of the sanre form with those used by 
sugar-bakers to refine their sugars, being a cone inverted, with the 
apex truncated; at the bottom they put a bit of esparto matting co-
vered with ashes, to prevent the earth from falling through; on this 
they keep pouring water as fast as i t filters, t i l l i t wil l yield no more 
lixivium. As i t filters i t falls into a drain, which conducts i t to a 
cistern; from whence it is pumped up into the furnaces, which are ab-
surdly deep, and by a fierce fire, is evaporated sufficiently for the 
salt to crystallize. The salt thus obtained is a mixture of nitre and 
sea salt. To sepárate these, they use the common process. I t is well 
known that muria, or sea salt, is soluble in three times its weight of 
water, either hot or cold; but nitre requires only one-sixth of its 
weight, i f the water is boiling, whereas, i f i t is cold, the water must 
be six times the weight of nitre, to dissolve i t perfectly. Henee i t 
is evident, that on cooíing, the nitre will be the first to crystallize; 
this however requires repeated operations before the nitre is thoroughly 
refined, and fit for market. The director and comptroller both assured 
iüe, that the saltpetre did not stand the king in more than two hun-
dred reals a quintal, and that he sold i t for five hundred, getting a 
clear profit of three hundred reals by every quintal which he m ade. 
They ought to know; but I suspect that in their calculation there is 
some mistake. 
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Not satisfied with this account o f gains by a royal manufacture, 
and in such a situation, I went once more to examine some inferior 
officers, both in the upper and the lower works, at the two gates, S. 
Barbara and Atocha. I found some in each, who were sufficiently 
communicative; and this was the rosult of my inquines: at the up
per works, sin ce the war, they have employed one hundred men in 
winter, and more than three hundred in the summer; they have four 
furnaces, and have made, upon the average, about four thousand 
arrobas of refined saltpetre in the season. At the lower works, they 
employ commonly in the winter three hundred men, and in íhe sum
mer above one thousand, but occasionally they have had twice these 
numbers. With this strength, and with twenty-five furnaces commonly 
at work, they have refined thirty thousand arrobas of saltpetre; and 
they guess the sea salt at ten thousand arrobas. To heat their fur
naces they use vine branches, for which they give one real per arroba, 
or two-pence halfpenny for twenty-three pounds and one quarter. 

Tbese are the facts; let us stop one m ornen t to examine the ni, at 
present, not as philosophers aod chemists, but as merchants and po-
liticians. I f we allow the quintal of four arrobas to be equal to 
ninety-three pounds Engiish, which is what the merchants reckon it, 
and the real to be worth two-pence halfpenny, we must conduele 
that the king of Spain makes his saltpetre for five-pence farthing; 
and it is clear that he sells it for thirteen-pence farthing per pound: 
but if, at the upper works, we aiiow one hundred men in winter, 
and three hundred in the summer, or two hundred on the average, 
at tifteen pounds per annum each, and say that they re fine one thou-
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sand quintáis of salt-petre, we slvall find that the labour alone comes 
to seveo-pence three farthings a pound. To ibis must be added 
wear and tear of utensils, salaries, and above all for fuci. Wiien 
a man coosiders, that not onlj^ in the first, but in everj subse-
quent operation for refining the nitro, six pounds of water must be 
evaporated for one pound of tiie salt produced,^ and that twenty-three 
pounds and one quarter of such weak fuel as vine branches stand in 
two-pence halfpenny, altliough without the assistance of Mr. Watt he 
may not be a ble b j calculation precisely to point out the quantitj 
of fuel, supposing the evaporation to be conducted upon the most 
a p pro ved principies, yet every man may see that the expense must 
be enormous. Taking all these things into consideration, I am in-
clined to think, that the king of Spain does not make bis nitre for 
twenty-pence per pound. As for the sea salt, I ha ve not taken that 
into the account, because in Spain it has little valué, except that 
which it has acquired by carriage; and jndeed with us in England, 
as in Franco, the principal part of its price arises from the duty 
which is imposed upon i t . The king of Spain sells his nitre at thir-
teen-pence halfpenny per pound; and i f it costs him twenty-pence, he 
gets nothing by the bargaio. But supposing he might take a profit 
by the sale; yet, i f he selis i t to himself, 1 know not where he is 
to look for gain; and i f he compels his subjects to be the pur-
chasers, he is guilty of oppression; he lays snares to oatch the mer-
chants, and he gives encouragement to smugglers. 

The East India company, when i t is refined, sell saltpetre in the 
English maiket for ¿£2. A<s. 6d. the cwt. which, deducting se ven shiU 
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lings and three-pence, the draw-back on exportation, is a small fraction 

under four-pence a pound, and the company would no doubt be 

happy to contract with Spain for Jess. I n Bengal, as I am informed 

by one who was thirt'y years in the trade between China and that 

country, saltpetre before the East India Company undertook to make 

i t on their own account, sold for four rnpees the bag of 160 pounds, 

which, at 2s. 6d. the rapee, wonld be exactly three farthings a 

pound; but in fact, the rupee is intrinsically worth only one shil-

ling and ten pence, and by the Company is reckoned two shillings 

and three pence. 

The foundation of tliis difFerence in the price of the production 

between Bengal and Madrid, must be obvióos to every one, who 

considers that the evaporation, which is effected in the latter by the 

forcé of fire, may be carried on in the former without expense, by 

the sun and by the air. 
Of all places, Madrid is the most improper for such an extensiva 

manufacture; where they have long winters; where provisions, labour, 
fuel, are all at a high price; where the court resides; and where 
they have no navigation. I f this manufacture were estabiished in 
the south of Spain, near to a navigable river, none of • these objec-
tions would have place; the sun and air would assist the evaporation, 
or completely firtish i t , as we see daily in their salt works on the 
borders of the Mediterranean; the little fuel which might be need-
ful would find its way to them; and the nitre would be easily trans
poned for the supply of distant markeís: but even there i t should 
not be administered on the sovereigns account; because, with every 



advantage of sitaation, the monarch ouist be a loser, where the prí
vate adven turer would contri ve to gain. 

1 liave no doubt that motives of benevolence maj have contributed 
to keep this voracious monster at Madrid, and the apprebension, 
that were it not cherished and supported, a muí ti tu de which is now 
fed b j their attendance upon i t would be reduced to famine. Of all 
employments for the poor, that which is most uncertain is the least 
desirable; and little is that to be encouraged, which in summer de-
coys them frorn the harvest, and from the works of husbandry, and, 
when the winter comes, turns them adrift, to remain inactivo t i l l the 
return of spring. These objections remain in forcé against the manu
facture of saltpetre at Madrid, which feeds four hundred onl j in 
the winter, and when íhe j should listen to the calis of agricultura 
employs from thirteen hundred to four thousand. I f these are not 
wanted for the labours of the field, and can find no constant work 
in profitable fabrics, i t is plain that they have needlessly been drawn 
into existence, and that the population should be suffered to sink 
gradually t i l l i t has again found its proper level. 

I have dwelt upon this subject, and treated i t thus copiously, and 
pushed the conclusión as far as i t will go, because the principie, which 
is thereby established, is of great importance to mankind, and yet 
seems to have been little understood. 

I tried to obtain admission to the china manufacture, which is 
Hkewise administered on the king's account, but his majesty's injunc-
tions are so severe, that I could neither get introduced to see i t , 
ñor meet with any one who had ever been able to procure that 
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favour for himself, I was the less mortified upon this oceasion, be* 
cause from the specimens which I have seen, botli in the palace at 
Madrid and in the provinces, i t resembles the manufacture of Séve 
which I had formerly visited in a tour through Trance. 

I inquired also for the manufacture of gold and sil ver stufFs, of 
which Ustariz makes mention; but I could not find the least vestige 
of i t . He tells us, that this establishment was made in the year 1712, 
with peculiar privileges, and with the best encouragement. Each loom 
was allowed ene quintal of silk, with wine, oil, and soap, of each ten 
arrobas (232 J pounds) per annum, free of al! duties, and the stuíFs in 
their first sale were to enjoy the same exemption. 

When I began to think of going to the court, I was for a time di« 
verted from my purpose by the kindness of my friend Don Casimir 
Ortega, who introduced me to Count Campomanes, governor of the 
council of Castille. We called first at his house, but not finding him 
at home, we went to a society, founded A. D . 1738, called Academia 
de ¡a Historia; i t meets at the Pahaderia, or Casa Real, in the Plaza 
Mayor, and he is the president. 

The Plaza Mayor, in the year 1612, when i t was finished, must have 
excited admiration; i t is four hundred and thirty-four feet, by three 
hundred and thirty-four, and much too high for these dimensions. 

In the Casa Real are some good apartments, looking to the sun, 
now given up to the secretary of this society. They have a good 
collection of books, manuscripts, and medals. They are employed 
upon the history of Spain, and have bestowed uncommon labour and 
attention in ascertaining both its geography and chronology. I t is 



liere, that on all solemn occasions the rojal family assembles to sec 

the hvM feasts. 
When we arrived, the society was tneeting. Among those to whom 

I was introduced was a man advanced in years, appearing, at first 
view, of a forbiddiog aspect and ungracious in his manner; he said 
nothing to me, but tiirned himself round, and took up a book. Soon 
after this, I saw him take the chair, and found that this was Cam-
pomanes. 11 ow I ever got resolution to visit him I cannot conceive, 
but I found him always easy of access, condescending, gracious, kind, 
friendly, and obliging to the last degree. I t is possible that his good-
ness to me may have made me partial in my judgment of him; but, 
in my opinión, few kingdoms can boast his equal for understanding, 
knowledge, and benevolence. He appeafs to be one of the most su
perior characters that have adorned his country, and one of the best 
patriots that ever gave instruction to a rising nation. 

I t must be confessed, that my first introduction to him was awk-
wardly conducted, and for want of information, my subsequent visits, 
I can readily suppose, might appear i l l timed to him. He had the-
goodness to make me promise that I would come to him the next day, 
but did not ñame the hour. I n the afternoon I went, but the porter 
told me he was not at home. I said that 1 carne by appointment. 
He then told me, that his excellence was asleep, this being his time 
for taking the siesta, but that I might go up and wait. I went up 
into a large hall, where I found many i l l dressed people waiting, but 
no domestic. Here I continued for a time; but, upon observing some 
genteel visiters going through this hall, I followed them into the next 
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apartment, where I found a page writing at a table. Here I stopped 
and took a chair. After a time I inquired i f his excellence was 
awake. The page left me, and in about ten minutes came back, 
and conducted me into the council chamber, where T found him in 
his bed-gown and white night-cap, walking with those gentlemen who 
had passed through to him without asking any question of the page. 
The eount received me with the greatest goodness, and led me into 
his closet, where I had the happiness of enjoying his conversation 
more than two hours. He invited me to come' to him whenever i t 
should be agreeable to me, and desired that, without reserv.e, I would 
apply to him whenever I wanted either information or protection. 
Eearing I might break in upon bis time, which I knew must be ex-
ceedingly valuable, because no minister in any kingdom has so much 
business passing through his hands, T returned no more t i l l I was 
about to make my excursión to the north. I then called about two 
hours later than before, and, without asking any question, I walked 
up, and went directly to the council. chamber. Here I found two 
gentlemen waiting, who had been announced. After a few minutes 
his door oponed, and he came in, when, for the first time, I disco-
vered he was near sighted in the extreme. When he had spoken 
to them, he inquired i f any body beside was in the room. Upon this 
I presented myself, and was perfectly satisfied with my reception. 
As I had seen his chariot waiting at the door, I soon made my bow, 
and left him. After I became better acquainted with the manners 
in Spain, I had, on m}' return from my northern expedition, much 
more comfortable enjoyment of his society, and, instead of breaking 
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in upon his time, either when he had business to despatch, or when 
he was . at his siesta, or when he wished to take the air, I used to 
assemble with his friends after the business of the day was over, 
when I never failed to meet with the most cordial reception. I f I 
happened to go to him too early, he had the goodness to forgive 
me and would often dictate to his page, and at the same time keep 
up the conversation with me. 

Before t left him, he made me tell him what I had seen, and finding 
that I had not visited his favourite establishment, he recommended me 
to see i t . This was the academy of the ennobled arts. The next 
morning I presented myself in his ñame to Don A. Ponz, the president, 
aman of taste and judgment in the arts, who conducted me through all 
the numerous and magnificent apartments, which have been given up 
to this useful institution. I n the evening, I returned to see the pupils at 
their work, when I had the pleasure to find two hundred and eighty 
boys engaged in drawing, twenty employed in architecture, with thirty-
six modelling in clay, some from casts, and others from a living subject. 
Every month, prizes are distributed to stimulate their diligence. This 
academy, like that which I have described at Barcelona, is open to the 
whole world, and every thing is provided for the pupils at the king's 
expense. 

The cabinet of natural history is accessible to a l l ; there is no need to 
wait for tickets, but at the appointed hours, any person, who is decerít 
ín his appearance, is admitted to walk round the rooms, and to examine 
^vhat he picases, as long as the doors are open; i f he is peculiarly devo-

to one branch of natural history, he is not hurried away from that 
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wiih the gaping multitude, and corapelled to spend the allotted portion 
of his time in apartments, which contain nothing to interest him. This 
circnmstance gave me peculiar pleasure, because my chief attention has 
ever been directed to minerals. 

The collection of the king of Spain is truly magnificent, but far from 
being well-chosen, or well-arranged. For intrinsic valué in sil ver, 
gold, and precious stones, perhaps no cabinet ever equalled this; but 
for science, I had rather be master of the more humble collections of 
Mr. Charles Greville, or of M . Besson. 

Among the large masses of native gold, I could not discern one crys-
tal; and as for those of silver, they appear to have been valued chiefly 
for their weight. 

The large crystals of sulphur from Conil mine, near Cádiz, are well 
preserved, but like most other substances of the mineral kingdom in 
this cabinet, they are in too great abundance; every shelf is loaded with 
duplica tes upon duplicates without end. 

The specimen which most attracted my attention was a large rock, 
containing forty emeralds, in the form of hexagonal prisms, sorae near 
an inch diameter, and one inch and a half in length, and many of the 
finest water, without the appearance of a flaw. I wished for the privi-
lege of taking away those only which had been absurdly cemented on 
this rock; my cabinet would have been much enriched by the accession 
of these beautiful crystals, and the rock itself would have recovered its 
more graceful, because more natural simplicity. 

The collection of tins was exceedingly defectivo, and among these l 
obseryed two palpable misnomers, these weré two dodecaedral garnets 
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placed araong tbe t in crystals, each with the tin mark upon i t , one, in 
the hand writing of M . Davila, the other of the merchant frorn whom 
he purchased i t . 

The extraneous fossils are exceedingly confused; requiring to be 
purged, and well arranged. 

The animáis are beautiful, and in high preservation. 
The foundation of this coliection was laid hy M . Davila; buí I appre-

hend that after he had published his much admired catalogue, the best 
of the specimens were picked and culled, and that the refuse only were 
cárried to the king of Spain, who made the parchase, and appointed 
him first director of his cabinet. 

The science of natural history is almost new in Europe. Sir Hans 
Sloane led the way in England, BufFon followed, and Davila brought up 
the rear. I t is but of late years, that the sovereigns of Europe have 
taken this science under their protection. England began, and Spain 
has followed the example. 

Shoiild Izquierdo, the present director of the Spanish cabinet, bend 
his mind to natural history, I may venture to say, that ali the other 
cabinets in Europe will soon be left far behind; but I fear, that his 
great talents will place him in some more exalted station; his strong 
understanding, quickness, and penetration, his universal knowledge, 
and his unwearied application, mark him out for the finance; and 
there, I apprehend, his ambition leads him. I met with him in París, 
where the most fíattering offers had been made to him; but he chose 
rather to return to Spain, his native country. 

l a M . Clavijo, the vice-director of the cabinet, I found a sensible 
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man, and a moat agreeable companion, well infonned on every subject 
to whieh he liad turned his thoughts, hospitable, generous, poli le, and 
always ready to oblige. Bred in the civil departments of the state, his 
services on the death of Davila, and the promoíion of Isquierdo, wcre 
rewarded by this appointment to the cabinet. Üpon heaving me praise 
the emeralds 1 had seen, he advised me to procure adrnission to a prí
vate cabinet, belonging to the Marquis of Sonoro, minister of the Indies. 
I followed his advice, and got my friend Don Casimir Ortega to con-
duct rae to his house. Here I was perfectly astonished at the beauty of 
his emeralds, superior to any I had seen for lustre and for size. He had 
likewise good specimens of gold and sil ver, with artificial birds in fili-
gree, froni the East Indies, which must give pleasure to ali who can 
admiré the works of art. This collection is valuable, but the marquis 
most evidently had no taste for science, and was solicitous, not to ac-
quire knowledge, but to increase his treasure. 

I n the evening, I directed my course towards the Prado, which at 
this season of the year is much frequented: my objects of pursuit had 
been so many and so various, that I could spare but little time for this 
refreshing grove; but now, having finished all my work, I walked as 
long as I could sea. 

The coaches were numerous, and the walks were crowded, all was in 
motion, when suddenly, about eight in the evening, on the tolling of a 
bell, I was much surprised to see ali motion cease, every coach stood 
still, every hat was off, and every lip seemed to utter prayer. This I 
afterwards found to be the custom all over Spain, I f the aífections of 
the heart correspond with the external sign of piety in Spain, and ií 
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the moral conduct answers to the afíections of the heart, this people 
must be the most heavenly-minded, and the most virtuous people 
upon earth. But all is not gold that glitters; and I had soon an 
opportunity of forming a conjecture, that all who thus moved the 
üp, were not to be reckoned among the friends of pietj and virtue. 
When the prayer was over, the coaches began to move slowly on 
once more; but soon after this they went briskly off, and, the muí-
titude dispersing, left a number of young women, attended by young 
men, who from that time seemed to be more at ease, yet, notwith-
standing, kept within the bounds of deceney. 

I have observed all over Spain, that the leading principie is, never to 
give offence. People may be as vicious as they picase; it may be 
notorious that they are so; but their manners must be correct. 
This regard to deceney, certainly deserves the highest commenda-
tion. 

A t Madrid, the hotels are good. They have no table d'hote; but 
every one diñes in his own apartment, where he is served with two 
courses, each of four or five dishes, with a dessert, and one such course 
for supper, with plenty of good wine, for which he pays seven livres 
and a half a day, including lodging; but i f he eats no supper, then 
his dinner and his two rooms will cost him only five livres, or four 
and two-pence English. 

Having, for the present, satisfied my curiosity at Madrid, June 2, 
I went with M . Izquierdo post to Aranjuez, seven leagues, which we 
performed in about three hours. In the way from Barcelona, se ven 
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leagues with seven mules had been a long dayV journej. I n com-
parison with that slow motion we seemed to fly. 

A l ! the way we saw only gypsum rock, wherever the rock was to 
be seen. The road is perfectly well made, wide, straight, and planted 
o ti each side with elms. The country almost a dead flat. I n this 
short space we left the Manzanares, crossed the Jarama, touched the 
Trajuna, and carne to the Tajo which we called the Tagus. 

After dinner I presented myself to our minister, Mr . Listón, and the 
day following I went with him to deliver my letters to Count Florida 
Blanca, the prime minister. 

His excellency received me graciously, and told me, that whilst I 
remained in that kingdom, I had only to inform him what I wisbed, 
and i t should be done for me. He is a little man, and, i f I may 
judge by his eyes, exceeding hypochondriacal; but he has a look of 
benevolence, and, i f his countenance does not deceive me, he has more 
iban a common share of understanding. His manners are polished, and 
his address is pleasing. 

Sunday, June 4, I went to court to see the king and all the royal 
family at dinner; then dined at Mr. Listonas, where I met Sir Alex-
ander Monro and General O'Neil; and at five in the evening I went 
to Anover, thrce leagues from Aranjuez, to pass a few days with my 
friend Don Casimir Ortega. 

Whoever goes to Aranjuez should take care to fill his purse, and he 
may be certain that he wil l soon find i t emptied. For a single mulé 
in a volante I paid four-score reals, which is sixteen shillings and 
eight-pence, to go these three leagues. For one miserable bed-room 
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you must give eight shillings and four-pence a day; and i f you do not 
quit early in the morning, you are charged four shillings and two-
pence for the half day. Yet with all these heavy charges, the inn-
keepers are not unreasonable, because they have but a short harvest, 
jn which they are to make up their rent; besides which, the expense 
being so exceedingly oppressive, no one ever comes here but by ne-
cessity, and therefore they who are obliged to come must bear the 
greater burden. 

Attover, three leagues from Aranjuez, and four from Toledo, is built 
on the summit of a gypsum rock, commanding an extensivo plain, which 
is watered by the Tagus. I t has four hundred houses, and contains 
two thousand souls; of which, fourteen hundred go to confession* 
and receive the eucharist; the remaining six hundred are under 
ten years of age. 

The extensivo plain through which the Tagus flows, resembling the 
vale of Pewsey in Wiltshire, is of vast extent, running east and west; 
i t is bounded to the north by a ridge of hills, on which this village 
stands, and beyond the river, to the south, by distant mountains, yet 
of gypsum, and not like the Wiltshire hills, of chalL The soil of 
this vale, being sand and clay to the depth of eight or ten 
feet to the level of the river, is rich, and its fertility is abundantly. 
increased by the overflowing of the Tagus, which in winter, leaves>. 
greater wealth behind than ever was collected from its golden sands. 
In summer, water is supplied by norias, at little expense beside that 
of labour. They had once a canal, made by Philip V . seven leagues 
in length, which brought to them the water» of Jarama; but about 
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twenty years ago, the head preved faulty, and i t has never been 
repaired. The loss by this misfortune and neglect is almost inesti
mable; some idea may however be formed of i t , by considering, that 
Anover alone has ninety norias, the expense of which would have been 
saved by the canal. 

Behind the village, on the hills, there is a fruitful plain, whose 
soil is dissolved gypsum, sand, and clay. The plain is cut by innu
merable ravines to a considerable depth, which discover the gypsum 
rock in horizontal strata, with fine blue clay, very hard, and re-
markable for smoothness, interposed between the beds of gypsum; 
this gypsum is mostly crystallized, and is either solid, striated, stel-
lated, lamellous, or in stalactites. In the ravines contiguous to the 
village, the poor have excavated little habitations, with each a chim-
ney, and a narrow entrance by way of door; these are warm in 
winter, cool in summer, al way s dry. 

The parish of Anover is a league and a half in length, and three 
quarters in breadth. I t has one hundred and fifty proprietors of land 
the representatives of those by whom the country was recovered from 
the Moors, who are all freeholders, subject to no manerial rights, 
paying only two-tenths, one to the king, and the other to the church, 
each taken up in kind. As their estates are not entailed, industry 
is much encouraged. I t is however much to be lamented, that the 
lands of each proprietor are scattered in small pareéis in the com-
mon field, which, after harvest, is fed in common by all the parish 
ñocks, so that they cannot plough, ñor crop, ñor feed them to ad-
^ntae^e. 
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Their course of husbandry in the valley is, two ycars, barloy, one 
year, wheat; and the fourth year, melons. These are natural to the 
soil, as appears by the cucumis elaterium, a native of this country. The 
crops are watered, and the produce of wheat is fifty for one; of barley, 
from sixty to a hundred; which is nearly five times the average produce 
with us in proportion to the seed. Don Casimir has for some years past 
been cultivating senna to great advantage: i t is for the English market, 
and is much admired. 

From the hills, and the extensivo plain beyond them, they obtain wine, 
olives, oil , and corn, chiefly wheat; all exceedingly fine. 

Their ploughs shew great scarcity both of tiraber and of iron; the beam 
is about three feet long, curved, and tapered at one end, to rcceive an 
additional beam of about five feet, fastened to i t by two iron collars; 
the other end of the three foot beam touches the ground, and has a mor-
tise to receive the share, the handle, and a wedge. From this descrip-
tion, i t is evident, that the beam itself supplies the place of sheets; the 
share has no fin, and instead of a mould-board, there are two wooden 
pins fastened near the heel of the share. As in this plough, the share, 
from the point to its insertion in the beam, is two feet, six inchss long, 
it is strengthened by a retch. They have no other implements of tillage, 
being perfect strangers to the use of harrows. I t must be evident to 
every one who has the least knowledge of this subject, that no plough 
can be worse adapted to the soil; were they to procure models from 
Barcelona, they would soon be convinced of this. 

For cheese they never use the rennet, but in its place, they substitute 
the down of the cynara cardunculus, a species of the wild artichoke. 
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with which they inake a strong infusión over night, and the next raorn* 
ing, when the miík is warm from the cow, tiiey put nearly half a pint 
of the infusión to thirty-two azumbres, or about fourteen gallons Englisli 
measure, 

Within these ten years they have established a manufactory of salt-
petre, highly interesting to the chemist. To collect the earth most 
suited for their purpose, they go out early in the morning, and observe 
where the ground is wet, and changed to a dark coiour, having been 
previously distinguished for its whiteness; this they bring home and wash, 
after the same manner as at Madrid. Saltpetre being composed of 
nitrous acid, with vegetable alkali, i t has been imagined, that the ashes 
used in making nitre contributed the latter; but here they employ only 
the ashes of the tamarisk, which contain vitriolic salts; and as the 
vitriolic acid has a stronger affinity to the vegetable alkali than nitrous 
acid, i t must be evident, that both the acid and the alkali of the nitre-
have some other origin, receiving nothing from the ashes. 

After they have extracted all the nitre, they expose the earth to the 
influence of the sun, and then find the same proportion of the salt, as 
i f i t had never been lixiviated before. 

Near to this village, towards the bottom of a ravine, are two springs con-
taining Epsom salt, sulphat of magnesia, which, as the sun evaporates the 
water, forms in beautifully white, spongy, and mamellous flakes. The 
same salt is seen efflorescing from the gypseous earth and clay above the 
springs. With the nitre is found sea salt. Thus, in this elevated part of 
Spain, the vitriolic» the nitrous, and the muriatic acids, with magnesia, 
the vegetable, and the fossil alkalis, all meet together in a manner never 
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yet explored. When I come ío Granada, I shall resume this subjcct, and 
collect such facts as appear to be connected with i t . 

The plants to be found here growing on the bare gypsum rock are, 
the Cistus halemifolius; Cistus helianthemum; Lepidium subulatum; 
Artimisia herba alba; Thymus zygis, used by the natives to prepare the 
olives; Teucrium capilatum; Statice retusa; Buphthalmum aquaticum; 
with which they make brooms; Marubium vulgare; Thapsia villosa; 
Peganum harmela; Carduus solstitialis; Francania levis; Sedum hispa-
nicum; Francania pulvurulenta, thriving best on the saltpetre earth. 

I n the valley I found the following plants: Anchusa officinalis ; A l -
thaea officin. Andreala integrifolia; Arundo phrag. Adonis ees ti val is; 
Aparine vulgare; Carduus acantoides; Carduus marianus; Chaemae-
melumcotulá aureá; Centauria salmantica, used for making brooms; 
Crepis; Cucubalus behen; Cucumis elaterium; Cynara Cardunculus, 
used for turning milk; Daucus visnaga; Eringium commune; Echium 
vulg. Echinops strigosus, which produces the Amadoux, with which 
they obtain light, as we do with tinder; Euphorbia serrata; Lepidium 
latifolium; Lycium Europaeum; Lychnis; Malva rotundifoi. Omithopus; 
Poliganum aviculare; Peganum harmela, the ashes of which they use 
in Arragon for making glass; Rubia tinctorum; Salix alba; Salsola 
tragus ; Salsola sativa ; Salsola Cali; Salsola fruticosa; Tamariscos gal-
lica, which when burnt, produces vitriolated tartar and Glauber salt. 

The Salsolas are worthy to be noticed; because they are commonly 
found on the sea shores, within the influence of salt water. Their pro-
duction in this valley will créate no difficulty i f we cali to mind the 
nature of the bilis, and the quantity of salt which they con tai n. 
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Beef and veal sell for ten quarts the pound of sixteen ounces; mutton, 
twelve; bread four and a half; eight quarts and a half make a real 
vellón, or nearly ten farthings English. Labour in winter is four reals a 
daj , in harvest, ti ve. I f hired by the jear, they ha ve forty-five reals 
a month, or about six pounds, two shillings per anmim, and theit 
board. 

Hitherto I had associated only wiíh those who were perfect masters of 
the French language: but now the time was come when I must begia 
to find my way without the assistance of interpreters. My first attempt 
bowever, was attended with some difficulty. My friend, Don Casimir, 
made my bargain for a borrico, and a guide to convey me to 
Toledo, 

Wednesday, June 7, at break of day, I took leave of my hospi-
table friend, and put myself under the protection of my guide; with 
whom not being able to converse, I had the more leisure to make 
observations by the way. 

His attehtion seemed to be rivetted; but for a length of time l could 
not imagine what kind of object he was seeking, t i l l at last seeing 
a cloud of dust ascending from the vale beneath us, and observing 
that his eyes became more bright, and that he moved more lightly 
over the turf, I began to dive into his intentions, and to consider 
how I was to avoid the cloud, ^hich to him, as i t appeared, had 
the most powerful attractives. We descended slowly down the hill? 
and when we were got into the valley, saw before us a drove of 
carriers, with their asses loaded, carrying gypsum to Toledo. These 
were the friends and village companions of my guide, for whoiu 
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he had been looking out, impatient of iimt sil en ce, which my igno-
rance o í his language had imposed 0 1 1 him. Smothered with dust, 
I bagan to recollect all the Spanish I had ever heard, but could find 
no expressions, by which I could make him compreíiend that 1 was 
not pleased with our new companions; t i l i at last í lialtéd, let tbem 
get a-head, beckoned my guide, and said with aii angry tone of voice, 
pointing to his friends, " No son mis amigos!" This, repeated with 
energy, had a due eíFect, and fronv thenceforward I had a moat com-
fortable ride. 

Having desceiided into the valley, we saw úó more gypsurrí, except 
two insulated hilis to the right, entirely composed of xhis substanee, 
which in Spain seems almost every where to supply the Aplace of 
chalk. Imteaá of gypsum we found clay, puré, and without viMble 
admixture, appearing from the summits of some swelling hills to theii 
foundations; but as we advanced nearer to Toledo, we niet with other 
Hills, which eveh to the water s edge, on the banks of the Tagus, 
discovered only quartz, with the clay evidentíy the prodiice of de-
composed granite, without the smallest vestige of the mica, or of the 
feld spat in mass. 

The situation of Toledo is remarkable. The Tagus passing betweeñ 
two granite mountains, and almost surrounding one of these, forms a 

península, on which the city stands, appearing ai a distance'like a 
•cóneí'' 81 .í/bo-vüa . ssiiadv.; \ ú bo^oJqrns ' n w odw 

Having passed the gate, we ascended to the apcx, and soon fell 
down upon a posádá, built by the archbishop at his own expense, 
ímd fitted up in the most commodious manner; there are no 1 ;̂ 
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than fortj-seven bed-rooms, spacious, neat, and furnished with good 

beds. The pnce of every thing is fixecl, and is very modérate. 

From a dialogue which my young friímd and travelling companion, 

the cadet Don Nicolás de Llano Ponte, liad coniposed for me, sup-

posed to be between a traveller and his host, T contrived to let my 

present host know that I should diñe there, and then took a walk 

ío form a general idea of the city. 

1/Vhen I returned, I found all hurry and confusión in the inn : a 

gran señor liad arrived soon after my departure, and occupied the whole 

attention of the posadero, leaving me without hope of procuring any 

thing that day to eat or drink. This gran señor, was M. Cabarrus, 

the projector of the Spanish bank, who, with his friend Izquierdo, were 

come to survey the river, for the purpose of a canal betweea this 

city and Madrid. 

NGtbing could be more opportune for me. I immediately joined 
company with them, and when they left Toledo, they transferred me 
to their friends, from whom I obtained all that a traveller can want, 
Information and protection. 

After dinner we began with visiting the Alcázar, that residence 
of ancient kings, now the magnificent abode of poverty and wretched-

The north front is by Alonso de Covarrubias and Luis de Vergara, 

who were employed by Charles V. The south front is the work of 

Juan de Herrera. The quadrangle is one hwndred and sixty feet by 

one hundred and thirty, and, with the great staircase, the gallery, and 

the colonnade, has an air of elegant simplicity. 
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When the court retired from Toledo, this palace was suffered to 
decay, t i l l some lovers of the arts, mourning over the ruins of the 
once stately pile, had made represen ta tions to the king, and urged 
him to repair i t . I n consequence of these representations, the arch-
bishop himself undertook the business, and having restored the A l 
cazar to its prisiine grandeur, converted i t into an hospicio or general 
work-house for the poor. A l l the magnificent apartments, are now 
occupied with spinning-wheels and looms, and instead of princes they 
are filled with beggars. In these they work, and in the under-ground 
story, which had been the stables, they have their dormitory. 

The good archbishop here feeds seven hundred persons, who aré 
employed in the silk manufactory; but unfortunateiy, with the best 
intentions, he has completed the ruin of the c i ty ; for, by his weight 
of capital, he has raised the price, both of labour, and of the raw ma
terial, whilst, by carrying a greater quantity of goods to the com-
mon market, he has sunk the price of the commodity so much, that 
the manufacturers, who employed from forty to sixty workmen, now 
employ only two or three, and many who were in affluence, are now 
reduced to penury. 

These people are so far from earning their own maintenance, that 
over and above the produce of their labour, they require forty thou-
sand ducats a year for their support. I f we reckon the ducat at 2.sv 
Sid. we shall find the sum amount to six pounds, ten shillings and 
a fraction for each pauper, which alone, without the assistance of their 
work, should suffice for two of them. Of these forty thousand ducats, 
the archbishop gives, in the first instance, twenty thousand, and the 
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ehurch supplies the rest; but having conversed with hira upon this 
subject, I am much inclined to think that he gives a great deal more. 
He certainly supplies the déficit; and with his vast revenue he is 
always poor. 

Frorn tlie universal experience of mankind I may venturo to assert, 
tliat i f the most able silk manufacturer in Enrope, who in the way of 
his profession has acquired wealth, were to feed, to clothe, and to em-
ploy se ven hundred people upon the same terms, either with these in 
the Alcázar, or with those who belong to similar establishments in 
England, Trance, or Spain, he wonld soon be reduced to poverty. 
For líeaíth, for comfort, for profit, for population, let every family oc-
cupy a sepárate cottage, and learn to live on the produce of its in-
dustry. For want of a right understanding on this subject, benevolence 
i a England, France, and Spain must sigh, and say, " When I would 
do good, evil is present with me." Such establishments increase the 
evils they mean to remedy, and aggravate the distress they were in-
tended ro relieve, 

From the Alcázar we went to visit the royal manufactory of arms, 
with which I was much pleased. The steel is excellent, and so per-
fectly tempered, that in thrusting at a target, the swords will bend 
like whalebone, and yet cut through a helmet without turning their 
edge. This once famous manufacture had been neglccted, and in a 
manner lost, but it is now reviving. 

The next morning I devoted to the cathedral, where I spent some 
hours agreeably. The building itself, the carving, the pictures, and the 
trcasúres it contains, all attract and rivet the attention. This mas::-



nificent churcli is four hundred and four feet long, and two hundred 
and three feet wide; it has five aisles, and the higliest of ihese is 
one hundred and sixty feet. The choir is covered with carvings re-
presenting the conquest of Granada, executed in a most superior style, 
by the two famous artists, Alonso Berruguetc, a disciple of Al i cha el 
Angelo, and Felipe de Borgona. The eye is never weary of examin-
jng these monuments of their consummate ski 11. Among the pie tu res 
Ure the works of the best masters, of Rubens, Titian, Dominico Greco, 
Vandyke, Guido, Cario Maratti, Eugenio Caxes, Vincente Carducho, 
and Bassano. In the library, they have near seven hundred manu-
scripts. 

The treasures of this cathedral struck me with astonishment. La Cus
todia, an elegant silver model of the cathedral, weighs twenly two thou-
sand ounces, and took fifty-íive ounces of puré gold for gilding. I t 
contains a multitude of pillars, and two hundred littíe silver images of 
exquisite workmanship. In the centre of this edifice is placed a shrine 
of massive gold, weighing fifty pounds; another, which óccasionaíly 
supplies the place of this, contains a statue of the infant Jesús made of 
puré gold, and adorned with eight hundred precious stones. In four 
sepárate closets, are four large silver i ni ages, standing on globos of 
silver, each two feet diameter, represen t i ng Euro pe, Asia, Africa, and 
America, with their several emblems, given by Aune of Newbourgh. 
The gránd silver throne, on which is placed the Virgin, wearing a 
crown, and adorned with a profusión of the most costly genis, weighs 
fifty arrobas, which at twenty-five pounds the arroba, is equal to one 
thousand, two hundred, and íifty pounds. In the cha peí of the Virgin, 
is an altar covered with gold and silver. 
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I t is evident, that this profusión of wealth has aríscn from the pious 
donations of the Spanish princes, out of the immense treasures obtained 
from their gold and silver mines, on the first discovery of America. The 
valué of these donations may be ascertained with case; but no pen 
can estimate, no figures calcúlate, no imagination can conceive, what 
would have been the valué, what the produce of this wealth, if, iustead 
of being thus buried, and, as far as relates to any useful purpose, lost, 
i t had been employed in making easy Communications through the king-
dom, by canals and roads, or in the improvement of the soil, by drain-
ing, by planting, and by watering, o r in the establisKment, by means of 
premiums and by loans, of useful manufactures, suited to the genius of 
the people, and to the nature of the country. I f that overflowing 
wealth had been diverted into profitable channels, what might Spain 
have been! We may venturo to say that, i f the gold ánd silver of 
America, instead of being buried in the churches, or which is worse, 
instead of pampering the pride, the prodigality, and the unprofitable 
luxury of the great, or, which is worst of all, instead of being idly 
squandered in useless and almost endless wars, i f all this gold and silver 
had been devoted to Ceres, Spain would have been her most favoured 
residence, and the whole peninsula would be one continued garden. 

The revenue of this cathedral is, perhaps not to be equalled by any 
church in Europe. 

The archbishop has nine millions of reals a year, which, at two pence 
halfpenny per real, would be equal to ninety-three thousand, seven hun-
dred, fifty pounds sterling; but we may with more accuracy say ninety 
thousand ; a revenue, this fit for a sovereign princé. Besides the arch-
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bishop, there are forty canons, fifty prebendaries, and íifty chaplains. 
Of the canons, fourteen are dignitaries. The whole body of ©cclesi-
astics belonging to this cathedral is six hundred, all well provided fbr. 
They were formerly regulars of St. Auguslin, but thej are now secu-
larised. 

I had the curiosity ío hear mass in one of the chapéis, where they 
use only the Mozarabic Missal, which was composed by St. Isidoro 
fot the Oothic church after their conversión from Arianism to the Catho-
lic faith, &c. This maintained its empire t i l l the expulsión of the 
Moore, when the court introduced the Román Missal, but at the same 
time, influenced by the lenity and good sense of Ximenes, indulged the 
nobles and the clergy of Toledo with their own Missal; but by degrees 
this was neglected, and almpst forgotten, insomuch that when I was 
there, no one was present but myself and the officiating priest. 

No religious establishment need be afraid oí toleration, unless it be 
absurd in the extreme; cease to persecute, and all sects will in due time, 
dwindle and decay; they have the seeds of mortality in themselves, 
and nothing but persecution can prevent their dissolution. When 
government has given its sanction to one religión, and made provi
sión for its priests ; when with cool deliberation i t has made choice of 
that which appears to be the best, and has affixed its stamp, i t has 
done its duty, and may safely leave the rest to the good pleasure of its 
citizens, or i f i t interferes at all, i t should be to encourage competition, 
and by no means to establish a monopoly. 

I n visiting the town-house, I was struck with a beautiful inscription 
oa the staircase, and took the pains to copy it . The affinity between 
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ihe Spanish language and the Italian, is so visible, that most people who 
have any knowledge of the one, maj, by the assistance of the French 
and Latifi, understand the other. I shall, therefore, venture to give the 
inscription without attempting a translation. I t is addressed to the 
magistrates of Toledo, and thus we read i t : 

Nobles discretos varones 
Que gobernáis á Toledo 
En aquestos escalones 
Desechad Jas aficiones 
Codicias, amor, y Miedo. 
Por los comunes provechos 
Bexad los particulares: 
Pues vos fizo dios Pilares 
De tan riquissimos techos, 
Estad firmes, y derechos. 

This famous city, once the seat of empire, where the arts and sci-
ences, where trade and manufactures flourished, is now brought to 
ruin and decay, and kept in existence only by the church» This city 
which contained two hundred thousand souls, is now reduced to twenty-
fíve thousand. The inhabitants are fled; the naonks remain. í lere wc 
find twenty-six parish churches, thirty-eight convents, seventeen hospi-
tals, four colleges, twelve chapéis, and nineteen hermitáges, the monu-
ments of its former opulence. Every streét retains sorae token to 
remincl the inhabitants of what their city was. They see many thousand 
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colutnns scattered about, each with " Sic transid déepl j engraved 
upon i t . 

The same desolation has spread to the surrounding villages, which 
are not only reduced in number, frorn five hundred and ññy one 
to three hundred and forty-nine, being a loss of more than two hün-
dred villages in one district, but the remaining villages are also re
duced to less than one quarter of their former population, and the 
devastation extends so far, that some of the most fertile lands are 
left uncultivated. This I can venturo to affirm upon the best au-
thority. 

Two hundred and ttventy years before the Christian era, Hannibal 
added Toledo, with Castille, to the empire of Carthage. From thence 
it passcd under the dominión of the Romans, and continued in sub-
jection t i l l the reign of Euríco, the seventh sovereign of the Gothic 
line in Spain, who took possession of this city about A* D . 467. I n 
that line the sceptre had continued more than 240 years, when the 
Moors entered Spain, encouraged by the weakness of a country, which 
through the jealousy of wicked sovereigns, had been disarmed, and made 
an easy prey to the íirst who should invade i t . I n three years they 
over-ran the whole kingdom, and Toledo, although better prepared than 
most other cities to make a vigorous resistance, submitted to its fate, 
A. D . 714. Alfonso V I . a warlike prince, with the assistance of Ro
drigo Diaz, surnamed the Cid, rescued this city from the Moors A. 1>. 
1085; but i n less than fifteen years he lost the famous battle of the 
Seven Counts, and with i t the city. From this time to the final ex
pulsión of the Moors, Toledo was the object, for which most blood 
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was shed; and even after that period, i t had little time to breathe 
before i t was vexed by new storms. 

The loss of two able sovereigns, oflsabella, A. D . 1504, and of Fer-
dinand, A. D . 1516, with the total incapacitj of their daughter Joanna 
and the foreign education of their grandson Charles, but more espe-
ciall j the disgrace and death of Ximenes, convulsed the Spanish empire 
in its whole extent. This distinguished minister, like Richelie.u in Franca, 
and Henry V I L in England, had curbed the power of the great feodal 
lords, had divested them of their usurped authoritj, and, in the place 
of the anarchy and confusión of distracted empire, was preparing to 
introduce a system of wise and equitable government, which at once 
should give stability to the throne, and protection to the weak, from 
the oppression of the strong. By his advice, immediately after the 
conquest of Granada, Ferdinand, and Isabella had applied themselves 
seriously to this important business, revoking the grants of cities, 
castles, lands, pensions, and immunities, which had been extorted from 
tbe crown, encouraging appeals from the tribunals of the barons, and 
attaching to their own persons, by a papal grant, the three great 
masterships of Calatrava, Alcántara, and St. lago, with all their cities. 

s, apd strong places, usually given to the nobles. After the death 
of Ferdinand, Ximenes, appointed regent of Castille, during the mi-
noriiy of Charles, following up this plan, had courted the free cities, 
had armed the citizens, and by their means, had kept the great no-
bility inawe; but when he fell, inexperience, weakness, and rapacity 
taking the reins, ruined all his plans, and soon drove the people to 
despair. The citizens of Toledo were the first to take up arais5 and 



the last to lay them down. They chose for thcir general Don Jolin de 
Padilla, a young nobleman of undannted courage, bnt of no experiencc. 
Al l the cities of Castiíle followed the example of Toledo, ahd the re-
bellion breaking out with violence, was conducted with a rage and fury 
peculiar to civil insurrections. They neither shewed ñor expected pity; 
but, to the utmost of their power, by the halter, by fire, or by the 
sword, they destroyed the persons and the property of all who opposed 
their measures. The ecclesiastics, without hesitation, joined them; but 
the nobility observed a strict neutrality. The motives by which these 
several orders in the state were actuated, will appear from the requi-
sitions of the santa junta, an assembly composed of deputies from all 
the cities. The principal were these: 

1. The king shall reside in Castille, or appoint a nativo regent. 
2. None but natives shall hold offices in church or state. 

5. The representatives of the people in cortes shall be paid by their 
own constituents, receiving neither place ñor pensión from the crown, 
and shall choose their own speaker. 

7. The cortes shall be assembled once in three years, to consult on 
public aífairs. 

8. The soldiers shall have free quarters only six days, and on a márch. 

10. The excise duties shall be reduced to what they were at the death 
of Isabella. 

11. Al l crown grants from that period shall be revoked, and all new 
offices shall be dissolved. 

14. A l l the privileges of the nobles, prejudicial to the commons9 shall 
be revoked. 
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15. The government of cities shall not be in the hands of the nobles, 
ñor shall the governors be paid by them. 

17. The lands of the nobles shall be taxed equally with those of the 
commons. 

18, No money shall be sent oui of the kingdom, ñor shalí i t be granted 
by the crown before it has been raised. 

20. The mayors shall continué in office only one year, unless the 
people desire i t ; and they shall be paid by the treasury, and not either 
by fines or forfeitures. 

22. The goods of the accused shall not escheat t i l l after sentence of 

condemnation is pronounced. 

25. No man shall be compelled to purchase papal indulgencies. 
By these requisitions i t is clear that the commons were ground as be-

tween two mill-stones, oppressed both by the crown and by the nobles; 
but for want of proper leaders they obtained no redress. Sometimes they 
made application to the throne with the most flattering offers; at other 
times they solicited the nobles to take part with them against the usur-
pations of the crown, and held up to thém a rod, in case of their re-
fu sal; but, whether they tried the forcé of premisos to the king, or of 
threatenings to the nobles, these promises and threatenings met together 
in one object, the resumption of the crown lands. 

The armies of the commons, every where defeated, were at léngth 
dispersed; Padilla was beheaded, and Toledo alone remained obstínate 
in its resistance, encouraged by the example of Padilla's widow, who not 
only deelared her own resolution not to survive the loss oí liberty, but 
urged them to avoid the et^rnal reproaches of posterity, by transmitting 
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ío their children that freedom which they had received by inberitance 
from their progenitors. 

The conduct and courage of this heroine might yet have retrieved 
their affairs, had not the court contrived to detach the ecclesiastics 
from the common cause. Deserted by them, and deceived in their 
expectations by the nobles, the commons, no longer able to make 
resistance, and having no alternative, surrendered the city by capitu-
lation to the crown, (A.D. 1522.) Thus ended a war which had been 
carried on with spirit two and twenty months, and thus the nobles 
in Spain, as in all other countries, rather than give liberty to the 
people, submitted themselves to receive the yoke. The whole nation 
has suíFered by this chango in the constitution of their government; 
but no order in the state has lost so much as the nobility. From 
being little less than sovereigns, they are slaves, reduced to the lowest 
state of abasement; mere cyphers, without weight, consideration, i n -
fluence^ or dignity; not like lawful sovereigns, dethroned yet unsub-
daed, the objects of most generous pity and compassion; but like 
some contemptible usurper, when degraded and exposed to the de-
rision of the surrounding multitude. 

I t wa« not t i l l A . B . 1529, that the university revived, after the expul
sión of the Moors. This seminary may be considered as the offspring 
of Salamanca, and although many distinguished characters have been 
educated here, the daughter has never been equal in splendour to the 
mother. They have twenty-four professors, and receive annually about 
four hundred students. The antiquated philosophy of Aristotle main-
tains unrivalled empire here. 
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Before I turned my back upon this rnost interesting city, I wished to 
bave ascertained a fací, which is reported by no contemptible authority 
but I wanted opportunily. 

I t is ceríain that the water of the Tagus at Aranjuez, passing between 
mountains of gypsum and sal gem, is there very noxious; but at Toledo 
ít is very good, and lathers ^e l l wiíh soap. Mr. Bowles affinns, that 
bclow Toledo this water discovers no sign, by any chemical process, of 
either salt or gypsum. I n confirmation of a theory which he labours to 
establish, he relates another fact similar to this. He says, that after rain 
the river by Cardona (that high mouutain of rock-salt álready mentioned) 
is so impregnated, that the fish die; but that three leagues below the 
mount, neither by evaporation, ñor by any other means, could he ever 
discover the least partido of salt. 

These, and similar facts, i f ascertained, would point out a law of 
nature with which at present, we are wholly unacquainted. 

Provisions are remarkably cheap at Toledo: beef, eight quarts; mut-
ton, eleven; bread, five; labour from September to May, fourreals; 
the remainder of the year, four and a half. 

I t must always be remembered, that eight quarts and a half make a 
real, which may be reckoned two pence halfpenny sterling, but in 
íruth i t is not more than 2g pence. 

June 9, I left Toledo. The way from this city to Aranjuez is interest
ing, as being a country evidently covered with decomposed granite. In 
one part of the way we find the clay unmixed, but as we proceed, we 
see the quartz blended with the clay, whilst the mica, as the lighter 
body, has been carried oíf. The vegetable tribes, are nearly the same 
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with those already mentioned at Anover, with the addition of excelient 
Üquorice growing wild. Near the river side, is an extensive wood of 
tamarisk. This part of the country is chiefly the king's demesne, and is 
left uncultivated, gíven up to mules, although the land is rich, and, with 
proper tillage, would produce the most luxuriant crops. I n one spot 
of low swampy ground, is saltpetre in abundance, discernible to the 
taste, and visible to the eye, although i t is far from any dwelling, and 
free from all distinguishable admixture of either gypsum or calcareous 
matter. 

As we approach the Sitio, that is, the royal residence, we meet with 
a delightfully shaded road; and after traversing a scorching plain, feel 
refreshed by the vapour arising from the water, with which a double row 
of elms is kept in constant vigour. 

Aranjuez, at this season of the year, is a most enchanting residence. 
The palace is not superb, but i t has the look of comfort, and the garden, 
watered by the Tagus, is beautifully laid out, without the least appear-
ance of aífectation, but natural, and suited to the climate, which requires 
cióse walks, and, of course, great simplicity ; i t is extensive, and, by 
that eircumstanco, aided by the size of the elms, which are, without 
exception, the largest I ever saw, i t has an air of magnifieence, but that 
kind of magnifieence which consults only pleasure. The Cyprian god-
dess, with her little train, might have chosen this for one of her most 
favoured spots; but native beauty is here confined to the vegetable king-
dom; few of her nymphs are to be found in this part of Spain. 

The corps diplomatique seem to enjoy themselves more in t h k re-
treat than at the other sitios; they are near together; they give good 
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dinneís; they have frequent balls; and, from day to day, they have 
one continued round of pleasant amusements. 

Tn this sequestered spot, we meet with none but men of the most 
polished manners, well informed of everj thing that is passing in 
the world. and with the most accomplished women, all cheerful, gay, 
and lively. The refinements óf a select society like this were so 
powerfully attractive, that I laid by the pen, I closed my books, 
and, from morning to night, had agreeable engagements. I cam©; 
here with Izquierdo, expecting to have explored the mountains in 
this vicinity with him; but the moment we left the chaise, we 
parted; he lived with the ministers, I with the corps diplomatique. 
A few days after my excursión to Anovcr, we met; when, like another 
Mentor, he awaked my attention to the chief object of my journey, 
saying, " M y friend, we must quit this place, and return to the more 
rngged paths of science: this kind of life is not suitable to us" 
Thinking however some relaxation needful, and finding the society 
at Aranjeuz, although cheerful, not unprofitable, I determined to 
prolong my stay. 

Here I often met one of my travelling companions, tbc tall Frcnch 
colonel, looking exceedingly dejected; his gloom was manly> yet in-
creasing daily, i t seemed at last to border on despair* Part of his 
rventful history had escaped from him on the journey, the rest I 
collected from his friends. A Frenchman serving in the Spanish army i» 
sufficient to bespeak misfortune. His was an afTair of honour, not 
uncommon among the oíficers in Franco, in which he had killed his 
colonel. Without loss of time he fled, and, being of a high and noble 
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family, he was strongly recommended to the Spanish court, where, asa 
brave officer, he met respect. Wherever he served, his conduct was ad-
mired, and liad he been either discreet or fortúnate, he must have 
risen high in his profession. His person and address were graceful, 
his understanding strong, and vvell informed, but for want of prudence, 
his ambition was sacrificed to his love of pleasure. As a man of gal-
lantry, with snch accomplishments, his empire must have been exten-
sive; his vanity was flattered; but i f he felt attachment, i t was for 
one from whom he had nothing to expect but what the warmest af-
fection could bestow. With her he spent every thing he had, and 
having exhausted his credit in Barcelona, where his regiment was quar-
tered, he procured an exchange with an officer who was going lo 
México. No sooner was this arrangement unalterably fixed, than his 
friend and patrón, General O' Neile, was appointed governor of Zara
goza, where he would have been soon provided for* This circumstance 
he felt severely, and this, together with a painful separation, his load 
of debt, his want of credit, his approaching journey, and long voy age, 
without money in his purse, or any resources but in his wit, was 
sufficient to depress the highest and the most independent spirit. 
Had the Duke de la Vauguyon known of his distress for cash, he would 
have ofFered his assistance; but this man was born to be unfortunate. 
To complete the whole, he had not been ten days at sea, before news 
arrived that the viceroy of México, to whom he had the slrongest 
recommendations, was dead. 

A man may choose his situation, but this once ehosen, i t is the 
situation which most frequently makes the man. 

H h 
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Te facimus, fortuna, deam, caloque locamus. 
S,oon after m j return to Aranjuez, I had tbe honour lo diñe wiih 

tbe prime minister, Count Florida Blanca. The companj consisted of 
the foreign ministers, who are invitad every Saturday, and his under 
secrelaries. This asserablage may appear incongruous, but i t is not 
so; because these gentlemen, having been well educated, and trained 
up in the various civil departments of the state, and from thence 
despaiched into foreign countries as secretaries of embassy, where 
they learn the language, and acquire knowledge, they have higber 
claims than those who have similar employraent in the other courts 
of Europe. When they return to Spain, considered as servants of the 
public, they are received into the various offices, and have each his 
several department, One, France and England, another, the I ta l ia» 
courts, where they assist in expediting business. To them, a foreign 
minister can explain at leisure, with clearness and with freedom, in 
his own language, all that he wishes to have distinctly stated to the 
prime minister. From this office they are commonly promoted tp 
some honourable and lucrativa employment, as the reward of their 
long services. 

I was struck with the elegance of the dinn^r, in which there was 
great variety, yet every thing was excellent; and had I been to form 
a judgment of the count, merely from the arrangement of his table, 
I should have pronounced him a man of sense. I t is an oíd, and 
perhaps a well-founded observation, that no man is ü t to govern an 
empire who cannot give a dinner to his friends. 



The manners of the count are easj and polite, such as evidently 
mark the school in which he has been trained, distinguished not by 
familiarity, but by the most pleasing attentions. 

A t the beginning of the dinner, I was much surprized to hear my-
self addressed in English, by the favourite servant of the count, who 
brought me a dish, telling me, " you wil l find this excellent." Out 
of compliment for his civility, I helped m y self, but had no sooner 
began to eat, than he brought me a second; and in like manner a 
third and fourth. I t seems Canosa, for that was his ñame, had been 
a Spanish messenger, and having received civilities in England, he 
was happy to remember them. As long as I continued in Spain, he 
never lost an opportühity of paying me attention, and of rendering 
me every service in his power. His good wil l is courted by the 
whole corps diplomatique, because he not only can procure for any 
one an audience, in preference to all others, but can give the bcst ad-
vice as to the time and season of demanding one. I t is natural for 
the foreign ministers to understand this matter; but the grandees, 
proud, haughty, and unbending, wait for admittance, or, wearied with 
attendance, go away without having been able to obtain i t . I saw 
one of the oíd nobility, sitting thus unnoticed in the antichamber, 
and I am credibly informed, that whilst they are attending, men of 
little consideration are instantly admitted to the count, and going 
away are succeeded by others, who have no greater pretensions than 
themselves to this distinguished favour. But uncler a despotic govern-
nnent, the great lords must submit to be treated with contempt. I f 
Üiey will be respected, they must be free; and i f they wil l be free, 

I I h 2 
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they ínust be conlented that the people should be so too; because 
liberty, i f not equally extended to every order in the state, must in 
time be lost. This truth, founded on observation, and confirmed by 
the experience of all nations, is a truth of all others the least pleasing 
to the great; a truth, the forcé of which is seldora íelt t i l l i t comes 
too late to be of service. 

As soon as dinner was over at the count's, coífee was called for, 
and every one dispersed. The Spaniards went to their siesta, and I 
wandered about t i l l Mr . Listón did me the honour to introduce me at 
the Duchess of Bervyick's, where a pleasant party constantly assembled 
to drink tea and sup, when there was no ball, for all the time the court 
was at Aranjuez, the Duchess de la Vauguyon gave two a week, and the 
Duchess of Berwick one. 

At a ball, to which I was invited by the former, I had the happiness 
to see Madame Mello dance a velero. Her motions were so graceful, that 
whilst she was dancing, she appeared to be one of the most beautiful wo-
men in the room; but she had no sooner retired to her seat than the de-, 
lusion vanished. 

This dance bears some resemblance to the fandango, at least in 
sprightliness and elegance; hut then i t is more correct than that fa-
vourite yet most lascivious pantomimo. The fandango itself is ba-
nished from genteel assemblies, and justly so. As danced by the 
vulgar, i t is most disgusting; as refined in higher life, covered with 
a most elegant yet transparent veil, i t ceases to disgusta and from that 
very circumstance, excites those passions in the youthful breast, which 
wisdom finds i t difficult to curb. This dance must certainly come to 
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them hy tradition from the Moors. The music of it has such a powerful 
eífect on young and oíd, that all are prepared for motion, the instant 
the instruments are heard; and, from what I have seen, I could almost 
persuade myself to receive the extravagant idea of a friend, who in the 
warmth of his imagination, supposed, that were i t suddenly introduced 
into a church, or into a court of judicature, priests and people, judges 
and crimináis, the gravest and the gay, would forget all distinctions, 
and begin to dance. 

One night, as I was going to my hotel, on turning a córner, I saw at 
a little distance a gentleman entering through a window, but not upon 
the ground floor, whilst his friend, or confidential servant, was on the 
watch'below. Without knowing what I was doing, I ran up towards 
him; but, upon better recollection, I made oíf as quick as possible, 
happy in having escaped the dagger, which my imagination painted as 
prepared to keep oíf all intruders. 

The motions of the court are nearly uniform from day to day. 
Whilst at Aranjuez, the king commonly amuses himself with fishing 

tilí the middle of the day, when he returns to diñe, like every other 
branch of the royal family, in public. After dinner, follows a short con-
versation with the foreign ministers, which being finished, they retire to 
the garden; and he, accompanied by the prince, leaving the palace 
about three or four in the afternoon, goes twenty or thirty miles to shoot, 
foliowing his sport as long as he can see. 

The two infants, Don Gabriel and Don Antonio, either for the sake 
health, or to keep them out of mischief, are obliged to go a shooting 
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to some other district, and this every day. I f they return early enough, 
they mount their horses, and attend the princesses in their evening ride. 

The old-fashioned courtiers diñe at half after one, immediately on re-
turning from the palace, but the more modern, at two o'clock, and the 
foreign ministers between that and three. 

In the evening, after the siesta, the princesses, attended by their 
guards, the grandees, and some of the foreign ministers, enter their 
coaches, and move slowly on, saluting each other as often as they 
pass.,. . no:) ,. . .'. n - ^ tm . ) ;»jai anv/ [ se c1ifgifi anO 

By the side of this long-extended mal!, is a pleasant walk, well filled 
with company, and in which the princesses occasionally walk. I f they 
are on foot, the whole company follows in their train ; when passing ía 
their carriages, all stand still to make their bow; and the cloak, which 
was ílung loosely back, or held up, or tucked under the arm, and the 
flap, which was cast negligently over the left shoulder^ is let fallí 
and hangs like the undertaker's cloak, when walking at a funeral. I t is 
pleasing to see the genteel young Spaniard in \ M cap&¿ which he throws 
into a thousand graceful forms, each remarkable for its peculiar ease and 
elegance, such as no foreigner can imitate; but when he meets a person 
of superior rank, or when he goes into a church, ease and elegance are 
banished by decorum, and this capa so much to be admired, degenera tes 
into the stiffness and formality of a cloak. 

The Spanish ladies discover the same taste in wearing the mantilla^ 
a kind of mu si i n shawl, covering both the head and shoulders, and serv-
ing the various purposes of the hood, the cloak, and the veil. No 
foreigner can ever attain their ease, or elegance, in putting on this simple 
dress. 
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I n the Spanish women, the mantilla appears to bave m> weight. Lighter 
tlian air, i t seems to supply the place of wings. 

One evening, when this public walk was thronged with ladies, many 
of whom were richly dressed, on the tinkling of a little bell at a distance 
scarcely to be heard, in one moment all were upon their knees. Upen 
asking a lady what was the matter, she told me, that his majesty was 
passing. Had I inquired of a Frenchman, he would liave said, "C'est 
le bon Dieu qui passe." Her look pointed me to the spot, where two 
ladies of fashion, well known, and highly valued by all foreigoers who 
have visited Madrid, had qnitted their carriage to the host, which the 
priests were carrying to some dying christian. Had' i t been the rainy 
season, they must have done the same; and had the public walk been 
even wet and dirty none would have been excused from kneeling. 

The heat, towards the middle of June, became exceedingly trouble-
some; and, notwithstanding the many allurements of this delightful 
spot, made rae pant for some cool retreat. But, before I quitted a place 
to which I might never more return, I determined to explore the en-
virons. 

The country is divided into valleys by long chains of gypsum moun-
tains, running nearly east and west, or north-east and south-west. One 
of tícese valleys is oceupied by the Calle de la Reijna, B. beautiful plan-
tation of lofty elms, more than two miles in length. A t the end of this 
I turned to the right, and climbed the mountains, where the royal deer 
range unrestrained by either bounds or fear, except when they see the 
king approaching. 



I returned from my walk through the town, to see the amphitheatre 
fór the bull feasts, and the new convent, which the king's confessor has 
made him build for the monks of his own order. 

Another morning, I walked with Mr . Listón to see B. cortijo, or farm 
of some hundred acres, belonging to the king. His majesty has two 
such near Aranjuez; but this, they say, much exceeds the other. The 
vines are here all of the choicest kinds. Some idea may be formed of 
its expected produce, by the dimensions of the cellars, of more thari 
fifteen thousand feet in length, besides other considerable ranges, in-
tended to receive the juice of the grapes, flowing in copious streams 
from two strong presses. The olives, produced here in great abundance, 
are pressed by conical iron rollers, elevated above the stage or floor, 
round which they move by two little margins, to prevent the bruising of 
the stones. The olives are carefully picked, and are pressed as soon as 
they are gathered. By this attention, the oil is not inferior to the best 
of Italy or France. 

I n Spain, they have few presses in proportion to their quantity of 
olives, and for this reason, as well as to obtain the greater produce, they 
leave the fruit in heaps t i l l they ferment and rot; henee the oil grows 
rancid and ill-flavoured; besides, the pressing of the kernels is certainly 
not advantageous to the oil. The Spanish oil , being, for these reasons, 
inferior in its quality, is consumed chiefly by the natives, either at their 
tables, or in making soap. Where moráis are not concerned, i t is happy 
for human nature, that the taste is under the influence of custom, so as 
by habit to approve and choose, what once i t loathed and rejected with 
abhorrence. From this circumstance, i t is, that the Spaniards are not 



xnerely contented, but pleased, with the peculiar flavour of their oil, and 
prefer i t to the purest, which ever carne from Lucca. This they con-
demn for its perfect insipidity. 

AU the buildings of this vineyard are upon a superior style, and are 
executed, not only in the most substantial manner, but with much 
taste. Nothing can exceed in beauty the extensivo range of arbours, 
covered entirely with vines, so as at mid-day, under a most scorching 
sun, to yield a refreshing shade. 

I n point of oeconomy I fear little can be advanced in favour of 
these establishments, to say nothing of the immense sums expended 
and buried in the earth; because i t can never be imagined, that, as 
a royal vineyard, the wine will ever pay the labourers employed 
upon i t . 

This cortijo is inclosed by a parapet wall with palisades, and is 
surrounded by a deer park. The valley itself, not above one mile 
in width, is bounded to the south by gypsum hills, and to the north 
by mountains apparently of the same nature. I t is watered by a 
canal from the Tagus. 

Beyond this, to the north, is another valley, where the Tajuna flows. 
The gypsum of this country is productivo of sea salt, and of Ep-

som salt, both found crystallized, and abounds with nitre, appearing 
every where at noon, in white efiSorescence on the surface, and before 
sun-rise in black spots. The gypsum is in horizontal strata. The 
tamarisk seems to be fond of gypsum: i t abounds every where in this 
neighbourhood, and is peculiarly luxuriant on the borders of the 
Tagus. ; 

i i 
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In the vicinity of Aranjuez we see bufFaloes yoked in pairs, either 
ploughiug the lancl, or drawing heavj loads upon the higiiways. 

The Spaniards, vvhen the san gets high, all retire to the ir houses, 
and exelude, as nmch as possible, the light; but a foreigner can only 
learn wisdom by liis own experience. By wandering all the morning 
on the mountains, nature vvith him must sink, and his strength musí 
fail; but returning with a keen appetite, exhausted, he sits down to 
a table píen ti ful ly furnished with whatever is most excellent in its 
kind, he eats heartily, he drinks freely, he feels his strength recruited, 
he sleeps profoundly, and, finding his spirits more than commonly 
elated in the morning when he awakes, he felicitates himself upon 
the enjoyment of such health as he never before experienced; but 
when, good easy man, he thinks full surely that he is wiser than the 
natives, he is soon convinced of his rashness, and finds, when it is 
too late, that he has been feeding the flame which is to consume 
him. 

The day before my departure from Aranjuez, I had the satisfac-
tion of seeing a pageant peculiar to this country; i t is called the 
Parejas. The Prince of Asturias, with his two brothers, the infants 
Don Gabriel and Don Antonio, attended by five and forty of the 
first nobility, all in the ancient Spanish Dress, and mounted on high 
bred Andalusian horses, performed a variety of evolutions to the sound 
of trumpets and French horns; forming four squadrons, distinguished 
from each other by the colour of their dresses, which were, red, blue, 
yellow, and green, they executed this figure dance with great ex-
actness, and made an elegant appearance. 
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When I left i\ranjuez, it was computed tbal ti i ere wcre colicctcd 
in i t , not less than ten thousand souls; but no sooner is the court 
departed, than it becomes a desart. 

Sunday, 18 June, in the evening, I returned to Madrid, and the 
next morning I attended at the bull feast. 

The amphitlieatre is three hundred and th i r t j feet diameter, and 
the arena, tvvo hundred and twenty-five. I t is said lo contain fif-
leen thousand spcctators; but I doubt the truth of this assertion. 

The feast is presided b j a magistrate, attended by his two algua-
zils, to regúlate the whole, and to preserve order in the assembly. 

At the appointed moment, immediately on a signal from the ma
gistrate. two folding doors fly open, and a bull rushes furiously into 
the arena; but, upon seeing the assembled multitude, he makes a 
pause, and looks round, as i f seeking some object on which to spend 
his rage. Opposed to him he sees a picador, mounted on his horse, 
anned with a lance, and coming on to meet him. As they dravv 
near, they stop, then move a few inches, surveying their aníagonist 
with a fixed attention, each in his turn advancing slowly, as i f doubt-
ful what part to take; t i l l at length the bull, stooping with his head 
and collecting all his strength, shuts his eyes, and with impetuosity 
rushes on his adversary. The picador, calm and recollected, fixing 
hirnself firmly in his seat, and holding the lance under his right arm, 
directs the point of it to the shoulder of the raging animal, and turns 
him aside; but sometimes he is not able to accomplish this. 

One bull rushed upon the lance, and rising almost upright upon his 
haunches, broke i t to shivers ; then with his forehead, as with a bat-

i i 2 



tering ram, he smote the picador on the breast, beat him down, and over-
threw the horse. Instantly the chulos, active young men, with little cloaks 
or banners, distracted his attention, and gave the horseman an oppor-
tunity to escape. When he was retired, a second picador, armed like the 
former, offered battle to the bull. Flushed with conquest, the furious 
beast sprung forward, but being with dexterity diverted by the lance, 
he returned to the charge before the horse could face about, and fixing 
his horn between the thighs, tossed him in the air, and overthrew the 
rider. The chulos again appeared, and the man escaped, being relieved 
by the first picador, who had again entered the arena, mounted on a fresh 
horse. To this animal the first attack was fatal, for the bull avoiding, by 
a sudden turn, the lance, pierced the chest, and struck him to the 
heart. 

Sometimes the bull tears open the belly of the horse, the rider is 
thrown upon his back, and the poor wounded creature runs about 
with his bowels trailing on the ground. I n one morning I saw thir-
teen horses killed; but sometimes there are many more. These ani
máis, have so much spirit, that the rider can make them face the 
bull, even when they have received their mortal wound. 

When the bull, finding his antagonist constantly remounted, will no 
longer make battle, the banderilleros, or chulos, are let loóse upon him. 
These are eight young men, each with a bundle of banderillas, or little 
arrows, in his hand, which he is to fix into the neck of the bu l l ; not 
however attacking him from behind, but meeting him in front. For this 
purpose, they provoke him to attack them, and when he is preparing to 
take them on his horn, at the very moment that he makes a little stop. 
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and shuts his eyes, they fix their banderillas, and escape. I f they cannot 
bring him to this point, they present the moleta, or little scarlet banner, 
always carried in their left hand, and provoking him to push at that, 
pass by him. When he turns quick upon them, they place their confi-
dence in flight; and to amuse him, they let fall their moleta. This very 
often is suíficient; he stops to smell at i t , then tramples i t under foot; 
but sometimes, with his eyes fixed upon the man who let i t fall, he fol-
lows with such velocity, that the banderillero can scarcely leap over the 
fence, before he is overtaken by the bull. I have seen bulls clear this 
fence, almost at the same instant with the man, although i t is near six 
feet high. Beyond this fence there is another, at the distance of about 
five feet, which is considerably higher, to protect the spectators, who 
are seated immediately behind i t ; yet, I have been credibly informed, 
that bulls have sometimes leaped with such amazing forcé, as to clear 
both these fences, and fall among the benches. 

When he has made battle for about twenty minutes, his time is come, 
and he must die. This certainly is the most interesting moment, and 
aífords the best subject for a picture. The matador appears, and silent 
expectation is visible in every countenance; with the left hand he holds 
the moleta, in his right hand, the sword. During the combat, he has 
been studying the character of the bull, and watching all his motions: i f 
this animal was claro, that is, impetuous and without disguise, the mata
dor draws nigh with confidence, certain of a speedy victory; but, i f he 
were cautious, circumspect, and crafty, i f he were cool, and recollected, 
slow in forming his resolutions, but quick in their execution, he is called 
obscuro, and before him even a veteran will tremble. The matador draws 
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11 ig]i, views i i i m wilh a fixed attention, and endeavours to provoke hirn, 
but in vain; or, havuig provoked him, makes his lunge, but is eluded 
by the vvatchful animal, who instantly becomes assailant, and the chara-
pión ílies; he flies, but he looks back upon the bull, that he may know 
how to regúlate his flight. One of these, called Pepillo, was so active, 
and possessed such recollection, that when pursued, and near the barrier, 
at the very instant when the furious animal had closed his eycs to toss 
him, he put his foot between the horns, and with this borrowed motion, 
cleared the fence, and carne down upon his feet. 

Whilst I was in Spain, two matadors were killed at Cádiz. They were 
brothers. The first by some misfortune met his fate; the second, rushing 
forward, with brutal fury, thirsting for revenge, hasty and impetuous, he 
soon became the victira of his rashness. 

I f the matador is an adept in his profession, and calm, he contrives 
to irrítate the bull, and the furious animal rushes blindly on the well-
directed point. 

The part first aimed at, is the cerebellum, or. that part of the spinaí 
marrow which is contiguous to i t , and the sword enters between the ver-
tebrse, or where the last of these is united to the head. With this blow 
the creature staggers, and, without losing one drop of blood, falls life-
less to the ground. I f this stroke is not practicable, the sword is directed 
to the heart, and death, although speedy, is not quite so sudden. Some-
times it happens, even when Costillaris holds the sword, that he has not 
found the vital part. I saw him bury the weapon up to the very hilt; 
but, as the point did not penétrate the thorax, i t only glanced along the 
ribs, and after a few minutes, was shaken out by the frantic animal 



One day he missed bis aim, and the bull received him on bis boro, be 
was tossed twice before he could be delivered, but be was not inucb 
hurt; yet bis bonour liad received a stain, t i l l , on measuring tbe borns, 
after tbe animal was dead, be sbewed tbe spectators, tbat the hora hy 
wbich be suffered, was two inches longer tban tbe otber. Upon ibis 
discovery, be received loud applause. 

l t is wonderful tbat tbis accident dees not often bappen, considering 
tbe length of tbe borns, wbich in so me bulls, from point to point, is near 
five feet. I never saw sucb borns in England. 

When the bull has at any time cleared tbe arena, be tears np the 
ground witb fury; and when be has killed a borse, i f unmolested by the 
chulos, he tramples indignant on tbe enemy. 

Tbe moment the poor creature falis at tbe feet of tbe matador, tbe 
trumpets sound, and three mules enter to drag him off. 

The bull feasts are every week, frequently twice in the week during 
tbe sumnier; and each day six victims sufter in tbe morning, twelve in 
the evening. 

Formerly they used higb-bred horses, and lost few of them; but sin ce 
tbey have adopted a different system, many are killed at every bull feast. 
I t bappened once, tbat sixty horses perisbed in one day. For tbese they 
give upon the average, only £S . sterling; wbereas, tbe bulls are reckoned 
at £S. each. The stated expenses are enormous; but I have ray accounts 
írom the best authority: 
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a» t; 

The alguazils, the guards, and attendants, cost per day, 
in sterling - *- - - - - 27 15 o 

The two matadors in chief - - - - 30 O 0 
The two inferior matadors - - - 14 o O 
The eight banderilleros, at ^3. each - - - 24 O O 
The two picadors - - - - - 27 O O 
I f more are required, each receives for the morning £6, 

for the evening, JO1?. lOs. 
The males, drivers, and other expenses - - 18 12 O 
The eighteen bulls, suppose at ¿08. - I44 o O 
Suppose seventeen horses at £5, - - . 51 O O 

^336 7 O 

The priest who attends to administer the sacrament receives no pay. 
To compénsate for this expense, and to yield a balance in favour of 

the general hospital, to instance only one day, July 3, 1786, the receipts 
were as follow: 

Collected for the seats, and for people to sell water - 605 13 6 
Received for the eighteen dead bulls - - - 70 4 0 
Received for seventeen horse skins - - - 6 14 6 

^682 12 0 

The week following, the receipts were more than eleven hundred 
pounds; but the average may be fairly stated at seven hundred pounds 
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a day, leaving a balance of near four hundred pounds a day for the 
service of the general hospital at Madrid. 

The price of admission diíFers considerably, according as you are 
covered or exposed, in the sun or in the shade. A box for the day, 
which may conveniently accommodate eight or ten people in the shade, 
will cost £ 5 , but in the sun, ¿61. Í 6 s . and between boih, £2, Ss. 
Fashionable people take a box. A seat, i f covered, in the shade, and 
in the front bench, costs 7s. 3d. for the day; but a back seat in 
these covered benches, on the sunny side of the theatre, is only 
three shillings. The cheapest seat for the day, exposed to all the in-
clemencies of the weather, to rain, i f i t should rain, and to the over-
whelming heat of the summe^s sun, is something more than Is. 2c?. 
The fondness of the Spaniards for this diversión is scarcely to be con-
ceived. Men, women, and children, rich and poor, all give the pre-
ference to i t beyond all other public spectacles; and, for my own 
part, I am ready to confess, that the keenest sportsman cannot be less 
attentive to his own danger, or to the suíferings of the game he is pur-
suing, than I was to to the suíferings of the bull, or to the danger of 
those by whom he was attacked; nay, so inattentive was I to my own 
danger, that, although by a shivering, I knew I was taking cold, I had 
not resolution to retire. 

M y cold was attended by an agüe, and this again was followed by 
an ulcerated throat. However, by the aid of Don Antonio Gimber-
nat, an able surgeon, and most amiable man, I got through it , and 
at the end of a month, was well enough recovered to leave Madrid, 
where the scorching sun became insupportable. 

K k 
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The contrivances to modérate the heat, are excellent; they havc 
rnats and can vas on the outside of their windows to exelude the sun, 
and during the day, they keep the shutters closed, so as to transmit 
the smallest quantity of light, having previously, before the rising of 
the sun, admitted a supply of fresh air sufficient for the day, and 
sprinkled the whole house with water. 

By the se means, their rooms i f not frequented, are kept cool and 
fresh during the most suffocating and scorching heat of summer, even 
at Madrid. In one of these they sit all the morning; in one they 
diñe, and this commonly is the worst apartment in the house; in 
one they sleep their siesta after dinner; and in the best, the corn-
pany assembles for the evening. 

The íreshness of these apartments has made rae often think that 
discomforts and inconveniences, i f decidedly intolerable, are much to 
be preferred to those, to which patience and moderation may be re-
conciled: because, when by necessity raen are roused to action, there 
are fevv evils for which they cannot find a remedy, and few diffi-
culties which they cannot surmount. 

By these contrivances, and by keeping within doors, the day passes 
pleasantly away. This however is not all that a traveller requires. 
If he will gain information, he must not stay at home. With this 
idea, 1 hastened my departure from Madrid, and soon made a party 
for the north of Spain, taking for my corapanion, my amiable young 
friend, the cadet with whom I had travelled from Barcelona to Ma
drid. I was to visit his na ti ve province, I took no letters, butafew 
from Count Campomanes, who likewise was from that part of Spain. 
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Had I made application, I might have had many more; but these 
I thought would be sufBcient; and so I found them. 

Before I left Madrid, I inquired the price of provisions, which T found 
to be as foliows: beef, fourteen quarts (which is a fraction under 
four-pence) per pound; mutton, fifteen quarts, which is a fraction 
more than four-pence; veal, thirteen quarts; cheese, twenty; bread, 
G L quarts, for the finest at the king's oven, and 3|- for brown bread, 
at the common ovens. Here i t may be remembered that 8} quarts 
make a real vellón, which is equal to 211 penny English. Wine is 
eight quarts for a quartillo, which is something more than a pint, or 
U \ pound weight. Labour is five reals, or one shilling a day. 



MAJDEIB TO THE ASTUEIAS. 

ON Saturday, July 22, 1786, my young friend, with the agent of his 
family, and myself, set out in two little chaises, leaving Madrid soon 
after midnight, to avoid the heats, which are intolerable in the rniddle 
of the day. By this arrangement, we escaped one evil to fall into 
a sreater, for which we were not prepared! because, the chaises 
being open, the night intensely cold, and the north wind in front, 
i t was difficult to preserve the vital heat t i l l the rising of the sun. 

Before eight in the morning, we advanced five leagues over a level 
country, covered with granite sand, and having reached the mountains,. 
consisting of friable white granite, we carne to Galapagar,. two leagues 
beyond the Gaudarrama. 

From henee we saw before us a second chain of mountains, co-
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vered with snow, and in them discovered the source of that chilling 
blast which had made us shiver in the night. 

The whole country was alive; all were busily employed in bringing 
home their harvest. The waggons are drawn by oxen, and the wheels 
are shod with wood instead of iron. I t is surprising to see what heavy 
loads two oxen will draw, pushing with their foreheads against a cross 
beam fastened to their horas. 

The country is open, and badly wooded, aíthough both eím and 
ash shew the most luxuriant growth. 

A t the end of about seven leagues, or ten hours' journey frotn Ma
drid, we begin to ascend the chain of mountains, separating New 
from Oíd Castillo; and in two leagues more, having passed the Puerto 
de Guadarrama, find a good venta on the northern declivity of these 
granite mountains. I n this venta we meet with comfortable beds; 
and, to prevent disputes, the price of every thing is fixed by goveru-
ment. A turkey is eight reaís, or about Is. 7d. a pallel, six reaís; 
a young fowl, three reals and seventeen maravedis, or about ten-
pence halfpenny; nothing can be more reasonable; but the misfortune 
is, they are never to be had. However we had no reason tocomplain. 

Soon after midnight we aróse, took our chocolate, and proceeded on 
our journey. The pleasantest meal we made, was our breakfast, on cold 
ham, which we took with a keen appetite, under the first shade we found 
after the sun was up. 

The country we passed over, is little susceptible of culture, beiog 
ehiefly either white granite decomposed, or the hard grey granite, resist-
lng all the powerful solvents which nature can employ, and remaining 
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rugged, without ibe least sign of vegetal ion. Yet, in tbe midst of this 
wide waste, are some fertile spots, either covered with ilex, or broken b j 
the plough ; and even some extensivo downs. 

This morning we travelled three leagues, to Villacastin, and there re-
posed all the middle of the day. 

This village contains two hundred and eighty houses, and sixtecn 
hundred inhabitants. I t has only two convents; one for men, the other 
for women. Here are two hospitals for the sick, and for the travelling 
poor : this circumslance may account for the great proportion of funerals, 
being about fifty in the year, whereas the births do not exceed forty, 
This village has one parish church, and four chapéis, standing, besides 
five more fallen to decay. Here we see two extensivo buildings for shear-
ing the Merino flocks. For want of streams, their cora is ground b j 
wind-mills. 

I n this place we loaded our pistols, being to pass through a forest. 
famous for robbers, and marked with monumental crosses. Unfortu-
nately, my driver took the lead, and left the other carriage out of sight 
We had ascended the mountain, and were got into the thickest of the 
forest, when at a distance, to the right, I saw two fellows with muskets 
crossing with hasty steps to meet us; they soon came up to us, and the 
driver stopped. These were two beggars, who exacted money from 
all passengers, under pretence of having protected them from thieves. 
The account they gave of themselves was, that they were of a family 
which had been commissioned by Philip V, to guard this dangerous pass; 
yet, su reí y i f employed by government, they should wear some uniforni? 
or at least, have some badge to distinguish them from robbers. 
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This forest is of ilex. 

At seven in the evening we arrived at San Chidrian, having this day 
travelled seven Spanish leagues, or, as I imagine, more than five and 
thir t j miles. 

In all this country the white wine is excellent, not so sweet and spicy 
as that of Tonoarral, near Madrid, but equally delicate in its flavour. 

From San Chidrian, we traversed a vast plain of granite sand, very 
coarse, loóse, and unprofitable, although i t would evidently bear good 
elm and fir. Wherever this sand will pay for tillage, they make i t yield 
wheat and barley. They are now reaping, and as fast as they reap, they 
tread out the grain with mules, horses, oxen, and the trillo. 

The trillo is made with planks of about three inches in thickness, and 
is five feet long, by feet wide; the under surface is stndded with gun-
flints, to the number of about two hundred, for the purpose of cutting 
all the straw to chaíf, and disengaging all the grain. The person who 
drives the horse, ox, or mulé, round the floor, either sits or stands opon 
the trillo, and the operation is called trillar. 

When the corn is cleansed by the wind, i t is immediately put mto the 
granaries, without fear of its heating there, because, when i t is reaped, 
it is as dry as shot, and the country is far from being damp. 

The general colour aíFected by the peasants in this pro vinco, as in 
many other parts of Europe, more especially in Wales, is brown, but 
the genteel people are fond of black. 

Having passed the villages of Adanaro, Hontoria and Gutierre-Munoz, 

we arrived about nine in the morning at Aribalo, a considerable ciíy. 
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with cight parish churches, besides one in the suburbs, eight convenís, 

two liospitals, two royal granarles, forty-two priests, and sixteen hundred 

houses. 
From henee we passed o ver a plain of granite sand and crossing the 

river Adaja, which runs north into the Duero, we carne through vine-
yards to Ataquines. 

Even in the most desoíate part of this ron te, a planlation of firs, and 
one majestic elm, shew what the country can produce. 

Ataquines is a miserable city, and might be easily mistaken for a vil-
lage. The cottages are low, and badly built of brick, with sheds before 
them; they are in number two hundred and seventy, to lodge eight 
hundred people. The births, pn the average, are forty-five; and the 
burials, twenty, of which, most are children in the small pox. Here 
are four priests. I t is remarkable, that they have eight hundred oxen. 
Bread is sold at four quarts the pound of sixteen ounces; beef, eight 
quarts, or, two pence farthing English; mutton they have none ; wine 
is about one penny the quart. The church is built of brick, supported 
by granite pillars, and is lighted by massive silver lamps. The gold and 
sil ver of Perú and México found their way into this city, but for want 
of taste, this unexpected display of wealth excites nothing but disgust. 

This country, with industry, good government, and a market for its 
commodities, might be rendered one of the richest in the world. I t 
stretches, without mountains, far as the eye can reach; i t abounds with 
rivers, and i t enjoys the sun ; yet, with all these advantages, the farmers, 
íor want of watering their crops, get only ten for one upon the seed. 
Their plough is antiquated, and like that last described. Here flocks 
of sheep aboun d. 
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This morning we traversed the plaiti three leagues, to Medina del 
Campo, on the Zapardiel, a little river communicating with the Duero, 
between Toro and Tordesillas. 

Medina has nine parish churches, seventy priests, seventeen convents, 
two hospitals, and at present, only one thousand houses. The collegiate 
church, built of brick, is rnuch, and deservedlj, admired for its roof. 
This city seems evidently going to decay. The houses are all of brick, 
irregular, and low. Jt was formerly the residence of kings, and con-
tained fourtecn thousand fiimilies. I t is evident that elms, poplars, mul-
berries, vines, and olives, i f planted, would ílourish here. 

From henee we turned to Valdestillas, four leagues, over a most beau-
tiful country, abounding with corn and wine, not hilly, but gently swell-
ing; all open, and destitute of trees, yet able to bear the most lofty 
elms. The soil is still granito sand, mixed with smooth round gravel, 
such as may be well expected near the conflux of so many rivers, here 
assembling from three points of the compass, from the east, from the 
north, and from the south. 

Valladolid was fixed upon as our resting place in the middle of 
our journey, and J was not displeased with the arrangement, because 
this venerable city is highly interesting to a traveller. 

Here I was so happy as to meet the Marquis de Mos, a noble-
nian of Gallicia, grandee of Spain, and colonel in the army, who had 
dóneme the honour to notice me at court, and now took me under 
his protection. He had taken a house here only for the sake of being 
present to proseeute a suit in chancery. 

L 1 
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Valladolid is a considerable city, liaving an university, colleges, ca-
thedral, palace, courts of justice, and one of the two high courts of 
chancery. Upon passing the first gate, yon find a spacious área, 
boundecl by seventeen convenís; from henee, entering through the 
second gate, the city strikes yon with every appearance of antiquity, 
The Plaza Mayor, or great square, is spacious and venerable; yet, 
compared with the great body of the city, i t is evidently modera. 
The cathedral, built by Juan de Herrera, is massive, heavy, and, in 
my mind, far from elegant; i t has the Grecian arch, and the pilíars 
in front are Doric. The treasures of this church are great; the Cus
todia, by Juan de Arse, is of solid silver, and more than six feet high; 
the other ornaments and jewels are innumerable, and the whole to-
gether is inestimable; yet the bishop has not more than five thou-
sand pounds a year. This city has fifteen parish churehes, with five 
annexed, forty-six convents, two hundred and twenty-seven priests, 
six hospitals for the sick, for infants, and for lunatics, five thousand 
íamilies, and twenty thousand souls. 

The university has more than two thousand students, forty-two 
professors, and fifty doctors, distributed in seven colleges. I n the year 
1346", this seminary was instituted by D . Áíonzo X I . and A. D . 1784* 
to 1785, there entered and were matriculated, 1299 students. 

The church and convent of St. Benito are worthy of attention; but 
the public edifico, in my opinión, most to be admired, is the church 
of San Plabo, near the palace, whether we consider the elegance of 
the whole, or the high finishing of the basso relievo figures and or* 
naments, which, after a lapse of three hundred years, seemed to ha ve 
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quadrangle of the novices deserves the highest praise. 

The king's palace, rather ciegant than grand, is still preservcd; 

but all the palaces of the great nobility are going to decay. 

Here Charles V. received the news, that his victoriolis troops liad 

taken Rome, and made the pope his prisoner; and from henee he 

ordered prayers to be oífered up in all the churches of Spain for the 

deliveranee of the sovereign pontiff. In this city his successors kept 

their court. t i l l Philip I V . removed i t to Madrid, 

The buiídings are chiefíy brick, but some are of limestone. Among 

the materials, no inconsiderable quantity of granite, brought from the 

neighbourhood of Villacastin, at the distance of thirteen leagues, with 

many hundred pillars of the same, remain as monuments of ancient 

splendour. 

A l l the public walks are lined with trees. 

The country round this city is a perfect garden, watered by norias. 

I t produces white wine of a good quality, excellent madder, some 

silk, and a few olives. A l l these productions will increase, when they 

shall obtain a vent in foreign markets. 

A t present the poor are numerous, fed by the convenís, and mani-

fest the wretchedness of this once fíourishing metrópolis. 

I t is fallen indeed, but on the projected canal we may evidently 

read, resurgam. This undertaking, once regarded like the wild pro-

jeets of the giants, wil l , in all probability, and at no distant period, 

be accomplished, provided, Spain has the wisdom not to be engaged 

in war, 
L 1 3 Í 
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The canal begins at Segovia, sixteen leagaes north of Madrid, and 

is separated from the southern canal b j the chain of mountains which 

we passed at Guadarrama. From Segovia, quitting the Eresma, it 

crosses the Pisuerga, near Valladolid, at the junction of that river with 

the Duero, then leaving Palencia, with the Carrion to the right, ti l l 

i t has crossed that river below Herrera, i t approaches once more the 

Pisuerga, and near Herrera, twelve 1 cagues from Reinosa, and receiving 

water from that river in its course, i t arrives at Golmir, from whence 

in less than a quarter of a league, to Reinosa, there is a fall of a 

thousand Spanish feet. A t Reinosa, is the communication with the 

canal of Arragon, which unites the Mediterranean to the Bay of Biscay, 

and from Reinosa to the Suanzes, which is three leagues, there is a 

fall of three thousand feet. 

Abo ve Palencia is a branch going westward, through Beceril de 

Campos, Rio Seco, and Benevente, to Zamora, making this canal of 

Castille, in its whole extent, one hundred and forty leagues. 

They have already completed twenty leagues of i t , from Reinosa 

to Rio Seco; which, with twenty-four locks, three bridges for aque-

ducts, and one league and a half of open cast through a high moun-

tain, has cost thirty-eight millions of reals, or three hundred and eighty 

thousand pounds sterling; and this, supposing the twenty leagues 

equal to eighty-eight miles, ís ¿£4,318. per mile. For work executed 

in so complete a inanner, this certainly is not extravagant. 

To expedito this arduous undertaking, they employ two thousand 

soldiers, and as man y peasants, The former receive three reals a day, 

besides their usual pay, that is, when they work by the day; but 
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they work mostly by the piece. To regúlate the prices, they have 
three tables, Ist. for the quality; 2d. the depth; 3d. the distance; 
all founded on experiments. The quaiities are, Ist. sand; 2d. soft 
clay; 3d. hard clay; 4th. loóse schist; 5th. hard schist, and solid 
rock; of which, they make three distinctions, viz. such as can be 
worked, Ist. by the pick and shovel; 2d. by wedges and sledges; 
3d. by boring and by blast. This last again is subject to distinctions. 

The canal is nine feet deep, twenty feet wide at bottom, and fifty-six 
at top. 

When this canal is perfected, which may be in less than thirty years, 
the world, perhaps, will have nothing of the kind to be compared with 
it, eitherin point of workmanship, or of utility. This can be obvióos 
only to those, who have seen this country. To say nothing of coals, to 
be carried from the Asturias to the south, and of manufactures which 
might then be established in Castille, and find a ready market by the 
Bay of Biscay, the excellent wines of that sandy province, now scarcely 
paying for cultivation, would not only find a ready sale, but would be 
in the highest estimation; the oils would fetch their price, both for the 
table and for soap; and the corn, which in abundant seasons proves the 
ruin of the farmer, would be a source of o pul en ce, and stimulate 
his industry to fresh exertions. 

For want of such an outlet, provinces designed by nature to rejoice 
in plenty, and to furnish abundance for exportation, are often reduced 
to famine, and obliged to purchase corn from the surrounding nations. 
Considering such undertakings, and seeing them, either languish for 
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want of raen aiul raoney, or not carried on with a spirit answerable lo 

their vast i ni portan ce, how natural is it to exécrate the madoess and fo% 

of raankind, so o fíen engaged in proseen ting unprofitable wars, from 

motives of covetousness, or frorn the most idle jealousy and groundless 

apprehensions; spendlng those treasures for the molestalion of their 

neighbours, which might be more profitably employed for their own emo-

lument and exaltation, i f expended, in agricultural improvements, and 

the general fomentation of their industry. The whole aun nal expense of 

this canal, is not equal to the constructiun of one ship of the line. Nay, 

we may venturo to assert, that the men and money absurdly spent by 

Spain in the prosecution of the last war, would ha ve finished forty canals, 

equal to that I have been describing. The discussion would be long, but 

the proof is easy. Money is soon reckoned, i f we omit the multiplied 

calculations, needful to estímate its valué, acebrding to the various 

channels in which i t fiows, and the purposes for which i t is employed; 

but men are easily overlooked; yet, not one of these who falls in the 

vigour of his age, can be reckoned, even in the first instance, at less 

than forty pounds, without taking into consideration, the contingent 

injury in the loss of a subject, who might have lived to become the pa-* 

rent of a numerous oíFspring. 

Before I left Valladolid, I inquired into the price of provisions. In 

this city, beef and mutton are twelve quarts the pound of sixteen ounces; 

and bread is five quarts; wine is about a halfpenny the English pint. I t 

must always be remembered, that eight quarts and a half make a 

real. 

1 cannot quit this city without making mention of a practice, which 
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íhe Marquis de Mos assures me is common in Gallicia. He tells me, 

that in pleurisies they give the seeds of ivy, bruised, to the quantity of 

two tea-spoonfulls, repeated every eight hours, and that this simple medi

cine has been found to be infallible. I report i t upon his authority, 

having never since had occasion to prescribe i t . 

Thursday, July 27, we left Valladolid at five in the morning, and 

ascending gradually a limestone hil l for about half a league, we came ta 

an extensive plain, fertile in corn, but not well cultivated ; yet, some 

of the farmers upon this rich loomy soil, this mixture of clay, sand and 

calcareous earth, have most luxuriant crops. The thistles are rampant, 

more than eight feet high. The country is open, and void of trees; 

excepting near one little convent, which enjoys the extensive shade of a 

few lofty elms. 
Before noon, we came to a village, comprising seventy miserable cot~ 

tages, called La Mudarra, built upon a fine limestone rock. Its situa-
tion is healthy; yet, these seventy families, contain on\y one hundred 
and twenty souls. 

As we advance along the plain, towards Medina de Rio Seco, at the 
distance of about seven or eight leagues, the limestone rock becomes 
more destitute of soil. 

Medina de Rio Seco already feels the iníluence of the canal, for 
though i t still wears the face of misery in its buildings, yet the people 
seem more alert, and farther removed from that torpid indolence so 
visible in other villages of Oíd and New Castille. Trade is increasing, 
and manufactures begin to flourish, particularly those of serge. I t is 
to be lamented, that the silk ribbon weavers should wasle their la-
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bour, by not adopting tlie modern improvement of Ibe loom, The 
surrounding country abounds with cora and wine, and i m pro ves i a 
the coltivation of the olive. A l l these commodities, with the manu
factures, and the easj transport by the canal, have invited merchants to 
open bouses, and to bring new capitals i ato circuí a tion be re. 

Medina liad formerly se ven thousand bouses; i t has now only twelve 
bundred; but, as tbese contain ni o re tban eigbt thousand souls, i t is 
evident tbat trade is brisk. Uere are four convents for men, two for 
women, tbree parisb cburches, with forty priests. The churcbes are all 
good; tbat of S. Maria is elegant, with a lofty roof, bigbly finisbed, and 
supported by well-proportioned pilláis. I n tbis church, tbe Custodia is 
solid sil ver, and weighs more tban one bundred weigbt. The church of 
St. Francisco is rich iñ relies; but tbis, it must be confessed, is a perish-
able commodity. 

From henee to Mansilla, eleven leagues and a half, tbe country is all 
level, open, rich, and productivo of botb corn and wine; abounding in 
villages, and oceupied by husbandmen. Tbe route we took was througli 
Cedinos, Vecilla, Alvires, Matallana, and Santas Martas. The former 
of these includes an bundred mud-wall cottages, and two cburches 
Vecilla, one bundred and sixty sucb miserable babitations. with two 
churches, anel six priests. Tbis belongs to tbe Count of Altamira, a 
grandee of Spain. Mayorga lias now only six bundred and fifty such 
cottages; and altbougb, formerly, i t numbered seventeen thousand, no 
traces of these remain. I t is divided into eigbt parishes, and maintains 
twenty-four priests. Here are tbree convents, and one hospital. Tbis. 
town belongs to tbe young Ducbess de Benevente. Alvires is wrctebed; 
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MataUana, more so; Santas Martas, but little belter; and Mamilla lias 
no room to boast. A l l are equallj of mud-wall, and mouldering 
away. 

The trillo is everj where at work, so me with oxen, others with moles. 
The plough resémbles tlie last mentioned, and exhibits a want of 
intercourse with more enlightened provinces. The cart wheels have 
neithcr nave, ñor spokes, ñor felloes; but are only planks fastened 
together, and turning with the axis. This usually is eight inches in 
diameter* About Mansilla the wheels are bound with iron. We still 
see only oxen in the teams. As we approached Mansilla, I had an 
opportunity of witnessing the generous ardour of my young friends 
on seeing a group of peasants conducting a sick man on the road, 
wbo appeared to be in a dying condition. My friend soon recog-
nized them as tenants, and flew to the sick man, but as speedily 
returned to rae to beg some of the pills, which be had sometimes 
observed me to take. On being informed that they would not be pro per; 
he gave him money, and charged one of the peasants to take care 
of him, ti l l he should be restored to bis family. IIow delightful is 
it to contémplate such generous feelings in the youthful mind! 

Mansilla was once fortified, as may be seen by the round towers 
still remaining. I t contains four hundred families, one convent, and 
one hermitage. Here the Duchess of Alba appoints the magistrates. 

From Mansilla, the face of the country cbanges. On crossing the 
Ezla we íind meadows, inclosures, and a variety of trees, chiefly 
poplars, elms, and walnuts; then passing among bilis composed of sand, 
elay, and grave], rounded by fluctuating waters, we fall down upon 

* M ra • 
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a rich valley, at the head of which stands Leoii, protected b j high 
mountains frora the north. 

We went immediately to the house of Don Félix Getino, a canon 
of the cathedral, nearlj related to m j young friend, vvhere we met 
with a most hospitable reception. 

León contains fifteen hundred families, with six thousand one hun-
dred and seventy souls, distributed in thirteen parishes, with four hun
dred and twenty priests, a cathedral, two royal foundations of S. Isidro 
and S. Marcos, besides nine convenís, with a Beatería for nuns who 
are not subjected to vows, a few hermitages, and some hospital» 

The cathedral is deservedly admired for its lightness and elegance. 
I t is a Gothic structure, with a lofty spire, highly finished, not only 
with basso relievo ornaments, but with open work transmitting light, 
and beautiful in its kind, resembling the finest point lace or filigree. 
The wíndows are all of painted glass. In the sacristy is a silver cru-
cifix, with its canopy supported by four Corinthian pillars, near seven 
feet high, the whole of silver. The silver mount on which i t stands, 
is divided into compartments, each exhibiting some representation of 
the Passion in basso relievo. The custodia is more than six feet high, 
made of silver, and elegantly wrought with images. The bishop's re-
venue is 30,000 ducats, or about ¿63,295 sterling, per annum. The 
canons are forty, including always the king and the counts of 
Altamira. 

When I carne back from viewing the cathedral, I saw clearly that 
I had done something wrong, because our oíd canon, who had re-
ceived me with a smile, now regarded me with horror, and even m j 
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young friend look frighted. The fact was briefly this; having slife 
my nail, I inadvertently took out my knife, as I was walking, and 
pared i t even. Had I been conscious of what I did, I should never 
have coneeived that they, who spit in their churches without reserve, 
could have been oífended. But before my return, the report had 
reached the good oíd man, and made him tremble; yet, upon ray 
solemn declaration that I meant no insult, he became gradually calmr 
and, after some time, resumed his wonted smile. 

The religións house, or. Casa real de San Isidro, has sixteen canons 
regular of St. Augustin. Tn their church are deposited the bones of 
the patrón saint, in a large silver urn, and the bodies of all the 
kings of León, from Alfonso I V . surnamed the monk, to Bermudo I I I . 
the last king of León, together with the ashes of Ferdinand 1. in whom 
the crowns of Castille and León were first united, and who died in 
the year 1067. Their library contains many valuable manuscripts. 

The Casa real de San Marcos has a prior and sixteen canons, sup-
ported by a revenue of eighty thousand ducats, or about -^8,789, per 
annum. The front of this religious house merits particular attention 
by all who visit León. Various pieces of sculpture in basso relievo 
are elegant, and highly finished. Two of these represent the Cruci
fixión, and the Taking down from the cross. But one of the most 
striking figures, with respect to design, execution, and expression, is 
San Jago on horseback. 

A l l the churches in this city, like those of Arragon, are crowded 

with pillars, and these pillars, nearly hid with most preposterous or-

M m 2 
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naments, such as vines, clierubs, angels, and birds, which are covered 
en ti re) y with gold. 

León, des ti tu te of commerce, is supported by the church. Beggars 
abound in every street, all fed by the convents, and at the bishop's 
palace. He re they get their breakfast, there they diñe. Besides food, 
at San Marcos they receive every other day, the men a farthing, the 
wornen and children half as much. On this provisión they live, they 
marry, and they perpetúate a miserable race. An hospicio, or general 
work-house, is almost ready to receive them; but should alms continué 
to be thus distributed, precisely the same number of lazy wretches. 
will in time, rise up to occupy the place of those who shall be sent 
into confinement. 

The surrounding country is bold and beautiful, but i l l cultivated. I t 
is watered by the Torio and Vernesga, two little streams, which unite 
below the city. These in summer might be -called brooks, in winter they 
are torre nts. 

With the rolling stones, hurried down from the mountains, by the 
impetuous raging of these torrents on the sudden melting of the winter's 
snow, a considerable part of the wall is buil t ; forming a valuable collec-
tion for the naturalist, who wishes, without labour, to investigate the 
nature of the country. Among these, are found limestone, schist, and 
grit. A l l these prove, by their extraneous fossils, that the hills, from 
when ce they come, were once in a state of dissolution, and covered b j 
the sea. The best marble is brought from Nozedo, Robles, and Lillo. 
The two first are distant five, the latter eleven leagues from León. 

Al l the corn milis of this country have horizontal water-wheels. 
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Butchers, meat is nearly balf the price which is given at Madrid. 
Beef sells for nine quarts the pound, of twenty ounces; which is a 

fraction under two pence sierling, the pound of sixteen ounces. 
Mutton, ten quarts ditto. 
Bread, four quarts (or U penny) the pound of sixteen ounces; ditto, 

mixed with rye, quarts, or f l of a peuny ditto. 
Labour is three reals, or a smaíl fraction more than seven pence a day; 

but artisans get double. 
Tuesday, Ist August, having spent three days with our hospitable 

canon, we left León; my young friend and. his attendant mounted on 
horses sent for him by his father, I on a good hired mulé. We were 
escorted by some gentlemen who were related to my friend. 

Our intention was to sleep at a convent, in a little village five leagues 
from León, called Térras de las Buenas. For this purpose, we began 
our journey at four in the afternoon,. passing along the valley by the side 
pf the Vernesga, and ascending towards the mountains, yet meeting 
nothing remarkable but large tumblers of grit or sandstone, t i l l eleven 
in the evening, when, after riding smartly seven. hours, we fell down 
upon our destined village. 

Unfortunately for us, the nuns were gone to bed, and the porter would 
neither give us admittance, ñor assist us with provisions. Having counted 
upon being, as usual, entertained for money at the convent, we had 
brought nothing with us; and instead of lively conversation with the 
lady abbess, who is famed for the sprightly sallies of her wit, instead of 
good wine, preceded by a good supper, and followed by good beds, we 
were obliged to retire without any thing to eat or drink but chocolatev 
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to a nviserable hovel in the village, called á posada, where we however 
found two beds. 

Tbis adventure, from one circumstance, gave me peculiar pleasure, as 
tbereby I had occasion to admire tbe generosity of my Spanish friends, 
who all oceupied one bed, and left the other wbolly to tbe stranger. 

Early the next moining we took our chocolate, and pursued our jour-
ney, winding througb tbe gorges of the mountains, and descending with 
the Luna, a little river famous for its trout. 

These mountains are of schist, capped with marble. 
As we advance, the rocks become more bold, tbe schist disappears, 

and tbe marhk rises to tbe heigbt of tbree or four bundred feet, often 
perpendicular, but sometimes overbanging to a considerable extent. 

In every little opening of the mountains, wherever a valley spreads 
wide enough to afford pasture for some cows, we find a village of ten, 
fifteen, or twenty bouses; their numbers always bearing proportion to 
the quantity of food; and as the human race every where makes strong 
eíForts to increase, we find the inhabitants climbing tbe steep ascent, to 
Cultívate every spot where the plougb can pass. 

Here most evidently their numbers must be limited, because their 
food is so; and were they to establish a community of goods, they must 
either cast lots wbo should emigra te, or they must all starve together: 
unless they cbose rather to agree, tbat two only in every family should 
marry, and when a cottage became vacant, could find means to settle 
which of tbe expectants should unite to take possession ef i t . 

Tbis subject will be renewed whenever occasion sball present; but I 
have chosen tbus briefly to discuss i t in tbis place, because i t is here 
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confined withín narrow liraits, and being, like the first elemenís of every 
science, easily comprehended, may assist us in pursuing our researches 
on the extent of population, where its combinations are not quite so 
obvious. 

In these little valleys, flocks of goats shew the nature of the adjacent 
country. 

After winding among these bare and rugged mountains nearly five 
leagues, exposed to a scorching sun, almost suífocated with heat, weary, 
and ready to faint for want of air, we carne under the shadow of a 
great rock, whích, on account of its reviving freshness, we quitted with 
reluctance, and called to mind a poetic image, the forcé of which I had 
never felt before. The deepness of the shade, its vast extent, the dis-
íance from reflected heat, together with that degree of humidity, which 
is needful to absorb and make latent the heat of the surrounding atmos-
phere, all this, and more than this, we find in one poetic image, " The 
shadow of a great rock in a weary land " 

In more ways than one this rock gave employment to my thoughts. 
I t was a grit or sandstone, remarkable for whiteness and the firraness of 
its grain. Had i t been either schist or limestone, or had I found granite 
in the vicinity, l should not have been particularly struck with this rock; 
butupon finding grit, a wish arises in the mind to know from whence i t 
carne. That grit originates in decomposed granite I have no doubt; but 
then near to these mountains I can find no granite. This difficuity is not 
confined to the rock, under whose shade these reflections rose up in my 
mind, i t equally occurs in every country, but in no one is more striking 
than upon the Wiltshirc downs, more especially, near Aubury and 
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Kennet, in tbe neighbourhood of Marlborougb, wbere the great rolling 
stones of grit, called sarcen and greyvvhethers, cover the chalk to a great 
extent. Such phcsnomena will be the subject of a future discussion; 
but, for the present, it is time to tnrn our back upon this rock. 

. About the middle of the daj we carne to a village, called Truovana, 
consisting of twenty-two miserable cottages, belonging to the monks of 
the Escurial. We dined at their farm-house, wbere bread is provided 
for their sbepherds. The flock consists of twenty-eight thousand shcep, 
which in the summer feed upon these mountains, but in the winter travel 
to the soutb. To tend this flock, tbey employ two h u n d i d sbepherds; 
and for the purpose of feeding these, tbey have a little mili , with a 
horizontal water-wheel, working day and night, and an oven which is 
never cold, baking bread in the morning for the sbepherds, and in the 
evening for their dogs. 

The situation of this village is most romantic. I t is a plain of no 
great extent, well wooded, well watered, and shut in by high mountains 
of marble, whose bare and rugged cliíFs form a striking contrast with the 
rich verdure of the meadows, and of luxuriant crops of corn, whilst the 
images reflected from the smooth surface of a river, gliding near the 
village, give a brilliancy and perfection to the wbole. 

The elm, the ash, the poplar, and wild berberries, appear to be 
the trees most suited to the soil. 

The natural beauties of the place, made amends for the coarseness 
of our fare. Had we proceeded, half a mile, to Villasetano, we should 
have been not only received with hospitality, but entertained with 
elegance, by Don Ignatio Horenzano, lord of the village. 



M habitation is ratlier neat Iban magnificent. but the situation k 
peifectlj enchanting; rmich resembling Trnovana, oní j i t is upon a 
larger scale. I t is not possible to see meadows better watered, or 
ricber than tbose of this delifrhtful vale. 

o 

Notwitlistanding we bad so latelv dined, we were compelled to eat 

some cakes, witb sweetnieats, and to drink so me vvine. When we bad 

fínisbed our refresbinent, we íbund i t difficult to get awaj wiiboüt 

taking up our lodgíng for tbe nigbt; but, as i t was not consistent 

witb our plan to stay, we bastened our departure, and proceeding 

along a valley, wbich is no wbere wider tban four bundred yards, 

and sbut in by higb mountainSj we followed tbe winding of a river 

to Piedrafita, wbere, in tbe bouse of Don Cortbeca Garcia de Atocba, 

we bad no reason to repent our baving declined tbe pressing invi-

tations at Villasetano. 
Piedrqfita, a little village containing forty-six houses, is fed by a 

little valley, and surrounded on every side by mountaíns, The sbep-
herds' dogs are large and strong, well qualified to engage tbe wolves, 
which are bere in great abündance. Tbey wear a spiked collar to 
protect the neck, and to prevent tbe wolf from fixing on that mor
tal part. 

I t is curious to see the women churning, as they walk along, or 

stand chatting with a neighbour, each witb a leather bag, in whích 

they shake the cream t i l l the butter is compíetely formed. 

From this village we did not take the direct road to Oviedo, beino; 

^iverted from the usual route by a work of piety, lo be performed 

compliance with a vow made, by the mother of my friend with 

N n 
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her departíng breath. This son, her first born, was tlien at Barce

lona with his regiment, but although absent she bound him with a 

solemn vow, tbat before he should return into bis nativo province, 

he should prostrate himself before the altar of riostra Señora de Carra-

sconte, where he should pay four reals for a inass, and give twentj 

lo the poor. To fulfil this intention, we ascended many miles among 

the mbuntains, t i l l we reached a little viilage almost lost in clouds, 

from whence, having accoraplished the fond parent's vow, we returned 

by the same waj, about one league, to find the proper road. 

Among these mountains I was exceedingly surprized to see, on the 

third of August, snow still remaining undissolved, and not far re

moved from luxuriant crops of corn then fully ripe, and bending to 

the sickle. 

A l l the dogs in the li t t le viIIages through which we pass, have spiked 

collars. These are absolutely needful, because wolves abound in these 

elevated regions. I n winter they become ravenous and bold; but 

even in summer they commit frequent ravages among the flocks by 

night, i f either the shepherd or his dog are sleeping soundly. 

The basis of all these mountains is schist, every where covered with 

limestone, chiefly blue. The rocks are wonderfully rent; the strata 

are inclined in every possible direction; and the whole country ap-

pears to have bcen convulsed. Sometimos the schist appears elevated 

above the level of the adjacent mountains, still capped with its lime-

stone; at other times the inferior mountains seern to be all of lime-

stone, yet in the deep ravines they discover schist; but upon non© 

of them do we find the least trace of granite. 
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A i the Puerto de Somiedo, wbere the waters part, are a íew mis» 

arable cottages, which give ñame to the pass, 

From this we dcscerul by a deep ravine, which discovers its na t i ve 

schist, but hurries down from abo ve vast rocks of límestone charged 

with fossil shells. , He re we find ourselves ingulphed as i t were íó 

the right and left by stupendous rocks; but where the couníry opens 

to the nortli, we look down upon mountains beyond niouritains, to 

the distance of rnaoy miles, and so astonishingly numerous, thal the 

whole bears a perfect resembiance to the occan, when it is vexed wiih 

a furious storm. Immediately before us, the little village of Gua ap-

pears as i f ready to be swallowed up and buried by the wáves. The 

impending rocks are magnificent beyond description. 

Lower down, at the distance of a mile, is La Pola de Somiedo, ú 

village of one and twenty cottages, óccupying a small eminence, sur-

rounded by about four-score acres of well watered meadows, and shut 

in by limestone rocks of a most stupendous height. Had Shakspeare 

ever passed this way, bis imagination would never have looked to-

wards Dover cliff. This village, with its meadows, the little river, 

and high mountains, either naked and almost perpendicular, or co-

vered with hanging woods, the goats leaping from rock to rocks and 

the cattle feeding peaceably below, these altogether raake a pleasing 

pieture. 

I had sufficient time to exercise both my imagination and my pen

dí , for in this charming village we could get neither bread ñor meat, 

ñor eggs ñor wine: as for meat and wine, these are delicacies thej 

«eldom taste, 

w h 2 
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The ravine, through which our little river winds its course, alter-

nateí j widens and contracts, being sometiraes not more than two yards 

across, but, even where it is widest, never more than six hundred 

íeet; sometimes sloping, and leaving a few acres for cultivation; at 

other times steep, and inaccessible, except to goats; often rugged 

and bare, but not unfrequently covered thick with a variety of trees, 

such as oak, ash, beech, filberts, walnuts, chesnuts, and that even where 

they have no visible soil in which to fix their roots. The rocks them-

selves are beautiful, more especially when the smooth white marhle is 

almost hid by foliage. Nearer to the water s edge, plums, mulberries, 

and íigs, vary the scene, and mark the vicinity to some little village. 

The way among these rocks is wild, beyond all imagination; sometimes 

in the bottom and by the river's side, at other times clirabing the 

steep ascent, or descending from the heights, having on one hand a 

precipice of two or three hundred feet beneath, and on the other im-

pending rocks, which th rea ten destruction to the traveller. Sometimes 

the river is pinched in between two rocks, and is out of sight; at 

other times a man looks down, and catches a glimpse of i t sparkling 

among the branches, but, whether visible or invisible, i t is al ways 

heard roariog in the bottom. The way being rugged, and so narrow 

as to adinit only of one mulé, occasions the apprehension of danger 

to be often more than a balance, for the pleasure which would other-

wise arise from these wild and most romantic views. 

Near the level of the river, at the distance of two leagues from 

the Pola de Somiedo, the marhle is charged with belemnites; but 

soon after the limestone disappears, being succeeded by the grit, or 
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sandstone, so me fiaely granalated, and almost equal to the Turkey stone 
for smoothness; other coarse, and evidently composed of fragments, 
being brecia or a species of pudding-stonc, with both cement and 
charge silicious. 

A t the end of four leagues, or a little more than four hours* ridiug, we 
came to S. Andrés de Agüera, being still in the same ravine, which here 
expands, and admits of more extensivo villages. 

To descend into the Asturias,, from the kingdoms of Castille and León, 
there are other passes; but, I apprehend, every one of them is strong. 

From this circumstance we may readily conceive, not only why the 
Moors, who, in three years, had subdued the rest of Spain, could pene-
trate no further to the north, but why, upon the turning of the tide, the 
vanquished never failed to make an impression, and to push forward 
their conquests to the south. (A. D . 700 and 711) The jealousy of two 
weak and vicious princes had disarmed the nation, and left nothing to 
resist the impetuosity of its fierce invaders, who, with their light cavalry, 
scoured all the open country, and displayed their victorious banners on 
the banks of all the principal rivers in the kingdom. But w hen they 
came to this chain of mountains, which, stretching east and west, and 
separating the north of Gallicia, with the Asturias, Biscay, and Gui-
puscoa, from the rest of Spain, had impeded the progress of nations 
equally warlike, of the Carthaginians, the Romans, and the Goths, their 
light borse became absolutely useless, and the Moors were obliged to set 
bounds to their ambition. 

Here they were opposed by the infant Don Palayo. (A. D . 1714) 
On the death of Rodrigo, who was slain in battle before Xeres,. not far 
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from Cádiz, this prince liad retired to the mountains, and by bis valour, 

seco red t he srnall remains of a vast empire for bis posterity. And here^ 

the bardy race was formed, wbich, in succeeding ages, descended on the 

degenerate oííspring of the Moors, drove them from the plains, and, in 

process of time, that is, after a contest of seven bundred and eight? 

years, expelled them from every fortress in the kingdom. 

When we came to S. Andrés de Agüera, we took up our lodgiog at 

tbe parsonage, wbere tbe good Padre Cura gave us a most hospitable 

reception. This living was given bim by the bisbop of Oviedo, and is 

reckoned one of the best in his disposctl. The parsonage is a tolerable 

cottage, built and fitted up witb little regard to comfort, and less to 

appearance, Ascending five steps of unliewn stone, yon enter a dark 

vestibule of about three feet square, which leads to the little kitchen on 

the left, or, if turning to the right, i t conducts you to the hall. The 

formerneeds no description; the latter is fourteen feet by twelve, with 

a rough floor, white walls, no ceiling; the furniture is an oak table, and 

two benches. This hall communicates with the study, a little room six 

feet by five; and with the bed chamber, which is six feet square, but 

this has no window, being placed between the study and the vestibüler 

Under the study is a cellar, well stored with bags of wine, to which you 

descend through a trap-door of small dimensions. The two maids sleep 

in a little bed-room joining to their kitchen, and the assistant-priest in a 

little hovel out of the bouse, that, i f sent for in the night, he may rise 

without disturbing the good rector. 

As soon as we arrived, we had chocolate and biscuits; at night some 

fat fowls, with plenty of good wine, made us amends for our suiFerings 
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at noon. The best bed was given to the stranger, and the hospitablc 
priest contri ved some how or other to lodge all the rest. 

The day following was Friday, and therefore a fast; but that made no 
difference to me, for this young priest was so polite and attentive as to 
provide a fowl. A t dinner, he gave me occasion to admire his discre-
tion: he wished me to taste the trout, as being the produce of the Luna, 
a river remarkable for trout; but the homme d'affaire of my young 
friend, pulled away the dish, and said,. 44 He cannot eat fish, because he 
has been eating flesh," True," said the priest, " we catholics must not 
íouch íísh on a fast day, i f we kave been eating flesh, but your friend 
is under no such obligation.^ 

.o 
This parish contains one hundred and fifty families, consisting of seven 

hundred communicants, besides children under ten years oíd, scattered 

in nine little villages, of which seven are on the mountains, and two in 

this valley. With so many villages, the occasional dnty is exceedingly 

severo in winter, when the whole country is covered deep with snow. 

The births are thirty, and the burials twenty-five, upon the a vera ge. 

A little lower down the valley stands Jguerína, where we see the 

habitation of Cardinal Cienfuegos, with the little cottage in which he was 

born; but no modern cardinal would pass a day in either. 

Upon all these mountains the people aíFect brown cloth, and the 

women spin with a distaff. Their industry is most striking; not as the 

offspring of luxury, as in more favoured regióos, but as the child of 

poverty and of severe necessity. Not one accessible spot is left unculti-

vated, and even the most ungrateful soii is forced to pay some tribute. 

The higher lands are sown with wheat, the lower lands with Indian corn. 
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The rock here is limestone, and when burnt, is their principal m a mire. 

I n this countrj, as much land as a pair of oxen can plough in a day, 

or, about half an acre, is worth one hundred ducats, or eleven pounds 

sterling, nearly; and the rent of this, they reckon, should be one fanega 

of wheat, or fiftj six pounds of bread, of twenty-four ounces to 

the pound. 

Having nothing el se to do, I amused mjself with making drawings of 

Agüera and of Aguerina; aftcr which, I went with our good rector to 

bis church, to vievv the body oí S. Fructuoso. I t is to this body, that 

thieves and murderers fly for protection from the avenging sword; and 

should they even reach the porch be ib re they are taken, justice is dis-

armed, and they may here dwell in safety. The church, indeed, maj 

give them up, but not to death. Such an asylum in the Asturias does 

little harm, because the inhabitants excel in gentleness and simplicity of 

manners; but, in other provinces, this privilege is atteuded with the 

most fatal consequences. 

On the mountains, I am told, are not only wolves, but bears, and a 
species of the tiger; all which, in the winter, are exceedingly ferocious. 
From the dread of these, the shepherds constantly drive their flocks, 
consisting of sheep and goats, into the villages by night; and when they 
are feeding on the mountains^ they are attended by strong dogs with 
spiked collars. 

The price of provisions. 

Beef, eight quarts a pound of twenty-four ouncesf which is three 

halfpence for sixteen ounces. 
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Mutton, ten quarts, or Ig pennj for sixteen ounces. 
Bread, five quarts, OI4Í penny ditto. 
Labour, four reals, or 9^ penny a day. 

Saturday, bth Augmt, we left Agüera at four in the morning, and 

continued to descend three leagues in the same ravine, which might 

here be called a valley, and by the side of the same rapid streara, 

which we had traced from its origin, near the summit of this vast 

chain of mountains* A t a raost román tic spot, called Belmonte> we 

passed over to the east, quitted the ravine, and began crossing all the 

masures of the country. Here we found nearly the same trees as in 

the few preceding days; the filbert, chesnut, walnut, and the oak. 

Ascending for near an hour, we reached the summit of a mountain, 

which commands a vast extent of country. This sudden chango, after 

baving been so long confined within the precincts of a deep ravine, 

was like a resurrection from the dead. We began to breathe more 

freely, and looked round with pleasure, to contémplate a new world 

before us; the little hills clothed with corn, or covered with wood, 

seemed to rejoice on every side; and the whole country, with its ver-

dure, its inclosures, and its produce, resembled some of the richest 

parishes of England. 

The prevailing rock is limestone; yet we find schist oven on the 

highest of these hills. 

About the middle of the day, we descended to a circular pialo of 

considerable extent, every where shut m by mountains, and watered 

by a little stream, on the banks of which, nearly in the centre of the 

o o 
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plain, is the village of Grado, Frora henee, after dinner, passing with 
the river between two liigh rocks, we pursued our waj for so me time, 
along contracted valleys, then climbing from Bill to bilí we entered 
the fertile plain, at the head of which stands the c i t j of Oviedo, and 
about sun-set, arrived at the bishop's palace, the place of our des* 
tination. 

The expenses of this journey were as foliow: 

A calasine to Valladolid, being thirty-two leagues, or about oné 
hundred and sixty miles, reckoned at five days out, one for rest, and 
four for return, in all ten days, with fee to the driver, two hundred 
and eighty-four reals. 

Ditto to León, for half a calash, one hundred reals. 

A raule to Oviedo, five days, and; return, one hundred and 

twenty reals. 

Provisíons from Madrid to Oviedo, one-third, being my proportion^ 

two hundred and seventy-two reals» The whole expense therefore in 

sterling, was £7 . Us. l i d . for a journey, which, i f direct, would have 

been eighty-two leagues, but which, a s i suppose, we made more than 

ninety leagues, or about four hundred and fifty miles, and i 11 which, 

as we travelled, we employed fifteen days. The common expense, ia 

this part of Spain, may be reckoned, for a ealasine, 5s. 6d. a 

allowiug as much for the return, and about five shillings a 

iivia<V not includiog the calisero, who pays for hifflselL 
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THROÜGH 

T H E ASTORIA! 

O V I E D O , the capital of the Asturias,, stands near the conflux of Uro 
little rivers, which'pour their water into the Bay of Biscay, at Villa-
viciosa. I t was built by Froila, or Fruela, the son of Alfonso 1. sur-
named E l Católico, and made the seat of his dominión. This city 
contains one thousand five hundred and sixty families, and has five 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five communicants, besides children 
under ten years of age, who are computed to be about one thousand 
six hundred; so that the whole population being seven thousand four 
hundred and ninety-five, they are not five to a family. I t has four 
parish churches, eight chapéis, six convenís, and a sufficient number 
of priests, with a bishop, his auxiliary, and thirty-six canons. Thé 
Mshopric is worth sixty thousand ducats, and the chapter is reckoned 

o o 2 
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eightj thousand; the former being equal to £6,591, 15s, l l^d . and 
the latter ^8,789- ls. Sd. per annum. 

The family where I took up my abode, was that of the auxiliary 

bishop. He is more than six feet two inches high, very stout, remark-

ably well-made, handsome, youthful in his appearance, cheerful, and ac

tive, although, considerably more than three-score years of age. He is 

humane, charitable, and most hospitable. His manner is easy, and 

his conversation lively. The title given to him is "Mos t Illustrious;" 

and upon the first approach to him, you bend the knee, and kiss 

his ring, having previously received his benediction, signified by crossing 

with his right hand. 

His palace is far from elegant, yet by [no means uncomfortable. 

You enter by the coach-house, and from thence pass through a door 

into the stable, or up the staircase to the dwelling, which is over 

these. When ascended, you go through a kind of gallery, or lobby, 

to the bishop's apartments, consisting of a drawing room of about 

íhirty by eighteen, a little study, and a corresponding bed-room. The 

dining room is about twenty-four by twenty-two, and not far from 

it is the little kitchen, with a few bed-rooms in the intermedíate 

space. The whole has white walls, and ill-jointed floors. The chairs 

and the long table are of oak. 

I f the palace itself is plain; the style of living is stili more remark-

able for its N simplicity: enough for comfort, although little for luxury, 

and less for ostentation. Our dinner commonly consisted of a sopa, 

or bread stewed in broth, followed by an olla, composed of beef aiad 

mutton, a bit of bacon, and some sausages, with garvanzos, or large 
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Spanish peas, (cicer arietinum) A t other tables they add vea! and 
fowls. This was succeeded by some kind of roast rneat, or game; 
and fish, in some sha pe or other, brought up the rear. On Wed-
nesdays and Fridays, the bishop and his family dined on bacalao and 
salt-fish, in a state of decay, but he always provided buícher's raeat 
for the stranger, who as a protestant was at liberty to eat them; 
every morning and evening, instead of tea, chocolate, with Naples' 
biscuits, was handed round. 

The good bishop filled up his mornings with the duties and functions 
of his office; after dinner he took his siesta; then either rodé or walked; 
and in the evenings conversed with his friends, who assernbled round 
hirn. 

At one of these conversations, the bishop said to me, " Tell me 
eandidly, what do you think of Spain ?" I answered i t is a sleeping 
giant. He was struck exceedingly and to all the company which he 
saw, for many days, he never failed to mention this. 

Another evening he gave me an account of his last visitation. On the 
whole he was satisfied with the state of his diocese: but he informed me, 
that one Gircumstance had occasioned him much distress. He had met 
with one oí his curatos, a man of amiable disposition, who had six little 
children playing on his knees. The bishop said to him, " Young man, 
I feel for the infirmities of human nature; but at all events, scandal 
must be avoided. These children must not remain ünder the same roof 
with you/ ' He then talked to me about my children, and assured 
me, that the celibacy of the clergy was not a law of the church, but a 
segulation, to secure the whole attention of the clergy to their pastoral 
functiom. 
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His family consisted of his chaplain, his secretary, and two pages; 
besides these, his nephew, who is one of the canons, lived with him, and 
his great nephew, my travelling companion, then, a cadet, now Gene
ral Ponte y Oviedo, was occasionally there. The pages wait at his table, 
and attend him when he goes from home. The remainder of their time 
is occupied with studies, and when qualified they rise into the priesthood, 
and, admitted to the table, become companions, t i l l a living offers, ta 
which the bishop can present them. The padre cura, that is, the rector 
of S. Andrés de Agüera, had been one of these, and whilst I was at 
Oviedo, an amiable young page was ordained priest, said his first 
mass, and sat down with us at table. 

In the bishop's palace my reception was most hospitablc: every want 
was provided for with most astonishing benevolence. A l l the time I was 
an inmate in his family, care was taken not to shock my prejudices, and 
every thing that could oífend the eye, or car of a protestant, was kept 
out of sight. 

Having been recommended by Count Campomanes to the Intendant, 
I sometimos, with the canon, frequented his tertulia, or evening assembly, 
where I never failed to meet the Count de Penalba, a friend of Campa-
manes. IT ere I found two apartments? one for cards, the other for 
conversation; both neat; the former spacious and well-proportioned* 
The company assembled in the card room was numerous; their game was 
lottery, a game requiring neither judgment ñor memory; but the room 
for conversation was deserted. The count indeed was so polite as to 
quit the card-table; but as I felt that I had no right to expect such a 
sacrifice, I staid only a short time, and then either tormented the bishop? 
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iñio was no Frenchman, with my miserable Spanisb, or} when I thought 
I had sufficiently trespassed on his goodness, I retired to my room. 

A few days after my arrival, I was present at a grand procession of the 
bishop, with his canons, attended by the principal inhabitants, carrying 
torches, and preceded by the ashes of Santa Eulalia, to implore rain 
from heaven. But this patroness of the diocese, deaf to their petitions, 
would not intercede for one refreshing shower, and in conseqaence, the 
maize was scorched up, and produced but little grain. Being at the 
time in blossom, i t required daily showers to prevent the blight. 

Erom the frequency of processions, the consumption of wax becomes 
considerable in every part of Spain, more especially where the country 
is not watered, either by rivers, or by the noria. But I am inclined to 
think, that the same expense, i f properly applied, would, in most places, 
sécure a never-failing supply of water, and pay good interest for the 
capital employed. Government is sensible of this, and with a view to 
watering, as well as lo navigation^ encourages the oanals, not as with us, 
Byleaving this most important work to prívate adventurers, but as a 
nátiónal concern, at the national expense. 

After the procession, I went to visit the Hospicio, or general workhouse, 
and found the numbers confined, to be, men, sixt>-five; boys, fifty-five; 
wbmen, ninety; girls, seventy; not including infants out at nurse. The 
house is iarge and commodious, consisting of four spacious qoadrangles, 
íhree stories high, and perfectly well fitted up, with comforlable work-
rooms and dormitories. Some of these I found two hundred and fifty 
feet in length, lofty and wide. To support this establishment, the fonds 
are thirty thousand ducats annualiy, arising from Hcenses to sell brandy 
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in tlie Asturias; three thousand from rents of ¡and : and some other emo-
luments; being together equal to four thousand pounds sterling, besides 
the produce of their labour, wliich is stated at three thousand reals, or 
thirty pounds per annum, including what they make for their own con-
sumption. Arnong the two hundred and eighty persons shut up in this 
hospicio, I saw no cripples, so that their labour may be fairly reckoned 
at two shillings and three halfpence each, per annum. The expense Of 
every pauper to the public, is not so easily caUulated, because they re-
ceive all deserted children. Here the mother has nothing to do, bul to 
put the child into the eradle, ring the bell, and then retire. 

Besides this refuge for the poor, and for their children, the bishop 
causes seventy reals to be distributed every morning at his gates, giving 
either a quarto or an ochavo to all who come, and weekly pensions both 
to widows and to orphans. In addition to all this, the canons scatter 
their airas plentifully as they walk the streets; and the six convents 
adininister bread and broth at noon, more especially the Benedictines, 
who, as the most wealthy, are most liberal in their donations. When 
sick, the poor have a commodious hospital always ready to receive 
them. 

Notwithstanding all that has been done, and what more in the way of 
charity can be devised ? beggars, clothed in rags, and covered with 
vermin, swarm in every street. Is i t not therefore evident, that they 
have done too much, increasing both the numbers and the distresses of 
the poor by the very means, which have been employed to relieve their 
wants. 

What incitement can we here find to industry ? for, who will dig a 
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well when he may draw water from the fountain ? Is he hungry ? the 
monasteries will feed him. Is he sick ? an hospital stauds open to re-
ceive him. Has he children? he need not labour to support them; 
they are well provided for without his care. Is he too lazy to go in 
search of food ? he need only retire to the hospicio. 

Dry up the fountain, and every man will instantly begin to dig 
a well; burn the hospicio, or dissipate its funds; give no relief but 
as a reward, that i t may prove a stimulus to industry, and although 
at first the distress wil l be increased, and the population will be di-
minished, yet, as the fruit of that industry, which can spring only from 
distress, the population will afterwards advanee in a constant and re
gular progression; wealth will be diffused; and distress will be con-
fined to the cottage of the slothful. 

I was exceedingly pleased with the answer of the bishop, when I 
one day took the liberty to ask him, i f he did not think he was 
doing hann by the distribution of alms. " Most undoubtedly," said he, 
" But then i t is the part of the magistrate to clear the streets of beg-
gars; i t is my duty lo give alms lo all that ask/* 

Among the widows pensioned by the bishop, were many who had 
Jived in affluence whilst they had husbands. These were the widows 
of lawyers, who are nuraerous, and spend all their gains. 

I went afterwards with Don Antonio Durand, and Don Francisco 
Loca, to visit the hospital, of which the former is physician, the lat-
ter, surgeon. The most remarkable cases were, tertians, dropsies, and 
a disease peculiar lo this province, called Mal de la Rosa, 

pp 
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The tertians were onlj remarkable, as yielding to the laneet, fol-
lowed b j emetics, catbartics, and the bark. Perhaps the latter were 
the really efficacious remedies, and all the merit of the former mighí 
be merely negative. The dropsies were soon cu red b j cathartics, 
and abstinence from drink, allowing no liquid, but half a pint of wine 
in twentj-four hours. 

The Ma l de Rosa has been considered as a species of the leprosy; 
but to me i t appears to have no affinity with that disease. I t ai-
tacks the back of the hands, the insteps, and the neck, where i t de-
scends the sternum, almost to the cartilago ziphoides, but the rest of 
the body is free. A t first i t appears red, accompanied with pain and 
heat, but ends in scurf. I n the progress of this disease, vértigo and 
delirium succeed, with foul tongue, lassitude, chilliness, tears, and, ac-
cording to the testimony of Dr. Durand, a peculiar propensity to drown 
themselves. I t goes away in summer, and returns in spring. The 
disease may be cured by nitre and gentle cathartics; but, i f neg-
lected, i t terminates in scrophula, marasma, melancholy, and mad-
ness. 

A t Oviedo, as in most of the great towns in Spain, an hospital 
for the lúes is opened three times in the year, to receive as many as 
the hospital will hold; but the surgeons all over the peninsula com-
plain that patients are tardy in their application. This may arise 
either from the violence of their treatment, or from the mildness of 
the symptoms; but whatever cause may be assigned, the consequence 
is, the universal prevalence of that complaint. 

The diseases which seem to be endemical in the Asturias, are, 
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intermittents, dropsies, bjsteria, liypochondriasis, scroplmla, bronchocele. 
glandular obstructious, cacbexies, scurvy, leprosy, madness, epilepsy, 
attended with worms, ¡apoplexy, and palsy, rheumatism, phthisis, and 
erisipelas, with the mal de rosa, and the sarna, or the itch. 

For the leprosy they have in the Asturias twenty hospitals, called 
Lazaros. I t appears in various forms. Some patients are covered 
over with a white dry scurf, and look like raillers; in others the skin 
is almost black, very thick, full of wrinkles, unctuous, and covered 
with a loathsome crust; others have one leg and thigh enormously 
swelled, and full of varices, puslules, and ulcers, sending forth a most 
abominable smell. A l l complain of heat, with most intolerable itching. 
Some patients, instead of the great leg, have a most enormous swell-
ing of one hand, more especially the female subjects, or else have 
the features of the face swoln to such a degree, as hardly to retain 
the human form; others again have carbunclos, big as hazel nuts, all 
over the surface of their body. 

The common itch (scabies) is little less disgusting than the leprosy, 
thus transiently described. I t usually attacks the heads of children^ 
and is attended with ulcers of the foulest nature, itching intolerable, 
and lice innumerable. I t is commonly preceded by horripilation and 
a frebricula, which terrainate in the expulsión of numerous little pim
ples like the small-pox. These, in healthy subjects, are large, pointed,, 
red, quickly suppurating; but at the end of nine or ten months they 
go away. Bad subjects have this disease for life. The íemales are 
more exposed to i t than males. 
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Agües, fevers, and even pleurisies, are said often to termínate in 
scabies, and this frequently gives place to them, returning however 
when the fe ver ceases. In adults i t takes possession of the hands 
and arms, with the legs and thighs; covering them with a filthy crust. 
In wet weather the itching becomes more troublesome, and towards 
midnight is insupportable. The patients, who labour under this di-
sease, breed sirones, a kind of vermin exceedingly minute, yet visible 
without the assistance of a lens, which form channels between the 
cuticle and the skin, 

The predisposing cause of all these diseases may be sought for in 
humidity, arising from the peculiar situation of this province. This 
hilly country, bounded on the north by the Bay of Biscay, and to 
the south by snowy mountains, is always températe, and generally 
moist. The N . E. wind indeed is dry, attended with a bright sky, 
and with a bracing air, but with every other wind the sun is obscured 
by clouds. The north wind always produces the most dreadful tem-
pests, and the N . W. is little better; both bring rain in summer, and 
the west wind comes loaded at all times with moisture from the At
lantic Ocean. I n May, June, and July, they seldom sce the sun; 
but then, to balance this, in August and September, they as seldom see a 
cloud. The coast is températe, and comparatively free from rain; but 
such is the moisture of the bilis, that no care is sufficient to pre
serve their fruits, their grain, their instruments of iron, from mould, 
from rot, from rust. Both the acetous and the putrid fermentation 
here make a rapid progress. 
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Besides the relaxing humidity of the climatc, the common food of the 
inhabitants contributes much to the prevalence of most diseases, which 
infest this principality. They eat little flesh; they drink little wine. 
Their usual diet is Indian coro, with beans, peas, chesnuts, apples, pears, 
melons, and cucumbers; and even their bread, made of Iridian corn, 
has neither barm ñor leaven, but is unfermented, and in the state of 
dough. Their drink is water. 

This account, éollected from gentlemen of the professioo, is confirmed 
in the valuable work of Don Gaspar Cassal, an oíd pbysician, of more 
than common observation and experience, who has given to the public 
a natural history of the Asturias. 

Although subject to such a variety of endemical diseases, few coun-
tries can produce more examples of longevity. Many Uve to the age 
of a hundred, some to a hundred and ten, and others much longer. 
The same observation may be extended to Gallicia, where in the parish 
of S. Juan de Poyo, A. D. 1724, the cúrate administered the sacrament 
to thirteen persons, whose ages together made one thousand four hundred 
and ninety-nine, the youngest of these being one hundred and ten, and 
the oldest one hundred and twenty se ven. But in Villa de Fofinancs, 
one Juan de Outeyro, a poor labourer, died in the year I7S6, aged more 
than one hundred and forty-six years. 

When we consider the temperature of the climate, arising from its 
humidity, togetber with the cooling winds from the Atlantic, and from 
the snowy mountains, we must n^turally expect to find instances of pro-
tracted age, with the prevalence of chronical complaints, and of such 
maladies as are seldom mortal; whereas, in warmer and in drier climates, 
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nature comes sooner to maturity, is subject to more acute diseases, and 
like combustibles, when burning with a vivid fíame, is rapidly consumed. 

The physician reported a case too singular to be easily forgotten: a 
young man, aged twenty-eight, complaining of a fever, was bíed twiqe 
without relief; and having some symptoms which indicated a diíferent 
treatment, they gave him a bitter purgo, which brought from him, in 
one day, one hundred and seventy-three large worms (the teretes.) Five 
days after this he passed one hundred twenty-four, and the next day 
seventy-three, and died. 

From the general hospital, I went with Don Nicolás Trelles to visit an 
hospital for pilgrims, of which he is chaplain and confessor. I t is a 
miserable büilding, with a wretched hall, and numerous cells, by way 
of bed-rooms. Here, pilgrims from every quarter of the globe, who 
are going to prostrate themselves before the altar of S. Jago, in Gallicia, 
are received and lodged for three nights. When they arrive in Oviedo, 
they present themselves before one particular altar, and receive every 
man ten quartos, Should he chance to die here, he is buried with more 
pomp than the first nobleman of the province, and is attended by all 
the canons to the grave. 

The rage for pilgrimage is much abated; but there are people living, 
who remember when it was the fashion for all young men of spiril, both 
in Italy and Trance, before they married, to go as pilgrims to S. Jago; 
and even now, i t is not uncommon to see straggling, some few oíd men, 
and many companies of young ones, pursuing the same route. We rnet 
twelve fine-made fellows, who came from Navarre, singing the rosarj, 
and hastening towards the next convent, where they expected to lodge. 
and receive more money for the journey. 
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S. Jago, i f I am not mistaken, was the first who preached the góspel 
to the Spaniards; but however this may be, their devotion springs from 
graiitude; and the reverence of all surrounding nations, who are ac-
quainted with his military fama, is the just reward of his undaunted 
prowess, when, mounted on a white horse, he appeared in the air fight-
ing agáinst the infidels, and putting them to flight befóte Ramiro, at the 
battle of Simancas. (A. D . 9^7) 

The sight of pilgrims naturally reminded me of relies, and excited a 
curiosity to visit those of the cathedral; and for that purpose, I made 
application to the bishop, who, the next morning sent his nephew, the 
canon, to shew me every thing most curious among their treasures, Tra-
dition says, but I do not undertake to vindicate the truth of its report, 
ñor indeed would our good bishop; tradition says, and our good bishop, 
with becoming modesty, considers i t as possible, that when Cosroes, king 
of Persia, pillaged Jerusaíem, God, by his omnipotence, transported a 
chest of incorruptible wood, made by the immediate followers of the 
apostles, and filled with relies, from Jerusaíem, by way of Africa, to 
Carthagena, Seville, and Toledo, and from thence, with the infant Don 
Pelayo, to the sacred mountain near to Oviedo, and finalíy to the 
cathedral church of San Salvador. Upon its being opened, by the com-
mand of the sovereign Alonzo the Great, in the presen ce of assembled 
prelates, they found portions of all the following articles: the Rod of 
Moses; the Manna which fell from Heaven; the Mantle of Elias; the 
Bones óf the Holy Innocents; the Branch of Olive which Christ bore in 
his harid when he entered Jerusaíem; great part of the true Cross; eight 
íhúrns of his Crown; the Sanctissimo Sudario, or napkin stained with 
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his blood; the Reed, which he wore by way of sceptre; his Gamient; 
his Sepulchre; the Mi lk of the Blessed Virgin; the Hood, which she 
gave to S. Ildefonso, Archbishop of Toledo; one of the three Crucifixes 
carved by Nicodemus; and a Cross of the purest gcld? made by angels 
in the cathedral. 

" Whosoever, called of God, shall visit these precious relies, shall 
obtain remission of one-third of the punishment due to bis sins, with 
indulgence for a thousand and four years, and six quarantines, &c. &c/* 
Thus at least runs the promise, in the ñame of the pope, and by autho-
rity of the bishop; yet I doubt much, i f thus worded, the promise be 
agreeable to the faith of catholics. A l l their bishops and men of learn-
ing, with whom I have had the honor to converse, have solemnly assured 
me, that without repentance, and a firm belief in the atonement, no 
power upon earth can absolve the guilty; and that the church claims no 
prerogative respecting indulgences, but that of remitting the punish
ment, which would otherwise be endured in purgatory by those, who 
shall not have performed the penance appointed by the church for each 
particular offence. When they promise forty days indulgence, or as 
many forty days as shall make one thousand and four years, they do not 
mean absolutely days and years, as i f endless duration could be divided 
into portions, to be measured by the rotation of the earth, for they hold 
succession to be inconsistent with the idea of eternity; but they mean, 
i f I understand them right, the remission of such a portion, or quantity of 
punishment as shall be equal to forty days, or one thousand and four 
years penance, should their lives be protracted to such a period, as 
would alíow them to perform the whole. When the points of diíFerence 
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between protestants and papists, sball be fairly and distinctly statecl, tlie 

subjects of dispute wiil vanish, or at least the contending parties will 

bave the better chance of coraing to agreement. 

Some dajs after I had examined all these relies, the Sanctissimo Sudario, 

or sacred napkin, on which the Redeemer, during his passion, impressed 

his image, was exposed in the cathedral to eight or ten thousand. 

peasants, collected frora all the surrounding villages, most of whom 

had baskets full of cakes and bread, which they elevated as high as 

possible, the instant the curtain was withdrawrí, in the full persua

sión that these cakes, thus exposed, would acquire virtue to cure or 

to alleviate all diseases. Many lifted up their beads, and every one 

had something or other to receive the divine energy, which he con-

ceived to be constantly proceeding from the sacred image of his Lord. 

After a few minutes, one of the canons drew the curtain, and the 

multitude retired. 

The monasteries in Oviedo are not highly interesting; yet two of 

them excited my curiosity; both of them belonging to the Benedic

tino order. The first of monks, whom I visited for the sake of Fa^ 

ther Feyjoo, whose fame has extended tó the most distant nations. I 

went into his cell, and conversed with those, who had revered him 

living. I examined the features of his bust, but this having been 

taken when the clay was no longer animated, i t was from his works 

alone that I could form any judgment of his mind. A l l who are 

conversant with these, will agree with me in thinking him, for gen

eral literature, the first writer of the Spanish nation. 



The convent of the Benedictine nuns, I visited chiefly on account 
of their great wealth. They are only fifty, and their revenue is aÚ 
lowed to be twenty thousand ducats, or ¿£2,197 55. 3jd. a yean 
They invited us to tea. I went with the canon and rny young friend 
to their pariour; and they assembled with the lady abbess at the grate. 
Their convefsation was lively, and their behaviour perfectly easy. I 
tenturéd to solicit one of them to sing; she was young and hand-
some, genteel and delicate, and her countenance was highly interest-
ing; but wheii she began to «haunt a portion of the litany, she made 
tae start; for having long since forgotten all the songs of infancyi 
and being accustomed to sing only in the choir, her voice was hecome 
harsh and grating on the ear. When we took our leave, they invited 
us to repeat our visit; but my curiosity was satisfied, and my time 
was short, 

The building itself is worthy of attention for its mst extent, and^ 
for its elegance* 

The person to whom I was chiefly recommended, was the €óunfc 
of Penalba, a man of good abilities, of gentle raanners, and of un-
common inforniation; for a nobleman of Spain. 

I went with him to see the hot springs of TUvem.-de*Abajo,- at the 
distance of some miles from Oviedo. The situation is most enchanting, 
in a little valley every where shut in by lofty niountains, excepting 
only a small outlet for the stream. The rock is limestone, and the 
waters fesemble those of Bath, both in temperature and in taste, The 
principal spring rises from the rock>5 and, is near two inches in día-
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meten The baths are i i l contrived, and separated by a coid ptafa 
sage from the dressing rooms. 

The virtues of these waters have not been ascertained, ñor have 

they been analized; but the cases, in which they have been chiefly 

recommended, are, rheumatism, palsy, jaundice, and sterility; and for 

these they are in the highest estimation. 

I n the centre of the val ley, on a little eminence, is a castle with 

round towers, called San Juan de Priorio; and near to i t a church, 

most romantically placed, with a beautiful back ground of oaks and 

chesnuts. 

As we returned, we visited a new manufacture of petroleum, esta-̂  

blished near the city, according to a plan sent from Paris by Count 

d5Aranda, and which I understand to be the same with that in» 

vented by Lord Dundonald* This will certainly become an object 

of importance, because coal every where abounds in the Asturias, al-

though i t has never yet been turned to profit, on account of its 

abominable smell, arising perhaps from the rock, between which i t 

lies, and the sulphur, with which i t is impregnated. I t is well knowu 

that álcali and sulphur form the liver of sulphur, than which no-

thing is more oífensive to the nostrils* Now the whole provinee 

abounds with marl, chalk, gypsum, oolite, or calcareous freestone, lime-

stone, mnrble; and the rock, which confines the coal, is wholly cal-4 

careous. But should they ever penétrate this stratum, and find the 

coal in schist, I have no doubt that their coal would cease to be 

oífensive* A t present they have not suííicient encouragement to work 

these mines, because the country abounds with wood, and the preju-

Q q 2 
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dice against coal is so strong, that men, to whom the multitude look 
up, have not scrupled to attribute all the consumptive diseases of our 
island to the prevailing use of coal. 

The limestone of this province every where abounds with fossil 

shelk. 

To the west of Oviedo, the soil is gypseous, but they make no 
saltpetre, ñor is there any sign of nitrous earth. 

The trees are, elm, ash, poplars, and a species of the oak, called 
robles, an appellation perhaps derived from robur. I n the low lands 
they get two crops in the year, taking after barley, either maize or 
flax. Their wheat is very fine. 

The ploughs about Oviedo are, without exception, the worst I ever 
saw, and perhaps the worst which the imagination can conceivea 
The coulter is fixed in a beam by itself, with two oxen and one man 
to work i t . This goes first; then follows the plough in the samé tract, 
with no iron excepting at the point of the share. The handle is 
curved, to serve the purpose of sheets, and has a mortice to receive 
the tenon of the beam, and itself is morticed into the tail of the 
share. I t has a retch to raise and to depress i t . The whole is 
made in the most clumsy manner, and at best can only scratch the 
ground, which, being mostly strong land, requires to be well 
ploughed, 

The harrows have no iron, and are only used for maize; the wheat 
and barley being always left unharrowed. 

The cart wheel has no spokes, but consists of a, wo&den ring of 
felloe, composed of four quadrants, and is bisected by a plank of 
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about eight or ten inches wide, to receive the axis, which, being 
fastened to the wheel, turns round with i t , making what is calied 
an axis in peritrocheo. Some of these, for heavj work, are bound 
with iron, and have spike nails with enormous heads. I had the cu-
riosity to measure the axis, and found i t commonly more then eight 
inches diameter, but sometimes ten; yet, I must confess, that 1 was 
not surprised at finding this quantity of friction overlooked in the 
Asturias, having observed so littie attenüon paid to i t even in Eng-
land, where, t i l l within these few years, the large wood en axis was 
universal; and where, even in the present day, few farmers have 
adopted iron. 

To set any matter in a proper light, i t is often necessary to view it in 
the two opposite extremes. Now i t must be evident, that were i t possi
ble to have the axis, of the same diameter with the circumference of the 
wheel; the friction would not be in the least abated, but would, as may 
be pro ved, and has been preved by the most accurate experiments, be 
equal to one-third of the whole weight moving on a smooth surface. 
Were i t possible to reduce the axis to a mathematical line, friction would 
altogether vanish. Having found the two extremes, the imagination 
readily seizes a general idea of the proportions which lie between them. 
t e t us however examine these proportions with a more minute attention. 
I t is evident,. that in the former case, al way s supposing the plain to be 
horizontal, a ppwer more than equal to one ton would be necessary to 
move three tons ; whereas,. in the latter case, a fly would give moíion to 
íe.u thousand.tons 
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Stating the di a meter of the wheels to be four feety and that oí thh 
axis to be eight inches, which are the usual dirnensions in the Asturias, 
somethlng more tliao one ton would move eighteen tons; but, supposing 
the wheels to be five feet high, and the diameter of the axis to be two 
inches and a balf, then, something more than one ton would set in motiou 
seventj-two tons, the friction being always directly as the diameter of 
the axis, and inversely as the diameter of the wheel. He re I niust take 
occasion to observe, that in point of friction, to diminish the axis will 
be found more advisable than to increase the diameter of the wheel, 
because the friction will be in proportion to the diameter; whereas, the 
degree of strength being given, the weight of the wheel will be nearly as 
the square of the diameter. Whilst the motion is horizontal on a plañe* 
which is perfectly hard; wheels which are high, and consequently heavy, 
wil l have no other disadvantage than the superior cost, but on soft roads* 
and in moving either up Mi or down, the weight of the wheels must not 
be overlooked, ñor must the diameter be disregarded. The weight in 
both cases tells against the horse; but, as to the diameter, a distinction 
must be made. Going up hi l l , in proportion as yon elévate the axis 
above the horse's breast, so as for the line of draft to make an an^le with 
the hil l , in the same proportion you lose power. The truth of this pro* 
position may be caught by moving, in imagination, the line of draft up 
and down in two opposite extremes. Elévate or depress i t , t i l ! i t be-
comes perpendicular; the whole forcé of the horse will tell for nothingj 
and he will act only like a log of wood equal to him in weight. Let the 
line of draft make an angle of forty-five degrees with the plane> on 
which the waggon is ascending, and one half of the forcé will be lost 
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In like manner, by the composition and resolution of forces, the exact 

proportion of loss may be ascertained. I n going down hill , the diminu-

tion of friction, which is directly as the diameter of the wheels, makes 

i t needful to créate new friction by chaining the wheels, or by a sliding 

piece to prevent their rotation. 

I n the Asturias, not satisfied with the quantity of friction, arising 

from a wooden axis of eight inches diameter revolving without grease, 

they fix two wooden. pins, which confine the axis in its place, so near 

together, that they bind hard against i t ; and this they do oníy for the 

sake of the noise ansing from the friciion, and which, whilst i t appears 

to lul l the oxen, and to incline both them and the driver to síeep, as they 

move slowly on, is considered as exciting them to labour, and thereby 

precluding the necessity of either speaking to them, or pricking them 

with goads. This music, resembling the sound.of a post-boy's horn, is 

heard from morning to night in every part of the Asturias, and, when at 

a great distance, is not unpleasant even to a stranger, but to the native 

peasant i t appears to be the never-failing source of calm enjoyinent. 

I n this country, oxen supply the place of horses, and consequently 

beef is cheep, being sold for ten quarts the pound of twenty-four cunees, 

which is I b penny for a pound of sixteen cunees; . mutton is fourteen 

quarts for the Asturian pound, or 2 i penny for sixteen ounces, including 

the alcayala, millones, and arbitrio. The bishop tells me, that within 

his memory provisions were exactly half the present prices, JBarley is 

twenty reals; maize or Indian corn, thirty ; Erench beans, forty ; wheat 

from forty. to fifty the fanega, which in the Asturias díífers little as I 
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apprebend, from one English bushel and a half; wheat therefore is fVoui 
5s. 4,(1. to 6s. Sd. a bushel, or about 6s. on the average. 

Monclay, August 21, I went with my joung friend to pay a visit for 
a few dajs to his father ai Aviles, on the sea coast, about five leagues 
from Oviedo. 

The occasion of tlus visit was to be present at the feria, or church 
feast, which in catholic countries all over the world, and even among 
protestants in a degree, gives occasion to mu oh traffic, and is considered 
as a licentious season. 

The road was over the mountains. This they are making at a vast ex
pense, and in a most substantial manner, without the least attentioh 
to economy, or to any thing but their own ideas of ütility and beauty. 
For some miles near to Oviedo, and likewise near to Aviles, the road is 
made perfectlj straight, very wide, and rounded in the middle, The 
foundation is laid with large masses of limestone rock, eovered with 
stones broken to a smaller size; and, to support the arch, which they 
apprehend would spread like the arches of an edifice, supposing them tp 
have no lateral support, they absolutely build two walls the whole extent 
of the way. This certainly contributes much to beauty, but not in the 
least to the principal purpose for which it is designed. The sides of the 
road being planted with trees, makes i t a delightful walk for the inbabi-
tants. 

The ambition of Spaniards, in aiming at perfection, is no where more 
visible than near Aviles. The ancient road turned about two hundred 
yards, in order to avoid a low and swampy meadow; but now, at a 
vast expense, they are determined to have a straight and spacious ayenue 
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of near three miles, like those of other cities, From Oviedo to Gijon, 
a little sea-port to the east of Aviles, tbey are making anotber road 
in the same style, and at similar expense. 

Aviles contains eight hundred families, with two parish churches, 
three convents, and two hospitals, of which one is for oíd women, 
the other for pilgríms going to San Jago. They have no manufac-
tures, except of copper and brass pans for the surrounding villages, 
and of sonie thread for their own consumption. 

Aviles is situated on the bank of a little river, about one league 
from the sea, but within reach of the tide. I t is every where sur-
rounded hy hills, which, for the most part, are fertile to their summits, 
and are either covered with flocks, or shaded b j the roble and the 
chesnut; whilst the low lands are loaded with Juxuriant crops of 
wheat and maize. 

The house of my young friend is one of the most coraniodious I 

have seen. After the fashion of the country, i t is built round a court, 

but with only half the usual corridor; for commonly this runs all 

round the court, like that still seen in some of our great oíd inns. 

In this house the gallery is wide, and open to the south, and to the 

morning sun. The ground floor is given up wholly to the servants, 

except one comer occupied by a chape!. The apartmenfs are, a 

dining-room, a drawing-room; both spacious and lofty; one to the 

west, looking to the street, the other to the east, commanding a lovelv 

prospect, which is bounded by the sea; four principal bed-chambers, 

and others inferior. Of these, two only were single bedded; the rest 

contained, two, three, or upon occasion, four beds; for in Spain, even 
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in respectable families, three or four gentlemen will occasionally oc-

cupj one room. 

Custom reconciles to this; and, by the practice of Scotland, France, 

and Spain, I see clearly, that otber natpns can be reconciled to that 

wliich is most disgusting to an Englisbman; and certain i t is, by 

what we see daily in our cottages of the poor peasants, that our ol

ía cío ry nerves may be reduced to such a degree of torpid insensi-

bili ty, as to be happy and contented in the midst of filth and 

nastiness. 

I n this respect, no nation can surpass the Spaniards; who, without 

disgust, without regard to decency, when lodging thus together in one 

jroom3 conceal only by a napkin that, which the French shut up in 

boxes, and hide in the little closet, where they keep their clothes-

I t is curious to observe, at what an early age the amorous affections 

discover themselves in Spain. M y young friend was but fourteen 

years of age, yet no sooner had we arrived in Aviles, than he he-

carne deeply enamoured of a young lady, and extremely jealous of 

a rival, who seemed to gain a place in her affections. 

As agreeably to the Spanish manners, I slept in the same room 

with him; I became his confidant by night as weli as by day? 

whether he were waking or whether he were sleeping. For all day he 

talked of her, and all night he dreamt of her, as was evident, because 

in his sleep he uttered all his thoughts. Young as he was, this was 

not the first ñor the second time, that he had felt the shafts of Cu-

pid. In every part of Spain, where heat prevails, nature makes strong 
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the next yon gather fruit from it, 

Upon occasion of the church feast or feria, which, by the by, marks 
the origin of our word Fair, the concourse of strangers to Aviles is 
considerable, and every gentleman opens his house for the reception óf 
his friends. At this season the morning is spent in lounging about to 
view the shops, the cattle, and the people assembled in the fair; and 
the evening is closed by dancing. The balls are given by the prin
cipal person of the city, and such is the simplicity, which reigns in 
this distant province, that the servants and peasants are allowed to 
crowd about the entrance of the room to see the dance. The most 
favourite dances are the English, the minuet and the country dance; 
but sometimes they dance the cotillion, and, towards the cióse of the 
eVCning, the fandango. 

Siinday, August 2 ^ being the fourth day of the fair, and rémark» 
ably finé, the concourse of people, with the multitude of cattle, was 
surprising, and the market was brisk. As protestants, we must be 
allowed to wonder at this practice. 

Beef here is sold for seven quarts and a half the pound of twenty-four 

cunees, and mutton eleven; bread, five quarts for the pound of twenty 

ounces; wheat, thirty-two reals the fanega, which weighs a quintal, and 

which, i f supposed equal to the quintal of Catalonia, will be ninety-t^o 

pounds English; barley and maize, twenty-eight reals; beans, thirty-six. 

I t is striking to observe how corn íinds its level all over Europa, 

whilst butcher-s meat, which is not of such easy transport, varies ex-

ceedingly in price. Thus, at Aviles, beef is under three-halfpence; 
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mutton is 2TV pence for a.pound of sixteen ounces, whilst bread is 1 | 

penny for the same weight. 

No distinction in price is made between the prime pieces and the 

coarse, ñor between fat meat and lean,, because the prices are fixed 

by the magistrate, without respect to quality. The consequence of 

this arrángement is, that the meat is never so good as i t might be, 

were the market free. 

The government of this city is in two corregidors, four regidors, and 

a syndic, who is annually chosen by the people to inspect the meat, 

to vindicate their rights, and take care upon all occasions, that jus-

tice shall be done to them. 

Whilst I continued at Aviles, I discovered, for the first time, that 

the visit is always to the lady; that the master of the family is 

perfectly at liberty to come or go; that there is no necessity to take 

notice of him; and that, i f the daughter is handsomer than her mo-

ther, she maj, without offence, occupy the whole attention. This 

idea I found afterwards confirmed in the great metrópolis, by seeing 

gentlemen introduced to the ladies of the first fashion, and visiting 

them on the most familiar footing, without the least acquaintance, 

©r even personal knowledge, of their husbands. 

The science and practice of medicine are at the lowest ebb in Spain, 

but more especially in the Asturias. Fiat venesectio is stiil the fa-

vorite prescription, notwithstanding the ridicule of Le Sage, and the 

serious reasoning of Feyjoo. When the fond husband meets the phy-

sician in the street, and urges him to step in to see his wife, San

grado pulís out at once his list of patients and his watch, tells him 
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that he cannot stop one moment, orders him instantly to fetch the 

surgeon, and to have her blooded, promising faithfally to see her 

in half an hour, Palsies most undoubtedly are frequent, but k is 

by no means clear, that these are always caused by plethora, although 

in many cases they certainly originate from fulness. Sangrado however 

has such a dread of palsy, that he bleeds his patient into a dropsy, 

or leaves him to languish between life and death, a prey to the 

most gloomy of all diseases, to which human i ty is subject. 

A t the request of the bishop, I visited a friend of his, an oíd canon, 

who was threatened with a palsy by his physicians. He had been twice 

blooded, and the question was, whether he should lose more blood. I 

went to him immediately, and found him surrounded by his friends, who 

all stood looking on, expecting every moment to see the fatal stroke, 

whilst he, sitting in his great arm-chair, apparently in perfect health, yet 

with a gloomy and dejected countenance, seemed to be waiting for the 

awful moment, without one ray of hope to cheer his mind. Those of his 

friends, who could be spared from business, continued with him; his 

neighbours dropped in to look upon h im; but all continued silent, ex» 

cepting such of them as thought i t needful to ask him, from time to time 

how he felt. No one en te red into conversation with him, ñor would 

they suffer him to look into a book" Notwithstanding this repeated 

venesection, his pulse was remarkably ful! and strong. He was of a cer-

tain age, lived well, and took no exercise. I could not hesitate what 

^dvice to give. A t my request, the room was cleared; he adopted the 

vegetable diet, and took exercise. Thus, by degrees, his fears were dissin 
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pated, and he returned once more, to join the little circle of his friends 

in their innocent arausements. 

A t the desire of my friend at Aviles, I went to visit a monk, who \Vas 

related to the family, and found the good oíd man crying with agón y of 

pain, arising from the stone. The physician ordered nothing but Madanie 

Steven s solvent; but this was too slow in its operation, and could give 

no present case from pain. I ordered the Enema Molliens, by way of 

warm fomentation, to be used immediately, and to be repeated, i f occa-

sion should require; but the first application gave relief, and all the 

monks crowded round me to consult, each for himself, what would be 

proper for his complaint. Among all those who carne to me, I did not 

find one, who was not afflicted either with the stone, the gravel, or with 

the hypochondriacal disease, For this, I could assign no other cause, 

but their inactive life, and the want of animating hope; both common to 

the cloistered tribe. 

Erom the monks I was sent for to a convent of nuns, where I was conr 

firmed in my idea, that man is forraed not ónly for social life,. for that is 

found in convents, but for domestic cares. Without a pursuit the mind 

must languish, and the health will suíFer. The two nuns, whose friends 

had requested my advice, were hectic, and I am satisfied that others, 

who consulted me, were running the same course. Nature certainlj 

never intended them for nuns. Other considerations apart; the severity 

of their discipline, their rising at m id night from a warm bed to go inte 

a cold chapel, is ill-suited to the delicacy of the female sex? and 

must be inevitable ruin to the tender constitution. 

I was much pleased with the good sense, and flattered by the confi-
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and I had said, " I f this young lady were my sister, I should desire 
ío see the breast;" she answered, " Every lady is sister to the physi-
cian who attends her;" and immediately desired the nun to go with 
me to a parlour. On examination I found i t was a cancerous case, 
and recommended them to make application to a surgeon. 

After having passed ten days very pleasantly at Aviles, I went with 
the Count Penalba to stay as many at Luanjo, or, as we should 
pronounce i t , Luanco. 

Luanjo has three hundred and seventy houses, and one thousand 
eight hundred souls, of which, one thousand three hundred go to 
confession and communion, the other five hundred are infants. I t is 
a little sea-port, and carries on a coasting trade. 

The ride from Aviles to Luanjo is chiefly on the sea-coast, When 
we arrived, the sun was set, and the evening was shut in. 

The habitation of the count is massive, chiefly calculated for strength? 
and to resist the waves, which always wash its solid base, and occa-
sionally breaking against the house, send their foaming spray over the 
lofty roof into the street. Whilst I was there I was so fortúnate as 
to be witness to this sight. To enter the dwelling, you pass through 
the coach-house, and find the ground floor given up to stables. 

When we arrived, the great hall was already occupied, as usual 
hy the neighbours, who were amusing themselves with cards; but, as 
we were under no obligation to join the party, which was not of 
% genteelest cast, we went up stairs, and took posséssion of a 
rpom which occasionally serves for catino-. 
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The familj consisted of the count and countess, with their chií-

dren, bis two sisters, and her mother. His brotber, a genteel young 

officer, was there upon a visit. The family being thus nuraerous, 

and the greatest portion of the house being occupied with offices, 

little remained for bed-rooms. These were few in number, and upon 

a contracted scale. The room, in which I slept, was about eleven 

feet by fourteen, j e t contained two beds, one for me, the other 

for the brother of the count. The walis are white-limed, the fíoors 

are smoothed witb the addice, but not one is planed, and I do not 

recoliecl one ceiling. The beds have no curtains. The great hall 

where we dined, is a double cube of about fifty by five and twenty; 

with these dimensions, i f well íitted up, i t would be eíegant. 

The style of living resembled the oíd British hospitality; and the 

long oak table, surrounded by strong oak benches, was every daj 

well covered. 

I was at first surprised, and much disgusted, with a ragged and 

half-naked visitor, who carne up at dinner time, walked round the 

table, spoke freely to all the family, but in a manner to me quite 

unintelligible, sat down occasionally at fhe bottom of the table, and 

sometimes seized a bone, then laughed and cbattered like a baboon; 

j e t with all tbis, appeared to give no oífence. Upon inquiry, I 

found that tbis miserable object was the idiot of the village; and 

as such, enjojed the privilege of going where he pleased, and of 

doing what be pleased, wilbout restraint. 

Notbing can exceed their simplicitj of manners in tbis distant pro-

vince. Polisbed nations would be offended at their freedom, and the 
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plainness with which they speak of things, which iu the more advanceci 
state of society must not be even hinted at; yet such language neither 
gives disgust, ñor tends to excite the passions. But at the same time 
familiarities, such as in other countries are esteemed innocent, and, 
beiog rightly understood, neither imply ñor lead to guilt? would here, 
and all over Spain, be highly oíFensive; would, i f practised in pub-
lic, excite universal horror, i f in private, level every fence which vir-
tue is engaged to maintain. 

They use no paint, no powder, no curls, no cap; nothing but a bit 
of ribbon bound round the head. In this simplicity of dress, youth 
and beauty may enjoy their triumph; but the oíd women, for want 
of borrowed charras, have nothing which can picase the eye. Yet 
gentlemen are not altogether void of attention to the ra, ñor are they 
insensible to these attentions. A tradesman of Luanjo had cut his 
little portioii of tobáceo, and had rolled i t up carefully in a strip 
of paper, making a cigar about the size of a goose-quill; he had 
doubled back, and pinched carefully the ends; then with maturo de-
liberation, taking up his steel, his flint, and his little bit of amadou 
(boktus igmrius) hestrucka light, kindled his cigar, began to smoke, 
and finding i t work well, he presented i t to the countess. She bowed 
and took i t , smoked i t half out, and restored i t to hira again. 

After the countess had done with the cigar, and had joined the 
conversation, in a few minutes she oponed her moutb, and sent out 
a cloud of smoke. She saw my surprise, and asked the cause of i t . 
I told her; and immediately the person who was smoking drew in 
some heartv whiffs, then oponed his mouth to convince me that 
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nothing continued there, and after many minutes he breathed out 
vohirnes of smoke. This I find is their common mode of smoking; 
and without making i t pass through their lungs, they think it 
useless. 

The government of Luanjo is in a corregidor, assisted by eight or 
ten regidors, and two syndics, who are to protect the people from 
oppression. These magistrates once a year make a contract with the 
batcher, who will supply the market cheapest. I n consequence of 
this agreement, beef sells for seven quarts; mutton, ten; bread six 
per pound of twenty-four ounces. According to this, supposing the 
pound to be sixteen ounces, beef will be penny; mutton, H ; 
bread, 11 per pound. 

Labour is from three to five reals a day, or, without fractions, from 
seven-pence to a shilling. 

The land in all this province is estimated by the dia de buyes, or 
(juantity which a yoke of oxen is supposed to plough in one day: 
but this diíFers in every district. About Oviedo they reckon the dia 
de buyes at sixty varas by thirty, or eighteen hundred square varas; 
at Luanjo, i t is sixty-four by forty-eight, or three thousand and sixtj-
two; and about Gijon they cali i t seventy by thirty-five, or two 
thousand four hundred and fifty varas square; but in general the 
dia de buyes may be taken for about half an acre. 

Near Luanjo the land produces, of wheat, ten for one upon the 
seed, and as i t pays one fanega, or about ninety-two pounds of wheat 
for every dia de buyes we may reckon the rent. at about sixteen 
shillings the acre. 
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After spcnding a few days at Loanjo, we weni to Carrm? aoother 
country-house belonging to the count, or rather to the countess, be-
cause in Spain, the propertv of the husband and of the wife, are 
perfectly distinct. As long as she lives no one can take it from her, 
and when she dies, i t passes to her children; or, supposing i t to be 
entailed, i t devolves immediately to her eidest son, who, at the age 
of twenty-one, or sooner i f he marries, takes possession, even though 
his father should be living. I f she has titles of honour, she carnes 
tliem with her to her husband, and transmits them to her heir. Upon 
marriage, the husband makes a declaration of the eíFects ¡belonging 
severally to himself and to bis wife; and her property is so much 
vested in her, that, in case of her husband's bankruptcy, his creditors 
have no power to touch i t ; but i f at his death i t is found that he 
has prospered in the world, she may claim her proportion of ail the 
savings. The latter provisión is unquestionably wise, but i t may be 
imagined, that the former must give much scope to fraud, and cer-
tainly i t does; but then there are not wanting considerations to make 
men honest. A tradesman of Oviedo, at marriage, gave in a false 
specification, with a view to defraud his creditors, should he unfor-
tunately break. The wife died soon after, and her relations claimed 
all the efíects of which he had delivered in his declaration, as her 
property; and he, who had been well to pass previous to marriage, 
was left destitute, and could find no redress. 

Carrio is a commodious habitation, neat and comfortable, but with
out high pretensions, situated in the midst of a fertile country, near 
to a little river, and not far distant from the sea. Tn the domestic 
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chapel, the count shewed me an altar, which is one solid block of 

marble, with the following inscription: 

Imp. Ceesari Augusto Div i F. 

Cos. 13. Imp. «0. Pont. M . 10. 

Patr. Patrise Trib. Pot. 32. 

Sacrum. 

This block was found at Cape Tauris, near the entrance into Gijon 
(Jixa of the Romans) and is mentioned, together with two others, 
discovered near to the same spot, by Mariana and Morales. 

From Carrio we rodé into Gijon, a considerable port, to which the 
English resort for filberts and chesnuts» Tt contains about eight hun-
dred families. This harbour, made and maintained at a vast expense, 
is not reckoned safe; but there is no other in the vicinity, which 
can stand in competition with i t . 

We were entertained with great hospitality by Don Francisco Pau
lar Jove Llanos, a captain in the marine, who is retired from service. 
An oíd officer in every country is a pleasant companion, and in no 
country more so than in Spain. I n this gentleman I found all that 
a foreigner can wish for, good sense, politeness, and great infor-
niation. 

The next morning, we returned by Carrio to Luanjo; and in the 
way, stopped in a bcautiful mea dow near Candace, to partake of a 
little féte champétre. 
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A t Peran, in this vicinity, in the limestone rock, I met with a rich 
variety of extramous fossils, of coráis, corallines, and coralloides, with 
cockles, exposed by the fretting of the waves; and, upon examina-
tion, I traced this stratum running up into the country much above 
the level of the sea. 

During my residence at Luanjo, the count shewed mea royal ordi-
nance, dated <ted October 1785, stating, That the principal cause 
of the decay in agriculture, was the unlimited power of the land-
lord to eject his tenants at the expiration of their loases; and ap-
pointing, that, from henceforth, in the Asturias, the farmer, provided 
he cultivated well, and was not considerably behind hand with his 
payments, should neither be ejected at the expiration of his term, 
ñor have the rent raised; reserving bóth to the landlord and the 
tenant, an appeal to skilful persons, who should regúlate the valué 
of the farra, and give a compensation to the occupier, on his quit-
ting it, for any improvements made either by himself or by his an-
cestors. This provisión, most undoubtedly, is both wise and just; 
because it not only stimulates the industry of the farmer, but encourages 
his parsimony, by shewing hira where he can immediately make all 
his gains productivo, and thereby proniotes the highest iniprovement 
of the soil. But, as for wisdom or justice in the former provisión, 
I must freely confess, I can discover neither. Every thing is worth 
what i t will fetch; and i f raen, who wish to find employment for 
their capitals are willing to advanee the rent, why should not the 
landlord avail himself of this? In most countries, the ruling powers 
are too busy, and wil l be meddling, when things would naturally, 
and without their interference, much better regúlate themselves. 
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September 11, I returned to Aviles, and the count went to spend 

a few days at another country-house, whither he pressed me much 

to bear him company; but 1 had neither health ñor spirits for this 

excursión. 

The resemblance between the Asturias and many parts of England, 

is very striking. The same is the aspect of the country, as to verdure, 

inclosures, live hedges, hedge-rows, and woods; the same mixture of 

woodlands, arable and rich pasture; the same kind of trees, and crops, 

and fruit, and cattle. 

Both suíFer by humidity in wioter, yet, from the same source, find 

an ampie recompense in suramer; and both enjoy a températe climate, 

yet, with this difference, that as to humidity and heat, the scale 

preponderates on the side of the Asturias. In sheltered spots, and 

not far distant from the sea, they ha ve olives, vines, and oranges. 

The cyder of this country is not so good as our's; but I am not 

able to determine, whether the fault is wholly in the making, or whether 

there is not likewise some natural imperfection in the fruit. Certain 

i t is, that they pay little attention to this article, neither suífering the 

apples to hang the proper time upon the trees, ñor selecting the best 

kinds, ñor leaving them to sweat, ñor picking out bad fruit, ñor 

racking oíf the cyder when i t is fine. The opposite of all this, both 

as to the liquor and the fruit, is the practico of our best cyder coun-

ties. Not contented with racking once, we draw i t oíf three or four 

times, i f needful, always observing to do this when the cyder is become 

fine. For this purpose, they who are most curious, will even sit up 

with i t , when the time draws nigh, that they may seize the proper 
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moment. I f the Asturians paid attention to this, their cyder would 

become a considerable article of export, and, together with their nuts, 

and other fruits, would bring great wealth into the country.—Yet, with 

the best information, and the most minute attention, i t is by no ineans 

certain, that they would ever be able to produce a liquor equal in 

strength to that of our best counties, because of the prevailing humi-

dity; on account of which, every thing this principality produces is 

inferior in its quality to the productions of a warmer climate. The 

herbs here dry away to nothing; and the wood barnt upon the hearth, 

makes little or no ashes, yet produces so much soot, that the chim-

neys are perpetually choked. Such is the humidity of this province, 

that the misletoe grows not only on the oak, but on apples, pears, 

and thorns. 

AU the way from Aviles to Oviedo, we found the harvest over, and 

the people, nien, women, and children, in the field, threshing out the 

grain with flails; because, in this moist and températe province, they 

cannot use the trillo. 

Their flail is very heavy, and extravagantly long, not less than five 

feet in common, and the handstafF is nearly of the same length. In 

consequence of this, the motion of the flail is slow, and the exer-

tions of the thresher turn to little account. To understand this sub-

ject, we must recollect the laws of motion. Now, when quick motion 

is communicated to the grain, whilst the straw remains unmoved, or 

when the straw receives the stroke, whilst the grain continúes in a 

state of rest, a separation is the consequence. When either moves 

slow]y,the other follows, and no separation is eíFected; but the greater 
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the velocity of eitber, the more certain and speedy is the separation 
of the grain. Supposing the straw and grain to be moved with diffe-
rent velocities, the same effect will follow in proportion lo that 
difference. We must always remember, that the weight of impinging 
bodies being given, the magnitnde of the stroke is directly as the 
velocity. This principie rightly understood and applied, would not 
only long since have banished heavy flails for threshing the lighter 
grains, but would, from the beginning, have led to the machine for 
coining, now recently introduced at Birmingham. 

Threshing is by no people better understood than by the Wiltshire 
peasants, who, for wheat, prefer a flail of three feet, weighing about 
twenty-four ounces, with a hand-staíF of the same length. 

In the Asturias, they depend upon the wind for winnowing, and 
have no idea of a machine for performing that operation in a barn. 
Were they to see the fan, formad after the model of a machine 
first invented by Reiselius of Wurtemberg, called rotatilis sudor ei 
pressor, but discovered by Dr. Papin, and from Holland introduced 
into this island; i t is to be hoped, that, without either prejudice, 
or scruples, they would immediately adopt i t ; and that no fanatic 
priest, as in North Britain, would condemn the use of it as impious, 
under the idea of not depending upon providence for a favourable 
breeze. 

When I returned to Oviedo, a gentleman gave me a collection of 
amber and of jet, of which there is great abundance in this province; 
but the two most considerable mines of i t are in the territory of 
Beloncia, one in the valley called Las Gnerrias, the other on 
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side of a high mountain in the village of Arenas, tn the parish of 
Val de Soto. The former is found in slate, and looks like wood; but 
when broken, the nodales discover a white crust, inclosing yellow am-
ber, bright and transparent. Jet, and a species of kennel coal, 
abounding with marcasites, universally accompany the amber. The 
natural history of this curions substance is so little understood, that 
everj fact relating to i t should be treasured up. Ti l l of late years, 
i t was found only on the sea-shore, cast up by the waves; but even 
then, the various insects inclosed in i t , such as ants and flies, proved 
i t to be a production of the land. But now we find i t fossil, and 
henee trace a connection between bitumens and resins. We see i t 
likewise as one link in a vast chain, the origin of which all phi-
losophers are labouring to discover. We íind i t in a country, where 
the inclosing strata, and all the surrounding rocks, charged with ma
rine shells and plants, sbew clearly, that both it and they are the 
deposit of the ocean.—This subject will be frequently resumed, and, 
from its vast importance, merits the most minute attention. 

When every one began lo talk of winter, I thought i t expedient 
to prepare for my return towards the south, before the mountains 
should be covered by the snow, which usually falls a t the beginning 
of November, and sometimes even in the middle of October. And 
this departure the good bishop himself was anxious to basten. I 
was not indeed in a condition to undertake the journey; but the 
fear of being shut up in the Asturias, t i l l the return of spring, pre-
vailed over all other considerations, and made me resolve to ventura. 

T t 
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As the account of my indisposition may serve towards the natural 
history of the country, I shall briefly give i t . The 2lst of August, 
riding from Oviedo to Aviles, on a rainy day, I was wet through; 
and at the end of our journey, as I had nothing at hand to change, 
I suffered my clothes to dry upon my back. I had, however, no 
reason to think that I had taken cold, t i l l I perceivcd that I was 
gradually losing the use of all my limbs, without either pain or fever. 
The physiciao, at the end of one month, confined me to my bed, 
and forbade rae the use of wine, allowing me only water and vege
tables, t i l l he had reduced me to the lowest state of debility. I 
submitted; but, feeling evidently that I was going fast from bad to 
worse, I took my leave of him, and, by the use of bark, with a 
generous diet, I regained some degree of strength, and, getting my-
self by the assistance of four men placed upon a mulé, I ventured 
to set forwards on my way towards the south. 

The bishop and his family expressed their concern at my depar-
ture; yet, considering the humidity of their climate, and the near 
approach of winter, they were kind enough to consent that I should 
undertake the journey, in hope that a warmer and a drier air might 
restore my health. 

What a sight do we here behold, a catholic bishop entertaining a 
protestant clergyman, or a teacher of heresy, and as i f he were a bro-
ther parting from him with regret, then following him with extreme 
anxiety, t i l l he should hear of his safe arrival under the hospitable 
roof of the Marquis of Oviaco, near Salamanca. 



J O U R N E Y 

FROM T H E 

ASTOMAS TO T H E ESCUMAL. 

OCTOBER % I left Oviedo. When I had proceeded two miles 

from Oviedo, and perceived that I was disposed to faint awaj, I 

felt myself obliged to have recourse to the Peruvian bark and wine, 

with which I had been furnished by my valuable friend the bishop. 

Passing through several little villages, I carne to Hieres in the 

middle of the day. A t night I found a comfortable bed at Campo-

manes, having travelled ten leagues and a half over delightful hills, 

all either covered thick with wood, or híghly cultivated. 

I n both these places I was much surprised at the moderation of 

¡heir charges, A t Hieres, for a dish of eggs, for dressing my fowl, 
T t 2 
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and for the ruido de la casa, that is, for the noise of the house, or 
rather for attendance, the good woman required only a real, or some-
thing more than two-pence farthing. A t Campomanes, for the samé 
and for my bed, the demand was two reals. 

As we approached the confines of the principality, the scene greatly 
changed; for, instead of soft and swelling hills, covered with grass or 
clothed with woods; scarcely any thing was to be seen but stupen-
dous rocks of limestone, some in long ridges rising perpendicular to 
the height of two or three hundred feet, others cragged and broken 
into a thousand forms. I n this route, the way winds chiefly by the 
side of little rívers, brooks, or torrenU, t i l l i t has passed the summit 
of that vast chain of mountains, which separates the Asturias from 
the Oíd Castille; yet in the midst of these stupendous mountains, a 
few rich valleys intervene, each with its little village, in size propor-
tioned to the extent of land susceptible of cultivation. 

I n the ravínes through which we passed, I observed that all the 
milis have horizontal water-wheels. These grind the corn very slowly, 
being fed by single grains; but then to compénsate for this defect, 
they place many near together, and the same little stream having 
communicated motion to one wheel, passes in succession to the rest. 
These are well suited to a country abounding with stone for building, 
where water runs with rapidity down a steep descent, and where des-
patch is not required, 

October 4, as we descended towards León, we overtook a Merino 
flock, belonging to the monastery ot Guadalupe, in Estramadura. 
These monks have sufficient land near horae to keep their flock 
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ring the winter months; but in the summer, when thcir own tnoun« 

tains are scorched, they send their sheep into the north, where, hav-

ing no lands, they are obliged to pay for pasturage. They were on 

their re tura towards the south. 

The great lords, and the religious houses, to whom belong these 

trashumantes or travelling flocks have peculiar privileges secured to 

them by a special code, called laws of the Mesta: privileges, by 

many considered as inconsistent with the general good. 

This institution has been traced back to the year 1350, when the 

plague, which ravaged Europe for several years, had desolated Spain, 

leaving only one-third of its former inhabitants to cultívate the soiL 

But perhaps we ought to look for its origin in more remote and dis-

tant ages, when the whole country was occupied by shepherd nations^ 

and when agriculture was but little known. These certainly were the 

first inhabitants, or i f not the íirst, at leas!, as the votaries of Pan, 

that venerable protector of the fieecy tribe,. they may claira prece-

dency before the more modera worshippers. of Ceres. Occupying the 

hills with their numerons flocks and herds, i t was natural for them 

in winter to quit a. country then covered deep with snow, and to 

seek the more températe regions of the south; t i l l these,. burnt up 

by the returning SUD* refused them pasture, and drove them back 

again to the mountains of the north, which, during the summer months, 

are covered with perpetual verdure by th^ gradual raelting of the 

snow. 

The numbers of the Merino sheep are continually varying. Caja-

leruela, who wrote A. D . 1627, complained that they were reduced 
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from se ven millions to two millions and a half. Ustariz reckoned in 
bis lime four millions; but now they are near five. The proprie-
tors are numerous, some having only three or four thousand, while 
others ha ve ten times that number. The Duke of Infantado has forty 
thousand. Each proprietor has a mayoral or chief shepherd, to whom 
he allows annually one hundred doubloons, or £75 , and a horse; 
and for every flock of two or three hundred sheep, a sepárate shep
herd, who is paid according to his merit, from eight shillings a month 
to thirty, besides two pounds of bread a day for himself, and as 
much for his dog, with the privilege of keeping a few goats on his 
own account. 

The produce of wool is reckoned to be about five pounds from every 
ewe, and eight from the wethers; and to shear eight of the former, 
or five of the latter, is reckoned a good day's work. Some indeed 
allow twelve sheep to every shearer; but this comes short of what we 
do in England, where a common hand wil l dispateh sixty in a day, 
and a good workman, has been known to finish, half as manj 
more. 1 • . 

The wool of the Merino sheep is worth little less than twelve pence 
a pound, whilst that of the stationarj flocks sells for only sixpence; 
and every sheep is reckoned to yield a clear profit of ten-pence to 
the proprietor, after all expenses are discharged. 

When the sheep are travelling, they may feed freely on all the 
wastes and commons; but, in passing through a cultivated country 
they must be confined within their proper limits, in a way, which 
is ninety varas wide. Henee it comes to pass, that, in such iahospi-
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table districts, they are made to travel at tbe rate of six or seven 

leagues a day; but where pasture is to be had, they are suffered to 

móv e very slow. When they are to remo ve, either in the spring or 

autumn, i f the lord has no lands, where his flocks are to be sta-

tioned, the chief shepherd goes before, and engages agistment, either 

of those proprietors who have more than sufficient for themselves, or 

of the corporations, who, in Spain, have usually extensivo wastes and 

commons round their cities. 

I t is to these claims of the Merino flock, that sorae political writers 

have attributed the want of cultivation in the interior provinces of 

Spain. 
On descending once more into the plain of Oíd Castille, an obser-

vation, confirmed by all with whom I had any cominunication on 
the subject, oceurred to me, that the wine on the south side of the 
mountains, being transported to the north, improves greatly in its 
flavour, precisely as other wines improve by being removed to warmer 

A t the end of three days, when I arrived at León, I was so weíi 

satisíied with the attention of my guide, that we made a fresh agree-

ment, and he accompanied me to Salamanca. For himself, and for 

his mulé, I was to allow him a hard dollar, or about four shillings 

a day, both in going and returning, he being to pay all his own 

expenses on the road, which for a stranger, is the best plan, although 

the natives find i t more advantageous to maintain their guides. 

Having settled all preliminaries, and made provisión for the journey; 

on the 6th of October we turned our backs on León; and, being by this 
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time tolcrably acqnainted vvith each others dialect, we began a 
conversation by the waj. The honest fellow, taking a hearty swig 
at the borracho, or leathern bottle, which contained our wine, broke 
the silence, by telling me, that this was the skin of bis inost fa* 
vourite cat; and then, continuing bis discourse, gave me the history 
both of the cat, and of the countries tbrough which he had travelled 
with her spoil . - This was to bim, in all bis journeys, a constant 
companion, a never-failing source of consolation; and he appeared to 
be as fond of her now dead, as i t was possible for bim to have 
been, whilst she was sensible of bis caresses» The skin contained 
about a gallón, and usually served us, when filled, for more than 
half a day. 

The way was over an extensivo plain of sand and gravel, evidently 
brougbt from distant bilis, all smooth, and rounded by the action of 
water. The crops are chiefly rye, with some wheat and barley» The 
trees are the ilex, the poplar, and the elm. 

I was struck with the construction of tbeir ploughs, not merely as 
having neitber sheet, coulter, mould-board, fin (for to this defect I 
was become familiar) but as having the share mortised into the curvad 
beam at least tbree inches above its beel, creating thereby a degree 
of friction, which must greatly increase the labour of the oxen. Wo-
men hold the plougb. The cart-wheels are of plank, fixed upon 
the axis, like those in the Asturias, only they are better made. 

The numerous villages contain from fifty to five or six hundred 
mud-wall cottages, but seem in general to be going to decay. The 
inns are more wretched than those of the Asturias, and are thought 
to be considerable, i f they make up more than one bed. 
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At Tora/, where we slept the first night from León, as soon as we 
arrived, I surveyed the premises, and made out iny inventory of the 
furniture; finding in the chamber (for they liad only one) two beds, 
two broken benches, one crippled table/ and a little lamp dripping 
its oil, and smoking in the middle of the room. This circumstance 
is not uncommon, because they have no candles, and their lamps are 
of the most rude construction. I was, however, too much of a tra-
veller to feel disgust, and was preparing to settle myself confortab]yt 
when an oíd canon of Oviedo, with two school-boys, and a young 
friar, entering, told me, that they had bespoken this room some days 
before. I bowed submission, but stopped one moment to inquire the 
age of this young friar. He informed me, that he was now in his 
seventeenth year; and that, two years before, at Aviles, in the Astu
rias, having accomplished his noviciate, he had bound himself by the 
irrevocable vows. 

When I had retired, my faithful guide informed me, that he had 

procured a bed for me at the house of the cúrate, who was a friend 

of his, whither he instantly conducted me. Here I met with such 

a reception, that I had no reason to lament my disappointment at 

the posada. 
The next morning we arrived at Benavente, and in the way had 

occasion to observe a chango of dress. In this respect, every provmce 
has something peculiar to itself. The peasants who attracted my 
attention, were from Astorga. They had round hats, leather jackets 
without sleeves, and trowsers somewhat resembling those of Dutch-

u ü 
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men, perfectlj corresponding with what were formerly worn by the 

Brachati. 
Bemvenie is ai present remarkable only for the palace of the du, 

cbess, a vast and shapeless pile, possessing the marks of great an-
tiquity, and commanding a most extensive property. This city seems 
to be going to decay, yet includes six convents. I t is divided into 
nine parisbes, and reckons two thousand two hundred and thirty-
four souls. 

Bread is here three quarts, or 11 penny a pound of sixteen ounces; 
beef is seven quarts, or a small fraction under two-pence; and mut-
ton is two-pence farthing a pound. The best wine is about five-
pence a gallón. These are the stated prices, wben beef and mutton 
are to be had; but my guide having neglected to make provisión 
for himself, must have been contented to pick the bones of my 
miserable fowl, had i t not been for the bounty of a traveller, who 
had more than he could eat. 

The road from León to Zamora is about eighteen Spanish leagues, 
all the way near the Esla, a little river whose water runs into the 
Duero beiow Zamora. From this ckcumstance the way is mostly 
level; the soil, to a great depth, is either granite sand, or clay of 
a weak contexture; and the villages are composed of mud-wall 
cottages. 

A t Santa Ovena, having the curiosity to measure the room, whicb, 
like most in Spajn, served the double purpose of bed-chamber and 
parlour, I found it to be twelve feet by ten; yet, in these contracted 
limits were contained, a bed, the tressels for another, a chair, a table. 
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with two large chests for the king's tobáceo, for barley, Unen, and 
all the treasures of the familj . The kitchen is nearlj of the same 
dimensions; yet . in this posada, I counted thirty-five horses, mules, 
and . asses, with their riders and drivers, who all found lodging for 
the night. 

Whilst I was at supper, an oíd beggar entered. When I had given 
bim bread,3 be kissed i t , bowed bis bead, and left the roora. Struck 
with bis behaviour, I followed bim instantly, and gave him money; 
he bowed, kissed i t in silence, and left the inn. 

Zamora, a city of great antiquity, is at present reduced Very low, 
but formerly i t must have been considerable, and will , I have no 
doubt, soon regain its consequence. Situated in a fertile country3 
on the confines of Portugal, watered by the Duero, and near the 
conflux of the Esla, i t must always have invited plenty; and when 
the communication shall be opened by the canal, for the transport 
of its productions, i t wil l daily grow in wealth. The extent of its 
fortifications, twenty-three parish churches, and sixteen convents, in-
closed witbin the walls, in some measure serve to shew what i t was; 
and the recent decorations of the cathedral give a good specimen of 
what i t may hereafter be. This building is oíd, but the altar is mo-
dern, and is much to be admired for the variety of its marbles, 
chiefly from the Asturias; for the elegance of its composition; and 
for the beauty of its hangings, which are made of crimson velvet, 
richly embroidered with gold. 

The chief manufactures are, of hats, serges, coarse cloth, and nitre; 
but for the latter, the el i mate is by no means favourable. 

u u 2 
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Beef is cheaper tlian at Benavente, being here only six quarts, 
or somethiqg more than three-halfpence a pound; but pork is nearly 
three times as much. 

From Zamora we travelled only three leagues, and rcsted for the 
night at Corrales, a village of three hundred and sixty cottages. I t 
was not t i l l next morning that I fully comprehended for what reason 
we had made so short a journey the preceding day; but, upon our 
entering an extensivo forest, my provident conductor told me, that 
he always chose to meet the morning, rather than to be overtaken 
by the night, whenever he was to pass through a forest, and that, 
by such precautions, he had frequently escaped unmolested, where 
others had been robbed. 

From Corrales we ascended gently for three leagues, and then de-
scending as many, at the end of seven hours we iez,c\íeá Calzada de 
Valdeunciel, having travelled for at least íive hours through a forest, 
in which, as we proceeded, my guide told me the ñames of the ©mi" 
nences to be passed, all distinguished by one generic terna Confession-
arios; implying, that on these the traveller would stand in ueed of a 
confessor to prepare him for his fate. Considering the vast extent 
of this forest, and its vicinity to Portugal, no situation can be more 
favourable to robbers, or to the smuggler, who, when he has been 
plundered himself, is apt to plunder others. 

The soil here is most evidently decomposed granite with its quarts 
feld spat, and mica. The trees are chiefly ilex, roble, and the 
cork-treeo 
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Al l the way from León to Salamanca, for three and thirty leagues, 
or about one hundred and íifty miles, the country is so fíat and open, 
that the Moorish horse, when they invaded Spain, must have met with 
nothing to impede their progress; because, in such extensive plains, an 
oppressed people, dispirited and disarraed, could have little inclina-
tion to make resistance; and had i t not been for a more hardy race 
inhabiting the mountains of the north, the whole peninsula míght at 
this moment have been numbered among the followers of Mahomet. 

When I directed my course towards Salamanca, i t was with a view 
of paying a visit, by appointment, to the Marquis of Ovieco, but, 
unfortunately for me, on my arrival, I found that he was detained 
by illness at Madrid. This disappointment was the more vexatious, 
because I had no letters, ñor any prospect of being introduced. I 
Tentured, however, to present myself to Dr. Curtis, president of the 
Irish college, who received me with politeness, took me under his protec-
tion, and, during my ten days abode at Salamanca, considered me as 
part of his family. 

His situation is respectable, and the convent, part of which he 

occupies, is one of the best in Spain. I t was built A. D . 1614?, by 

the Jesuits, but, upon their expulsión, being found much too exten

sive for any one society, i t was divided; the south side being given 

to the Irish, and the north to the bishop of the diocese for his 

students. 

The wingj in the occupation of the former, is three stories high, 

and more than two hundred feet long. In the middle of each, through 

the whole extent, there runs a wide gallery to form a communica-



tion between a double row of bed-rooms. These long galleries having 
no light excepting at the ends, are well adapted to the climate: 
for even at noon, and during the most dissolving heats of summer, 
they aíFord a cool retreat. The whole building is covered with a ter-
race walk, commanding all the conntry; and here the young men 
take the air. 

The wing devoted to the bishop's college is nearly similar to this, 
with the addition of a cloister, and an elegant apartment of sixtj 
feet by thirty, designed for conference and disputations. 

The church is in common to both establishments, and is built upon 
such a plan as must do credit to the taste as well as to the wealth 
of the disgraced community. 

I n the Irish college, three-score students are received at a time, 
and when these are sent back to Ireland, the same number from 
thence are admitted, to be, like them, trained up for the ministry» 
Their course of education requires eight years. They are expected 
to come well founded in the languages; and of the time allotted to 
them in Spain, four years are given up to the study of philosophy, 
the remainder to divinity. The system of philosophy includes logic, 
metaphysics, mathematics, physics, and ethics, For these they read 
Jacquier; and for theology they follow F. Collet. They rise every 
morning at half-past four, and have no vacations. 

The mode of giving lectures is perhaps peculiar to themselves, but 
worthy to be followed in our universities. The students have questions 
proposed for their discussion twice every day, and on these they are 
informed what books to read; then, supposing the subject to admit 
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of a dispute, i t is carried on by two of them, under the direction 
of a moderator, who gives assistance when i t is wanted, and guides 
them to the truth. Where this mode of proceeding is not admissible, 
the tutors, instead of giving formal lectores, employ themselves in 
the examination of their pupils, and the business of instruction is 
thus greatly expedited, 

Dr. Curtis lives with his pupils like a father with his children; and 
although in a state of banishment, seems happy in the discharge of 
his important functions. I t is, however, much to be lamented, that 
he and they should be reduced to the necessity of seeking that pro-
tection in a foreign and distant eountry, to which they are entitled 
in their own. This kind of persecution is neither just ñor politic. 
I t is certain that ignorance and bigotry have a strong connection. 
Would you overeóme invetérate prejudices, and are you anxious to 
banish superstition ? leí; in the light. Would you conciliate the aiFec-
tions of those, who difíer from you in their religious creed ? no longer 
persecute¿ Embrace them, and from enemies they wil l become your 
friendo; let in the light, and diíFerence of Opinión dies away. Catho-
lics, in the more enlightened countries, are no longer papists; their 
ivhple system is going to decay; and without claiming more than 
common sagacity, we may venturo to foretel, that in proportion as 
the limits of toleration shall be extended, all that cannot bear the 
light will gradually vanisha. t i l l the distinction between catholícs and 
protestants shall cease. 

To hasten this event, the education of catholics in I reí and, for 
the purpose of the ministry, should not only be connived at, but 
should meet with all possible encouragement* 
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The imiversitj of Salamanca was fonnded in tbe year 1200, b j 
Alfonso I X , king of León, and regulated by Alfonso, surnamed the 
Wise, (A. D . 1254) under whose protection flourished the greatest 
astronomers of Europe. This seminarj soon rose into importance, and 
became eminent in Europe by acquaintance with the A rabian authors, 
and, through them, with the Greek, l is professors transíated Avicena, 
who took the lead in medicine, and Averroes, who had bestowed 
much time in studying Aristotle; but not satisfied with copying from 
the Arabs, they laboured much themselves, and became justly famous 
in their day for their knowledge in jurisprudence, and for their pro-
gress in all the sciences then cultivated in Europe. The reverence of 
the first professors of this university for Aristotle and for Thomas 
Aquinas, continúes to the present day. The court indeed has long 
declared war against them both, and repeatedly commanded that they 
should be abandoned; but, not having adopted such methods as are 
practicable, to secure obedience, the oíd professors walk in the same 
path, in which their fathers walked before them. 

We are not however to imagine, that Salamanca produces no men 
of liberal ideas. Far be i t from us to entertain such a thought; 
because we Know, that even in the darkest ages, some men of science 
were hid in convents, who, had they lived in more arourable times, 
would have diíFused light, and have been admired in the world. One 
such, and I doubt not there may be many, I met with in D . Joseph 
Diaz, a father of the Augustines; who, for learning, good sense, and 
liberality of sentiment, would be an ornament to any country. 

The students were formally reckoned about sixteen thousand, but 
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they are now much reduced; and in 1785, the number of matriculas 
\vas nineteen hundred and nine. I n a curious edict of Charles V. for 
the regulation of mendicitj, we find a oíanse permitting students in 
the universities to beg, provided they have a licence from the rec
tor: bnt in the present day they appear to be in a more respectable 
condition, and few, i f any, take advantage of this privilege. 

The library is spacious, and tolerably well furnished with modera 
books; yet the bulk is trash, consisting principally of scholastic 
divinity. 

Of all the public edifices, the cathedral is the most worthy of at» 
tention. The foundation of this ancient structure was laid Á. D , 
1513, but i t was not finished t i l l 1734. I t is three hundred and se-
venty-eight feet long, one hundred and eighty-one wide in the clear, 
one hundred and thirty high in the nave, and eighty in the ailes. 
The whole is beautiful, but the most striking part of this church, 
and of many public buildings in this city, is the sculpture, which 
merits admiration, not only for the taste therein displayed, but for 
its excellent preservation. Over the prineipal door is represented, in 
bold relief, the adoration of the sages; and over another, the public 
entrance of Christ into Jerusalem; all appearing as fresh and sharp 
as i f they were but recently exposed to the air. 

The church of the Dorainicans comes little short of the cathedral 
in point of sculpture. I t has a representation of St. Stephen stoned, 
with a crucifix above i t , all as large as life, and not apparently i n -
jured hy the weather. Indeed in both these edifices the carvings are 
in some measure protected, not from a driving rain, but from its 
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perpendicular descent, because they sink back as muchas ti fc] ck«. 

ness of the wall wi l l permit, which is at least six feet, and are sur-

rounded b j mouldings projecting considerably beyond the \ ^ i . Tk® 

precaution, without doubt, was prudent; yet I was not a little struck 

wben I observed the ornaments of bass-relief preserving their sharpest 

angles, even when exposed to the full forcé of the destructive ele-

ments. This circumstance may be readily accounted for, when we 

consider that the stone is a grit, which when first taken from the 

quarry, is soft; but upon being exposed to the air, acquires hardness.. 

Henee i t is peculiarly valuable both to the architect and to the 

Sculptor; and to these properties we may attribute the beautiful 

monuments of art which abound in Salamanca. 

i t would be tedious to describe the convents and public semina-

ríes of this once famous city; yet to pass thera all in silence, would 

be inexcusable. I therefore briefly mention such as are most worthy of 

attention. 
Among these may certainly be reckoned the oíd college. Here the 

quadrangle is small, yet elegant; and the cloister, with its four and 
twenty columns, is one of the prettiest in Salamanca; the apartments 
are commodious, and those of the regent are in a superior style. 

The college of the archbishop is built upon a larger scale, more 
ligbt and airy, and having four galleries of one hundred and thirty 
f^et, with two and thirty columns supported by as many, which 
form the cloister, i t may be called magnificent. The date of this 
bnilding is 1550, 



Cuenca , college is remarkable at present for its neatness and sim-
plicitv; but the pórtico, wheo finished, will place it among the most 
elegant buildings of this city. 

The college of Oviedo, with the chinches of the Augmtinos Calzados 
and of the Carmelitas Descalzos, deserve áttention. 

Of all these colleges and convents, i t were endless to enumérate the 
treasures and rich jewels designed for the service of the altar. What* 
ever is most valuable, the produce of Europe, Asia, Africa, and 
America, is here collected; and the best workmen, in every couní r j , 
have exerted all their taste and skill, each in his several branch, to 
shew the perfection of his art. The ornaments and dresses of the 
priests are both rich and beautiful; but the most costlj piece of 
furniture, in most convents, is the Custodia, that is, the depository 
of the host, or, according to the ideas of a catholic, the throne of 
the Most High, when, upon solemn festivals, he appears to command 
the adoration of mankind. I t is not uncommon to expend six thou-
sand ounces of silver upon one of these, besides gold and precious 
stones; yet in most of them, the workmanship surpasses the valué 
of the materials. 

The great square, although last mentioned, is not least worthy of 
áttention. I had almost hourly occasion to pass through i t , and never 
saw i t without pleasure. I t is spacious, regular, built upon arches, 
and surrounded with piazzas. Such a square would be admired even 
in London, or in París; but in a city like Salamanca, where all the 
streets are narrow, i t gives peculiar expansión to the lungs, when 
vou find yourself at liberty to breathe? when light bursts upon yon 
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by surprise, and when symmetry unites with greatness in all the ob-
jects by which yon are encompassed. 

The pórtico is not to be more admired for its beauty in the day, than 
for the protection i t aífords by night; because in this city they have 
an execrable custom, both offensive to the nostrils, and destructive 
of good clothes, similar to that, for which the inhabitants of the Oíd 
Town in Edinburgh have been deservedly reproached. 

I n the year 1030, there was not a single convent in Salamanca; 
and in 1480, previous to the discovery of America, they had only 
nine for men, and three for women; but now there are thirty-nine. 
I n 1518, they counted eleven thousand virgins. A t present all the 
persons under vows are happily reduced to one thousand five hun-
dred and nineteen. 

The houses are no more than three thousand, yet they have twenty-
seven parish churches, with íifteen chapéis, and the clergy are, qf 
those that are parochial, three hundred and ninety-nine; of the ca-
thedral, one hundred and thirty-two; besides the royal clergy of S, 
Mark, forty.nine; amounting in the whole to ftve hundred and 
eighty. 

In a city where the convents and clergy are so numerous, i t may 
be well expected, that beggars will abound; and agreeably to this 
idea i t is seen, that by the ampie provisión here made for íaziness,. 
every street swarms with vagabonds, not merely with those^ who arê  
proper objects of compassion, but with wretches, who, i f compelleé 
to work, would be found abundantly able to maintain themselves. 
There is indeed an hospicio^ or general work-house, for their reception^ 



but as the funds are limited, and do not amount to sixteen hundred 
pounds a year, i t can support only four hundred and fifty paupers. 
Should, however, the government be inclined to increase these funds, 
i t wil l make no great diíference, because the numbers both in the 
work-house and the streets, wil l always bear proportion to the food 
distributed. This truth can scarcely be inculcated too often; but I 
shall defer my observations upon i t , t i l l 1 come to treat of Cádiz. 

Among the varioUs implements in this hospicio, I was pleased 
with one for weaving tape, both cheap and simple in its construc-
tion, and so expeditious in its work, that a little child weaves near 
fifty yards, and a woman more than one hundred and twenty in a 
day. 

I was much pleased with the first operations of husbandry in the 
vicinity of this city, as being suited to the soil. The plough has neither 
eoulter, fin, ñor mould-board; but near the tail of the share i t has 
two pins, so disposed, as to lay the furrow in high rafters or ridges, 
like the roof of a house. I n this condition, the land is left t i l l seed^ 
time, when the ploughman first sows the grain, then slits the furrow: 
and thus the seed, being all covered at an equal depth, springs áway 
together, and appears as i f i t had been drilled. This, in a light 
soil, is certainly much better, than either to plough clcan before the 
grain is. put into the ground, or to sow i t under furrow, according 
to the practice of some English farmers; yet I am inclined to think 
that the Hampshire method of sowing upon stale fallows, and letting 
In the seed by drags, would be found more profitable. 

I t is well known, that by this modera improvement, the valué o f 



land lias been more iban doubled «pon áll the Hampshire hills. 
When tliey were accustomed to plough often for their wheat, as in 
the íow couritries, and upon strong land, i t has freqiiently happened, 
that aítcr sowing four bushels to an acre, they have reaped only eight, 
and sometimos not more than half as much. But now, by suffering 
the land to scttle, by scattering their seed upon the ground, when 
the whole perhaps is covered with thistles, and by passing their heavy 
drags twice over the field, moving each time the length-way of the 
furrow, they make a saving on the quantity of seed, and more than 
double the produce they were accustomed to receive. By improving 
on this practice, that is, by pushing the principie so far, as to fold 
his sheep upon the land as fast as he had sown i t , a judicious farmer 
who lives at Cholterton, in Wiltshire, a few years since reaped forty 
bushels from an acre, on land which9 with diíFerent management, 
would probably never have yielded back the seed he sowed. 

When I express myself satisfied with the husbandry in the neigh-
bourhood of Salamanca, i t is only so far as i t relates to ploughing; 
for in no other respect has i t any claim to approbation. The plough-
man and the grazier, instead of being united in the same person? 
are here eternally at variance; and as the latter is the best tenant, 
the great proprietors give him the preference. Henee the country 
has been depopulated, and the lands which are in tillage, for want 
of cattle to manuTe and tread them, produce light crops of corm 
This bishopric formerly contained seven hundred and forty-eight Corpo
ration towns; but now i t has only three hundred and thirty-three, 
the other four hundred and fifteen being deserted, and their arable 
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tands reduced ta pasture. To such an extent is the depopulation 
spread, that, in a space of seven leagues in length, and five in breadth, 
which formerly contained one hundred and twenty-seven towns, each 
with its corregidor and council, only thirteen remain. These have 
forty-seven churches, 

The soil, I have said, is light. I t is a sand, and evidently a decom-
Ipsed granite, because, upon examination, i t is seen to be plentifully 
charged with a fine white mica. The rock is chieñy granite, covered 
in some places with schist, but in others. wi th ' silicious grit, which, 
as i t appears to me, is néthing but the fine sand or broken quartz 
of the granite, united by a cement. 

men are fond of system: they assemble facts, and are never 
happier than whenfrom these they can deduce some general conclusión. 
The facts T wish to have recorded, are such as may trace out the 
origin of gr i t ; and I am at present much inclined to think, that 
hereafter i t will be given to the granite* The connection, as it re
lates to vicinity, stands confessed,. and may be so far useful, in mak-
ing out the history of that great revolution which once happened to 
our earth; but, from my own observaíions, I am ready to infer a 
more intímate connection, and that they stand related to each other. 
ar ejffect and cause, or as the parent íand bis ofíspring. 

í have already suggested this idea, and have ventured to draw 
©ne conclusión from i t in respect to Monjouy, near Barcelona, I f 
well founded, this wiH assist us to account for the astonishing num-
ber of large grit stones, or grey whethers, as they are called, on the 
Wiltshire Downs, and wil l coníirm the diluvian system first suggested 
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by Mr. King, in the Philosophical Transactions of 1767. One of 
these large bowlder stones of Wiltshire grit, contains fragments of white 
opaque, and likewise of transparent quartz, with two flinistones of a 
considerable size. These refer us to diíFerent epocbas and operations. 
I must, however, reserve what I have to saj upon this subject, t i l ! 
I come to the description of the Alps, on my return from Spain. 

The govermnent of the city is in a corregidor, one alcalde mayor, 
and forty-eight regidores. 

When I had satisfied my curiosity at Salamanca, and found my 
strength so far restored that I could with safety prosecute my jour-
ney, I made an agreement with a Mozo del Camino, for himself and 
mulé, to go with me to the Escurial, not by the direct road, but by 
a small detour, in order to see, at Piedrahita, a famous country-
seat buílt by the Duke of Alba. The next day, after dinner, Octo-
ber 22, I took leave of Dr. Curtis, with a cordial regret at parting, 
and set forward on my way, proceeding towards Alba. 

For the first two leagues we ascended gradually; then entered a 
forest of ilex, which, as my guide informed me, stretches east and 
west near forty leagues. The acoras here are of the kind described 
by Horace, as the origin of war among the rude inhabitants of an 
infant world, " glandem atque cubilia propter." Not austere, like 
those of the oak, or the common ilex, but sweet and palatable, 
like the chesnut, they are food, not merely for the swine, but for 
the peasants, and yield considerable proíit. Beyond the limits of 
this forest, we began to descend through a fine cultivated country, 
abounding with corn and wine; and at the distance of four short 
leagues from Salamanca, we reached Alba 



This city contains at present only tbree hundred houses, und has 
seven convents. One of them, that of the Carraelites, merits attentioa 
for its pictures, and for its treasures; but the greatest curiosity is 
tbe castle, with its round tower, supported hy four square ones, in 
which is depositad the armour of all the Dukes of Alba. To this 
ancient edifice they have added, at successive periods, more modera 
habitations, forming a considerable quadrangle; but unfortunatley all 
the rooms are small. 

About three leagues from henee, we entered another vast forest of the 
ilex, where we saw many droves of swine, a village with a church, 
consisting of four cottages, including the habitation of the cúrate. 
Here we took up our quarters in the middle of the day; and hav-
ing left i t , were proceeding towards Piedrahita, wben a fall of heavy 
and incessant rain compelled us to stop short of i t , and to have re-
course for shelter to a miserable village called Malpartido. The 
posada had only one bed for the use of the whole family; and as 
that was occupied by a lad, son to the good woman of the house, 
then dying of a putrid fever, we had a most uncomfortable prospect 
for the night. Besides the bed-chamber, they had, as usual, a kitchen, 
a room of about ten feet square, with an elevated hearth in the centre 
of i t , over which a little opening in the roof aíforded a vent for the 
smoke. Around the earth was a wide bench, which by day sup-
plied the place of chairs, and by night served the purpose of a bed. 
XJpon this they designed to scatter straw for me, leaving my guide 
to measure his length on the bare board at the other end of this 
magnificent apartment. Happily, however, I had a pass from Count 
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Campomanes in my pocket. This I sent, with my humble duty to 
the alcalde, requesting that he would be pleased to procure me a 
lodging for the night. I n a few minutes the messenger returned, and 
soon after the alcalde- was announced, I rose up instantly, prepared 
to meet him with profound respect; but, instead of a haughty ma-
gistrate, such as my imagination liad conceived him, behold a little 
insignificant man, humble in his appearance, dressed in a coleto, or 
leathern jacket destitute of sleeves, and bound cióse round him with 
a girdle of the same materials. He informed me, that he had made 
all arrangements, and that the best bed in the village was preparing 
for me. He had scarcely finished, when the young man, whose place 
I was to occupy, entered to expostula te; but the alcalde cut him 
short with no hay remedio; and therefore, finding that i t was to no 
purpose te complain, he quitted possession with a good grace, and 
took up his lodging in the house of some relation. Having thus se-
cured a bed, I left my guide to take good care of the alcalde, as 
a token of gratitude for his attention, and retired to my quarters for 
the night. 

In my new habitation I met with a comfortable bed, clean sheets, 
and a kind reception from the family; and when I was to quit them 
m the morning, they could not be prevailed upon to accept a recom
pense. I was much surprised at finding such generous sentiments in 
a cottage; but I have since had frequent opportunities of admiring 
the high spirit of the Spaniards, and, in mamj imtancts, their contempt 
for money. 



Tire putrid fever was not confined to the posada; i t raged with-
out restraint, and not only in this village, but in those o f the v i -
cinity, there was scareely a house from which they liad not lately 
buried one of the family. I t is much to be lamented, that the curates 
in Spain are not taught the management of fevers. As they must 
attend the dying, to administer the sacraments, i t would be a deed 
of mercy well suited to their character, and by no means incon-
sistent with their sacred functions, should they learn to prescribe 
the medicines, which, in England, when properly applied, generally 
succeed in checking the disease, and rescuing from death. This 
knowledge may be easily acquired; and whenever i t shall be univer-
sally diffused, fevers will cease to be so destructive as at present, 
and will be feared in many cases no more than íire, which, weíl 
regulated, is not only safe, but salutary; yet, i f suffered to spread, 
is fatal to the house. I t is not my intention to insinúate, that the 
two professions of physic and divinity should be united, but only 
that in every place there should be sorae one at hand, who might 
endeavour to extinguish this destructive flame the moment it appears, 
and, considering how small and thinly scattered are the villages in 
Spain, and how wretched their inhabitants, the cúrate is the only 
person from whom they may naturally expect relief. 

The country beyond Malpartido is exceedingly broken; and the 
granite rocks, exposing their rugged fronts without a covering, shew 
clearly, that the summit of this great chain of mountains is not re
móte. We had been ascending all the way from Salamanca; but 
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having left the Termes, as we draw nigh to Piedrahita, the waters 
take another course, and run into the Adaja. 

Piedrahita is a village of one hundred and fifty houses, with three 
convents and a beaterio, belonging to the Duchess of Alba, and fa-
mous only on account of a country seat erected here by the late 
duke, in imitation of the English. Instead of being built round a 
court with a corridor, like the Spanish houses, i t presents a front of 
one hundred feet, with two projecting wings of sixty feet; and the 
ground-floor, instead of being abandoned to coach-house and stables, 
is occupied by the kitchen, the offices, and the principal apartments; 
and over these, are bed-chambers for servants. Contrary to the 
Spanish custom, every room is ceiled, and the walls are papered. 
Altogether, i t is a comfortable residence; but to an Englishman, i t 
has no great pretensions. Had not the fairest part of its furniture 
been removed, i t would have seemed more beautiful; for the duchess 
who had been there with her friends for a few weeks during the 
greatest heats of summer, was lately returned to court, and her 
presence would have made a more humble habitation appear en-
chanting. 

IR leaving Piedrahita, we continued along the valley, shut in between 
high mountains, all covered with the ilex and gumcistus. These^ 
mixed with the grey granite rocks, make a beautiful appearance. As 
we advanced, we overtook several Merino floeks returning to the south» 
Near the Casas del Puerto, we entered another valley, running east 
and west near ten leagues, and never much more than a raále ia breadth. 
A t the end of i t stands Avila 
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The soil is sand; the plough is like that last described; the fields 
are divided into small ponions; and the pasture is common. Their 
sheep are folded, and the shepherd remains all night with his dogs 
near his flock, sheltered onl j by a straw cabin, just large enough to 
stretch himself at length. They have no iron about their carts, either 
dn the wheels or axle-trees; the whole is wood. The oxen are yoked 
in pairs, and draw heavy burdens by their horas. The dress of the 
peasant is the coleto. 

As soon as we arrived at Avila, I visited the market, to make aŝ  
usual, provisión for the day; and having purchased a kid, which, when 
the Merino floeks are passing, sells for about ten reals, or two shil-
lings, I sent i t to the cooks shop, and then began my rambles. 
Whilst I was making some inquines, a gentleman accosted me, gave me 
the informations I required, undertook himself to be my guide, and, 
before we parted, made me engage to diñe with him. This was B . 
Baltasar Lezaeta, a prebendary of the cathedral; from whom I received 
as much attention as i f I had been recommended by a friend. 

Avila has at present only a thousand houses, or one-sixth part of 
its former population; yet the convenís are not diminished, being six-
teen in number, nine for men, seven for women. Bes i des these, i t 
maintains eight parish churehes, a cathedral with forty canons, five 
hospitals, and a university. No wonder then, that i t should s war ra, 
as i t does, with sturdy beggars. ,4 

This city, built upon a granite rock, and inclosed by a wall, with 
eighty-eight projecting towers, has every where the appearance of 
great antiquity, but more especially in the cathedral 
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In this are nsany things worthy of attention, but principally the 

cloister, for its exquisite neatness, and elegant simplicity. The sa-

cristy is a good building, and the treasure contained in i t , both in 

píate and jewcls, would in England be called inestimable. The cus

todia., as usual, of solid silver, is four feet high, adorned with lonic, 

Composite, and Corinthian columus, and displays much taste both in 

its design and executioo. Among their jewels they have the pectoral 

of the late Archbishop of Toledo, the infant Don Louis, valuable 

chiefly for its gems, aíi large and of the finest water. The choir has 

beautiful carvings. 

Of the convents, the most remarkable are those of the Carraelites; 

one for nuns, the other for friars; the latter built upon the spot 

where S. Teresa was born, the former where she took the veil. I n 

this, the principal thing at present worthy to be noticed, is a pie-

ture by Morales, repregenting a dead Christ in his mother's arms; of 

which, nothing need be said after having named the painter, because 

all his works have such peculiar softness and expression, that men 

have universally agreed in calling him, divine. The Carmelites of 

Avila once possessed a treasure infinitely more valuable to them, than 

all the pictures ever painted by Morales: this was the body of S. 

Teresa. I t was originally interred at Alba, A. D . 1582, but three 

years afterwards i t was secretly taken up, and conveyed to Avila, 

where i t was not suífered long to rest; for the Duke of Alba, íinding 

all other expedients vain, made application to the pope, and obtained 

an order for its return. 
The life of S. Teresa, lately published among those of other saints, 

by the Reverend A. Butler, is peculiarly interesting. Her frarae 
was naturally delicate, her imagination lively and her mind, incapable 
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of bcing fixed by trivial objects, turned with avidity to those, 

which religión oíFered, the moment they were presented to her 

view. But, unfortunately meeting with the writings of S. Jerome, she 

became enamoured of the monastic life, and quitting the line, for 

which nature designed her, she renounced the most endearing ties, 

and bound herself by the irrevocable vow. Deep melancholy then 

seized on her, and increased to such a degree, that for many days 

she lay both motionless and senseless, like one who is in a trance. 

Her tender frame, thus shaken, prepared her for ecstacies and visions, 

such as i t might appear invidious to repeat, were they not related 

by herself, and by her greatest admirers. She tells us, that in the 

fervour of her devotion, she not only became insensible to every 

thing around her, but that her body was often lifted up from the 

earth, although she endeavoured to resist the motion; and Bishbp 

Yepez relates in particular, that when she was going to receive the 

eucharist at Avila, she was raised in a raptare higher than the grate, 

through which, as usual in nunneries, i t was presented to her. She 

oftén heard the voice of God, when she was recovered from a trance; 

but sometiraes the devil, by imitation, endeavoured to deceive her; 

but she was always able to detect the fraud. She frequently saw Sí. 

Peter and St. Paul standing on her left hand, whilst our Lord pre

sented himself before her eyes in such a raanner, that it was impos-

sible for her to think i t was the devil; yet, in obedience to the 

church, and by the advice of her confessor, she insulted the visión, 

«s she had been used to do the evil spirits, by crossing herself, and 

making signs of scorn. Once, when she held in her hand the cross 
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wbich was at the end of her beads, our Lord took i t from her, and 
when he restored it , she saw i t composed of four large gems, incom-
parablj more precióos than diamonds. These had his five wounds 
engraved upon them after a most curious manner; and he told her, 
that she should always see that same appearance: and so she did; 
for, from that time she no longer saw the matter, of which the cross 
was made, but only these precious stones, although no one saw them 
but herself. Whenever devils appeared to her in hideous forms, she 
soon made them keep their distance, by sprinkling the ground with 
holy water. She had often the happiness of seeing souls freed from 
purgatory, and carried up to heaven; but she never saw more than 
three which escaped the purifying fíame; and these were F. Peter of 
Alcántara, F. Ivagnez, and a Carmelite friar. 

I t is acknowledged, that many of her friends, distinguished for their 
good sense and piety, after examination9 were of opinión, that she was 
deluded by the devil; yet such was the complexión of the times, that 
she was at last universallj regarded as a saint She had indeed every 
thing needful to conciliate the good opinión of her friends, and the 
admiration of the multitude. The gracefulness and dignity of her ap
pearance, the softness of her manners, and the loveliness of her dis-
position, the quickness of her wit, the strength of her understanding, 
and the fire of her imagination, all her natural accomplishments 
receiving lustre from her exalted piety and zeal, from the sanctity 
of her life, and the severity of her discipline, all conspired to esta-
blish her reputation, as one that had immediate intercourse with 
heaven. 
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I t is curious, yet raost humiliating, to see a person of this de-
scription, amiable and respectable as S. Teresa, deceived, and with 
the best intentions, deceiving others. In this instance, we can readilj 
account for the delusion from the delicacy and weakness of her frame, 
the strength of a disturbed imagination, and the prevalence of su per-
stition. But when we see men of the finest understandings, in perfect 
health, of diíFerent and distant nations, in all ages, treading upon the 
same enchanted ground, we can onl j wonder; for who can give anj 
rational account of the abberations of our reason? The history of 
nrysiicism, i f well written, would be highly interesting, as embracing 
some of the finest characters that were ever admirad in the world. 
Should any able wrlter be engaged to undertake this work, he wiíi 
explain to us the principies upon which Bossuet, that prodigy of 
learning, persecuted Fenelon, the most amiable of men, whilst S. 
Francis of Sales was the object of his adoration; and why he poureá 
contempt upon Madame Guión, whilst he had the highest reverence 
for S. Teresa. 

This extraordinary woman, cherished by sovereign princes, univer-
sally admired whilst living, and worshipped when dead, had thehap-
piness of leaving behind her, sixteen nunneries, and fourteen convenís 
of friars, founded by herself, and subject to the order of Carraelites, 
which she had reformed. 

Avila, although it no longer possesses her remains, yet, as the place 
of her nativity and chief residence, is much resorted to at the season 
of her festival. I t has no manufactures. Some years since they be-
gan making cloth, but the situation not being favourable, the project 
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was abandoned, and their dependence at present is on the produce 

of the soil. The country abounds with saíFron, and this for a season 

finds employment for the women and the children. Were i t not for 

the cathedral and the convents, the city would be deserted, because 

not one proprietor of land resides here; the wliole being either 

rented, or held in adminisiration, as thej express i t ; that is, culti-

vated by stewards on the proprietors' account. 

No country can suffer more than Spain for want of a rich te-

nantry; and perhaps, none ih this respect can rival England. We 

find universally that wealth produces wealth; but then, to produce it 

from the earth, a due proportion of i t must be in the pocket of the 

farnier. Many gentlemen among us, either for amusement, or with 

a view to gain, have given attention to agriculture, and have occu-

pied much land; they have produced luxuriant crops, and have 

introduced good husbandry; but, I apprehend, few can boast of 

having made much profit, and most are ready to confess that they 

have suffered loss. I f then, residing on their own estates, with al! 

their attention, they are considerable losers; how great would be the 

loss, i f in distant provinces they employed only stewards, to plough? 

to sovv, to sell, and to eat up all the produce of their lands? In 

Franco they are so sensible of this, that for want of wealthy farmers, 

the proprietor finds stock, and takes his proportion of the produce; 

but in Spain, excepting a few provinces, the lands are commonlj in 

administration; and henee, extensive distriets yield only a contempti* 

ble revenue to their lord. 



From Avila we proceeded about a leagae through a rich valley, 

and then began to cliinb those mountains, which, dividing the two 

Castilles, formed for many ages the strong barrier between the Christians 

and the Moors; t i l l Ferdinand L descending with the united forces 

of Cas tille and León into the plain, drove the infidels before him? 

and displayed his victorious banners in Guadalajara, Alcalá, and 

Madrid. 

On these high mountains, we traveiied near five leagues without 

seeing a human face, or habitation, and scarcely a beaten track. 

A t a lower level we found the ilex. As we ascended, these were 

succeeded by the roble oak; but near the summit we saw only pines, 

with the juniperus europeus, the daphne mezereum, the matricaria 

suavis, the genista, and a variety of aromatic herbs, but chiefly thyme, 

A t almost every level, the cistus tribes abound upon the granite 

mountains, excepting where, like these, the summits are covered with 

an eterna! snow. 

The íirst l i t t le village we passed through, is called Naval Peral; 

the next, at the distance of a league. Navas del Marques: ibis, al

though i t has only íifty cottages, has a church, a chapel, and a con

vente From henee we proceeded about three leagues, and then 

began descending into the plains of New Castille. 

A l l the way from Salamanca, I observed saffron growing wild, 

which, i f collected, would help to employ the poor in their villages, 

ánd yield considerable profit. 

As we approached the Escurial, we entered upon the kings hunt-

ing road, made like those of England, rather for use than beauty. 
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l i ad the Spaniards been every where satisfied with such; where they 

have finished one league, they might have completed twentv. Their 

ambition aims in every thing at perfection, and by seeking too 

much, they often obtain too little. The idea they have formed to 

themselves of a perfect road, in point of utility, is most undoubtedly 

well íbunded; but in attempting to reduce this to practico, they are 

forced to lose much time, and to expend more money than the 

benefit to be derived from i t , is worth. Had their ambition been 

less aspiring, ere now a communication would have been oponed be-

tween all their great cities, and much of their produce, now lost, 

would have found a market This hunting road should convince the 

theorists among them, that a highway may be firm without side-walls, 

and support any given weight without such a foundation of huge 

rocks, as would be needfül for a castle. And although, for the mere 

purpose of expedition, to be perfectly both straight and level would 

be desirable, yet the traveller is better pleased where he finds va-

riety, and is charmed, as he proceeds, with a constant succession of 

new prospects. 

On my arrival at my journey's end, I found a letter from our 

minister, Mr, Listón, to inform me, that when the court left S. Ilde

fonso, where he had been for some time expecting me, he had visited 

Madrid, and that he should not come to the Escurial t i l l the be" 

ginning of the week. 

Having therefore some time to spare for the excursión, I immedi-

ately proceeded to repass the mountains, not returning by the same 

road, but going eastward by Guadarrama, and crossing by the Puerto 
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de Fuenfria, a pass so called from the coldness of its waters. This 
puerto is elevated, and the prospect from i t is delightful: but with 
the scorching sun, the ascent to i t is scarcely bearable. In looking 
down towards Segovia, the whole country appears level, like the 
burface of a lake, and extended like the ocean; but as we descend 
into this plain, we see the mounlains rise before us. The country 
immediately around us, near this summit, is raajestically wild, with 
deep ravines and projecting rocks, covered with pines, wherever pines 
can grow, and torn by raging torrents.. 

Jn a deep recess, open and exposed only to the north winds, stands 
S, Ildefonso, enjoying freshness, and gathering the fruits of spring, 
when all to the soutb of these high mountains, fainting with heat, 
are engaged in reaping, and collecting the autumnal crops. This 
chango of climate, in the space of eight leagues, for that is the 
distance from the Escurial to S. Ildefonso, induced Philip V. to build 
a palace here. 

S. Ildefonso occupies three sides of a square, the two wings of 
which being joined, each by a long range of buildings, designed for 
the king's retinue, and closed in at bottom by iron grates and rails; 
the whole forms a beautiful and spacious área. The principal front 
of five hundred and tbirty feet in length, is to the south, looking 
to the garden, and through its whole extent the apartments commu-
nicate with all the doors on the same Ijne. 

To give some idea of the pictures, i t may be sufficient to ñame 
the masters, whose works have bcen here collected by Philip, and by 
succeeding princes. The principal are Leonardo de Vinci, Michaei 
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Angelo, Eaphael, Hannibal Caracci, Guercino, Guido, Cario Maratti, 

Correggio, Rubens, Poussin, Paul Veronese, Woverman, Teniers, Mar

tin de Vos, Andrea del Sarto, Vandyke, Dominicini, Tintoret, Albert 

Dorer, Jordano, Velasquez, Ribera, Ribalta, Valdez, Morillo, Mengá. 

In the clmrch, the fresco paintings are by Bayeau, Mariano, and 

Maella. 

I n the lower apartments is a collection of antique statues, made 

by Christina, queen of Sweden, and considered as inestimable. 

The church is dark, but elegant; and, with respect to treasures, 

has few to rival i t in Spain. Among the vast variety of gold and 

silver ornanients, the móst striking is one o í ihe custodias, valued 

originally at seventy thousand ducats, or £^,690 Ss 6d. sterling. 

The garden occupies a ridge, rising lo the south, and falling both 

to the east and to the west. Near the palace i t is laid out in the 

oíd taste, with clipped hedges and straight walks, highly ádorned and 

refreshed with numerous fountains; but in proportion to the distance, 

i t becomes more wild, t i l l i t terminates in the uncültivated and 

pathless forest, whére the cragged rocks appearihg amobg oaks and 

pines, present a striking contrast with the works of art. 

This garden, deíightful for its walks, which, although shady, are 

neither damp ñor gloomy, is most to be admired for its fountains. 

Of these, the most remarkable are eight, dedicated to the principal 

heathen deities, and adorned each with its proper emblems. In one 

Diana appears, attended by her nymphs, who are hiding her from 

Acteon, I n another is seen Latona with Apollo and Diana sürrounded 

by sixty-four jets of water. The most surprising is Fame seated on 
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Fegasus, with a trumpet to her mouth, throwing up a stream of 
more than two inches in diameter, to the height of one hundred 
and thirt j- two feet. But the most pleasing sight is the Plazuela de 
las Ocho Calles, where eight walks unite, each with its fountain in 
the centre, and where eight other fountains, under lofty arches sup-
ported b j lonic pillars of white Italian marble, form an octagon, 
adorned with the images of Saturn, Minerva, Yesta, Neptune, Ceres, 
Mars, Hercules, and Peace, standing roupd i t ; and Apollo with Pan
dora, in the middle. The statues are all of lead, varnished in imita-
tion of brass, and were made by Fermin and Tierri. Besides fountains 
innumerable, here are vast reservoirs and falls of water, so disposed 
as to contribute much to the beauty of the place. 

When we consider, that the whole of the garden was a barren rock, 
that the soil is brought from a great distance, and that water is 
conveyed to every tree; when we reflect upon the quantity of lead 
used for the images, and of cast i ron for the pipes, with the expense 
of workmanship for both, we shall not be surprised to hear, that 
this place cost forty-five miliions of piastres, or, in English rnoney, 
near six miliions and a half. 

Nothing is more whimsical than taste; but, i f i t be true, that 
beauty is founded in u t i l i ty ; this place will always deserve to be 
admired. In the present day, i t is not uncommon to build the man
sión in the middle of a field, open and exposed to every wind, with-
out shelter, without a fence, and wholly unconnected with the gar
den. Near the habitation all is wild, and art, i f any where, appears 
only at a distance. I n all this we can trace no utility, ñor will 
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sitcceeding generations discover beauty. On the contrary, m the gar-
den of S. Ildefonso, we find every thing, whicb in a sultry season i$ 
desirable; a free circulation of air, a deep sliade, and refreshing va-
pours to absorb the beai; whilst from its contiguity to tbe mansión, the 
access to i t is easy, and at any time these comforts may be instantly 
enjoyed; yet, without these numerous fonntains, the clipped hedges, 
and the narrow walks, the circulation would be iess rapid, the shade 
less deep, and the refreshing vapour would be wanting. 

The glass manufacture is here carried to a degree of perfection, 
unknown in England. The largest mirrors are made in a brass frame, 
one hundred and sixty-two inches long, ninety-three wide, and six 
deep, weighing near nine tons. These are designed wholly for the 
royal palaces and for presents from the king. Yet, even for such 
purposes, i t is i l l placed, and proves a devouring monster in a 
country where provisions are dear, fuel scarce, and carriage exceed-
ingly expensive. 

Here is also a royal manufacture of linen, employing about fifteen 

looms; by which, as i t is said, the king is a considerable loser. 

Being now within the distance of two short leagues from Segovia, 

I could not return, without paying a visit to that interesting city. 

I n the way to i t , there is little appearance of cultivation, and the 

obvious reason is the continual depredations occasioned by the royal 

deer. As we passed through the woods, befóre we carne into the 

open field, we saw vast herds of them, unconfined, and free to 

range unmolested over all the country. 



I n Segovia, the first object to attract the eye, is the aqueduct, I t 
contains one hundred and fifty-nine arches, extends about seven hun-
dred and fórty yards, and, where i t crosses the valley, is something 
more than ninety-four feet high. 

The cathedral has no great pretensions; yet in one of the chapéis 
the re is a good altar, with the Descent frora the Cross well executed 
in rnezzo relievo, by a dlsciple of Michael Angelo, and finished A. I ) . 
1571. The church is nearly upon the model of the great church of 
Salamanca, but i t is not so highly finished. 

The Alcázar, or ancient palace of the Moors, has been so often de-
scribed, that I should pass i t over in silence, did not the attentions 
I received there deserve a particular remembrance. I had no letters, 
and Count Lacy, the inspector, was absent; but, 11 pon presenting 
myself to his lieutenant, as a stranger, he received me with politeness, 
and conducted me to every apartment. This strong tower is no 
longer, as formerly, a state prison; i t serves a more honourable 
purpose, and is devoted to one hundred cavaliers, who are here in-
structed in the military science. The sight of this building gave me 
pleasure, more especially the great hall, with the images of all their 
monarchs; but the highest satisfaction was, to see the Spanish cha-
racter strongly marked in the countenances of many among the young 
gentlemén who are educated here. A Spaniard may possibly grow 
rich in trade; he may make a progress in the sciences; but were he 
left to foliow his natural inclination, he would certainly betake him-
self to a military life; and for that, i f courtesy, i f patience and 
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fortitude, i f a love of enterprize, are requisita, in all these tbe true 
Spaniard will excel. 

Segovia was once famous for its cloth, made on tbe king's account; 

but other nations have since becorae rivals in this brancb, and the 

manufacture in this city has been gradually declining. When the 

king gave i t up to a prívate company, he left about three thousand 

pounds in trade; but now he is no longer a partner in the busi

ness. I n the year 1612, were made here, twenty-five thousand five 

hundred pieces of cloth, which consumed forty-four thousand six 

hundred and twenty-five quintáis of wool, em pío ved thirty-four thou

sand one hundred and eighty-nine persons; but at present they make 

only about four thousand pieces. The principal imperfections of this 

cloth are, that the thread is not even, and that much grease remains 

in i t , when i t is delivered to the dyer; in consequence of which, 

the colour is apt to fail. Yet independently of imperfections, so 

oiaoy are the disadvantages under which the manufacture labours, 

that foreigners can aíFord to pay three pounds for the arroba of 

fine wool, for which the Spaniard gives no more than twenty shil-

lings, and after all his charges can command the market even in the 

ports of Spain. 

I n the year 1525, the city contained five thousand famiües;, but 

now they do not surpass two thousand: a scanty population this for 

twenty-five parishes: yet, besides the twenty-five churches, together 

with the cathedral, they have one and twenty convents. When the 

canal is finished, and the communicalion opened to the Bay of 

Biscay at S. Ander, the trade and manufactures of Segovia m a j 







revive, but previous to that event, there can be nothing to inspire 
them with bope. 

As we returned (October áS) towards New Castille, my intention 
tvas to have travelled at our leisure, but observing some degree of 
impatience in my guide to repass the mountains before night, I was 
liappy to indulge him; and the next morning, when I looked back 
and saw the lofty summits Covered deep with snow, I comprehended 
the reason of his solicitude. The ways behind us were rendered thus 
for the time impassable, whilst all before us had been only wa-
tered by soft and refreshing showers. 

I n the oíd Castille, the usual price demanded by a muleteer is 
four reals a day for him self, as many for his ra ule, and sis for bar-
ley, altogether equal to 2s. 9^ but should you omit to make a bar-
gain, you must depend upon his mercy. The whole expense of 
travelling may be reckoned at ten shillings a day, i f you go straight 
forwards; but i f you make a circle, or return with the same mulé, 
i t comes to about 7s. 6d* 

The convent of S. Lorenzo is seated in a deep recess, at the foot 
of those high mountains, which sepárate the two Castilles; and pro-
tected from every wind, except the sputh-east, i t looks down upon a 
wide extended plain, with all the neighbouring hills covered by thick 
woods, whilst the mountains to the north are bare, or covered al-
most perpetually with snow. I t was built by Philip I I . in obedienee 
to his father Charles V. to accomplish his vow made after the battle 
of S. Quintin, which he gained by the intercession of S Lorenzo, 
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In honour of that saint, the architect, Juan Bautista de Toledo took 
his idea from a gridiron, the instrument on which he suífered, making 
the rojal residence project by way of handle, and representing, not 
only the bars by multiplied divisions, but the legs, by four high 
towers placed in the angles of this edifico. The dimensions of the 
convent are seven hundred and forty Spanish feet by five hundred 
and eighty, and the height is sixty; but the dome of the church is 
three hundred and thirty. The whole was finished under the inspec-
tion of Juan de llerrera, who was pupil to Bautista. 

The friars of this convent are one hundred and sixty, and their 
annual revenue is five miliions of reals, or about fifty thousand pounds, 
arising partly from land, and partly from their stock of thirty-six 
thousand Merino sheep, besides one thousand kept constantly near 
home, for the consuraption of the family. 

Their library consists of thirty thousand volumes, contained in two 
magnificent apartments, each, one hundred and ninety-four Spanish, 
or something more than one hundred and eighty-two English feet in 
length. I n the lower room, are chiefly printed books; yet in i t is 
deposited the famous manuscript of the Four Gospels, written in gold 
letters, a work of the eleventh century. Over these are collected 
four thousand three hundred manuscripts, of which five hundred and 
sixty-seven are Greek, sixty-seven Hebrew, and one thousand eight 
hundred Arabio, the latter well descríbed in a catalogue lately pub-
lished by Casiri. 

I n the middle of the lower room is a temple, with a great variety 
of figures, containing one thousand four hundred and forty-eight 
ounces of silver, and forty-three of gold, beside rich genis. 
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To a connoisseur in paintings, no place can afford higher enter-
tainment than the convent of the Escurial. I n every part of i t are 
seen the works of the best masters, and some of their most capital 
performances. I t were endless to enumérate particulars. Suffice i t 
to say, that during the residence of a month, I never failed a single 
day visiting the convent, and never left i t without regret; always 
giving a more minute attention to the productions of those artists, 
who are the least known in England. I had peculiar pleasure in 
finding here, so many monuments of Titian, who, during a residence 
of five years in Spain, constantly exercised his pencil to enrich this 
nation, and to iramortalize his ñame. The pictures, which most rivet-
ted my attention, were the famous Supper of Christ with the Disciples, 
by Titian; and a Holy Family, by Raphael; the latter once in the 
possession of our Charles, but sold by Cromwell, and purchased by 
the Spanish ambassador, for two thousand pounds; i t is called La 
Verla. The best of the pictures are collected in five principal apart-
ments: in the sacristy, a room of one hundred and eight by thirty-
three; in the iglesia vieja, which is one hundred and five by thirty-
four; and in two halls of eighty by twenty, with their antichamber. 
These last are called Las Salas de los Capítulos, and, whilst the court 
is here, are occupied by Count Florida Blanca, on his public days, 
The great stair-case is beautiful, adorned with fresco paintings of the 
battle of St. Quintin, by Luca Jordano. 

The pantheon, or catacomb, where the royal family, beginning with 
Charles V . are buried, is a subterranean vault of beautiful marble, 
highly finished, capable of receiving twenty-six bodies, each in its 
own recess. 
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As fdr the treásures of the chureh, they are inestimable; The itnage 
of S. Lorenzo alone, contains foür hundred and fifty pounds of silver, 
with eighteen pounds of gold; yet this bears a ániall proportion to 
tbe rest. 

A t a little distance froin the convent, the Princé of Asturias, and 
one of his brothers, the infant Don Gabriel, have each a little box, 
fitted up with exquisite taste, and hüng with the best pictures, to 
which they often retire with their friends. That of the prince is the 
most elegant, and, as far as can be warranted by one speciraen, forms 
a happy presage for the arts, whenever he shall mount the throne. 

The Escurial, as a residence, is far from pleasant. Were i t loyf, 
and sheltered, liké Aranjuez, i t would be agreeable in spring; or, 
were i t elevated, hañging to the nórth, and covered by thick woods, 
like S. Ildefonso, i t might be delightful as a retreat in sümmer; büt 
éxposed as i t is, to the full stroke of a meridian sun, and raised up 
near to regions covered with eternal snow, without shelter, and desti^ 
tute of shade, i t has no local charms at any season of the year. 
The ministers, foreign and domestic, give good dinners, and do every 
thing they can to make this solitude supportable; but, as few ladies 
can be accommodated here, the assemblies want that gaiety which 
is peculiar to the sex. 

The king spends most of his time in shooting. I n the middle of 
the day, after a short excursión, he returns to dinner, converses with 
the foreign ministers, retires for a few minutes with his confessor, and 
generally before three, sometimes much sooner, leaves the palace, and 
goes to the distance of twenty or thirty miles before he begins ta 
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hunt. When the lighi fails, he gets into his carriage, and returns. 
No weather deters him, because he is not afraid of either thunderj 
lightning, hail, rain, or snow, but when one cloak is wet, he puts 
on another; and as for his attendants, he tells them coolly " Rain 
breaks no bones." No holidays detain him from his sport, except 
two in the passion-week; and then, although he is naturally of a 
most placid temper, he is said to be so cross, that no one chooses 
to come near him. Even when one of his sons was thought to be 
at the point of death, he went out as usual, always insisting that 
he would certainlj recover; and when informed that his son was dead, 
he replied, with his aceustomed calmness, " Well then, since nothing 
ean be done, we must make the best of \ t " His usual attendants 
are the Prince of Asturias, the captain of the guard, his master of 
the horse, his groom of tbe stole, his physician, and his surgeon. 
A l l these occupy five carriages; besides which, there is one for medi-
ííines, guns, ammunition, dry clothes, &c. Each carriage has six mules; 
and as, upon the road, there are several relays for them and for the 
guards, the number required for daily use is about two hundred. 
Their rate of traveliing is twelve miles an hour; in consequence of 
which, accidents happen frequently to the men, and to the mules. 

In hunting, the king does not depend altogether on his dogs: he 
has commonly about two hundred men employed to beat up the game, 
and drive it towards him at convenient places, where he and the 
prince are ready, with servants attending to charge i he guns, and to 
hand them forwards as fast as they are fired. No game comes amiss 
to h im; but he is peculiarly flattered with. the idea of deli^ering. the 
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country from wolves, of which he keeps an exact account; and, when 

I was at the Escuna], the number he had shot vvas eight hundred and 

eighteen. Whenever one is heard of within a reasonable distance, a 

multitnde of people, from sixteen hundred to two tliousand, according 

to the ex ten t of the mountain, are sent out to watch, surround, and 

drive i t into some spot, where the king may have the best chance 

for killing i t . To these he gives six reals each; but i f he kills the 

wolf, the watchmen have double pay. This expense, i t must be 

confessed, is needless; because a few peasants would often be suffi-

cíent, either to destroy the enemy, or make him quit the country; 

but where a good sovereign has pleasure in a pursuit, his subjects 

will be the last to think, that he can parchase i t too dearly. I t were 

happy, however, for Spain, were this the whole expense; but i t cer-

tainly bears a small proportion to the sum total of what the nation 

loses by the king's rage for hunting. A l l round the sitios, or royal 

mansions, the wastes are of vast extent. I am infonned, that the 

forest of the Pardo, is thirty leagues in circumference; and i f to 

this be added, all the uncultivated land near Aranjuez, S. Ildefonso, 

and the Escurial; if, moreover, we consider that the deer, being 

unconfined, range freely over the intermediate country, how high 

wil l be the estímate! I t is true, the king pays the farmers to the 

utmost for the damages they sufFer; but then, the injury sustained 

by the community cannot be so easily compensated, because the 

country, wanting food, is depopulated, and the villages are gone 

to ruin. 



I have been told by those, who are best acquainted with the king, 

that in his youth he had acquired a taste for létters, but being 

checked in that pursuit, he had given scópe to the fámiíy propénsity, 

a propénsity not only now confirmed by invetérate habits, but en-

couraged in hirnself with a view to avoid eiitanglements. He is cer-

tainly a man -•of principie, and is universaHy allowed to bé one of 

the most virtuous men in his dominionsr bü t this purity of moráis 

he hirnself attributes to his mind being constantly amused, and not 

to his natural constitution. 

I prolonged my stay at the Escurial, chiefly for the purpose of be
ing present at the Batida, or royai hunt, of which thére are four every 
year. This was ordered for the^Sth of Ñovember, previous to the 
departure of the court. 

On the day appointed, M n Listón had the goodness to place me 
with the Neapolitan ambassador, who, as représenting one of thé 
íamily, gave a sumptuous repast üpon the occasion; and in his 'cár-
rkge I proceeded to the scene of action. I t was an extensivo plain, 
with a rising ground commanding i t , and at the distance of about 
half a mile fróm this eminence, rose a little Wood, in which the king 
with his three sons, were hid, attended by their servants. í o r many 
days previous to this, two thousand men had been dispersed in par-
t m over the whole country to disturb the game, and to drivé i t 
towards the Common centre, by pátroling niglit and day, and con
stantly, yet slowly, drawing nearer to each other. Soon after we had 
oceupied our station on a rising ground, we began to see the deer 
at a vast distance bounding over the plain from every quarter, and 
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making towards the fatal spot. As thej approached, we heard, faint l j 
at first, then more distinctly, the sound of guns, and saw the confu
sión of the game, moving quick in all directions, but changing their 
course at every instant, as i f uncertain where to look for safety. 
When the scouring parties carne first in sight, they appeared to be 
separated by intervals, and to confine the game merely by their 
shouts and by the firing of their arms; but as they advanced upon 
the plain, they formed a wall, and as they drew nearer, they strength-
ened this by the doubling of their ranks, compelling thus the game 
to pass in vast droves before the royal marksmen. Then began the 
carnage; and for more than a quarter of an hour the firing was in-
cessant. Some of the deer, who had either more discernment than 
the rest, or a better memory; who were actuated by stronger fears, 
or, perhaps, hy more exalted courage, absolutely refused to proceed 
when they approached the ambuscade; and making a quick turn, 
notwithstanding the shouts, the motions, and the firing of the guards, 
they leaped clean over their redoubled ranks, and escaped into the 
woods. 

When the firing ceased, the carriages all advanced towards the 
wood, and the company alighted to pay their compliments, and to 
view the game. We found part of i t spread in two rows upon the 
field of battle, and the king, with his sons surveying i t . The garae-
keepers were returning loaded with such as had been mortally 
wounded, but had yet escaped to a considerable distance; and as 
fast as they arrived, they deposited the spoil at the sovereign's feet. 
Having the curiosity to count the numbers, I found one hundred 
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and forty-five deer, with one wild boar, Whilst thus engaged, I heard 

a murmur, and saw every one in motion. Directing ni y attention 

to the spot to which all were pressing, I saw at a distance, a little 

company coming with a boar tied neck and heels together, and slung 

upon a pole. As they approached, the monarch and his sons, arm-

ing themselves afresh, drew up in a line, and standing at a con-

venient distance, the burthen was deposited; the cords, one after 

another, were cut; and the poor crippled animal was assaying to move, 

when a well directed volley freed him from his fears. 

The expenso of that day'a sport, was reckoned at three hundred 

thousand reals, or, in sterling, three thousand pounds. 

I n the evening, the game, as usual, was all deposited in the room 

where the king took his supper, and there the family ambassadors 

attended to pay their compliments. By family ambassadors are un-

derstood those of Naples, Portugal, and Prance, who having more 

free access, and being expected to pay more minute attention, think 

i t incumbent upon them to express their interest in every thing, 

which gives him pleasure, and not only congratúlate him upon these 

great occasions, but every night, whilst he is at supper, make in

quines, and afterwards inform their friends, what the king has 

Milled. 

Mr . Listón, desirous of quitting the Escurial, previous to the de-

paíture of the court, ordered a Coche de Colleras to be ready the day 

after the Batida. This precaution is taken by the foreign ministers 

to secure mules, because, when the court is in motion, no less than 

twenty thousand being required for their use, the whole country is 
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laid under an arre&t, and neither horse ñor mulé can be obtained for 
anj other purpose. 

I n this little journey I was exceedingly diverted and surprised with-

the docility of the mules, and the agility of their drivers. I had 

travelled all the way from Barcelona to Madrid in a Coche de Colleras, 

with seven mules, and both at that time, and on subsequent occasions, 

had been struck with the quickness of understanding in the mulé, 

and of motion in the driver; but t i l l this expedition, I had no idea, 

to what extent i t might be carried. The two coachmen sit upon 

the box, and, of the six mules, none but the two nearest have reins 

to guide them; the four leaders being perfectly at liberty, and go-

verned only by the voice. Thus harnessed, they go upon the gallop 

the whole way, and when they come to any short turning, whether 

to the right or to the left, they instantly obey the word, and 

move all together, bending to i t like a spring. As all must undergo 

tuition, and require frequently some correction; should any one re-

fuse the collar, or not keep up exactly with the rest, whether i t be 

for example, Coronela or Capitana; the ñame pronounced with a 

degree of vehemence, rapidly in the three first sjllables and slowly 

in the last, being sufficient to awaken attention, and to secure obe-

dience, the ears are raised, and the mulé instantly exerts her strength. 

But, should there be any failure in obedience, one of the men springs 

furious from the box, quickly overtakes the oíTending mulé, and thrashes 

her without mercy; then, in the twinkling of an eye, leaps upon the 

box again, and calmly finishes the tale he had been telling his com-

panion. In this journey I thought I had learnt the ñames of all the 
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ínules, yefc one, which frequently occurred, created some confusión, 
because I could not find, to which individual i t belonged, ñor could 
1 distinctíy make out the ñame itself. I t sounded l ike Gagiiostra, 
and led me to imagine, that the animal was so named after the fa-
mous impostor Cagliostro, only suiting the termination to the sex, 
because the mules in harness are usually fernales. I n a subsequent 
journey the whole difficuíty vanished, and my high estimation of the 
mulé, in point of sagacity, was confirmed. The word in question, 
when distinctíy spoken, was aquella otra; that is you other also; and 
then supposing Coronela and Capitana to be pairs, i f the coachman 
had been calling to the former by ñame, aquella otra became appli-
cable to the latter, and was equally eíFicacious as the smartest stroke 
of a long whip; but i f he had been chiding Capitana, in that case, 
aquella otra acted as a stiraulus to Coronela, and produced in her 
the most prompt obedience. 

We did not leave the Escurial: t i l l four in the afternoon, and at 
half after seven arrived at the Duke of Berwick's, where we had 
been engaged to spend the evening, having travelled seven leagues 
in about three hours and a half. 



BEING tlius returned to the capital of Spain, where I spent the 

subsequeat winter, i t may not be improper to give some idea of the 

life a stranger leads here, with a few observations on the manners 

of the age. 

Having been once introduced at court, you are at liberty to go 

as often as you picase. I availed myself frequently of this privilege, 

both for the sake of viewing the paintings at my leisure, and for 

conversation, because at court is the general rendezvous, where men 

of distinction assemble every morning, to pay their compliments to 

the several branches of the royal family, whilst they are at dinner, 

and to talk of what is passing in the world. 
When the king gets into his coach, to go out, as usual, to his 

favourite amusement, the company retires; and, as the corps diplo-
matique is here remarkable for hospitality, a person well recommended 
is never at a loss for the most genteel society at all hours of the day. 
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Gratilüde requires that I should express my obligations, in this place, 

to those, not only of the foreign ministers, but others, who honoured 

me with their friendship and protection. I shall therefore take the 

liberty of describing briefiy the kind of life I led whilst I was near 

the court. I n the first place noticing the venerable monarch. 

The benevolence which reigns in the breast of this amiable sove* 

reign shines in his countenance, and cannot be more clearly exhíbited 

than by shewing the terms of amity, in which he lives with his oíd 

domestics. The degree of familiarity to which he admits them, and 

the liberties, which they sometimes presume to take in consequence, 

of this indulgence are most remarkable. Genaro, who had been his 

váletele-chambre in Naples, constantly attends the king when he goes 

a huntiug, following him wherever he goes. The familiarity of this 

oíd servant upon sorae occasions, was such that frequently the king 

leaned upon his shoulder, whilst at other times he leaned upon the 

king's. I n this situation, they conversed familiarly as i f they had 

been brothers, talking over the adventures of their youth; which 

always gave pleasure to the king. In the midst of one conversa-

tion, Genaro laid his hand upon the king's head, and said, " You 

lousy-headed cub," at which the king laughed heartily 

What a trait was this, to evince the benevolent disposition of this 

amiable monarch. He leves his people, and is beloved by them. 

Among the ministers, Count Florida Blanca must certainly claim 

the first place in my remembrance; for although at Madrid he gave 

no entertainments, yet in the sitios he had always the goodness to 

admit, me into the number of his guests, when he gave his weekly 
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dinners. From our own minister I every where experienced, not 

merely that general protection, which he gives ta uM, and those 

minute attcntions, íbr which he is universally admired, but the 

kindness, hospitality, and friendship of a brother. His house was 

at all times open to me, and when he gave a dinner to his friends, 

I never was forgotten. 

M y invitation to the Duke de la Vauguion's was both general and 

special. Here the dinners were magnificent, the company numerous, 

and the conversation intercsting; and here I dined more frequently 

than at any other table in Madrid, attracted, however, neither by 

the magnificence of the entcrtainment, ñor by the company which 

resorted to the house, so much as by the case and elegance 

of the duke and duchess, and the lovely simplicity of their chil-

dren. • mnmm 9mo¿ aoqu 

With the American, Russian, and Prussian ministers, I felt per-

fectly at home; and not much less so with those of Genoa and 

Venice. The other foreign ministers often honoured me with invita-

tions, and I was alwajs happy in accepting them. 

Whenéver I wished to cultivate the sciences, or to converse with 

men of letters, I frequented the more humble, but not less hospi-

table, tables of some native Spaniards, where I never failed to meet 

with a kind reception. With Izquierdo and Angulo, I increased my 

knowledge in mineralogy; and on whatever subject I was desirous 

of gaining Information, I was sure to meet with satisfaction, either 

from them or from their friends. Ortega has been already mentioned 

as a botanist; D . F. Bayer will always be reraembered as a ponte 
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scholar; and D . Juan Bautista Muñoz will be celebrated as an 
historian, wbenever he shall favour the public with his work on the 
conquest of America. Don Joseph Clavijo deserves the highest com-
mendation, as a faithful and elegant translator, and as a man of 
general information. Bcsides these, I met with two brothers Fer
nandez, who have distinguished themselves in chemistry, and the 
Abbé Guevara, who excels in his knowledge of Spanish historj, and 
political ceconomy. With all these gentlemen I was upon a most 
friendly footing. 

I dined frequently with the Marquis Imperiali, a grandee of Spain, 
most deserved ly admired for the goodness of his heart, and the soft-
ness of his manners; and once I had the honour to diñe with the 
Marquis de Ovieco, who is likewise a grandee. 

This gentleman is pointed out as an example of an oíd Spaniard; 
and, i f from one individual we might venturo to form a general idea of 
a community, the politeness, probity, and true dignity, conspicuous in 
his whole deportment, must fill us with the highest reverence and 
esteem for the Spanish nation. 

Like the Erench, the Spaniards drink their wine at dinner; but 
as soon as they have finished their dessert, and taken coífee, they 
retire to their couch. 

When they rise from the siesta, they get into their carriages to 
parade up 'and dbwn the Prado, never going faster than a walk. As? 
they move slowly on in one direction, they look into the coacheSj 
which are returning in the other, and bow to their acquaintance: 
every time they pass. On some high days I have counted four 
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hundred coaches, and, on such occasions, i t requires more than two 
hours to proceed one mile. 

A t the cióse of day, people say the usual prayer; then wish each other 
a good evening, and begin retiring to their houses, where they take 
their refresco of chocolate, with biscuits and a glass of water. 

When you are properly introduced into a Spanish family, you are 
told at parting, " Now, Sir, you are master of this house f but 
the extent of the grant must be judged of by your own natural sa-
gacity; because, such is the politeness of a Spaniard, that he makes 
use of this expression, when nothing more is meant than that you 
are at liberty to cali upon him; accordingly you see many retire 
before each meal, or drop in after i t ; but when i t is taken in its 
full extent, the grant means dinner, refresco, supper, any or all, when-
ever i t may suit you to partake of them. 

Most families, especially the great, have their tertulia, or evening 
society for cards and conversation, after which, they, who are upon 
a footing of intimacy, stay and partake of a little supper. A t these 
evening ineetings you see the same faces from day to day. The 
society I chiefly frequented was at the Duchess of Berwick's; but I 
went often to the Duchess de la Vauguion's, sometimes to the 
Countess del Carpio's, and too seldom I visited Gount Campomanes: 
Now and then, with a view to get an insight into the nature of so
ciety, I wandered away to other families, but not meeting any one, 
with whom I had been previously acquainted, besides the lady of the 
family, I was soon weary, and could seldom prevail upon myself to 
prolong my stay. 



Without any disparagement to the rest, I rnay veuture to say, that 
the society at the Duchess of Berwick's was the most pleasing. I t 
was frequented by the foreigu ministers, and not only were the duch
ess and her sister, the Princess of Stolberg, most engaging in their 
manners, but the ease and freedom, which every one enjoyed, made 
the time pass delightfully. The duchess herself, and three of her 
friends, occupied a whist table, some separated themselves for con-
versation, and the princess commonly, for a part of the eveningf 
amused herself with drawing, under the inspection and tuition of the 
Prussian minister, who, for taste and execution, is one of the first 
masters in that line. Others were engaged at the piano-forte. For 
my part, I commonly took my pencil, and profited by the lessons 
given to the princess. A t eleven o'clock we sat down to an ciegant 
^upper, and about one in the morning I retired, having nearly two 
miles to walk. The duke generally carne home to supper, but he 
seldom sat long before he retired to his bed. 

A t the Duchess de la Vauguion's, the society was chiefly French. 
The amusements were cards, tricktrac, and chess, concluding with 
a supper. 

A t the Countess del Carpio's all were Spaniards, excepting one 
Italian, and the amusement was some game at cards. The evening 
closed with a light supper. The count was commonly at home be
fore ten, and, except when at the play-house, he spent his evenings 
in his family. He is a sensible man, and well informed; and the 
countess must give Ufe to every society where she is found. She is 
far from handsome; yet, from the sprightliness of her wit, and 
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the softness of her manners, she is highly interesting, and the more 
so from her delicacy of constitution, and the weakness of her 
health. 

Count Campomanes gives no suppers, and cards are seldom seen; 
but his conversation filis up the time, and renders all other species 
of amusement needless. The society is chiefly from the Asturias, 
where he was bohi. 

Beside these quiet tertulias, all through the winter the Duchesses 
of Berwick and Vauguion gave balls once a week, and the Countesses 
of Cogulludo and Penafiel gave concerts and balls, attended with 
splendid sideboards of ices, cakes, and jellies. After the ball, every 
one retired to supper with his own society. 

When you pay a visit to a. lady (for wherever there is a lady i» 
the family, the visit is to her) you neither knock at the door, noc 
ask any questions of the porter, but go straight forwards to the room 
where she usually receives her company, and there you seldom fail ta 
fjnd her, morning, noon, and night; in winter, sitting near the bra-
sier, surrounded by her friends, unless when she is gone out to mass« 
The friends are mostly gentlemen, because ladies seldom visit in a 
familiar way; and, of the gentlemen thus assembled, one is commonly 
the Cortejo; I say commonly, because i t is not universally the case* 
During the whole of my residence in Spaiiij I never heard of jealousy 
in a husband, ñor could I ever learn, for certain^ that such a* thing 
existed; yet, in the conduct of many ladies, whether i t proceeds. frora 
the remains of delicacy, from a sense of propriety, or from fear, yon 
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may evidently see caution, circumspection, and reserve, when their 
husbands are in sight. Some have address enough to keep the cor
tejo in concealment; and this, in Spain,, is attended with no great 
difíiculty, because, when the ladies go to mass, they are so disguised, 
as not to be easily distinguished. Their dress upon that ©ccasion 
is peculiar to the country. They al] put on the basquina, or black 
silk petticoat, and the mantilla, which serves the double purpose of 
cloak and veil, so as completely, i f required, to hide the face. Thus 
disguised, they are at perfect liberty to go where they picase. But 
should they be attended by a servant, he is to be gained, and there-
fore he becomes little or no restraint. Besides this, every part of 
the house is so accessible by day, and the husband is so completely 
nobody at lióme, so seldom visible, or, i f visible, so perfectly a stran-
ger to those, who visit in his family, that the lover may easily escape 
unnoticed. This, however, will not always satisfy the Spanish ladies, 
who, being quick of sensibility, and remarkable for strong attach^ 
ment, are miserable, when their cortejo is out of sight. He must be 
present every moment in the day, whether in prívate or public, in 
health or sickness, and must be every where invited to attend them. 
There have been recent examples of women, even of high fashion, 
who have shut themselves up for months, during the absence of their 
cortejos; and this, not merdy from disgust, but to avoid giving them 
offence. I f the lady is at home, he is at her side- when she walks 
out, she leans upon his arm; when she takes her seat at an assembly, 
an empty chair is always left for him; and i f she joins in the coun
try dances,, i t is commonly with him. As. every lady dances two 
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minuets at a ball, the first is with her cortejo, the second with a 
stranger; with the formen, i f she has any vivacity, she makes i t visible, 
and i f she can move with grace, i t then appears; but with the lat-
ter she evidently shews, not indifFerence, but disgust; and seems to 
look upon her partner with disdain. 

As soon as any lady marries, she is teased by numerous competitors 
for this distinguished favour, t i l l she is fixed in her choice; when 
the unsuccessful candidates either retire, or submit to become, in 
fu ture, what may be called cortejos of the brasier, without any pre-
tensions, beyond that of sitting round the embers to warm themselves 
in winter. 

I t is reckoned disgraceful to be fickle; yet innumerable instances 
are sean of ladies who often chango their lovers. I n this, there is a 
natural progress; for i t cannot be imagined, that wornen of superior 
understandings, early in life distinguished for delicacy of sentiraent, 
for prudence, and for the elevation of their minds, should hastily 
arrive at the extreme where passion triumphs, and where all regard 
to decency is lost. As for others, they soon finish the career. I t 
is, however, humiliating to see some, who appear to have been de-
signed by nature to command the reverence of mankind, at last 
degraded, and sunk so low in the opinión of the world, as to be 
never mentioned but with contempt. These have changed so often, 
and have been so unfaithful to every engagement, that, universally 
despised, they end with having no cortejo, 

I have observed, that jealousy is seldom, i f ever, to be discovered 
in a husband; but this cannot be said in favour of the new connec-
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tion, because both parties are tormented b j suspicion. This i t rnust 
be confessed, is natural; for as both are conscious that there is no 
other bond between them, but the precarious tie of mutual affection, 
each must tremble at the approach of any one, who might interrupt 
their unión. Henee they are constantly engaged in watching each 
other's looks, and for want of confidence, renounce, in a great mea-
sure, the charms of social intercourse. Even in public, they seem 
to think themselves alone, abstracted and absorbed, attentive only to 
each other. He must not take notice of any other lady; and i f any 
gentleman would converse with her, in a few minutes she appears 
confused and filled with fear, that she may have given oftence. I n 
all probability she has; and should she be the first duchess in the 
kingdom, and he only a non-commissioned officer in the army, she 
may be treated with personal indignity; and we have heard of one 
who was dragged by the hair about the room. But if, instead of giv-
ing, she should happen to have taken the ofFence, even the more 
delicate will fly like a tigress at his eyes, and beat him in the face 
t i l l he is black and blue. I t sometimes happens, that a lady becomes 
weary of her first choice, her fancy has fixed upon some new object, 
and she wishes to change; but the former, whose vanity is flattered 
by the connectioo, is not willing to dissolve i t . I n lower Ufe, this 
moment gives occasion to many of those assassinations, which abound 
m Spain; but, in the higher classes, among whom the dagger is pro-
scribed, the first possessor, i f a man of spirit, maintains possession, 
and the lady dares not discard hira3 lest an equal combat should prove 
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fatal to the man of her affections. I n tbis contest, tbe husband is 
out of sight, and tells for nothing. 

In a catliolic country, with such depravity of mofáis, i t may be 
naturall<y inquired, wbat becomes of conscience, and whcre is disci
pline? I t is well known, tbat all are under obligation to confess, ai 
least once a year, before they receive the eucharist. Every one is 
at liberty to choose bis confessor and priest; but before he leaves 
the altar, he takes a certifícate that he has been there, and this he 
delivers to the cúrate of his own parish, under pain of excomrauni-
cation, should he fail to do so. When, therefore, a married woman 
appears, year after year, before her confessor, to acknowledge that she 
has been, and still continúes to be, living in adultery, how can 
he grant her absolution, or be modérate in the penance he en-
joins. Without penance, and unless the priest is satisfied that there 
is contrition, with full purpose of amendment, there can be no ab
solution; without absolution, no participation of the eucharist; and, 
in the neglect of this, excommunication follows. Yet, from the uni
versal prevalence of this oíFence, we may be certain, that there must 
be some way of evading the rigour of the law. Nothing is more 
easy. As for the penance, i t is imposed by those who can ha ve 
compassion on the frailties of mankind, and is therefore scarcely 
worthy to be mentioned. I n many instances, i t is ridiculous. Were 
any confessor severe, he would ha ve few at his confessional. The 
absolution is commonly a more serious business; because the peni-
tent must not only testify contri tion, but must give some token of 
amendment, by abstaining, at least for a season, from the commission 



Of the crime, which is the subject-matter of confession. The first 
absolution may be easily obtained; but when the oííender comes, 
year after year, with the same confession, i f he wiil obtain absolution, 
he must chango his confessor; and this practico is not only disgrace
ful, but sometimos ineíFectual. Here, then, i t is needful to adopt 
some new expedient. Two naturally present themselves; for, either 
some priest, destitute of principie, may be found, who, for certain 
considerations, will furnish billets; or else, which is a prevailing 
practice at Madrid, the common prostitutes, confessing and receiving 
the holy sacrament in many churches, and collecting a multitude of 
billets, either sell, or give them to their friends. I have certificates 
before me. As these carry neither ñame ñor signature, they are 
easily transferred. They are simply thus: Comulgo en la Iglesia par
roquial de San Martin de Madrid. Ano de mil felecientos ochenta 
y seis. What execrable profanation! How unworthy of our imitation. 

The principal cortejos in the great cities are the canons of the 
cathedrals; but where the military reside, they take their choice, and 
leave the refuse for the church. In the country villages, the monks 
bear rule; at least within their limits, and oven in the cities, they 
set up their pretensions. As for the parochial clergy, one thing is 
certain, that many of them have families, and all are in volved in the 
common censure. Even in the Asturias, my friend, the good bishop 
auxiliary of Oviedo, a man of high principie, yet of great humanity, 
severe only to himself, but compassionatc to others, made i t a rule, 
that none of his cura tes should have children in their families. This 
sacrifice, at least, he insisted they should make to decency. Beyond 
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this he did not think i t right to be too rigid in his inquines. í a 

short, during my residence in Spain, I never found one person in» 

clined to vindícate the curates from the common chargc; but, at 

the same time, al}, with united voices, bore testirnony to the su

perior virtue of the bishops. Indeed, these venerable men, from all 

that I could hear, and from what I saw in the near approach, to 

which they graciously admitted me, for purity, for piety, for zeal, 

can never be sufficiently admired; but too few of the clergy, either 

secular or regular, t i l l they begin to look towards the mitre, seetn 

to think i t necessary, that they should. imítate these bright examples, 

or aspire after such high perfection. 

This universal depravity of moráis, i f I am not much mistaken, 

may be traced up to the celibacy of the clergy. I t is true, the 

example of the court, since the accession of the present monarch, 

has given prevalence to practices which were before restrained, and 

made that honourable, which had been attended with disgrace; but 

the eftect must always, in a measure, have been coeval with its cause, 

Nay, should we be inclined to blame, in the first instance, the 

Italians, who are said to have brought this practice into Spain, we 

should be obíiged at last to trace i t up to this mistaken principie, 

that conjugal affection is inconsisteni with the due discharge of the mi

nisterial functions. I n conversing freelj with the clergy on this subject, I 

never met any one, besides the archbishop of Toledo, who attempted 

to vindícate this principie; and wherever I was, I had no diííiculty in 

declaring war against i t , because they do not consider i t as an ar-

íicle of faith. The principie is absurd; yet upon i t is founded the 
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celibacy of the clergy, and from that, in my opinión, is derived 
corruption of their moráis. I t has been common for protestants, who 
travel in a catholic country, to inveigh against the clergv, and to 
laugh at the people, as priest-ridden; such abuse is exceedingly i l l i -
beral. The priests themselves are to be pit ied; but the law which 
binds them, the cruel law which requires, that they should offer vio-
lence to naturé, or, more properly, the power which can abrógate 
that law, should bear the blame. 

The purpose of the law is however frustrated; for nature is like 
a rapid river, which, checked in its progress, scorns restrainf, and 
when diverted from its proper course, either overflows the country, 
or forras new channels for itself. What then is gained? The pa-
rochial clergy, and these are the only clergy who should be suíFered 
in a state, have their connections and their children, but not as they 
ought, in the most honourable way, They are disgraced in the eyes 
of the people, who are taught by their example to live in the vio-
lation of the laws; and their children, for want of a proper education 
are fitted only for the vilest employraents in the community. How 
different is the picture, where marriage is allowed. The minister is 
like the father of his parish, and his wife performs the office of a 
mother; both set an example of virtue, and in every village teach 
the peasants how to valué their domestic comfort, I n the street, 
their children, commonly a numerous oífspring, are distinguished by 
their look of health, by their cleanliness, and by the decency of 
their conduct; and, when sent out into the world, they form the 
most valuable members of society, 
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Should the Spanish government i'esolve to set the clergy free; more 
ampie provisión must be made for their maintenance, because at 
present :t is scarcely sufíicient for their own support; and this might 
be easily accoraplished out of the vast revenues of the bishops, or by 
the suppression of some useless convents. 

The play-houses in Madrid are not much frequented; the genius 
of the people does not assimilate with this sort of amusement. Thi^ 
will evidently appear by the receipts at the two theatres; for, taking 
the average between them in December, they each produce fifty 
pounds a night, but some nights less than twenty pounds; and, 
even in the Christmas week, not more than seventy-six. They have 
Jately introduced the opera, but with little prospect of success; be-
cause most of the genteel people keep to their own societies, except 
when they attend the balls. 

Few people here discover any love for the sciences. The cabinet 
of natural history is open to all the world, but i t is not frequented 
and although D . Antonio Fern. Solano, the royal professor of experi
mental philosophy, in point of clearness, elegance, and precisión, may 
be reckoned among the first in Europe, and delivers his lectures 
gratis, yet nobody attends him. Books are little read; all who are 
not engaged in business, are occupied in their attendance on the 
ladies, with whom nothing of this kind is heard o f 

I n consequence of proper introductions, I had an opportunity of 
seeing most of the principal mansions in Madrid. The first, without 
exception, in point of magnificence, is tbe Duke of Alba's. The 



principal front is to the south, and is two hundred feet in length, 
with eighty-five windows. l'he eastern and western fronts wiil be six 
hundred feet when finished; yet in this vast pile, there is not one 
room suitable to the rank and fortune of its lord. The upper stories 
wi l l be occupied by four hundred bed-chambers, which are scarcely 
sufíicient for the family, considering, that all the superannuated ser-
vants, with their wives and children, are to be lodged and pensioned 
there. The duke informed tne, that he paid one hundred thousand 
reals, that is, one thousand pounds a month, in wages only at 
Madrid. 

For commodiousness and elegance, no house in Madrid is equal to 
the Duke of Berwick's. Built on a declivity, with the principal 
front towards the west, i t occupies, like other Spanish houses, tbe 
four sides of a square, yet is perfectly modem, both in style and 
furniture. You enter a spacious hall, then, ascending a wide stair-
case, you íind a suit of magnificent apartments, communicating all 
round, and, upon the same level with the garden to the south and 
to the east. From this circumstance, all the ground-fíoor is kept ex-
ceedingly cool for a summer's residence, and the principal apartments 
are warm and comfor^ible in winter. Such an habitation would be 
i l l suited for the accommodation of numerous domestics, with 
their widows and their children, descending by tradition from his 
ancestors; and therefore the duke, very wisely, is satisfied with giv-
ing them small pensions, and leaves them to provide a lodging for 
themselves.. 
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He was so obliging, as to let me see his accomptant's offices, i ti 

which he has introduced a systein of economy liltle known in Spain, 

They consist, as usual, of four departments, bul then, in these he 

has only one accomptant-general, with three clerks; one principal 

secretary, with three under him; one treasurer, and one keeper of 

archives, with an assistant. On all his estates he has similar establish-

ments, but upon a smaller scale. His whole property produces, gross, 

one million, eight hundred and eighty-eight thousand, six hundred and 

eighty-three reals, and from this deducting three hundred and forty-

one thousand, nine hundred and eight, for the charge of management, 

i t nets one million, five hundred and forty-six thousand, seven hun

dred and seventy-five reals, or ¿£15,467 sterling. 

The late Duke of Arcos had more than three hundred people in 

his establishment at Madrid. The Marquis of Penafiel, who is mar* 

ried to the young Duchess of Benevente, and is at once Duke of 

Ossuna, of Arcos, of Vejar, of Candia, &c. with an income of about 

fifty thousand pounds sterling, employed, when I was at Madrid, 

twenty-nine accomptants, including his two secretaries, and I under-

stand he has since increased their number; besides these,. he has att 

advócate, and a family physician, for whom, with his principal secre-

tary and his treasurer, he keeps four carriages. 

The Duke of Medina Coeli has tbirty accomptants in Madrid, 

besides vast establishments on his estates, more especially in Catalonia, 

most of which belongs to him, and in the province of Andalusia, 

where he has extensive property. His son, the Marquis de Cogolludo, 

who has a sepárate establishment, informed me, that he himself paid, 
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only at Madrid, thirty thousand reals a month, or near four thou-
sand pounds a yeax m stipends ío his servants. 

I t is difficult to estímate, what with good management, would be 
the revenue of these great lords. Such a property as the Duke of 
Alba's, producing under administration eighty thousand pounds a year; 
what would i t not yield, i f let out to substantial farmers? If , whilst 
they plougb, and sow, and reap, and thrash, and sell, and eat, and 
drink, upon the duke's account, be receives such an income; what 
would i t be i f every inch of land were made productivo, and i f that 
produce were expended with economy ? With such vast possessions, 
well managed, he might live in splendor little inferior to the greatest 
sovereigns of Europe. But, instead of this, devoured by their ser
vants, they are most of them in debt; and, under the feeling of po-
vert3f, l i ve exceedingly retí red, scarcely vent uring at any time to 
give a dinner to them friends. 

I n raany of their houses you íind good pictures, collected by their 
ancestors; but, as for the present generation, they seem to have little 
taste for the polite arts; their time and attention appear to be lost 
in trifles. Among the houses where the works of the best masters 
are to be seen, the principal are those of Alba, Medina Coeli, San
tiago, Infantado, and Santestevan, I n the former is a very numerous 
and inestimable collection; and, among them, the portrait of the pre-
sent duke, by Mengs; and the great Duke of Alba, by Tit ian; a 
Venus, by Velasquez; a Holy Family, by Haphael; and the famous 
School of Love, by Correggio. I n this beautiful picture, Venus and 
Mercury are teaching Cupid to read: i t was soid in London, with 
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other valuable pictnres of Charles I . A l l these pictures were, wheu 
I saw thera, crowded in the oíd mansión of the famil j , and ihere-
fore appeared to disadvantage; but, whenever they are cleaned and 
properly disposed, this wil l be evidently a most capital collection. 
A l l the other collections are in the highest preservation, except those 
of the late Duke of Santestevan, now the property of his son-in-law, 
the Marquis of Cogolludo, which, although inestimable, as being the 
works of the most ancient artists, are wholly neglected, and sufFered 
to decay. The marquis was so polite as to attend me and the 
Prussian minister to see thern, and witnessed our lamentations over 
them. 

During my winter's residence at Madrid, I endeavoured to get 
some insight into the revenue, and, I trust, i t wil l be found that 
my labour was not in vain: yet, after all my inquines, I am inclined 
to think, that t i l l some great financier, like Mr. Necker, shall arise 
in Spain, the confusión which reigns at present will continué to 
prevail in this department of the state. 

Whilst the taxes were collected by farmers-general, i t was easy to 
know the rent they paid; but now that all is in administration, to 
come exactiy at the produce and expenditure will be attended with 
some difficulty. Were the whole peninsula on the same footing, were 
all punctual in their payments, and were the disbursements from one 
cómmon treasury, this research would be expedited; but, as not one 
of these circumstances exists, we must take the materials as we find 
them, and do the best we can. I shall endeavour to give some 
idea both of the revenue and its expenditure, founded on authentic 
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documents, procured from the foreign ministers, and compared with 
an official paper, with which I was favoured from the treasurj. But 
first, i t will be necessary to point out the various articles which 
yield revenue, and to explain the terms relating to finance, briefly 
premising such an historical relation as can be collected from Spanish 
writers on this subject. 

The principal resources of the crown for supporting its dignity, 
were anciently found in the demesnes of the sovereign; but when, 
during a minority, or a disputed succession, these had been plundered 
by the great nobilitv, he was obliged to solicit grants from the na-
tional assemblies. Thus i t was with Alonzo I I . who, after he had-
compelled soir.e of his barons to restore the lands taken from him-
self and from his immediate predecessor during their infancy, finding 
these unequal to his wants, in the year 1342, he obtained from the 
cortes, then assembled at Burgos, an alcavala, or tax upon all pro-
perty transferred, to defray his expenses at the siege of Algeciras. 
Many cities had given him a fifth on the valué of all commodities 
disposed of by sale or barter, but when granted by the states, the 
tax was fixed at ten per cent, and made universal over Castille. 
Whilst Peter, surnamed, but perhaps improperly, the Cruel, driven 
from his kingdom, was a fugitivo in Eranee, Henry, his natural 
brother, having been proclaimed king (A. D . 1361.) the cortes granted 
the alcavala, without any liraitation with respect to time, as a rnark 
of their strong attachment to the sovereign of their chpice. But 
neither was this grant, ñor the aid of Franco, sufíicient to establish 
the usurper on the throne; for Peter, powerfully suppo>tjd by Edward. 

3 E 
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Prince of Wales, at the head of thirty thousand meo, gave him 
battle, and compelled him to retire. When Peter had thus regained 
his sceptre, and began to meditate reven ge against the pope, Urban 
V. who had excommunicated him; his holiness readily found means 
to appease the indignation of the ofíended monarch, by granting him 
the royal thirds, or two-ninths of all the tythes collected in Castillo, 
under pretence of a croisade. Peter took the money, and increased 
his army, but not with the least intention of strengthening himself 
against the infidels. He had more formidable enemies at home, and 
to them he bent his whole attention; but in vain, for the Prince 
of Wales having retired in disgust, his father, Edward I I I . was not in
clined to continué his support. When, therefore, Henry appeared in 
the field once more, attended by most of the principal nobility, Peter 
fell. This was in the year 1369. 

A t the commencement of the succeeding century, Henry I I I . be
ing obliged to assume the reigns of government, when he was aged 
fourteen, in order to prevent a civil war; on his accession to the 
throne found his treasury exhausted, and whilst his great barons 
were rioting over the spoils, which they had seized during his m i -
nority, he himself was reduced to the last extremity of want. I t is 
related of him, that returning one day from hunting, and asking for 
something to eat, his steward told him plainly, that he had neither 
money ñor credit to procure a joint of meat; "Then" said he, "take 
my cloak, and pawn i t / ' He was not, however, satisfied with venting 
his indignation in empty words; but roused by hunger, he obliged 
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his nobles to restore the castles, and to renounce the pensions, which 
the regent had been compelled to grant them. 

A. D . 1500, when the wealth of America began to ñow into Spain, 
the ioterpal revenue of the country ceased to be an object of at-
tention, and the ministers of finance looked chiefly to the mines of 
Pera and México for their supplies. But béfore one century had 
elapsed, the phantom vanished; the treasury, exhausted by incessant 
wars, had contracted a load of debt, such as the country was un-
able to support; and to pay the expenses of the invincible armada, 
new taxes were invented, under the denomination of Millones, so called 
because the grant was for eight millions of ducats. (£878,906 os.) 
To this the cortes, some years after, added twenty-four millions, to be 
collected in six years; of which, four and a half was ' iraposed 
on salt, the other nineteen and a half on wine, oil , vi negar and 
butcher's meat. 

The country was not in a condition to be taxed. Rich in mines, 
but poor in money; exhausted by continued wars in Italy, in 
Elanders, and by emigrations to America; wanting, at the same time, 
every encouragement to industry at home; wretchedness so univer-
sally prevailed, that Dr. Moneada, in the year 1660, and Osorio, in 
1686, reckoned more than three millions in Spain, who wore no shirts, 
because they could not afiPord to purchase linen. Money was at that 
period lent commonly for twenty, and even thirty, per cent.; and i f 
remitted to Italy or Flanders, the discount was from fourteen to fifty 
per cent, being the diíFerence of valué between vellón and copper, in 
which the taxes were received, and gold or silver, in which re-

3 e ^ 
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mittances were made; and this heavy discount was independen! of 
the exchange, which, as may be readily conceived, was very high. 
(Camp. E. P. Apend. 4. p. 274.) Such was the state of the finance 
in the reign of Philip I V . His successor, Charles I I . who died at 
the end of the seventeenth century, was once reduced to such dis
tress, that, as appears, by a letter to be seen in his own hand-writing, 
he solicited money from the council of Castillo to pay the expenses 
of his removal with his court to Aranjuez, where he was going for 
his health. The council answered, that, i f upon examination, there 
was no other way to restore his health, they would grant the 
money. 

We may readily imagine, that the receipts at the treasury were 
inconsiderable, when we cast our eye upon their accounts, and so 
late as 1714, see them wholly kept in maravedís, of which four are 
nearly equal to a farthing. 

At the beginning of the present century, Philip V . succeeding to 

the crown of Spain, found only a revenue of ten million livres, or 

¿6416,666, and no money in the treasury; but, in the superior 

abilities of the president Orry, he had inexháustible resources. This 

great man, who accompanied the young prince from France, and 

became his minister, raised the revenue nearly to two millions sterling; 

and at the end of an expensive war, left the treasury not only free 

from debt, but with considerable sums in bank. I n the year 1714 

he retired. 

Previous to this period, the taxes were farmed, and the people 

were grievously oppressed, not merely by the farmers general and 
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b j their judges, bnt by others who rented under them. The poor 
peasants were robbed and plundered with impunity, their cottages 
were sold, and they were left lo perish, or, when unable to satisfy 
these harpies, they took refuge in a convent, their neighbours were 
obliged to raake up the deficiency. To remedy these abuses, tbe new 
monarch thought i t expedient to reunite many of the lesser farras; 
and, to prevent the vexation of his subjects, he recommended mode-
ration to the farmers. His recommendation remained without eífect. 
The farmers continued to nomínate and to pay the judges, the judo-es 
continued to oppress the people, and the people continued to utter 
their complaints. When, however, the new minister who succeeded 
Orry reflected that whilst the taxes continued to be farmed,. the peo
ple must be subject to oppression, al his entrance into office, in the 
jear 1714, he put the whole revenue in administration; but, at the 
end of two years, he reluctantly consented to renew the farras. 

After this short respite, when the galling yoke was laid upon their 
necks again, and the farmers were once more armed with power to 
oppress them, the people became impatient, and their claraours reached 
the throne; yet to little purpose for a season, because the necessities 
of the state were pleaded, and whilst Philip lived, the evil complained 
of was only palliated, but not removed. 

A. D . 1746, on the accession of Ferdinand V I . D, Martin de Loy-
naz undertook to plead with him the cause of a much-oppressed 
people, as D . Michael de Zavala had done with his father Philip, 
but with more eífect; for his minister, the Marquis de la Ensenada, 
wholly abolished the farras; and frora that period they have never 
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been restored. I n consequence of tbis new regulation, tlie magis
trales of all the cities and districts in tbe twentj-two provinees of 
Castille, administer the provincial rents, and remit the produce to 
Madrid, receiving six per cent, for llieir trouble in collecting. 

To reduce the subject of taxation to a sjstem, we might divide 
and subdivide, t i i l our attenlion sbouíd be lost in classes, orders, ge
nera, species, and varieties, but as tbis, in the present case, would 
not in the least contribute to clearness and precisión, I choose rather 
to adopt an alphabetical arrangement. 

Annats, called Medias Annatas is a tax of lialf a year̂ s revenue 
from the grandees and titular nobility on coming to their estates, or 
succeeding to any office. The Marquis de Squilace was fond of tbis 
resource, and, since bis time, near one thousand titles bave been 
granted. From the clergy, the sovereígns of Spain received no annats, 
excepting only in America and in the conquered provinees, t i l l the 
concordat, A. D . 1753, between Lambertini and Ferdinand V I ; but 
since that time they are no longer sent to Rome. With these, are 
included the ecclesiastical montks, being one-twelfth of all benefices 
under three bundred ducats, or £35 nearly, and tbis rated aceording 
to the ancient valuation. Since these grants, the pope, A, D . 1783, 
gave in reversión to the king one-third of all simple benefices, which 
are worth more than two bundred ducats per annum, to take place 
as fast as vacancies oceur. For the remainder of the public revenue 
arising from the church, see also excusado and efeets of the camamf 
with subsídy, from all which may be collected the increasing, and almost 
inexhaustible resources of the crown. 
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Aposento, or Casa de Aposento. When Philip V . succeeded to the 
íhrone, his intention was to have made Seville the seat of his domi
nión; but the citizens of Madrid prevailed upon him to change this 
resolqtion, by offering him a sum of money, on condition that he 
should continué with them. This was afterwards ehanged for a rent-
charge of one third on all the houses, with liberty of redemption at 
twenty-five years purchase. 

Brandy is one of the royal monopolies. The king takes one-eighth 
of all the spirits as a tax, the rest he claims a right to purchase, 
paying for brandy twenty-two reals the arroba of twenty-eight pounds, 
and for spirit of wine, twenty-eight reals; the former he sells at sixty-
four reals, the latter at one hundred. At this rate Madrid consumes 
ninety thousand arrobas, or about five thousand hogsheads of brandy, 
besides eighteen thousand arrobas of spirit of wine. The cities agres 
npon a composition for these duties. 

Cards are another of the royal monopolies. 

Catatonía and Arragon. Under this arlicle is comprehended the ca
tastro of Catalonia, with the equivalent for Arragon, Valencia, and 
Majorca. 

Crmades. The bull of the crusades grants the same indulgenees, 
as were usually dispensed by the popes to those, who went to make 
a conquest of the Holy Land, extending these, in. the first instance 
to those, who should personally make war upon the ioíidels; in the 
second, to those who should send a deputy; and in the last place, 
to such as should aid by liberal contributions, l e soldiers engaged 
in this holy war. 
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The indulgences are, 
Ist. T o cat flesh on fast-days, with the consent of their physician 

and confessor, and, even without their consent, to take eggs and 
milk. 

2nd. That for every day they fast yoluntarily, and pray for anión 
among christian plinces, with victory against the infidels, they shall 
be excused fifteen years and fifteen forty hours of penance imposed 
upon, or in any manner due from them; and moreover, shall par-
take of all the prayers, ahns, pilgrimages, even to Jerusalem, which 
shall be performed by the church-militant, or by any of its members. 

3d. That visiting five altars, or five times one altar, and praying 
as above, they shall obtain plenary indulgences for themselves, or for 
any of their departed friends, in whose favour they shall perform this. 

4th. That once in life, and once at the lime of their decease, 
they may obtain from their confessor remission, even of those sins, 
reserved for the pope, excepting heresy, and of other sins, as often 
as they confess. 

5th. That dying suddenly without confession, they shall obtain the 
same plenary indulgence as i f they died under contrition. 

títh. That, visiting five altars, and praying as above, on the days 
specified in the calendar, of which there are eleven, they may, by 
their prayers, for each day, deliver a soul from purgatory. 

7th. That paying for two copies of the bul!, a person may twice 
in one year enjoy all the indulgences, favours, and privileges men-
tioned above, and gain double the benefit he might claim on having 
purchased one. 



Vor this bul!, the nobles paj about six shillíngs and four-pence, 
the commons about two shillings and two-pence Arragon, but some-
thing less in the kingdom of Castillo. Even the servants purchase 
these; and such is the demand, that they are reckoned to produce 
more than ¿£200,000 per annum. No confessor will grant absolution 
to any one, who has not this bull. 

The effects of the camera arise from vacant benéficos. By the con-
cordat, A. D , 1753, the kings of Spain enjoy not only the nominatioa 
to ecclesiastical preferments, which formerly was in the popes, but they 
take the benefit of vacancies, and seize the spoils of the prelates, that 
is, their moveables, together with the effects of all clergymen dying 
in téstate. These are called espolias y vacantes. The pope, indeed, 
ñames to fifty-two benefices, but then he must appoint Spaniards, who 
must not pay cédulas bancarius, or stipulated sums, to the apostolic 
see, ñor high interest in lieu of a stipulated sum. Count Campo-
manes states the espolies y vacantes, at six millions of reals per 
annum. V. Industria Popular, p. 35. 

Excusado. I n every parish, the king chooses the best farm, whether 
for olives, corn, or vines, of which be takes the tythes, both in Cas-
tille and Arragon. The clergy formerly agreed with him for this. Afíer-
wards it was farmed by the gremios, or five united companies of 
Madrid, at twelve millions of reals; but in the year 1778, the clergy 
had the grant at one-third less. Most of them accepted the offer; 
but they, who thought themselves too poor to venturo, refused, and 
these farms are let to the gremios at four millions. The gremios ha ve 
been accused of having availed themselves of this bargain, to purchase 
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corn in all the country villages, when i t is cheap, to lodge i t in their 
granaries, and then, selling i t out again at a high price, to starve 
the people, and enrich themselves. 

Eatraordinary effects arise froni seizures; from licenses to export 
goods in the register ships; and from the duty on the exportation of 
money. The amount is stated only at thirty-five millions; but some-
times i t has been an hundred. This properly should go to the aduana, 
or custom-house. 

Fines of the camera are levied by the council of Castille, on ma-
gistrates transgressing. 

The Indian revenue wil l be considered by itself. I t amounts in 
America, to near four millions and a half sterling; but although va-
riously stated in the subsequent schedule as productivo of revenue, 
it is doubted, whether i t yields a profit, or becomes a loss to 
Spain. 

Lances. This tax is paid in lieu of military service, and is, for 
dukes, counts, and marquisses, two hundred ducats, or about ¿622 for 
each t i t l e ; but a grandee pays eight tbousand reals. I t is styled, 
Pecuniüris compensatio pro hastatis miliiibus. 

Lead is a royal monopoly, and must be most uncertain in its 
produce. 

Manufactures of cloth and glass are stated as yielding a revenue. 
The glass is made at S. Ildefonso, and is chiefly for mirrors, because 
the glass for common use is imported into Spain. I t is to be feared 
that ueither the glass, ñor yet the cloth, yield any profit to the na-
tion. I t is impossible they should. 
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The masterships of the three orders of Calatrava, of Alcántara, and of 
S. lago, were granted by the pope to Ferdinand and Isabel la, and 
settled in perpetuity on the sovereigns of Spain by Adrián, to express 
his gratitude to Charles for having raised him to the papacy. As 
grand máster of these military orders, the king of Spain has the 
disposal of nearly two hundred military fiefs, amounting in the whole 
to the yearly valué of fifteen millions of reals, which may be con-
sidered as part of the national revenue, although not carried to ac-
count. I f these were properly i m pro ved and cultivated, they would 
be worth, ás I am well informed, more than ten-times as much. 

The notaries, each pay two hundred ducats on his admission. 
The pasture of the masterships arises from extensivo meádows be-

longing to the three great orders; and the pasture of the serená is 
from a tract of country in Éstremadura, formerly considerable, but 
from the frequent grants made by the crown to the great nobility, 
now so far reduced as to yield only about five and twenty hundred 
pounds of our money; whereas, so late as the year 1722, Uztariz 
states the valué at more than two millions and a half of reals, or 
about twenty-six thousand pounds per annum. 

Posts and Couriers. These were formerly the private property of 
the Counts d'Onate, grandees of Spain, but they now form one of 
the most valuable branches of revenue to the state. Mr . Wall es-
tablished a regular post to America; but, before his time, the Spanish 
ambassador to the English court was instructed to procure, at Lon-
don, information of all that was passing in Spanish America, and to 
transmit that information to his court. 

3 f 2 
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The Propios and Arbitrios. Cities fonnerly levied taxes on waste 
lands granted to private peo pie, and on provisions, for the expense 
of their municipal government; but the king novv takes two per cent, 
on the produce, for general use. 

General Rents are the duties levied in the sea-ports. 
The Provincial Rents are, Ist, the Alcavalas of ten per cent, on 

every thing sold or bartered, wbether used in husbandry or manufac
tures, to be paid every time the property is transferred; together with, 
four per cent, laid on, at subsequent pcriods, to the original tax. 
2nd, Millones, granted by the cortes, A. D. 1601, for six years, but 
ever since collected, being eight maravedis, or about a halfpenny a 
pound for butchers meat and suet sold in the market; and eight 
reals for every carease, wbether brought to market, or killed-for the 
use of private families. Under this grant, wine, vinegar, and- oil, pay. 
one-eighth on the price, estimating wine at sixty-four maravedis the 
arroba, vinegar, thirty-two, and oil at fifty. 3rd, Fiel Medidor, which 
is another duty on wine, vinegar, and oil, of four maravedis the 
arroba, granted, A. D . ló'éS. 4th, The royal thirds, or three-ninlbs o£ 
the tithes, first granted to the Spanish monarchs, A. D . 1274. 5th,. 
The ordinary and extraordinary sermee, granted A. D . 1580 ; a tax 
on every thing belonging to tbose^ who ^re not noble, that is, h i 
dalgos, or knights. 

Ecclesiastics being free from tbe alcavala, tbe millones^ and a l l 
municipal taxes, called arbitrios; tbey are refunded every year ac
eording to their consumption. 
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All these provincial rents, in Ibe year 1778, produced one bun-
dred and thirty millions of reals; yet, so late as íhe year 1745, they 
were farmed at ninety millions. 

Rents of Madrid, called also Efectos y sisas de Madrid, and Rentas 
de arrendamiento, are the produce of the alcavala and millones of that 
city, and of five leagues round, farmed by the gremios. 

Patrimonial rents arise from thirds, tithes, reserved rents, and lands 
let to farm, in Catalonia, Arragon, Valencia, and Majorca. 

Rent of th& priory o í S. Juan, or S. John, is mentioned only by 
Ustariz, because it was afterwards granted to the infant Don Gabriel, 

The salt ®or/:s yield a considerable revenue. These were formerly 
considered as prívate property; but, in the year 1348, they were 
taken by Alonzo I I ; and in 1564, Philip I I . seized them as a part 
of his deraesne. The chief of them are in Andalusia, Valencia, Cata
lonia, and Majorca. The salt-works of Mata, in the kingdom of 
Valencia, would easily furnish one million and a half fanegas, of 
about one hundred pounds weight, which, could they find a raarket5 
would, at twenty-two reals the fanega, make three hundred and thirty 
thousand pounds sterling, per annum; but, by raising the price, they 
have lessened the demand: so that the whole amount of the king
dom is only about two-thirds of what one work alone might furnish. 

Síamp-Duties were introduced in 1637. 

Subsidy is one per cent, granted by the pope to the kings of Spain,, 
tipon all ecclesiastical rents in their dominions, for the war against 
the infidels. 

SaUrpetre, sulpñur, and gun-powder, sealing-wax, quicksilver, and 
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tobáceo, are all rojal monopolies. Of tbe latter I shall speak more 
particularly, wheo I come to treat of Seville. I t was granted b j tbe 
cortes, A. D . 1336. 

WooL ID tbe year 1437, a tax was imposed on all wool i a general, 
calíed Servicio y montazgo; but, to encourage tbe production, tbis 
was cbanged by Ferdinand V I . into a duty on fine wóol exported. 
The coarse wool is kept at borne. 

In my scbedule, tbe Indian revenue is stated by Ustariz, at forty 
inillions, and by Count de Grepi, tbe imperial cónsul, at more tban 
ten times as mueb. Tbe former means tbe nett produce; tbe latter 
takes tbe gross amount. Mr. Listonas average of ten years agrees nearly 
witb Ustariz; but Mr . Carmicbael, tbe American en voy, states sixty 
millions. Tbe fact, bowever, is, i f we may believe tbose wbo are tbe 
best informed, tbat tbe Spanisb colonies yield no direct revenue to 
tbe motber country. Tbis being tbe case, I cannot conceive upon 
wbat autbority, tbe Abbé Raynal states tbe clear revenue from America 
at tbirty-four millions five bundred tbousand livres, or, in reals vellón, 
at one bundred tbirty-eigbt millions clear, besides eighty-two millions, 
three bundred and tbirty-seven tbousand, eight bundred reals paid for 
duties in Europe. 

Count de Grepi states tbe revenue in America as follovvs: 

Reals Vellón. 
Customs on European commodities, according to tbe 

years 1785 and 1786 - - - - - - - 42,240,060 

Alcavala on ditto, introduced A . D . 1591 - - 54,120,000 
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Tobacco-rent iri New Spain and other provinces intro-
duced A. D . 1752 - - - -

Duties on gold and silver exported - - - -
Tribute of the Indians 
Crusades, introduced A. D . 1509 
Quicksilver sold 
Stamp-duties, introduced A. D . 1641 -
Coinage - - - - - -
Acapulco trade -
Sale of the herb Mathé - - -
Sale of paper on the king's account -

Rents of the Jesuits - - - - * - -
Cards, and other monopulies - - - - -
Rents of the Philippines -
Tax on Negroes - - v - r — • ~ 

100,000,000 
60,000,000 
40,000,000 
20,000,000 

6,000,000 
20,000,000 

6,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 

8,000,000 
6,000,000 

30,000,000 
4,000,000 

Reals Vellón 426,360,000 

The alcavalas on American productions are omitted, as are also 
some other taxes, of which the count was not able to procure any 
information. 

The following schedule wil l shew the produce of the taxes in the 
royal treasury. To reduce the reals to pounds sterling, drop the two 
last figures, because one pound is equal to one hundred reals vellón. 
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I procured from the foreign ministers various statements of the 
expendí ture, such as they transmitíed to their severa! conits, but the 
one with which I was most satisfied, I liad from D . Estovan Zienowieíf, 
ambassador from Russia, confirmed by that of Mr. Listón, our own 
minister, on whose accuracy I could depend. 

EXPEIÍDITURE, 1778, 

Reals Vell. 

To rojal houshold . . . . 
To pensions to the plinces 

To royal chapel 

To pensions for superannuated servants 

To wardrobe and jewellery . . 

To journeys to íhe sitios 

To stables , , . , 

To hunting, including damages 

To charities and offering . . . . 

To biuldings , . , , 

To secret services of the court , „ 

To military, for life gnards , . 

To infantry, 45 regiments of 953 . 

To miiltia, 10,880 . 

To artillery, with officers, 3,050 

24,000,000 

10,000,000 

2000,000 

3,000,000 

8,000,000 

15,000,000 

12,000,000 

18,000,000 

5,000,000 

9,000,000 

2,000,000 
Reals Vellón. 
108,000,000 

18,000,000 

39,235,810 

5,848,036 

4,439,008 
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To invalids, 7,200 . . . . 

To engineers 

To cavaliy, 14 regiments oí 480 

To dragoons 8 regiments of 480 

To general officers , 

To treasurers, commíssaries, &c. 

To fortifications . 

To clothing, forage, &c. . 

To widows of officers and orphans . 

To militarj hospitals 

To recruiting service in foreign countries 

To department of council of war 

To minister of war and comis , 

To navy, for 64 ships of the line, and 47 frigates,^ 

50,000 sailors, 12,096 marines . . . 3 
To department of the Judies . 

To department of finance . . 

To ditto of juslice . 

To tribunals of justice . . . . 

Torí,oreign department for the minister and his comis 

To ambassadoi* at Rome 

Ditto at London . . 

Ditto at other courts . . . . » 

To couriers, consuls, and secret service « , 

6,289,357 

1,400,000 

10,581,815 

5,763,882 

3,600,000 

10,344,282 

12,000,000 

74,021,3891 

4,378,615 

5,800,000 

700,000 

1,000,000 

800,000 

204,202,194 

100,000,000 

8,000,000 

4,500,000 

1,100,000 

8,422,769 

1,140,000 

900,000 

710,000 

6,003,162 
«*', * * 
6,000,000 

I4s753r16^ 
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To china maimfactorj at Retiro 

To Goblin tapestry and Persion carpet . 

To painters, architects, and pensions 

To academy, cabinet, and library 

To hospitals . 

To highwajs and canals . 

To pensions to strangers and incidents . 

To interest of their debts, and liquidation 

Total reals vellón . 

436,188:: 

397,100 

440,000 

900,000 

400,000 

4,000,000 

3,300,000 

9,873,28S 

30,000,000 

488,851,413, 

I n the preceding estímate, the china manufacture at the Buen Re
tiro, is made debtor only four hundred and thirty-six thousand one 
hundred and eighty-eigbt reals; but from the extent of the concern, 
and from a more minute account received from Mr . Carmichael, I 
am inclined to think that one million has been inadvertently omitted; 
i t would then stand one million four hundred and thirty-six thou
sand one hundred and eighty-eight reals. Besides this mistake, i f i t 
be one, the expense of the glass manufacture is here overlooked, 
which Mr . Carmichael states at one million one hundred and thirty-
six thousand eight hundred and eighty-four; and the loss by the cloth 
manufactures, which is not stated, Yet, in the government returns, 
the manufactures of glass and cloth are reported to yield, on the 
average of ten years, six million two hundred and thirteea thousand 
j i x hundred and eightj-six reals profit. 
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From an altentive examination of all that I have becn able to 
coliect, I am persuaded that the revenue has not for many years 
been equal to the expenditure; and whilst I was at Oriedo, in tlie 
ycar 1786, the minister of the finan ce, in bis circular lelter sent 
through all the provinces, urged the collectors to diligence and strict 
attention in the collection of the taxes, because the expenses of 
government were forty millions of reals more than the revenue. Sin ce 
I quitted Spain, the revenue is increased, and from good authority 
I vinderstand, that the last statement of Mr. Edén is five hundred 
millions, or five millions British, and that now they have a surplus 
of revenne to discharge former debts. 

The debts are of various kinds; some ancient, others more recent, 
The former date their origin from the revolt of the Belgic provinces, 
A . D . 1566; and a conflict of more than three and forty years, 
during which, contracting a debt of two hundred million of dollars, 
Spain, without eíFect, attempted to reduce them, left such derange-
ment in her finances, that she has ever since been crippled in all 
her operations, when at any time she hath found herself engaged 
in war. The country, exhausted by this long continued contest, cried 
universally for peace, and Philip I I I . A. D . 1609, although he would 
not acknowledge the sovereignty of the new republic, consented to a 
truce; but his successor, having other views, provoked hostilities, 
carried on a very expensive war, and before he consented to the 
peace of Munster, and to the independency of the United Provinces, 
A. D . 1646, discovered that he liad doubled the debt; which, there-
fore amounted to about sixty millions of our money. 
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The principal crediíors were the Genoese, and other foreign mer-
chants, to whom, as security for payment of the principal with 
interest, government assigned certain portions of the revenue: which 
were denominated juros, because thev passed like other property, 
either by descent or transfer. 

These Genoese, and other foreign merchants, being, after the ex-
pulsion of the Jews, the chief farmers of the revenue, and beino- at 
the same time the principal creditors, are accused of innumerable 
frauds against the public, and this with both the connivance and 
participation of the clerks and comptrollers of the treasury. When ' 
their evil practices were brought to light, they sold their juros to the 
natives, to the gremios, to the convents, and to the principal no-
bil i ty; yet frauds continued, and thus administered, the interest of 
the debt swallowed up the whole of the revenue. 

Tn order, therefore, to redeem the juros; the tax called millones, 
or a species of excise already spoken of under the article of pro
vincial rents, was granted by the cortes; yet the déficit continued. 
I n consequence of this, many, whose ancestors liad purchased juros, 
were happy to sell them at a loss of ninety per cent, whiíst the 
Genoese and strangers, still farmers of the revenue, being purchasers, 
paid them back for rent to government at par. 

These abuses did not escape the notice of the writers, who were 
most distinguished for their abilities and zeal; but government paid 
no attention to this branch of political oeconomy. Much salutary 
advice was givcn, although to little purpose, and no step was taken 
to remedy this evil, t i l l the dynasty was changed, and an heir of 
the house of Bourbon succeeded to the throne. 
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This inonarch, Philip V . reduced the interest, which liad originally 
been five, ten, or even fifteen per cent, to three, which was the 
legal standard; bul i t was not t i l l 1749, that a board was esta-
blished and commissioners appointed to examine the juros, and to 
settle accounts with the proprietors. Compomanes Ed. Pop. Apend. 
i . 211—250. Ap. iv. 36—380. 

A t different periods, considerable debts have been discharged, pay-
ing those proprietors who made the most advantageous oíFers to the 
state, and were willing to part with their interest in the revenue on 
the lowest terms; but at the same time, the sum total of the debt, 
i f we take into consideration the arrears of interest, has been con
stan tly increasing. 

To give a more distinct idea of this incumbrance, I shall, on the 
authoritj of Count Campomanes, state the debt, for which the mil
lones or excise duties of Madrid have been given as security, and 
from this instance we ííiay form so me jndgment of the rest; observ-
ing here, as 1 have done frequently already, that by dropping the 
two last figures yon convert the reals into pounds. 

This debt, A. D . 1685, was one hundred and eighty-seven millron, 
five hundred thousand reals, the interest of which at five per cent, 
would have been nine million, three hundred and seventy-five thou
sand reals, but the excise duties of Madrid being farmed at eight 
millions, eight hundred and forty-one thousand, one hundred and 
seventy-six reals, there was consequently a déficit. 

A. D . 1775. The debt, some portion of which bore 
interest at three, whilst the remainder by compact stood Reals Vellón. 
at two and a half per cent, was found to be increased to 206,782,159 
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Arrears of interest to creditors - 74,872,546 
Due from the Junta de Abastos to the Gremios - 6,002,624 
Ditto — to the Junta de Sisas » 4,987,220 

292,644,049 
Deduct paid oíF with considerable voluntary loss to 

creditors - - • - - - - - . 5,643,546 

Total of the debt 287,001,003 

From this statement i t is visible that since the year 1685, inclu-
ding arrears of interest, this part of the public incumbrance, instead 
of being lessened, is increased neaiij a hundred millions of reals, or 
one million sterling. 

The second class of public debts are those contracted by the em-
peror Charles V. in his rash wars. These amounted according to the 
Abbé Raynal, to one thousand million of livres tournois; which, at 
twenty-four livres to the pound, is ^41,666,666. But the interest of 
this being then more than the whole revenue, the state, in the year 
1688, became bankrupt. 

A t the death of Charles I I . and the accession of a new íamily, 
public credit was restored; and in less than half a century, Philip V . 
availing himself of this reviving confidence, contracted fresh engage-
ments, to the amount of near seven millions sterling. His successor 
Ferdinand V I . consulted the most learned casuists in his empire upon 

5 H 
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this question, Whether a sovereign is bound to paj the debts of the 
preceding inonarch? This simple question was solemnly detcrmined in 
the negaiive. I t being therefore settled, that the king should not 
discharge these engagements, Ferdinand accumulated treasure. and left 
his coffers well replenished. Charles I I I . found, according to the 
Abbé Raynal, one hundred and sixty million of livres in his treasury 
on his accession, and formed the pious resolution of paying all his 
father's debts; but when he had expended half this sum, he consumed; 
the remaining part in fruitless wars. Like his predecessors, to gain 
the good opinión of his subjects, he remitted all the arrears due for 
taxes, from the several provinces and cities of his empire, which to 
many of them was no small favour, because, excepting Gallicia, mosfe 
of them are very tardy in their payments. 

Thus matters stood, t i l l the Spaniards entered into the last war for 
the emancipation of America; when, feeling distress for want of money, 
the minister thought of trying how far he could avail hiraself of paper 
credit; an expedient little suited to the genius of a despotic govern-
ment, and least of all to one, which had never shewn regard to pub-
lie faith. He began with issuing nine million of dollars, in fifteen 
thousand notes of six hundred dollars each, bearing interest at four 
per cent. Of this transaction I shall have occasion to speak further, 
when I come to treat of the new bank, which has so far restored the 
credit of this paper, that, from being at twenty-four per cent, discount, 
i t now bears a premium. 

Government allows the emission of twenty-eight million, seven hun
dred and ninety-nine thousand, nine hundred dollars, at three severa! 
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periods during the war; but professes to have withdrawn one million, 
two hundred thousand; so that, estimating the dollar at three shil-
lings, the whole of this debt is ci?4<, 189^985, and the annual interest 
of this ^165,599? a trifling incumbrance, when, compared to the debts 
of France and England. The juros are not hcre to be carried to the 
account, because they are deducted out of the gross produce of the 
revenue, and the amount I have stated is only what it clears. 

A l l good Spaniards have exclaimed against the operation of their 
taxes; and, in consequence of these expostulations, as far as relates 
to foreign trade, government has so regulated the customs upon im-
ports and exports, upon goods manufactured, and upon raw materials, 
as to encourage home producüons; but then the alcavalas and mil
lones opérate so powerfully against these provisions, that the manu-
facturer cannot lift up his head, ñor stand the competí tion with na tion s, 
who are blessed with a wiser system of finance. 

The al cávala, with its four cientos, being a tax of fourteen per 
cent, on every thing that is sold or bartered, even for oxen and nuiles 
used in husbandry, for the raw materials used in manufactures, and 
for the commodity itself when sold, and this not once for all, but 
as often as the property is transferred: were this tax collected with 
rigour, i t would créate either a general stagnation or resistance, and, 
perhaps, some eífectual remedy against i t . 

The operation of the millones is not more favourabie to manufac
tures. This tax may be considered as an addiiional alcavala, under 
another ñame, confined wholly to provisions, and is collected with 
such rigour, that even private families are obliged to pay eight reals, 

3 H 2 
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or Is. 7ld, for every sheep or pig killed upon their own estáte, and 
destined for their own consumption. 

When the Marquis de la Ensenada, prime minister to Ferdinand 
V I . turned his attention to this business, he saw clearly that Spain 
could never rise up into consideration under the pressure of such 
taxes, and therefore he conceived the idea of substituting in their 
place one contribution, to be settled according to every man s abi-
li ty, the whole amount being equivalent to the sum antecedently 
collected. For this purpose he established a commission of thirty 
íhousand persons, to make the proper investigations, and to carry his 
purpose into execution. Before he could accomplish this arduous 
undertaking, his master died; Charles I I I . succeeded to the throne; 
and he was permitted to retire. His successor, a man of singular 
abilities, never lost sight of so excellent a plan. This was the Mar
quis of Squilace, who, having served with the king in Italy, as 
commissary general, attended him to Spain, became his minister, 
and by his intrigues, soon contrived that every power in the state 
should centre in himself. This extraordinary man has been accused 
of rapacity; but however that may be, certain i t is, that Spain, liad he 
continued in office, would have had abundant reason to admire the 
wisdom of his government. To him the people of Madrid are in-
debted, not only for the cleanliness of its étreets, but for their safety 
from assassins, because he made them lay aside their capa and their 
slouched hats, by which both their persons and their purposes had 
been effectually concealed. This innovation, however excellent, this 
violence oftered to deep rooted prejudices, excited indignation; and 
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being accompanied by an accidental scarcitj of corn, raised a storm, 
which nothing but his disgrace was able to allaj. The sovereign 
himself felt the shock upon his throne, and fled with his favourite, 
but was soon prevailed upon to return, and to shew himself to his 
enraged people from the balcony, where the venerable Count of 
Revillagigedo, viceroy of México, on whose word they could depend, 
assured them that the object of their resentment was dismissed, and 
would never more return. The storm subsided; Squilace retired to 
I taly; and thus, in one raoment of popular frenzy, all his well di-
gested plans for the reformation of the finance, the encouragement of 
manufactures and the renovaUon of the empire, were rendered in-
eñectual, and vanished with himself. 

The commissioners who were appointed to take the valué of all 
the land, industry, and commerce of the twenty-two provinces cora-? 
prehended in the kingdom of Castille, after having made a deduc-. 
tion of one-third for accidents, estimated the remainder at two 
thousand one hundred and fifty-two millions, one hundred and fifty-» 
se ven thousand three hundred and sixty-four reals vellón, or a little 
more than one and twenty millions and a half stcrling. Then having 
calculated the average of the provincial renis at one hundred and 
thirty-nine millions reals vellón, or £ 1 , 3 9 0 , 0 0 0 , to ra i se an equ i va
len t for this sum, i t was found necessary to impose 6rT per cent, on 
lands, houses, industry, and commerce, including physicians, comedians, 
musicians, servants, labourers, and artists, not excepting the clergy, 
who are stated as possessing two-rfifths of all the culíivated lancL 
í o r thjs purpose an edict was pub|ished in the year 177Q; bu | 
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unfortunately, like some others, i t remained without eíFect. One pro* 
visión in this edict shewed tbe wisdom of the head that formed i t ; 
ibr i t was ordained that fertile land, although uncultivated, should 
pay the tax. 

Vfe have seen, that the paper money issued by government was 
depreciated to twenty four per cent, when M . Cabarrus by the insti-
totion of a national bank, restored the public credit, and saved the 
country. This gentleman is distinguished for singular abilities, for a 
clear head, and for a ready elocution. I have related, on what oc-
casion I had first the happiness of meeting hiña. He did me then 
the honour to take notice of me, and ever after admitted me when 
he had leisure to entertain his friends. 

The bank of S. Carlos is too singular in its history to be passed by 
in silence. I t met with rough usage in its beginning, but the inde-
fatigable application of the projector, supportcd by the good sense of 
Count Florida Blanca, overéame all difficulties, and established i t on 
a firm foundation, i f we may cali that firm, which the breath of a 
weak monarch, or one stroke of the pen of a wicked minister, can 
overthrow. At the first institution of the bank, it consisted of one 
hundred and fifty thousand shares, at two thousand reals each, con» 
stituting a capital of three millions sterling, with liberty to add annually 
three thousand shares, for thirty years, in order that the re might not 
be one citizen of the Spanish empire, excluded from this beneficia! 
enterprize. 

To créate a confidence in the public, the directors were not to 
enter into any speculation, except where the king should give them 
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a commission, for foreign and distant coramerce, or to favour the 
agriculture and manufactures of the kingdom; and to remove all occa-
sion of jealousy, the bank was to ha ve no exclusive privilege, ñor anj 
monopoly; they were to receive at par, and thereby to procure circu-
lation for the government paper, even at a time when i t was from 
twenty to twenty-four per cent, discount. 

By way of recompence, or, as i t was called, equivalency, they were 
to make all contracts for the feeding and clothing of the army, and 
for the supply of the navy, receiving ten per cent, commission for 
their trouble, and four per cent, per annum for all the money they 
should advance. This grant was for twenty years. Besides this, they 
were to have the extraction, or the exclusive privilege of exporting specie, 
collecting from the merchant four per cent, for the use of govern
ment, and three for the bank. They were to have one per cent, on 
all remittances from the court of Madrid to its ministers in foreign 
parts, and four per cent, for discounting bilis. Mo entaii was to be 
valid against the demands of the bank. 

Notwithstanding these encouragements, the Spaniards had no confi-
dence in this new establishment, but either locked up their money 
in strong chests, or solicited the gremios to take i t in at a low in-
terest, whilst in Trance and Switzerland, monied men carne into the 
scheme with such avidity, that actions bore a premium of three hun-
dred per cent, t i l l suddenly a panic seized them^ and the whole fabric 
was in danger of ruin and destruction. 

To regain their confidence, the bank bought in many actions, and 
Jent money at four per cent, to the stockholders on the security of 
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their actions, engaging at the same time to pay tliera their dividend 
of seveu per cent, or more, i f it should be due. This strange ma-
noeuvre liad the desired eíFect; for the proprietors in Paris, borrow-
ing money of the bank to the amount of twenty millions of reals, 
for which thej were charged only four, whilst, without any risk, they 
received nioe per cent, their former eagerness returned, and the demand 
for actions was every where renewed. 

I t cannot be imagined that the bank long persevered in this 
strange practico. Such conduct must soon have stripped them of 
their capital; beeause every proprietor would have borrowed money 
to the full valne of his actions, and the bank would have been 
annihilated. Therefore, at the fourth general meeting i t was resolved, 
that no more than five hundred reals should be advanced on one 
action of two thousand. 

The prosperens condition of this new establishment will appear 
from a statement of its annual gains. 

A. D . Reals Vellón. M. 

1783 The bank gained - 3,301,255 8 
1784 - - - - 17,137,6f2 22 

1785 - - - - - - " " 48,346,675 18 
1786 - - - 20,473,093 13 

In this last year, the actionists divided only seven per cent; bufe 
in the preceding they had nine, besides investing twenty-one millions 
of reals in the new Philippine company, of which I shall hereafter 
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treat. The reason of this difieren ce in their profits, and the nature 
of their operations, wi l l be clearly seen, by giving their reports to 
the proprietors at their annual meeting in the years 1785 and 1786. 

Resls. M . 
1785. 

By interest on government paper - - - 3,569,533 27 
By discount of bilis ^ - - - - - 1,260,519 18 
By interest on money advanced on actions - 594,106 23 

Dit to — for America 503,118 32 
Ditto — provisions of the army - - - . 1,435,109 12 
Dit to — Cádiz department - « - - - 617,180 28 

By interest on money advanced on letters of exchange 1,411,904 5 
By commission of one per cent, for the crown - 253,164 14 
Di t to — for America - « „ „ ^ 197,450 3 
Dit to - Cádiz - - - - - - 870,913 29 
By extraction of specie, at three per cent. - 11,883,656 23 
By commission of ten per cent, on provisions - 3,066,763 3 
Dit to — for presidios - 407,024 32 
D i t t o o f the navy - - - - - - 1,187,221 13 
D i t t o — timber - 765,892 29 
Dit to — iron - 201,434 27 
By increase of valué on actions - - 21,552,840 00 

49,777,835 12 
Deduct expences - 1.431,159 28 

Total gain - - 48,346,675, 18 
i S 
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Deduct investment in Philippine company 

Hemains to be divided - - - - -

1786. 

By interest on government paper -
By discount of bilis, deducting brokerage 
By interest of money advanced on actions 
By operations of the bank at Cádiz 
By letters of exchange for government 
By commission of one per cent, for the crown 
Dit to — for America - - - -
By extraction of specie at three per cent. 
By profit on purchase and sale of actions 
By increase of valué on five thousand four hundred 

and fifty-three actions bought in -

Deduct charges of administration 

Remains to be divided 

21,000,000 00 

27,346,675 18 

Reals. M. 

956,920 00 

2,513,857 32 
2,386,803 15 
4,007,960 20 

20,602 15 
247,264 28 

3,963 1 
10,234,299 22 

310,960 00 

1,616,210 20 

22,278,842 17 

1,805,749 4 

20,473,093 13 

By this statement i t appears, that, 
Ist. The credit of the bank procured a ready circulation for the 

government paper; because the interest of that proportion, which, 



during the course of the jears was in the possession of the bank, 
sunk from more than three millions and a half to less than one 
million. 

2nd. The disconnting business increased to nearly double in the 
space of twelve montos. 

Srd. The interest for money advanced on actions, shews cíearly, 
that the proprietors of one-fith part of the whole capital had with-
drawn their proportion; willing at the same time to take their chance 
for a dividend, at the solé risk of those, who, from rashness, from 
folly, or from inattention, neglected to foliow their example. 

4th. The extraction or exportation of specie sunk considerably. 
I t was naturally to be expected that this should be the case. Pre-
vious to the institution of the bank, when government permitted the 
exportation of specie, i t was under a duty of four per cent, the 
average produce of which was about three millions of reals; but 
when i t became the interest of the bank to watch the smuggler, the 
duties rose to sixteen millions. Merchants, however, when one road 
is stopped, exert their sagacity to find out some other; and where 
such a commodity as silver is in question, they easily surmount 
the obstacles opposed to its exportation. 

5th. One source of profit, producing more than five millions and 
a half in the year 1785, is in the subsequent year, dried up. This 
matter requires to be explained. 

The government being much distresscd for money, had, as all 
spendthrifts are forced to do, borrowed on very disadvantageous terms, 
and then repented of the hard conditions, to which i t had consented. 

3 i 2 
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The commission of ten per cent, appeared exorbitant; and the vouchers 
produced by the directors of the bank, for the articles they had 
purchased on account of the army and the navy, were not satisfactory 
to the minister of the finance. Besides these objections, the exhausted 
treasury was not in a condition to discharge its most reasonable obli-
gations to the bank, and to pay those arrears which itself acknowledged 
to be just. A l l was in confusión; the minister continued inuttering 
his threats, and the projector of the bank was loud in his expostu-
lations. The latter suggested, with great propriety, that, in a coun-
try, where justice and the laws were silent, and where arbitrary 
power prevailed, the minister might for once plunder and seize with 
a strong hand, the whole of their capital; but, that in such a case, 
lie must not ex pee t to be trusted a second time, and must there-
fore renounce for ever all idea of a bank. This argument was felt; 
and the minister determined, that the bank should have the contract 
for the army and the navy at the same prices as had been last given 
to the gremios, and that this new regulation should have a retrospect. 
The bargain was thus made more advantageous to the public; but 
how far this transaction was agreeable to justice, i t was for the mi
nister of the finance to say. 

The gremios, or the five incorporated companies of Madrid, have 
a joint capital, as factors, to purchase all commodities, and sell ta 
the retail dealers; the manufacturers being prohibited by law to sell 
by retail. This body, with a considerable capital of its own, and 
borrowing as much as i t conld employ, at two per cent, had all the 
contraets for the court, for the presidios, and for the army, both for 
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füodandclo th ing; but since thé establishraent of the bank, this mo 
nopoly hás shifted hands; and government; instead of availing itse,f 
of the competition between the gremios and the bank, has delivered 
itself up to the latter, for the advancement of its credit. 

But, as i t would not be sufficient to grant beneficia! contracts 
%itbout fnlfilling its engagements, government agreed to give an as' 
signment of the four per cent, dnties on the extraction of silver for 
three years, unless the arrears to the bank, should be previouslj dis-
charged, 

Upon coming thus to a mutual understandiug, the directors of the 
bank agreed to advance money for making a canal from Guadarama, 
at the foot of the Sierra which divides the two Castilles, to Seville 
and to superintend the work, receiving ten per cent, commission, and 
four per cent, per annum, for al) the money they should expend. 

I might proceed to give some idea of the Philippine compaoy, in 
which the bank has engaged two hundred and ten thousand pounds 
sterling, as I have already stated; but this I shall reserve t i l l I come 
to Cádiz, when I shall have occasion to treat of commerce, and 
more especially of the trade carried on between the mother country 
and its colonies. 

E N D OP Y O L . I , 

V O L , i . 3 M 

PrlnM bs Gye m i Sm, Market-Place, Balh. 
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